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The CIA under Harry Truman

Foreword The History Staff is publishing this new collection of declassified docu

ments in conjunction with the Intelligence History Symposium, �The On-

gin and Development of the CIA in the Administration of Harry S.

Truman,� which CIA�s Center for the Study of Intelligence is cosponsor

ing in March 1994 with the Harry S. Truman Presidential Library and its

Institute. This is the third volume in the CIA Cold War Records series

that began with the 1992 publication of CIA Documents on the Cuban

Missile Crisis, 1962, and continued with the publication in 1993 of

Selected Estimates on the Soviet Union, 1950-1959. These three volumes

of declassified documents�and more will follow�result from CIA�s new

commitment to greater openness, which former Director of Central Intel

ligence Robert M. Gates first announced in February 1992, and which

Director R. James Woolsey has reaffirmed and expanded since taking
office in February 1993.

The Center for the Study of Intelligence, a focal point for internal CIA

research and publication since 1975, established the Cold War Records

Program in 1992. In that year the Center was reorganized to include the

History Staff, first formed in 1951, and the new Historical Review Group,
which has greatly extended the scope and accelerated the pace of the pro

gram to declassify historical records that former Director William J.

Casey established in 1985.

Dr. Michael Warner of the History Staff compiled and edited this collec

tion of documents and all of its supporting material. A graduate of the

University of Maryland, Dr. Warner took a history M.A. from the Univer

sity of Wisconsin in 1984 and received his Ph.D. in history from the Uni

versity of Chicago in 1990. Before joining the History Staff in August
1992, Dr. Warner served as an analyst in CIA�s Directorate of Intelli

gence.

As with the previous volumes in this series, we are grateful for the abun

dant skill and help of the Historical Review Group, which persuaded a

host of overburdened declassification reviewers in CIA and other agen

cies and departments not only to release these records, but also to do it

ix



without delay. We again thank our History Assistant, Ms. Diane Marvin,

and all those talented members of the Directorate of Intelligence�s
Design Center and Publications Center and of the Directorate of Admin

istration�s Printing and Photography Group whose professional contribu

tions made this new volume possible.

J. Kenneth McDonald

Chief CIA History Staff
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The CIA under Harry Truman

Preface Emerging from World War II as the world�s strongest power, the United

States was hardly equipped institutionally or temperamentally for world

leadership. In the autumn of 1945 many Americans, in and out of govern

ment, were not at all eager to wield their nation�s power to bring about

some new global order. Indeed, many�perhaps most�Americans

thought that victory over the Axis powers would in itself ensure peace
and stability. In any event, Americans remained confident that the United

States would always have enough time and resources to beat back any

foreign threat before it could imperil our shores.

America�s wartime leaders, however, knew from experience that the

nation could never return to its prewar isolation. President Truman bore

the full weight of this knowledge within weeks of the death of Franidin

D. Roosevelt. In July 1945, as he discussed the future of Europe with

Joseph Stalin, Winston Churchill, and Clement Attlee at Potsdam, Tru

man secretly authorized the use of atomic bombs on Japanese cities. The

unexpectedly rapid defeat of Japan and the growing tensions between the

United States and the USSR over occupation policies in Germany and

Eastern Europe persuaded many observers that the wartime Grand Alli

ance of America, Britain, and Russia was breaking up, and that the

United States might soon confront serious new dangers in the postwar
world.

In responding to this challenge, the Truman administration in 1946 and

1947 created a new peacetime foreign intelligence organization that was

not part of any department or military service. The early history of that

new body, which became the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), offers a

window on the Truman administration�s foreign policy�a window that

this volume seeks to open a little wider. By describing American plans
and actions in founding and managing the nation�s new central intelli

gence service, this volume should help scholars to identify the key deci

sions that animated the CIA, and to fit them into the context of the Cold

War�s first years.

The CIA�s early growth did not follow a predestined course. Two histori

cal events�one past, the other contemporary�were uppermost in the

minds of the Truman administration officials who founded and built CIA.

The Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor demonstrated that the

United States needed an effective, modern warning capability. Soon after

this disaster it was clear that the intelligence failure at Pearl Harbor was
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primarily one of coordinatioü�that analysts had failed to collate all

available clUes to Japanese intentions and movements. The second

event�Stalin�s absorption of Eastern Europe�occurred before the wor

ried eyes of the Truman administration. The war in Europe was barely
over when American and foreign reports on Soviet conduct in the occu

pied territories began to trouble observers in Washington, London, and

other capitals. Although the lessons of Pearl Harbor were perhaps upper

most in the minds of the President and his advisers in 1946 and 1947,
their concern over Soviet conduct eventually dominated the organization
of a postwar intelligence capability.

During World War H the United States had built a formidable intelli

gence and covert action agency, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS). In

1944, its chief, William J. Donovan, formally urged the President to cre

ate a permanent, worldwide intelligence service after the war ended. Pres

ident Roosevelt made no promises, and after Roosevelt�s death (and the

German surrender) President Truman felt no compulsion to keep OSS
alive. America�s commanders in the Pacific had no use for Donovan and

OSS~ and Truman himself feared that Donovan�s proposed centralized,

peacetime intelligence establishment might one day be used against
Americans.�

Recognizing the need for an organization to coordinate intelligence for

policymakers, however, President Truman had solicited proposals for cre

ating such a capability even before he abolished OSS �2 In his Executive

order dissolving the Office on 1 October 1945, he noted that America

needed �a comprehensive and coordinated foreign intelligence program.�
Over Donovan�s objections, Truman gave the State Department the OSS

Research and Analysis Branch, while the War Department adopted the

remnants of the OSS clandestine collection and counterintelligence
� branches, which it named the Strategic Services Unit (SSU). The capabil
ity that OSS had developed to perform �subversive operations abroad�

was abandoned.3

In late 1945 departmental attention and energies therefore turned to argu
ments over the powers to be given to a new intelligence office. The

State, War, and Navy Departments, who quickly agreed that they should

~Richard Dunlop, Donovan: America�s Master Spy (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1982),
pp. 467-468; William J. Donovan to Harold D. Smith, Director, Bureau of the Budget,
25 August 1945, reproduced in Thomas F Troy, Donovan and the CIA: A History of the Estab
lishment of the Central Intelligence Agency (Washington: Central Intelligence Agency, 1981),
p. 455.

2Harry S. Truman, Memoirs: Years of Trial and Hope (New York: Doubleday, 1956 1965
paperback edition citedi), II: 73-76.

3William J. Donovan, Memorandum for the President, 13 September 45, Document 1;
Executive Order 9621, 20 September 1945, Document 3.
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oversee the proposed office, stood together against rival plans proposed
by the Bureau of the Budget and J. Edgar Hoover�s Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI). The Army and the Navy, however, would not accept
the State Department�s demand that the new office�s director be selected

by and accountable to the Secretary of State. The services instead pre
ferred a Joint Chiefs of Staff plan, which was also part of the report on

armed services unification that Ferdinand Eberstadt had prepared for

Navy Secretary James Forrestal.4 In. December 1945 an impatient Presi

dent Truman asked to see both the State Department�s and the Joint

Chiefs� proposals and decided that the latter looked simpler and more

workable. After the holidays President Truman created the Central Intelli

gence Group (CIG), in a diluted versiOn of the JCS proposal.5 President

Truman persuaded one of the authors Of the Eberstadt plan, Sidney
Souers, a Missouri businessman and Naval Reserve Rear Admiral, to

serve for a few months as the first Director of Central Intelligence (DC!).6
And soon 22 January 1946 theCentral Intelligence Group was born.

Having signed a directive creating CIG, the President invited Rear Admi

ral Souers to the White House two days later to award him a black cloak

and wooden dagger as mock symbols of office.7

With only a handful of staffers�most loaned from the State Department
and the services�CIG was but a shadow of the wartime OSS.8 Directed

to coordinate the flow of intelligence to policymakers, it had no authority
to collect clandestine foreign information from agents in the field or to

effect consensus among the various intelligence-producing departments.9
Last-minute compromises in .the Joint Chiefs� plan to appease the State

4Troy, Donovan and the CIA, pp. 297-300, 3.15, 322; William D. Leahy, Memorandum for

the Secretary of War and Secretary of the Navy, �Establishment of a central intelligence ser

vice upon liquidation of OSS,� 19 September 1945, Document 2.

5Sidney W.Souers, Memorandum for Commander Clifford, 27 December 1945, Document

5; Troy, Donovan and the CIA, p. 339.

6Truman, Memoirs: Years of Trial and Hope, II: 74-76. Souers, a banker and insurance ex

ecutive who had been a prewar pillar of the Democratic Party in St. Louis, later recalled that,
on learning of Truman�s nomination for the Senate in 1934, he had thought to himself, �I

would not hire that man in my business for more than $250 a month.� After the war Souers be

came close to Thiman and served the President as the National Security Council�s first execu

tivØ secretary, from 1947 to 1950, and remained as an adviser on foreign affairs after leaving
the NSC. William Henhoeffer and James Hanrahan, �Notes on the Early DCIs,� Studies in In

ielligencŁ.33 (Spring 1989): 29.

7Trüman to the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, 22 January 1946, Document 7; Diary
of William D. Leahy, 24 January 1946, Library of Congress.

8The history of CIG is recounted in several works. The most detailed is Arthur B. Darling,
The Central Intelligence Agency: An Instrument of Government, to 1950 (University Park, PA:

Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990). Thomas �froy�s Donovan and the CIA discusses

the founding of CIG at length. Anne Karalekas provides a brief but clear synopsis in her �His

tory of the Central Intelligence Agency,� m William M. Leary, editor, The Central Intelligence
Agency: History and Documents (University, AL: University of Alabama Press, 1984).

91n intelligence parlance, �clandestine collection� is a term for the secret gathering of infor

mation, often by espionage.
.

.
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Department and the Bureau of the Budget had made CIG an interdepart
mental body that lacked its own budget and personnel.1° But from this

humble beginning CIG soon began to grow. President Truman liked the

Group�s Daily Summary, which spared him the trouble of wading
through the hundreds of intelligence and operational cables from overseas

posts that the departments passed on to the White House.� CIG

answered to the President through the National Intelligence Authority
(NIA), which comprised the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, joined
by the President�s representative, Fleet Admiral William Leahy, who was

Chief of Staff to the Commander in Chief (and had headed the Joint

Chiefs of Staff since 1942). This proximity to the Oval Office, along
with Leahy�s friendly patronage, gave DCI Souers more influence than

CIG�s weak institutional arrangements might indicate. The President

read the CIG�s Daily Summary and Weekly Summary six mornings a

week, and Admiral Leahy helped the new Group overcome bureaucratic

obstacles thrown in its path by jealous departments.12

After five quiet months as DCI, Rear Admiral Souers returned to civilian

life and his business interests. Souers informally nominated Lt. Gen. Hoyt
S. Vandenberg, US Army Air Forces, to follow him as DCI, knowing
that Vandenberg had the clout and the inclination to build CIG into a

position of real power in Washington. Nephew of the powerful Republi
can Senator, Arthur Vandenberg, the general had a distinguished war

record in the Army Air Forces and aspired to command the independent
United States Air Force that he hoped would soon be created. Although
Vandenberg saw his stint with CIG as a temporary detour in his military
career, he made the most of this opportunity to demonstrate his political
and administrative talents by setting aside parochial service interests and

working to expand the Group�s power and responsibility.�3 Under his

year-long directorship, CIG gained an independent budget and work

force, and won authority to collect and analyze�as well as collate�.

intelligence.�4 General Vandenberg also persuaded the White House that

�°Troy, Donovan and the CiA, p. 346.
�~ CIG sent its first Daily Summary to the President on 15 February 1946; see Central Intel

ligence Group, Daily Swnmar~ 15 February 1946, Document 10; Montague, Memorandum for

the Assistant Director, R&E J. Klahr Huddle], �Conversation with Admiral Foskett regarding
the C.I.G. Daily and Weekly Summaries,� 26 February 1947, Document 27. For a glimpse at

how the Daily Summary was written and edited in the early days, see Russell Jack Smith, The

Unknown CIA: My Three Decades with the Agency (Washington: Pergamon-Brassey�s, 1989),

pp. 3 1-38.
12 For an example of Admiral Leahy�s patronage, see Darling, The Central Intelligence

Agency, pp. 200-201.
13 Phillip S. Meilinger, Hoyt S. Vandenberg: The Life of a General (Bloomington: Jndiana

University Press, 1989), p. 71.

�4National Intelligence Authority, minutes of the NIA�s 4th meeting, 17 July 1946, Docu

ment 13. CIG personnel numbered approximately 100 when Vandenberg became DCI in June

1946; six months later CIG had more than 1,800 people. Karalekas, �History of the Central In

telligence Agency,� pp. 24, 26.
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dO in its present form was unworkable, and that a true central intelli

gence agency needed substantial bureaucratic independence and Congres
sional authorization.�5

CIG grew as the Truman administration girded itself to contain the

Soviet Union in Europe. In July 1946, to evaluate the increasingly dis

turbing cables and reports flowing into CIG, General Vandenberg created

an Office of Research and Evaluation (which was soon renamed the

Office of Reports and Estimates ORE), at the State Department�s insis

tence). Although its structure prevented it from .producing much more

than �current intelligence� (daily and weekly analyses of events as they
happen), ORE sent some short but timely analytical papers to policymak
ers.�6 The first of these, �Soviet Foreign and Military Policy� (ORE 1),
was produced and informally coordinated in just four days in response to

an anxious request from the White House.�7 ORE l�s prediction that Mos

cow would be �grasping and opportunistic� echoed the �long telegram�
on Soviet policy and conduct that ChargØ d�Affaires George Kennan had

sent from Moscow in February 1946, and seemed borne out by the accel

erating pace of events.�8 Across Eastern Europe, CIG reported, Soviet

occupation authorities worked with brutal efficiency to subvert the elec

tions mandated by wartime agreements, imposing Communist-dominated

regimes while using diplomacy and subterfuge to confuse the West and

spur the pace of Western demobilization.19 When Britain in February
1947 announced its intention to withdraw from Greece, leaving the field

to Communist insurgents, the President announced his �Truman Doc

trine� to a joint session of Congress on 12 March. Going beyond the cri

ses in Greece and Turkey, President Truman depicted the Soviet advance

in lowering terms:

The peoples of a number of countries of the world have recently had totali

tarian regimes forced upon them against their will. The Government of the

United States has made frequent protests against intimidation, in violation

of the Yalta agreement, in Poland, Rumania, and Bulgaria.

~ George Elsey, Memorandum for the Record, 17 July 1946, Document 12.
16 Donald Edgar to the Executive to the Director Edwin K. Wright], �An Adequacy Survey

of �The Adequacy Survey of the CIG Daily and Weekly Summaries� as it was Prepared by
OCD on 9 December 1946,� 2 January 1947, Document 22.

~ Clifford to Leahy, 18 July 1946, Document 14. Clark Clifford and George
Elsey requested ORE 1 as they prepared a paper known today as the Clifford-Elsey Report.
The President had asked Clifford for an account of Soviet violations of wartime and postwar

agreements, and Clifford�s assistant George Elsey used this request to organize a comprehen
sive review of Soviet-American relations. (Robert J. Donovan, Conflict and Crisis: The Presi

dency ofHarry S. Truman, 1945-1948 New York: W.W. Norton, 1977], p. 221.)
18 Office of Research and Evaluation, ORE 1, �Soviet Foreign and Military Policy,� 23 July

1946, Document 15. DCI Vandenberg soon afterward reiterated the message of ORE 1 in a let

ter to the President, saying that Moscow had recently stepped up its war of nerves with the

West but was not yet preparing to invade Western Europe; see Vandenberg, Memorandum for

the President, 24 August 1946, Document 18.
~ Office of Reports and Estimates ORE], ORE 1/1, �Revised Soviet Thctics in Internation

al Affairs,� 6 January 1947, Document 23. Hereinafter, ORE reports will be cited only by title

and number.
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Democracy was threatened by a system that �relies upon terror and

oppression, a controlled press and radio, fixed elections, and suppression
of personal freedoms.� The President then stated the heart of his doctrine

of containment: �I believe it must be the policy of the United States to

support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed

minorities or by outside pressures.� 20 Senator Arthur Vandenberg, now

president pro tern of the Senate, helped the President persuade the Repub
lican-controlled Congress to back this step. A few months later, in June

1947, Secretary of State George Marshall proposed his famous plan for

the reconstruction of the European economy. Moscow rejected the Mar

shall Plan, and its client states followed suit.21

All the while CIG had been expanding its capabilities. The Group gained
authority in August 1946 to analyze intelligence on foreign atomic weap

ons and development.22 More important, CIG in 1946 and early 1947

absorbed the War Department�s Strategic: Services Unit, the remnants of

the old OSS foreign collection and counterespionage branches. In a sense,

this was like a mouse eating an elephant. SSU was much larger than

CIG, with dozens of overseas �stations and its own procedures and files

running back to its wartime OSS origins; it� was SSU that kept alive the

spirit of the old �OSS and eventually bequeathed it to CIA. The acquisi
tion of SSU gave CIG the responsibility and capability to collect clandes

tine foreign intelligence independently of other departments and

services. In addition, General Vandenberg wrested the mission of gather
ing intelligence in Latin America away from FBI chief J. Edgar
Hoover.23 CIG�s worldwide collection capability was based in the new

Office of Special Operations, America�s first, civilian clandestine ser

vice.24 When General Vandenberg returned to the Army Air Forces in

May 1947, his CIG had become an important source of information for

the President.

The rapid growth of one agency usually elicits an opposite (but not

always equal) resistance from officials and agencies that stand to lose

influence and resources to the expanding office. DCI Vandenberg met

this kind of resistance in meetings of the Intelligence Advisory Board

(JAB), a panel of uncertain authority comprising the chiefs of the depart
mental and service intelligence staffs, which had been created to help the

DCI coordinate intelligence. Vandenberg wanted the Director of Central

�Intelligence to dominate the JAB as the �executive agent� of the National

20 in Donovan, Conflict and Crisis, p. 284.
21 Melvyn P. Leffler, A Preponderance of Power: National Security, the Truman Adminis

tmtion, and the Cold War (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1992), pp. 184-186.
22 Leahy to the President, 21 August 1946, Document 17.
23 Leahy to General Hoyt S.I Vandenberg, 12 August 1946, Document 16.
~ Vandenberg, Memorandum for the Assistant Director for Special Operations Donald

Gallowayl, �Functions of the Office of Special Operations,� 25 October 1946, Document 20.
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Intelligence Authority and to be answerable through the NIA to the Presi

dent. Although the NIA approved his suggestion in February 1947, the

other members of the JAB balked at Vandenberg�s broad interpretation of

his powers, and the general�s successor as DCI felt the inevitable back

lash.25

To alternate DCIs from the Army and Navy, the White House in early
1947 looked for an admiral to succeed Vandenberg. On the advice of

James Forrestal, President Truman tapped Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter, who

had been a naval attachØ in Vichy and Paris and served as chief of intelli

gence for Admiral Niniitz in the Pacific war. A newly promoted rear

admiral, Hillenkoetter had neither Vandenberg�s rank nor his aggressive
ness.26

Hillenkoetter took only a marginal role� in the debate over the proposed
National Security Act of 1947 (indeed, former DCI Vandenberg contin

ued to testify before Congress on the CIA section of the bill even after

Hillenkoetter had become DCI).27 Along with transforming CIG into the

Central Intelligence Agency, the bill also proposed to form an indepen
dent Air Force, to place the armed services under a new Secretary of

Defense, and to create a National Security Council (NSC) to coordinate

defense and foreign policy. Although Congressional debates over the bill

focused on its �unification� of the military, some Congressmen worried

that the new CIA was a potential American Gestapo until General Van

denberg and other officials explained that the bill�s vague section on the

CIA gave the Agency no police or subpoena powers, or internal security
mission.28

The National Security Act won Congressional passage in July 1947, in a

vote that was Congress�s first word on the executive branch�s creation of

a peacetime foreign intelligence establishment (Congress had had virtu

ally no role in the origin and development of CIG).~ The Act recognized
and codified both President Truman�s original January 1946 CIG directive

and General Vandenberg�s bureaucratic victories, although for tactical

reasons the White House had kept the Act�s section on the CIA as brief as

possible and postponed a full enumeration of the Director�s powers.3°

25 National Intelligence Authority, minutes of the NIA�s 9th meeting, 12 February 1947,
Document 26.

26 After Souers had initially declined the job in late 1945, Forrestal had proposed then Cap
tain Hillenkoetter to be first DCI. Although Admiral Leahy admired Hillenkoetter, he drafted

Souers, who had a higher rank and better understood the debates and compromises that had

gone into the formation of CIG. Ludwell L. Montague, General Walter Bedell Smith as Director

of Central Intelligence (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), pp. 35-36.
27 Meilinger, Vandenberg, p. 77.
28 Darling, The Central Intelligence Agency, pp. 176-177.
29 National Security Act of 1947, 26 July 1947, Document 30.

3°Pfoi~heiiner, Memorandum for the Record, �Proposed Legislation for C.I.G.,� 28 January
1947, Document 24; Elsey to Clifford, �Central Intelligence Group,� 14 March 1947, Document 29.
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The Central Intelligence Group formally became the Central Intelligence
Agency on 18 September 1947, although Congress did not pass compre

hensive enabling legislation for the Agency until mid-1949.3�

That the CIA continued to grow under Hillenkoetter�s directorship owed

more to the alarming world situation than to any empire building on his

part. Before the autumn of 1947-American concern over Soviet behavior

in Eastern Europe had been one of several forces behind the creation of

CIG and its successor, CIA, but the events of the winter of 1947-48

made this concern predominant in the development of the CIA�s author

ity and capabilities. Massive Communist-run strikes in France and Italy
late in 1947, followed by the coup d�etat in Czechoslovakia in February
1948, suggested that Stalin might not give the Marshall Plan (which was

still hung up in Congress) time to rebuild the economies of Western

Europe. Officials in the Truman administration decided that America had

to fight fire with fire, matching the Soviets in propaganda and subterfuge.

Up to this time, however, no one had thought much about the nature and

implications of covert action. The very term was rarely used. Instead,

officials referred to separate components of what would later be collec

tively classed as covert operations. �Morale operations� or �psychologi
cal warfare� (essentially propaganda but embracing a variety of open and

clandestine methods of bringing a message home to a target group)
seemed to be something the State Department should do, at least in

peacetime. On the other hand, unconventional, paramilitary, and sabo

tage operations looked useful for wartime; any capability to perform them

seemed logically to belong to the military. What complicated the situation

still further was that the Soviet Union, while not at war with anyone, had

launched a political offensive apparently aimed at conquering peoples
and territories as completely as if by armed invasion. This was truly �cold

war,� and it confused the already murky issue of �peacetime� versus

�wartime� operations.

Truman administration officials responded to the ambiguous situation

with a creative ambiguity of their own. In NOvember 1947 the new

National Security Council briefly considered assigning the peacetime psy
chological warfare mission to the State Department, until dissuaded by
Secretary of State George Marshall, who insisted that such a role might
embarrass his Department and harm American diplomacy. State and the

military, however, still wanted a degree of control over psychological

~� Hillenkoetter to the National Intelligence Authorit~c �National Security Act of 1947,�
11 September 1947, Document 31; Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, 20 June 1949,
Document 53. The 1949 Act finally regularized the CIA�s budget, which until then had been a

�special working fund� collected from the Departments of State, War, and Navy. The CIA Act

of 1949 also gave statutory sanction to the DCIs� practice of spending unvouchered funds on

clandestine collection and operations.
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operations. The fledgling CIA seemed the best place to put this capabil
ity; the Agency had a worldwide net of operatives (many of them OSS

veterans) trained in clandestine work, and it possessed unvouchered

funds, which meant there would be no immediate need to approach Con

gress for new appropriations.32 In December 1947 the National Security
Council�over the misgivings of DCI Hillenkoetter�issued NSC 4-A.

The directive pointed to �the vicious psychological efforts of the USSR,
its satellite countries and Communist groups� and determined that CIA

was �the logical agency� to conduct

covert psychological operations designed to counteract Soviet and Soviet-

inspired activities which constitute a threat to world peace and security or

are designed to discredit and defeat the aims and activities of the United

States in its endeavors to promote world peace and security.33

NSC 4-A made the DCI alone responsible (and accountable to the NSC)
for psychological operations, leaving him wide discretion in selecting tar

gets and techniques~

With the assignment of the covert �psychological� mission, CIA had

arrived as an important component of the Washington foreign policy
establishment�one that was soon exercising its new authority to run

operations in Europe. The Agency had its critics�such as 1948 Republi
can presidential candidate Thomas Dewey, who attacked the CIA for not

warning of unrest in Colombia before Secretary of State Marshall

attended the April 1948 Bogota conference of the Organization of Ameri

can States. The CIA, however, also had strong defenders in Congress and

the executive branch. Indeed, informed opinion blamed the State Depart
ment, not the Agency, for ignoring CIA�s warning about the potential for

riots in Bogota.35 The White House had not joined in the criticism of Hill

enkoetter over the riots; President Truman was getting a steady stream of

reports and analyses from CIA on issues ranging from the events in West

ern Europe to the proposed partition of Palestine.36 Even before the

Bogota incident, the new Special Procedures Branch (later Group) of the

Office of Special Operations began operations against the Communists in

32 Darling, The Central Intelligence Agency, pp. 253-262; Karalekas, �History of the Cen

tral Intelligence Agency,� pp. 40-4 1.
~ National Security Council, NSC 4-A, 17 December 1947, Document 35.
~ Darling, The Central Intelligence Agency, pp. 260-261.
~ Pforzheimer to Arthur H. Schwartz, 6 May 1948, Document 39.
36 See, for example, ORE 55, �The Consequences of the Partition of Palestine,� 28 Novem

ber 1947, Document 33; ORE 47/1, �The Current Situation in Italy,� 16 February 1948, Docu

ment 37.
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Europe.37 Although some of these anti-Soviet activities ultimately proved
futile, others worked as planned.

OSO�s foray into covert action did not last long. While the CIA gained in

stature and influence as the Cold War deepened, DCI Hillenkoetter�s own

standing with the NSC and the other departments declined. Hillenkoet

ter�s slow and cautious use of his mandate to conduct covert action satis

fied neither State nor Defense. At State in the spring of 1948 Policy
Planning. Staff chief George Kennan argued that the US Government

needed a capability to conduct �political warfare� (psychological warfare

along with direct covert intervention in the political affairs of other

nations). Believing this role too important to be left to the CIA alone,

Kennan led the State Department�s bid to win substantial control over

covert operations. State was backed by the military, which advocated an

independent, or at least more powerful, psychological warfare office.38

Hillenkoetter saw what was coming and did his best to resist it, complain
ing to former DCI Sidney Souers (whom the President had persuaded to

return to Washington to serve as NSC Executive Secretary) that CIA was

in danger of losing control over psychological warfare.39

The DCI�s complaints tempered but did not prevent the NSC decision to

intrude on CIA�s turf in a new directive, NSC 10/2, issued in June 1948

just as the Soviets clamped a blockade on West Berlin.40 The directive

technically expanded CIA�s writ while actually infringing upon the Agen
cy�s freedom of action. It directed CIA to conduct �covert� rather than

merely �psychological� operations to include

propaganda, economic warfare; preventive direct action, including sabo

tage, anti-sabotage, demolition and evacuation measures; subversion

against hostile states, including assistance to underground resistance move

ments, guerrillas and refugee liberation groups, and support of indigenous
anti-Communist elements in threatened countries of the free world.4�

At the same time, NSC 10/2 decreed that covert action would be run by a

new office administratively quartered in CIA but supervised by the State

Department and the military. In wartime the entire apparatus would shift

to the Joint Chiefs� bailiwick and would conduct unconventional opera
tions against the enemy. The anomalous new unit, called the Office of

~ The Special Procedures Branch had been established in OSO at the end of 1947 in re

sponse to NSC 4-A. For more on OSO�s covert action efforts, see Hillenkoetter, Memorandum

for the Assistant Director for Special Operations Galloway], �Additional Functions of the Of

fice of Special Operations,� 22 March 1948, Document 38.

38 Darling, The Central Intelligence Agency, pp. 263-268.

39Hillenkoetter, Memorandum for the Executive Secretar)c �Psychological Operations,�
11 May 48, Document 40; Hillenkoetter to J.S. Lay, 9 June 1948, Document 41.

~° For an early CIA analysis of the Berlin crisis, see ORE 41-48, �Effect of Soviet Restric

tions on the US Position in Berlin,� 14 June 1948, Document 42.
� National Security Council, NSC 10/2, 18 June 48, Document 43.
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Policy Cpordination (OPC), began life in the summer of 1948 under the

directorship of Frank G. Wjsner, an OSS veteran who had been serving as

deputy to the Assistant Secretary of State for the Occupied Areas.42

As Assistant Director for Policy Coordination, Wisner�s mission was

broad�perhaps too much so. NSC 10/2�s phrase �covert operations� cov
ered activities ranging from propaganda to economic sabotage to war

planning. The vagueness of this mandate reflected its novelty, for Ameri

can officials had little experience with such methods and no body of doc

trine governing their use in peacetime. OPC never let indecision deter it,

however, and quickly threw itself into a wide variety of operations. The
affable but intense Wisner established a working relationship with DCI

Hillenkoetter, but for operational direction Wisner looked more to George
Kennan and the State Department�s Policy Planning Staff. This was to be

expected, given Wisner�s connections at State and Kennan�s strong per

sonality and ideas. Kennan and State�s representative at OPC, Robert P.

Joyce, pushed OPC to undertake large-scale, continuing covert opera

tions even before the Office could establish procedures and hire the

required personnel.43

With OPC now in .the game, the CIA�,s espionage-oriented Office of Spe
cial Operations largely bowed out of covert action, a field it had only
recently entered. Yet there was immediate tension between the two

offices, which never truly worked as a team. Wisner�s well-funded OPC

was soon competing with OSO for the services of the same agents and

groups in the field and squabbling with it at Headquarters. The sense of

competition was heightened by professional and even social distinctions

between officers of the two offices. Many OSO officers who had served

in OSS and stuck with the intelligence business through lean times in

SSU and CIG considered the new OPC hands amateurs and novices. OPC

was awash in funds and, expanding rapidly, however, and Wisner�s new

officers were often better paid than their veteran OSO counterparts. Each

Office tended to discount the importance of the other�s work: OSO people
disdained OPC activists as �cowboys�;while many in OPC viewed their

mission asrriore important than the espionage of OSO�s plodding case

42 Darling, The Central Intelligence Agency, pp. 262-273; Karalekas, �History of the Cen

tral Intelligence Agency,� pp. 41-42.
~ Frank G. Wisner, Memorandum for the Director of Central Intelligence, �OPC Projects,�

29 October 1948, Document 47; Hillenkoetter, Memorandum for the Record, 4 August 1948,
Document 44; Lawrence R. Houston, Memorandum for the Director, �Responsibility and Con

trolfor OPC,� 19 October 1948, Document 46. Joyce was a Foreign Service officer who had

also served in OSS inthe war, and in OSO until 1947.
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officers. The OSO-OPC rivalry soon prompted CIA officials to consider

a merger.~

The disconnect between OPC and OSO was only one manifestation of the

CIA�s internal disorganization under DCI Hillenkoetter�a situation that

an NSC study group report made painfully obvious in early 1949. Secre

tary of Defense Forrestal had selected three New York lawyers�Allen
Dulles, William Jackson, and Matthias Correa, all of whom had intelli

gence experience�to survey the Agency and report to the NSC on its

workings. Their survey was hardly disinterested. Allen Dulles, the panel�s
chairman, was a Republican supporter of Thomas Dewey�s 1948 presi
dential bid who believed that CIA should be headed by a civilian.45

Indeed, Dulles was one of many OSS veterans who believed along with

General Donovan that the nation had to have a peacetime secret service

that looked a lot like OSS. By late 1948 the CIA had gradually acquired
the powers and responsibilities wielded by OSS in World War II, and now

Dulles apparently believed that CIA, having become a new OSS, had to

be cured of some of the problems that had affected its predecessor. To no

one�s surprise, the Dulles-Jackson-Correa survey criticized Admiral Hill

enkoetter and recommended sweeping reforms. OPC and OSO should be

merged. The DCI should wield more authority to coordinate intelligence,
as General Vandenberg had proposed. The Office of Reports and Esti

mates (ORE), which had focused on briefing the President and only infor

mally coordinated its analysis with other departments, should be divided

into a current intelligence section and a small staff of experts to write

truly national intelligence estimates. The NSC adopted these recommen

dations almost in toto in a new directive, NSC 50, given to DCI Hillen

koetter in July 1 949 �46

Confronted by such criticism and the daunting task of implementing the

reforms required by NSC 50, Hillenkoetter temporized while waiting for

the White House to appoint his successor. President Truman, however,

postponed this step for a year. Hillenkoetter had done nothing egregiously

wrong, and he had kept open the CIA�s lines to the Oval Office and the

NSC. The real problem, however, was finding Hillenkoetter�s replace
ment. According to Sidney Souers, the President was loath to appoint

anyone recommended by his new Secretary of Defense, Louis Johnson,

~ Wisner, Memorandum for the Director of Central Intelligence, �Observations upon the

report of the Dulles-Jackson-Correa report to the National Security Council,� 14 February
1949, Document 49; C. Offie to ADPC, �Conversation with Messrs. 1�15, 16 April
1950,� 24 April 1950, Document 59; Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Memorandum for the Deputy Di
rector of Central Intelligence, �Problems of OSO,� 8 June 1951, Document 68.

~ Montague, General Walter Bedell Smith as Director of Central Intelligence, p. 42.
~ National Security Council, NSC 50, 1 July 1949, Document 54; Hillenkoette~ Memoran

dum for CIA Assistant Directors, �Approval by the NSC of Much of the Dulles Report,� 12

July 1949, Document 55.
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whom he despised. At the same time, the recently appointed Secretary of

State, Dean Acheson, felt it inappropriate to offer any names of his own

without a specific request from the White House.47 Meanwhile, the

Agency continued to drift. Only Frank Wisner�s energetic but loosely
organized OPC was laying ambitious plans at this point; the Office was

fairly brimming with ideas for exploiting the Tito-Stalin dispute and

using �counterpart� funds from the Marshall Plan to strengthen leftwing
but anti-Communist leaders and intellectuals in Western Europe.48

Events in Asia soon forced theCIA to reform. By the end of 1949 China

had fallen to the Communists and Stalin had his own atomic bomb.49 In

April 1950 the National Security Council issued NSC 68, which reexam

ined America�s strategic objectives in the dim light of the Cold War and

painted the global battle between freedom and tyranny in apocalyptic
terms:

The assault on free institutions is world-wide now, and in the context of

the present polarization of power a defeat of free institutions anywhere is

a defeat everywhere.

Frustrating the Kremlin�s designs meant shifting from the defensive to

�a vigorous political offensive against the Soviet Union.� ~° NSC 68

spurred OPC to new efforts as soon as the draft directive was circulated

in April l950.~� It nevertheless took Communist North Korea�s invasion

of its southern neighbor in June 1950 to energize Washington, prompt

widespread assent to NSC 68, and provoke major changes at CIA. With

America again at war and the threat of a wider, perhaps worldwide,

conflict apparently looming, OPC�s budget expanded dramatically and

its focus shifted from essentially defensive psychological operations to

active economic, political, and even military actions. CIA�s failure to

provide better warning of the Korean invasion made it impossible for

the White House to delay Admiral Hillenkoetter�s replacement any

41 According to Admiral Souers, in thePresident�s 1948 campaign someone had promised
Louis Johnson his choice of Cabinet posts in return for taking the apparently thankless post of

campaign finance chairman. Appalled by this deal, Truman nonetheless felt bound by it when

Johnson insisted on becoming Secretary of Defense in the place of the ailing James Forrestal.

Montague, General Walter Bedell Smith as Director of Central Intelligence, pp. 47, 53-54;

Henhoeffer and Hanrahan, �Notes on the Early DCIs,� p. 32.
48 See, for example, Finance Division to Executive, OPC Wisner], �CIA Responsibility

and Accountability for ECA Counterpart Funds Expended by OPC,� 17 October 1949, Docu

ment 57.
�~ ORE 29-49, �Prospects for Soviet Control of a Communist China,� 15 April 1949, Docu

ment 52; ORE 32-50, �The Effect of the Soviet Possession of Atomic Bombs on the Security
of the Us,,� 9 June 1950, Document 60.

~° National Security Council, NSC 68, 14 April 1950, Foreign Relations of the United

States, 1950, I: 240, 263, 282. George Kennan�s successor at State as Director for Policy Plan

ning, Paul Nitze, was the principal drafter of NSC 68.
51 C. V. H. Charles V. Hulick] Memorandum for the Record, �Policy Guidance,� 19 April

1950, Document 58.
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longer.52 Even before the invasion, President Truman had decided�

apparently on the advice of his aide Averell Harriman�that Lt. Gen.

Walter Bedell Smith, US Army, would be the next Director of Central

Intelligence. Smith did not want the job at first, but after war broke out he

finally accepted the appointment. Confirmed by. the Senate in late August,
his prolonged convalescence from st~rgety prevented him from taking
office until October.53

Although Smith had little experience in intelligence, he had been well

briefed and arrived at CIA with the determination and mandate to reshape
the organization and make it work as a team. He had been General Eisen

hower�s chief of staff during the war and had afterward succeeded Averell

Harriman as Ambassador to Moscow, spending three years in Russia

observing.the Soviets at close hand. Taking NSC 50 as his blueprint,
Smith brought William Jackson aboard as Deputy Director of Central

Intelligence to carry, out almost all of the NSC�s recommendations.54

Small in stature but possessed of a keen intellect and a sharp tongue (his

temper was only worsened by lingering side effects of his recent opera

tion), Smith ruled the Agency with an iron hand, impatiently hazing even

his most senior lieutenants but inspiring a strong sense of loyalty and

drive in virtually everyone who worked with him.

One of Smith�s first steps was to break up the drifting Office of Reports
and Estimates into three new offices, one for estimates, one for current

intelligence, the last for reports.55 His new Office of National Estimates

(ONE) was a small group of scholars and senior officials exempted from

potentially distracting administrative duties and directed to concentrate

on writing estimates that could win governmentwide assent. The new

DCI also transformed the ORE reporting section into the more efficient

Office of Current Intelligence, which soon began publishing a new Cur

rent Intelligence Bulletin in the place of the old Daily Summary. The

remainder of ORE became the Office of Reseai~ch and Reports (ORR).

52 CIA did not provide adequate tactical warning of the� North Korean attack in 1950, al

though in early 1949 it had predicted, that the planned �withdrawal of US forces from Korea in

the spring of 1949 would probably in time be followed by an invasion�; see ORE 3. 49, �Con

sequences of US Troop Withdrawal From Korea in Spring, 1949,� 28 February 1949, Docu

ment 51.
. �

�. . �

~ Smith had suffered for years from ulcers, and his doctors finally resolved the condition

by removing much of his stomach in the summer of 1950. Montague, General Walter Bedell

Smith as Director of Central Intelligence, pp. 55-56.
~ Smith initially did not want to merge OSO and OPC, according to Ludwell Montague;

General Walter Bedell Smith as Director of Central Intelligence, p. 219. For an example of the

briefing papers seen by the general, see Houston to Walter B. Smith, 29 August 1950, Docu
ment 63, �

~ ORE had always had trouble winning cooperation from other offices and agencies. See,
for example, Ludwell L. Montague to Vandenberg, �Procurement of Key Personnel for ORE,�
24 September 1946, Document 19; Chief, D/Pub R. Jack Smith] to AD/ORE Theodore
Babbitt], �Contents of the Daily Summary,� 21 September 1950, Document 62.
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At Smith�s direction, Frank Wisner informed the Departments of State

and Defense that OPC would henceforth be subject to the DCI as a regu

lar office of the CIA.56 This step, combined with a �geographic-area divi

sion� system of organization and a more exacting process for reviewing
proposed operations�both of which had been instituted in the summer

of 1950�allowed Wisner to ensure that OPC�s rapid expansion over the

next two years never got completely out of hand.

Allen Dulles joined the Agency in early 1951 as its first Deputy Director

for Plans, charged with supervising OSO and OPC. With Dulles aboard,
the idea of merging the two offices steadily gained ground, despite the

qualms of DCI Smith and some officers in OSO.57

The war in Asia created an enormous demand for analysis and new covert

operations.58 In response, CIA�s budget and work force grew almost expo

nentially, to the point that Agency and Congressional officials were

forced to find new ways to hide allocations for the Agency in published
reports on the budget.59 The new covert operations themselves were

becoming more sophisticated and daring: some even used American vol

untary organizations such as the National Student Association as (some
times unwitting) agents of influence with foreign anti-Communist leaders

and groups.6°

In just three years, covert action had become the most expensive and

bureaucratically prominent of CIA�s missions.6~ The growing predomi
nance of the covert action mission even began to affect the Agency�s

intelligence product. For example, Frank Wisner�s Special Assistant for

Latin America, J. C. King, bypassed the Office of Current Intelligence
and the Office of National Estimates to send to the White House his own

56 Wisner, Memorandum for Director of Central Intelligence, �Interpretation of NSC 10/2

and Related Matters,� 12 October 1950, Document 64.
~ Smith wanted to maintain a clear distinction between clandestine collection and covert

action, according to Montague, and also hoped the Joint Chiefs of Staff would take over OPC�s

large guerrilla operations in East Asia. Dulles, on the other hand, was joined in his advocacy
of an OSO-OPC merger by ADPC Frank Wisner and ADSO Willard Wyman, although more

than a few OSO officers looked on OPC as an upstart and did not want to meige with it. Mon

tague; General Walter Bedell Smith as Director of Central Intelligence, pp. 2 19-226.
58 For examples of CIA analysis of the Korean war, see Smith, Memorandum for the Presi

dent, 12 October 1950, Document 65; ME 12, �Consequences of the Early Employment of

Chinese Nationalist Forces in Korea,� December 1950, Document 66.
~ Pforzheimer, Memorandum for the Record, �CIA Appropriations,� 25 October 1951,

Document 74.
~° Milton W. Buffington to CSP Lewis S. Thompson], �United States National Student As

sociation,� 17 February 1951, Document 67; Wisner to Deputy Assistant Director for Policy
Coordination, �Reported Crisis in the American Committee for Cultural Freedom,� 7 April
1952, Document 77.

61 Much of the Agency�s growth took place in OPC. In 1949 the Office had 302 people and

a budget of approximately $4.7 million. In 1952 it employed 2,812 (plus 3,142 overseas con

tract personnel) and its budget was $82 million. Karalekas, �History of the Central Intelligence
Agency,� p. 43.
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estimate of the deteriorating situation in Guatemala.62 DCI Smith com

plained more than once that covert action, particularly in support of the

Korean war effort, was distracting the Agency from the gathering and

analysis of intelligence; at one staff meeting he caustically wondered

aloud whether CIA would continue as an intelligence agency or become

the administration�s �cold war department.� 63 He asked the NSC for a

ruling on the proper �scope and magnitude� of CIA operations, and in

October 1951 the Council responded with NSC 10/5, which endorsed the

Agency�s anti-Communist campaign and further expanded its authority
over guerrilla operations. Smith reluctantly went along with NSC 10/5

and the proposed merger of OPC and OSO, which took place 1 August
1952.~ Indeed, under DCI Smith the major functions of the Agency were

consolidated in three directorates: plans, intelligence, and administration.

These three directorates, along with a fourth created in the 1 960s, today
are the main pillars of the Agency�s institutional structure.65

The military and diplomatic quagmire in Korea had its effects on the Tru

man administration as well as on CIA. After Truman sacked Gen. Doug
las MacArthur in April 1951, the Korean frontline stabilized and both

sides dug in for a static war of attrition. To the end of his administration,
there was almost no good news from Korea for the President. Truman�s

popularity sagged as casualties mounted, the peace talks dragged on, and

Republican Senator Joseph McCarthy savaged the administration for

being soft on Communism. Truman more than once considered using
atomic bombs to break the Korean stalemate.~ DCI Smith felt some of

the weight on Truman�s shoulders when he briefed the President on Fri

day mornings. The President usually wanted to talk about Korea, using
the general�s comments on the course of the fighting to assess the advice

he received from the Pentagon. Smith prepared carefully for these meet

ings, keeping abreast of CIA activities but working even harder to make

his battle maps more precise than JCS Chairman Omar Bradley�s.67

�

By the time the Truman administration (and DCI Smith) prepared to

leave office in late 1952, the CIA was a very different institution from

what it had been only a few years earlier. The world itself was changing.

62E~n,~ Memorandum for Rear Admiral Robert L. Dennison, �Estimate of Situation in

Guatemala,� 14 January 1952, Document 76.
63 DCI staff meeting minutes, 22 October 1951 (Document 72) and 27 October 1952 (Doc

ument 80).
~ National Security Council, NSC 10/5, 23 October 1951, Document 73; Smith to CIA

Deputy Directors, �Organization of CIA Clandestine Services,� 15 July 1952, Document 79.
65 In 1973 the Directorate of Plans was renamed the Directorate of Operations. The Direc

torate of Administration was known as the Directorate of Support from 1955 to 1973, and as

the Directorate of Management and Services (1973-74). The fourth directorate�Science and

Technology�was created in 1962 (although for its first year it was called the Directorate of

Research).
66 McCullough, Truman (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992), pp. 872-873.
67 Montague, General Walter Bedell Smith as Director of Central Intelligence, pp. 232-233.
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Reinvigorated by the Marshall Plan and American security guarantees,
Western Europe appeared much less vulnerable to internal subversion.68

Joseph Stalin was dying. The Cold War itself had reached its first pause,

as the stalemate in Korea dragged on and the Soviets pondered how they
could exploit the rising calls for national liberation among the West�s

aging colonial empires.69 The CIA�s own focus, especially in the field of

covert action, was already shifting to the Third World as well.

When President Truman came to the Agency to say farewell and thanks

in late November 1952, he told the assembled CIA men and women that

the United States now had an intelligence agency that was �not inferior to

any in the world.� The CIA was vital to the presidency, Truman
declared, because America had been forced to take up the burden of

world leadership that it should have assumed after the First World War:

We are at the top, and the leader of the free world�something that we did

not anticipate, something that we did not want, but something that has been

forced on us.
. . .

It is our duty, under Heaven, to continue that leadership
in the manner that will prevent a third world war�which would mean the

end of civilization.

President Truman explained that President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower

would soon be making decisions daily that would affect millions of peo

ple. As he assumed the most powe~ful office in the history of the world,
he would need the stream of intelligence that the Central Intelligence
Agency sent daily to the President�s desk.7°

With President Eisenhower�s inauguration in January 1953, the CIA

entered a new phase. Now the Agency would have its first civilian Direc

tor�Allen Dulles, who had unprecedented access to the White House

and to the Secretary of State, his brother John Foster Dulles. As the

Agency focused on Communism as the main disruptive element in world

affairs, anti-Communist covert action attained an importance among the

CIA�s missions that it would not again approach until the 1980s. Dulles�s

long tenure of almost nine years as Director had its own, far-reaching
effects on CIA, but the decisions reached during the Truman administra

tion and the changes imposed by DCI Smith circumscribed the scope of

later directors� actions. It is worth understanding that experience as CIA,
in a new postwar period, faces hard choices on many of the issues that

were first debated and decided in the Truman administration more than 40

years ago.

68 For a CIA view of Western Europe, see DCI staff meeting minutes, 21 November 1951,
Document 75. Also see Special Estimate 13, �Probable Developments in the V.brld Situation

Through Mid-1953,� 24 September 1951, Document 71.
69 Special Estimate 9, �Probable Immediate Developments in the Far East Following a Fail

ure in the Cease-Fire Negotiations in Korea,� August 1951, Document 70.
70 See President Truman�s farewell speech to CIA, 21 November 1952, Document 81.
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Sources and Declassification

This third volume in CIA�s Cold War Records series provides an over

view of the Agency�s early development by presenting some key docu

ments�especially those that received the President�s personal attention�

that guided its formation and work during the Truman administration. In

selecting CIA-related documents from the Truman years, we have sought
to balance considerations of novelty, space, and relevance. In recent years
CIA has declassified many of its early records. Although a few of this

volume�s early documents have been published in other works, most of

its previously declassified documents were either released to individual

researchers under Freedom of Information Act requests or transferred

without publication to the National Archives under the auspices of the

Agency�s Historical Review Program. The newly declassified records are

variegated, although most of them were created within CIA, usually for

internal distribution. They range from memorandums for the record sum

marizing sehior officials� policy debates to working-level reports and

communications; the former show how the CIA supported the Truman

administration�s foreign policies, while the latter offer insight into the

Agency�s day-to-day workings.

We should add that since 1985 the CIA History Staff has actively helped
the Historian�s Office of the Department of State compile two supplemen
tary volumes on �Intelligence and United States Foreign Policy, 1945�

1950� for the Foreign Relations of the United States series. These two

volumes (one a microfiche companion volume) will include almost 1,300
documents from State, CIA, the NSC, and elsewhere, which were still

classified when the Foreign Relations volumes for this immediate post
war period were published some years ago. These forthcoming supple
mentary Foreign Relations volumes, which the Department of State

expects to publish within the next year, will include about 20 docu

ments�mainly from the 1945-47 period�that we reproduce in this

present work.

Are there any surprises in this volume�s newly declassified records?

Some, perhaps, although most of them will no doubt confirm long-held
views of the Agency�s early years, such as its turf wars, its drift under

Admiral Hillenkoetter, its resurgence under Walter Bedell Smith, and the

anti-Communist activism of Frank Wisner�s Office of Policy Coordina

tion. Some documents also add to the relatively scarce evidence on such

developments as the OSO-OPC rivalry, the policy guidance CIA got for

covert operations, and the voracious White House appetite for CIA intel

ligence analyses of all sorts.
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The documents have been organized in three generally chronological sec

tions. Part I, covering the two years between the dissolution of the war

time Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in October 1945 to the

establishment of the Central Intelligence Agency in September 1947,

shows the bureaucratic and policy debates surrounding the birth and

growth of the interdepartmental Central Intelligence Group (CIG). These

early documents, most of which have been declassified for some time,

help explain how CIG developed into the new statutory CIA. Part II, cov

ering the three years from CIA�s September 1947 founding to General

Smith�s arrival as DCI in October 1950, chronicles Hillenkoetter�s rud

derless Agency and Frank Wisner�s activist OPC and describes the early

analysis that CIA provided to the White House. Part III, from mid-1950

to the end of 1952, focuses on new forms of intelligence analysis and

covert action while detailing the genesis and consequences of DCI

Smith�s reforms.

This volume also includes a glossary of abbreviations, brief identifica

tions of persons mentioned in the documents, and a chronology of events

in the almost eight years of President Truman�s administration. A few of

the newly declassified documents have had some words or passages

deleted to protect intelligence sources and methods�in bureaucratic jar

gon, they have been �sanitized.� Limitations in space have led us to print
other documents (clearly noted as excerpts) only in part. In shortening
documents for publication, we have tried to excise only such sections as

appendixes that are not essential to understanding the thrust of the docu

ment. In any event, these newly declassified records, including those por

tions omitted for space reasons in this volume, will be transferred to the

National Archives and opened for research.

The documents we have reproduced in this volume vary greatly in their

physical condition. Some are typed or printed originals, but others we

have found only in faint carbon, Mimeograph, or Ditto copies of the time,

or in Thermofax or photocopies made later on.71 When we have been

unable to find a signed original copy, we have searched for a clean, con

temporary carbon, or a typed true copy�a common practice in those pre

photocopy days. Sometimes, however, we have only a poor copy to work

with, and its reproduction in this volume is barely legible. For a few doc

uments, for want of the original in any form, we have reproduced a typed
transcription prepared in the early I 950s for Dr. Arthur B. Darling, the

CIA�s first historian. When we reproduce a document that is not a signed
original, the caption at its head will describe the nature of the copy we

have used.

71 Mimeograph, Ditto, and Thermofax are registered trade marks.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

AD/ORE Assistant Director for Reports and Estimates

ADPC Assistant Director for Policy Coordination

ADSO Assistant Director for Special Operations (CIG and CIA)

BoB Bureau of the Budget

CIG Central Intelligence Group

CSP Chief, Special Projects Division, Office of Policy Coordination

DCI Director of Central Intelligence (CIG and CIA)

DDCI Deputy Director of Central Intelligence (CIG and CIA)

DDA Deputy Directorate of Administration, or Deputy Director for Adminis

tration

DDI Deputy Directorate of Intelligence, or Deputy Director for Intelligence

DDP Deputy Directorate of Plans, or Deputy Director for Plans

DoD Department of Defense

D/PUB Publications Division, Office of Reports and Estimates

ECA Economic Cooperation Administration

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation

lAB Intelligence Advisory Board (interdepartmental)

IAC Intelligence Advisory Committee (interdepartmental)

NIA National Intelligence Authority (interdepartmental)

NIE National Intelligence Estimate

NSC National Security Council

NSCID National Security Council Intelligence Directive

OCI Office of Current Intelligence
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ONE Office of National Estimates

OPC Office of Policy Coordination

ORE Office of Reports and Estimates (CIG and CIA)

050 Office of Special Operations (CIG and CIA)

OSP Office of Special Projects

OSS Office of Strategic Services

PSB Psychological Strategy Board (interdepartmental)

SADO Special Assistant to the Assistant Director for Policy Coordination

SE Special Estimate

SPG Special Procedures Group, OSO

SSU Strategic Services Unit, War Department

Note: All offices and position titles are CIA unless otherwise indicated.

The terms Assistant Director and Deputy Director refer to the men who

headed their respective offices.
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Persons Mentioned72

Abdullah ibn Hussein King of Jordan from 1921, assassinated 20 July 1951.

Acheson, Dean Under Secretary of State, August 1945�June 1947; Secretary of State

from 21 January 1949.

Arbenz, Jacobo President of Guatemala, from November 1950.

Attlee, Clement Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, July 1945�October 1951.

Babbitt, Theodore Assistant Director for Reports and Estimates, CIG and CIA, July 1947�

November 1950.

Blum, Robert Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Office of the Secretary of

Defense, 1947-49.

Bradley, Omar N. General of the Army, US Army; Chief of Staff, US Army, February
1948�August 1949; Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, from August 1949.

Bridges, Henry Styles Senator (R-NH), from 1937.

Buffington, Milton W. Office of Policy Coordination, CIA, from 1948 to 1952.

Byrnes, James F. Secretary of State, 3 July 1945�21 January 1947.

Cassady, Thomas Office of Strategic Services, World War II; SSU, CIG, and CIA; Office

of Special Operations, CIG and CIA, to 1948.

Clifford, Clark M. Naval Aide to the President, to July 1946; Special Counsel to the Presi

dent, 1946-50.

Chiang Kai-Shek President of the Nationalist government of China to January 1949, and

again from March 1950 (Taiwan).

Churchill, Winston Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, to July 1945, then again from

October 1951.

Correa, Matthias Member, National Security Council Survey Committee, 1948.

72Organizations, tit1e~, and ranks held during the �fruman administration, 1945-53.
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Darling, Arthur B. Central Intelligence Agency Historian, 1952-54; Author, The Central

Intelligence Agency: An Instrument of Government, to 1950 (University
Park; Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990).

Dennison, Robert L. Naval Aide to the President, 1948-53.

Dewey, Thomas E. Governor of New York; Republican nominee for President, 1944 and

1948.

Donovan, William J. Director, Office of Strategic Services, to 1 October 1945.

Douglass, Kingman Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, CIG, 2 March 1946�11 July
1946; Director, Office of Current Intelligence, CIA, January 1951�July
1952.

Dulles, Allen W. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Chainnan, National Security
Council Survey Committee, 1948; Deputy Director for Plans, CIA, 4 Jan

uary 1951�23 August 1951; Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, from
23 August 1951.

Earman, John S. Secretary to the National Intelligence Authority, 1947; Office of the

Director of Central Intelligence, from 1947; Executive Assistant to the

DCI, from January 1952.

Eberstadt, Ferdinand Investment banker, New York; prepared the Eberstadt Report on service

unification for Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal, 1945.

Eddy, William A. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Special Assistant to the Secre

tary of State for Intelligence and Research, 1946-47.

Edgar, Donald Chief, Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff, CIG and CIA,

July 1946�October 1947.

Eisenhower, Dwight D. General of the Army, US Army; Supreme Commander, Allied Expedi
tionary Forces, Europe, World War II; Chief of Staff, US Army, Novem
ber 1945�February 1948; President, Columbia University, 1948-50;

Supreme Allied Commander, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 1950-

52; President-elect, 4 November 1952�20 January 1953.

Elsey, George M. Assistant Naval Aide to the President, 1945-46; Assistant to the Special
Counsel to the President, 1947-49.

Forrestal, James V. Secretary of the Navy, to 17 September 1947; Secretary of Defense,
17 September 1947-28 March 1949.
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Foskett, James H. Rear Admiral, US Navy; Naval Aide to the President, July 1946�Febru

ary 1948.

Galloway, Donald H. Colonel, US Army; Assistant Director for Special Operations, CIG and

CIA, 11 July 1946�27 December 1948.

Harriman, W. Averell Ambassador to the USSR, to January 1946; US Representative to Europe
under the Economic Cooperation Administration, 1948-50; Special Assis

tant to the President, 1950-5 1; Director for Mutual Security, from Octo

ber 1951.

Harvey, George Staff member, House Appropriations Committee, from 1946.

Helms, Richard M. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; SSU, CIG, and CIA; Deputy
Assistant Director for Special Operations, CIA, December 1951�August
1952; Acting Chief of Operations, DDP, from August 1952.

Huger, Gustav German diplomat and Soviet expert, World War II; Consultant to the US

Government on Soviet affairs.

Hillenkoetter, Roscoe Rear Admiral, US Navy; Director of Central Intelligence, CIG and CIA,
1 May 1947�7 October 1950.

Hoover, J. Edgar Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Houston, Lawrence Assistant General Counsel, OSS, 1944-45; CIG and CIA General Coun

sel, from 1946.

Huddle, J. Klahr Assistant Director for Research and Evaluation (changed to Assistant

Director for Reports and Estimates in late 1946), CIG, September 1946�

May 1947.

Hulick, Charles V. Executive Assistant to the Assistant Director for Policy Coordination

(later for the Deputy Director for Plans), CIA, from 1949.

Irwin, S. Leroy Major General, US Army; Interim Activities Director, Office of the

Assistant Secretary of War, 1945-46.

Jackson, William H. Member, National Security Council Survey Committee, 1948; Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence, 7 October 1950�23 August 1951; Special
Assistant and Senior Consultant to the Director of Central Intelligence,
from August 1951.

Johnson, Louis Secretary of Defense, 28 March 1949�19 September 1950.
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Johnston, Kilbourne Colonel, US Army; Deputy Assistant Director for Policy Coordination,

CIA, December 1950�August 1951; Assistant Director for Policy Coordi

nation, 23 August 195 1�1 August 1952.

Joyce, Robert P. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Office of Special Operations
(CIG) liaison to the Department of State, 1946�June 1947; Political

Adviser, Trieste, 1947-48; Senior Consultant (representing the Secretary
of State), OPC, from September 1948; Policy Planning Staff, Department
of State, from December 1948.

Kennan, George F. ChargØ d�Affaires, US Embassy Moscow, January 1945�April 1946;

Deputy for Foreign Affairs, National War College, August 1946�July
1947; Director, Policy Planning Staff, Department of State, May 1947�

December 1949; Counselor for the Department of State, August 1949�

July 1951; Ambassador to the USSR, May 1952�September 1952.

Kent, Sherman Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Professor of History, Yale

University; Vice Chairman, Board of National Estimates, CIA, Novem

ber 1950�January 1952; Chairman, Board of National Estimates, from

January 1952.

Kim Il-Song Leader of the Korean Communist Party and (from May 1948) Premier of

North Korea.

King, J. Caidwell Special Assistant to the DDP for Latin America, CIA, December 1951�

March 1952; Chief, Western Hemisphere Division, OPC, and Directorate

of Plans, CIA, from March 1952.

Kirkpatrick, Lyman B. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; SSU, CIG, and CIA; Execu

tive Assistant to the Director of Central Intelligence, November 1950�

June 1951; Deputy Assistant Director for Special Operations, July 195 1�

December 1951; Assistant Director for Special Operations from

17 December 1951.

Langer, William L. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Professor of History, Harvard

University; Chairman, Board of National Estimates, CIA, November

1950�January 1952.

Lay, James S. Central Intelligence Group, from January 1946; Secretary, Intelligence
Advisory Board, January 1946�September 1947; Office of Reports and

Estimates, CIG, 1947; Assistant to the Executive Secretary, National

Security Council, September 1947�January 1950; Executive Secretary,
National Security Council, from January 1950.
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Leahy, William D. Fleet Admiral, US Navy; Chief of Staff to the Commander in Chief (Pres
idents Roosevelt and Truman); presided over the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

July 1942�March 1949.

Lovett, Robert A. Assistant Secretary of War for Air, to December 1945; Under Secretary
of State, July 1947�January 1949; Deputy Secretary of Defense, Septem
ber 1 950�September 1951; Secretary of Defense, from 17 September
1951.

MacArthur, Douglas General of the Army, US Army; Commander, US Armed Forces in the

Far East, to April 1951.

Magruder, John Brigadier General, US Army; Deputy Director for Intelligence, OSS, to

September 1945; Director, Strategic Services Unit, War Department,
1 October 1945�4 April 1946; Senior Consultant (representing the Secre

tary of Defense), OPC, from September 1948.

Mao Tse-tung Leader of the Chinese Communist Party and (from October 1949) Chair

man of China�s central government council.

Marshall, George C. General of the Army, US Army; Chief of Staff, US Army, to November

1945; Secretary of State, 21 January 1947�20 January 1949; Secretary of

Defense, 21 September 1950�12 September 1951.

Matthews, H. Freeman Department of State, Washington, to July 1947; Deputy Under Secretary
of State, from July 1950.

McCloy, John J. Assistant Secretary of War, to November 1945; US High Commissioner

for Germany, June 1949�July 1952.

Montague, Ludwell L. Chief, Central Reports Staff, CIG, March�July 1946; Acting Assistant

Director, CIG, 1946; Office of Reports and Estimates, September 1946�

November 1950; ~ CIA representative to the NSC, September 1947�

October 1950; Office of National Estimates, from November 1950;

Author, General Walter Bedell Smith as Director of Central Intelligence
(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992).

Mossadeq, Mohammed Premier of Iran, from April 1951.

Murphy, Charles S. Administrative Assistant to the President, 1947-50; Special Counsel to

the President, from 1950.

Nehru, Jawaharlal Premier of India, from August 1947.

~ The Office of Reports and Estimates was originally named the Office of Research and Eval

uation; the title was changed in November 1946.
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Offie, Carmel Special Assistant to the Assistant Director for Policy Coordination, CIA,
1948�50.

Patterson, Robert P. Secretary of War, 27 September 1945�18 July 1947.

Petersen, Howard C. Assistant Secretary of War, 1945-47.

Pforzheimer, Walter CIG and CIA Legislative Counsel, from 1946.

Rhee, Syngman President of South Korea, from August 1948.

Roosevelt, Franklin D. President of the United States to 12 April 1945.

Ruddock, Merritt K. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Central Reports Staff, CIG,

1946; Office of Reports and Estimates, CIG and CIA, 1946-48; Deputy
Assistant Director for Policy Coordination, CIA, September, 1948�

November 1949.

Schlesinger, Arthur, Jr. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Professor of History, Harvard

University; American Committee for Cultural Freedom, from 1951.

Schwartz, Arthur H. New York attorney and state Republican Party chief, 1948.

Smith, Russell Jack Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Office of Reports and Esti

mates, CIA, June 1947�November 1950; Office of National Estimates,

from November 1950.

Smith, Walter B. Lieutenant General, US Army; Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Expeditionary Forces, Europe, World War II; Ambassador to the

USSR, April 1946�December 1948; Director of Central Intelligence
from 7 October 1950.

Souers, Sidney W. Rear Admiral, US Naval Reserve; Director of Central Intelligence, CIG,
22 January 1946�10 June 1946; Executive Secretary, National Security
Council, August 1947�January 1950; Special Consultant to the Presi

dent, from January 1950.

Stalin, Joseph Premier of the Soviet Union and leader of the Soviet Communist Party
from the 1920s until his death on 5 March 1953.

Stevens, Leslie C. Rear Admiral, US Navy; Senior Consultant (representing the Joint

Chiefs), OPC, from September 1949.

Thompson, Lewis S. Chief, Special Projects Division, OPC, 1950-51; Office of the Deputy
Director for Administration, CIA, from 1952.
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Tito, Josip Broz Yugoslav Premier, Defense Minister, and leader of the Yugoslav Commu
nist Party from 1945.

Truman, Harry S. President of the United States, 12 April 1945�20 January 1953.

Vandenberg, Arthur H. Senator (R-MI), 1928-5 1; President pro tern of the Senate and Chairman,

Committee on Foreign Relations, 1947-49.

Vandenberg, Hoyt S. Lieutenant General, US Army Air Forces; member, Intelligence Advi

sory Board, January 1946�May 1947; Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelli

gence, US Army, 1946; Director of Central Intelligence, CIG, 10 June

1946�1 May 1947.

Wisner, Frank G. Office of Strategic Services, World War II; Deputy to the Assistant Secre

tary of State for the Occupied Areas, 1947-48; Assistant Director for Pol

icy Coordination, CIA, 1 September 1948�23 August 1951; Deputy
Director for Plans from 23 August 1951.

Wright, Edwin K. Colonel, US Army; Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, CIG and

CIA, 20 January 1947�9 March 1949

Wyman, Willard G. Major General, US Army; Assistant Director for Special Operations,
CIA, 15 February 195 1�17 December 1951.
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Chronology

1945

12 April President Franklin D. Roosevelt dies in Warm Springs, Georgia; Vice

President Harry S. Truman takes the oath of office as President.

8 May Germany surrenders.

17 July The Potsdam Conference of the leaders of the United States, Great Brit

ain, and the Soviet Union convenes to discuss peace terms and the fate of

Germany.

6 August Atomic bomb is dropped on Hiroshima, Japan.

14 August Japan accepts Allied peace terms.

2 September World War II ends as Japan formally surrenders.

20 September Executive Order 9621 dissolves OSS, effective 1 October. The Research

and Analysis Branch is transferred to the Department of State; the espio
nage and counterintelligence branches become the Strategic Services Unit

under the War Department.

1946

22 January President Truman creates the Central Intelligence Group and appoints
RAdm. Sidney Souers the first Director of Central Intelligence.

15 February CIG�s first Daily Summary is delivered to the President.

2 March Kingman Douglass becomes the first Deputy Director of Central Intelli

gence.

5 March Winston Churchill delivers his �Iron Curtain� speech in Fulton, MO.

May A three-year civil war breaks out in Greece; the Soviet Union supports
Communist guerrillas there through Albania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia.

10 June Lt. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, US Army Air Forces, is sworn in as the

second Director of Central Intelligence.

11 July The Office of Special Operations is constituted under Donald Galloway
as the first Assistant Director for Special Operations. Schedules are drawn

up for merging SSU into CIG.
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17 July DCI Vandenberg argues for an independent budget for CIG at a meeting
of the National Intelligence Authority; the Authority agrees to help him

get one.

19 July The Office of Research and Evaluation (renamed Reports and Estimates

in November 1946) begins operations.

23 July ORE I analyzes Soviet foreign and military policy for President Truman.

28 July CIG formally takes control of the FBI�s Latin American operations.

15 September Communist-dominated Bulgaria is proclaimed a people�s republic.

20 October SSU field personnel are transferred to the CIG�s Office of Special Opera
tions (OSO).

5 November Congressional elections result in firm Republican majorities in both

Houses.

19 November Romanian voters endorse the Communist-dominated government after a

campaign of violence against the non-Communist opposition.

1947

19 January Polish Communists win a huge parliamentary majority in elections that

the United Kingdom and the United States declare to be in violation of

the Yalta agreement.

20 January Col. Edwin K. Wright replaces Kingman Douglass as Deputy Director of

Central Intelligence.

12 March In a message to Congress, President Truman announces the Truman Doc

trine of aid to nations threatened by Communism.

11 April SSU headquarters personnel are transferred to OSO.

1 May RAdm. Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter is sworn in as the third Director of Cen

tral Intelligence.

30 May A Communist-led coup renders Hungary a Soviet satellite.

5 June Secretary of State Marshall, speaking at Harvard, calls for a European
Recovery Program, soon dubbed the Marshall Plan.

7 July Moscow rejects the Marshall Plan.
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26 July President Truman signs the National Security Act of 1947, which pro
vides for a National Security Council, Secretary of Defense, and Central

Intelligence Agency.

18 September The Central Intelligence Group becomes the Central Intelligence Agency
under the provisions of the National Security Act of 1947.

5 October The Communist Information Bureau (Cominform) holds its founding
meeting in Belgrade.

15 December DCI Hillenkoetter submits a draft of the Central Intelligence Agency Act

of 1949 to the Bureau of the Budget.

17 December In NSC 4-A, the National Security Council authorizes CIA to conduct

covert �psychological warfare.�

1948

12 February National Security Council Intelligence Directive (NSCID) 7 authorizes

CIA to collect foreign intelligence from American citizens with overseas

contacts.

25 February A Soviet-led coup in Czechoslovakia destroys that country�s remaining
anti-Communist leadership; concern mounts in Washington that the Com

munists might make big gains in the forthcoming Italian elections.

March Congress approves the Marshall Plan.

9 April Rioting outside the Organization of American States meeting in Bogota,
Colombia, endangers Secretary of State Marshall, prompting criticism of

CIA in Washington.

18 April Italy�s new Christian Democratic Party wins a sweeping victory in

national elections.

I May The Soviet Union defies the United Nations and establishes a people�s
republic in North Korea.

14 May Israel becomes an independent state.

18 June NSC 10/2 (which rescinds NSC 4-A) expands CIA�s authority to conduct

covert action and gives a supervisory role to the Departments of State and

Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

19 June Congress reinstates the draft.
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24 June Berlin blockade; Soviet authorities cut electricity and halt all land and

water traffic into West Berlin. The Berlin airlift begins.

28 June The Soviet-controlled Cominform denounces Tito and expels Yugoslavia.

1 September The Office of Policy Coordination, CIA, formally begins operations
under Frank Wisner.

2 November President Truman wins a stunning reelection victory over Governor

Thomas Dewey of New York, and Democrats regain majority control of

both Houses of Congress.

1949

January Allen Dulles, William Jackson, and Matthias Correa submit their survey

of CIA to the National Security Council; the report criticizes DCI

Hillenkoetter.

22 January Beijing, the capital of China, falls to the Communists.

4 April The North Atlantic Treaty is signed.

12 May The Soviets tacitly concede defeat and officially lift the Berlin blockade.

20 June President Truman signs the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949,

which specifies the powers and authority of the Director of Central Intel

ligence.

29 June US occupation forces complete their withdrawal from South Korea.

7 July The National Security Council approves NSC 50, which directs DCI Hill

enkoetter to make significant reforms in CIA as outlined in the Dulles

Jackson-Correa report.

21 July The Senate ratifies the North Atlantic Treaty, creating the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization.

5 August The United States halts aid to China�s Nationalist government.

10 August President Truman signs a bill creating the Department of Defense and

expanding the powers of the Secretary of Defense.

23 September President Truman announces that the Soviet Union has successfully tested

an atomic bomb.

1 October The People�s Republic of China is proclaimed in Beijing.
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8 December Chinese Nationalist government is established on Taiwan.

1950

31 January President Truman authorizes development of a hydrogen bomb.

14 April President Truman submits the draft of NSC 68 (prepared under the super

vision of the Secretaries of State and Defense) to the National Security
Council and other departments for comments and estimates of its poten
tial cost. The draft advocates a large military buildup and a political and

ideological counteroffensive against the Soviet Union.

19 April State Department officials advise OPC to draft new and more ambitious

plans in expectation of formal approval of NSC 68.

15 May A reorganization of the Office of Policy Coordination consolidates its

sections into geographic-area divisions, laying the foundation for the

future structure of the Directorate of Plans.

25 June Communist North Korea invades South Korea; American forces engage

two days later.

5 August UN forces in South Korea are penned within the Pusan perimeter.

15 September General MacArthur�s landing at Inchon shocks the North Korean Army;
UN forces break out of Pusan and begin racing toward the Chinese bor

der.

7 October Lt. Gen. Walter B. Smith is sworn in as the fourth Director of Central

Intelligence. William H. Jackson becomes Deputy Director for Central

Intelligence.

13 November The Office of Reports and Estimates is dissolved and superseded by
three new offices: the Office of Research and Reports, the Office of Cur

rent Intelligence, and the Office of National Estimates.

26 November In a large-scale intervention, Communist Chinese forces strike the flank

of MacArthur�s advance into North Korea. MacArthur is forced to retreat.

16 December Korean war setbacks prompt President Truman to proclaim a state of

national emergency, which places CIA and other agencies on a six-day
workweek.
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1951

4 January Allen Dulles assumes the new post of Deputy Director for Plans.

15 January The Office of Current Intelligence begins operations, publishing its all-

source Current intelligence Bulletin.

25 January Communist forces led by Chinese troops reach their farthest southern

advance since their counteroffensive began in November. Allied forces

begin to push them slowly northward.

11 April President Truman relieves General MacArthur as commander of US

forces in Korea.

29 April Premier Mohammed Mossadeq nationalizes Iran�s oil industry.

8 May DCI Smith asks the NSC for a ruling on the scope and pace of CIA covert

operations.

25 May British Secret Intelligence Service officers and suspected spies Guy Bur

gess and Donald Maclean flee Great Britain to defect to the Soviet Union.

June Korean truce talks open. The battlefront stabilizes and there is little

change in the frontline until the end of the war.

23 June The Soviet Union�s Ambassador to the United Nations tables a Korean

cease-fire proposal. Negotiations begin at Kaesong soon afterward but

proceed at a snail�s pace and finally break down altogether in August.

1 July DCI Walter Bedell Smith is promoted to General, US Army.

23 August Allen Dulles succeeds William Jackson as Deputy Director of Central

Intelligence; Frank Wisner is promoted to Deputy Director for Plans.

23 October NSC 10/5 expands CIA�s authority to conduct covert action.

12 November New cease-fire talks begin at Panmunjon, Korea, after a series of UN

attacks.

1952

1 January Loftus Becker becomes the first Deputy Director for Intelligence.

1 August OPC and OSO are merged under Deputy Director for Plans Frank Wisner.

24 September Iran rejects Anglo-American oil settlement.
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October The stalled armistice talks at Panmunjon break off as the Communists

await the results of the American elections.

1 November The United States successfully tests its first H-bomb.

4 November Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower defeats Democrat Adlai Stevenson to win

election as President of the United States.

21 November President Truman says farewell to CIA in a speech to the Agency�s
employees.

1953

20 January Harry Truman leaves office as President of the United States.

9 February WaIter Bedell Smith resigns as DCI and retires from the US Army to

become Under Secretary of State in the Eisenhower administration.
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Part I: From OSS to CIA

The documents in Part I run from the last days of OSS in 1945 to the debate in

1947 that led to the formation of the Central Intelligence Agency.

During World War II America developed a capable intelligence arm�the Office

of Strategic Services�that was not part of any department or military service.

Its Director, William Donovan, was not alone in arguing that the nation needed

something like OSS after the war. Disagreeing, President Truman dissolved

OSS soon after Japan�s surrender, gave several OSS units to the State and War

Departments, and asked State to take the lead in forming a new interdepartmen
tal organization to coordinate intelligence information for the President. After

several months of bureaucratic wrangling, Truman stepped in to establish a

small Central Intelligence Group (CIG) principally to summarize each day�s
cables for the White House. The fledgling CIG had powerful friends, however,

and a politically astute chief, RAdm. Sidney Souers, the first Director of Central

Intelligence. Within a few months CIG agreed to adopt the Strategic Services

Unit�the former OSS espionage and counterintelligence staffs that the War

Department had absorbed. By mid-1947, the acquisition of SSU and the maneu

vering of an aggressive new Director, Lt. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, had built

CIG into the nation�s foremost intelligence organization, which Congress soon

provided with a legislative mandate and new name�the Central Intelligence

Agency�in the National Security Act of July 1947.



William J. Donovan, Memorandum for the President,

13 September 1945 (Photocopy)

OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES

WASI-UNGTÔN, D~. C.

13 Septemoer 1945

i~ORAI~DUM ~�OR T~ ~IDENr:

1. I ui~erstand that it has been, or will be,

suggested. to you that certain of the priu~r~T functions

of this organization, nore particularly~ secret intelli

~ence, couder�esDioflage, arid, the evaluation and. synthesis

of intelligence �� that these functions he severed. and

transferred to se~rate asencies. I hope that in the

nat~,onal interest, and in your own interest as the Chief

Executive, that you i�.~ill not periait this to be dor~.

2. ~Latever.a~ency has the duty of intelligence

should. have it as a conple�te whole; To do otherwise

would be t.o add chaos. to existing confusion in the

intelligence field. The various functions that have

been iæte~rated are the essential functiqns in

intelligence. One is dependent upon: the other.
-

- .W1111anL ~- Donovan

- Director

3



2. William D. Leahy, Memorandum for the Secretary of War and

Secretary of the Navy, �Establishment of a central intelligence ser

vice upon liquidation of OSS,� 19 September 1945 (Photocopy)

T}~ SECRETARY OF WAR:

SECRETARY_ OF T~ NAVY:

Subject: Establishment of a central

intelligence service upon
1i~uidation of

The Joint Chiefs of Staff request that the

Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy forward

the attached memorandum to the President.

2057

A~2_
I�ilaflo� (Sc),~tv
Dcc. No.

~~

kb~D

~ALI~hoffly 2~go3o1 ~

~4IL

~BUY
THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

C~4~7~

19 September 1945~

I. O~�:AMDUi~i FOR

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff:

~I~.LEA~~\
Fleet Adniiral, U.S. Navy,

Chief of Staff to the

Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy.

Enclosure.
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2. (Continued)

S ENCLOSURE

MEMORkNDUM FOR T~ PRESIDENT

A memorandum from the Director ofStrategic Services
on the establishment of a central, intelligence service was

referred to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 22 November 194k
for their comment and recommendation. The matter received

careful study and considerationat that time and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff were prepared to recommend, when opportune,
the establishment of such an agency in three steps, namely:

1. An Executive Order setting up a National Intelli

gence Authority, (composed of the Secretaries of State,
War and the Navy, and a representative of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff), a Director of the Cehtral Intelligence
Agency (appointed by the President), and an Intelligence
Advisory Board (heads of the principal military and

civilian intelligence agencies).

2. Preparation and submission to the President by
the above group of a basic organizational plan for es

tablishing the complete intelligence system.

3. Establishing of this intelligence system by
Presidential directive and legislative action as ap

propriate.

Since their first studies, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
have had referred to them a letter from the Director Of

Strategic Services to the Director., Bureau of the Budget,
dated 25 August 1945, renewing his proposals on the subject.
Meanwhile, the cessation of hostilities, certain undecided.

questions regarding the future organization of the military
establishment, and the development of new weapons present
new factors which require consideration.

The end of hostilities.has tended to emphasize the

importance of proceeding without further delay to set up
a central intelligence system.

The unsettled question as to post-war military or

ganization does not materially affect the matter, and

certainly warrants no further delay since a central in

telligence agency can be fitted to whatever organization
or establishments are decided upon.

- 1 - Enclosure
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2. (Continued)

Recent developments in the field of new weapons have

advanced the question of an efficient intelligence service

to a position of importance, vital to the security of the

nation in a degree never attained and never contemplated
in the past. It is now entirely possible thatfailure to

provide such a system might bring national disaster.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize, as does the

Director of Strategic Services, the desirability of:

a. Further coordination of intelligence activities

rel~ted to the natiOnal security;

b. The unification of such activities of common con

cer~ as can be more efficiently conducted by a common

agency; and

o. The synthesis of departmental intelligence on the

strategic and national policy level.

They consider that these three functions may well be

more effectively carried on in a common intelligence agency,

provided that suitable conditions of responsibility to the

departments primarily concerned with national security are

maintained. They believe, however, that the specific pro

posals made by the Director of Strategic Services are. open
to serious objection in that, without adequate compensating
advantages, they would over-centralize the national intel

ligence service and place it at such a high level that it

would control the operations of departmental intelligence
agencies without responsibility, either individually or

collectively, to the heads of the departments concerned.

In view of the above, the Joint Chiefs of Staff

append hereto an alternative draft directive, which they
believe retains the merits of &eneral Donovan�s proposals,
while obviating the objection thereto.

The success of the proposed organization will depend
largely on the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency.
In the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he should have

considerable permanence in office, and to that end should

be either a specially qualified civilian or an Army or

I~avy officer of appropriate background and experience who

can be assigned for the requisite period of time. It is

considered absolutely essential, particularly in the case

of the first director, that he be in a position to exer

cise impartial judgment in the ~any difficult problems of

organization and cooperation which must be solved before

an effective working organization can be established.

- 2 - Enclosure
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2. (Continued)

A F PE D IX

DR AFT

DIRECTIVE REGARDING TI~ COORDINATION OF INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

In order to provide for the development and coordina

tion of intelligence activities related to the national

security:

1. A National Intelligence Authority composed of the

Secretaries of State, War and the Navy, and a representa
tive of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is hereby established and

charged with responsibility for such over-all intelligence
planning and development, and such inspection and coordina

tion of all Federal intelligence activities, as to assure the

most effective accomplishment of the intelligence mission

related to the national security.

2. To assist it in that task the National Intelligence
Authority shall establish a Central Intelligence Agency
headed by a Director ~ho shall be appointed or removed by
the President on the recommendation of the National Intel

ligence Authority. The Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency shall be responsible to the National Intelligence
Authority and shall sit as a non-voting member thereof.

3. The Director of the Central Intelligence Agency shall

be advised by an Intelligence Advisory Board consisting of

the heads of the principal military and civilian intelligence
agencies having functions related to the national security,
as determined by the National Intelligence Authority.

k. The first duty of the National Intelligence Authoiity,
assisted by the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
and the Intelligence Advisory Board, shall be to prepare and

submit to the President for his approval a basic organiza
tional plan for implementing this directive in accordance

with the concept set forth in the following paragraphs.
This plan should include drafts of all necessary legislation.

- 3 - Appendix
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2. (Continued)

5. Subject to the direction and control of the National

Intelligence Authority, the Central Intelligence Agency
shall:

a. Accomplish the synthesis of departmental intel

ligence relating to the national security and the

appropriate dissemination within the goverrmient of the

resulting strategic and national policy intelligence.

b. Plan for the coordination of the activities of all

intelligence agencies of the government having functions

related to the national security, and recommend to the

National Intelligence Authority the establishment of such

over-all policies and objectives as will assure the most

effective accomplishment of the national intelligence
mIssion.

c. Perform, f or the benefit of departmental intelligence

agencies, such services of common concern as the National

Intelligence Authority determines can be more efficiently
accomplished by a common agency, including the direct

procurement of intelligence.

d. Perform such other functions and duties related to

intilligence as the National Intelligence Authority may
from time to time direct.

6. The Central Intelligence Agency shall have nO police
or law enforcement functions.

7. Subject to coordination by the National Intelligence
Authority, the existing intelligence agencies of the govern
ment shall continue to collect, evaluate, synthesize, and

disseminate departmental operating intelligence, herein

defined as that intelligence required by the several depart
ments and independent agencies for the performance of their

proper functions. Such departmental operating intelligence
as designated by the National Intelligence Authority shall

be freely available to the Central Intelligence Agency for

synthesis. As approved by the National Intelligence Author

ity, the operations of the departmental intelligence agencies
shall be open to inspection by the Central Intelligence
Agency in connection with its planning function. In the

interpretation of this paragraph, the National Intelligence
Authority and the Central Intelligence Agency will be

responsible for fully protecting intelligence sources and

methods which, due to their nature, have a direct and highly
important bearing on military operations.

-
- Appendix

__________
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2. (Continued)

8. Funds f or the National Intelligence Authority shall

be provided by the departments participating in the National,

Intelligence Authority in amount and proportions to be

agreed upon by the members of the Authority. Within the

limits of the funds made available to him, the Director of

the Central Intelligence Agency may employ necessary person

nel and make provision for necessary supplies, facilities,
and services. With the approval of the National Intelligence
Authority, he may call upon departments and independent
agencies to furnish such specialists as may be required for

supervisory and functional positions in the Central Intel

ligence Agency, including the assignment of military and

naval personnel.

- 5 - Appendix
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3. Executive Order 9621, 20 September 1945 (Photograph)
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_________
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3. (Continued)

�2�

the Bureau of the Budget shall daterulzae to relate priest

ily to the functions transferred by this paragraph, are

transferred to the said Sent ce MLlitary persounel now

on duty in cennection with the activities transferred by
…

this paragraph say, sub3ect to applicable )n en4~ta the ~

extent mutually agreeable to the 5ecrotsry of tate 144 ~

N…~ ~\
to the aeeretaxtfef ~t or the Secretary *f the Svy,

4

as the ~àase ~ be, sentient en such duty in the4~pa.rt- ~

~ ~
…

cent ot~State~

a. Interim- Reseat a and I elligence SeS~
~

…-

~shafl be abelisbed as of the close of bus3ness December $1r
…

…-

1945, and the~S eretaz7 of State shall pravide for winding
… …-

up its affairs Pending nSa abolition, (a) the S~cxetary~ ….

of State may transfer from the said Service to ada agen�~
…-

ales of the …Deperbrtt of State as he shall design~te ~y ~

function of the Service, (b) the Secretary may oflfl …tbe
~>.

I

tar~flyjfles carried on by to Service, (c) t~e bead�t the ~

Service, �ho iiatne~uze ~ay, sin�~
-a� -;-� ~……--~~…- ~

1~reBPOnaibIn to the Secretary or 4o ouch other officer ~

~ ts~1&*

…- �-~ I
ttt aide beàin4tez~d as t~ ofl**eatenal eDUty\ ~

… �? ~
~~

~ of th( Office not tr sfened~by�

parepoph 1 of thjs ~irder, together with all persexmel, -�

records, praperty, and tunas ol the Office not so trens~
…-

�~
-~-�- …-~

furred, are transferred to the Department of Tar, and the

Office, Including the office of the Director of Stnt~gio

Services, is terminated The functions of the Director

of Strategic Services end of the United States Joint ~
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3. (Continued)

chiefs of Staff, relating to the functicna transferred

I by this peraAraph, are transferred to the SeatI~ary of War

Naval psi on duty with the office~in connection with�.

the activities transferred by this pan t

to applicah4 law and to

~

L
, T:,:

~
~.

~� �\
a ~

,�
~

~ �~

�,\~ ��…~

_____

~
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4. Truman to Donovan, 20 September 1945 (Photocopy)

~jy dear G.zwral Donovan2

I ap~x.ciats very aueh th, work which yea and your staff

~ertook, baginoing prior to the Japanese surrender, to liqui
date those -~.rtiee activities of the Offic. of Strategic Ser~v�

ices which will not be needed in tine of pesos

Tinely et*p~ chould also be taken to conserve those resoincea

cod skills d.iel~,ed within your organisation wbith are vital to

our peacetine purposes.

Accordingly, I have today directed, by Ezecutive order, that

the activities or the 1~asearch and Aralysis ~nanch and the Pre�

sentatLon Branch of the Office of Strategic Services be trans

ferred to the Stat. I~spar~eat.� ~is transfer, which is effeo

tive as of October i; 3945, represents the beginning of the

de�velopnent of a ooordinetedsyatee at foreign intelligence
nithin the pernanent tranework of the Gover~ont.

Consistent with the foregoing, the Executive ardor provides
tar the transfer of the rencining activities of tbe Office of

Stratogic Services to- the ~ar Departoent; for the abolition of

the Office of Strategic Services; and for the continued orderly

1i~uidction of so~ of the activities of the Office without

interrupting other services of a ailitary netwe the seed for

which will continue for acne tine.

.1 want to take this occaaion to thank you for the ca~able
leadership you have brought to a vital wartine activity in your

capacity a. Director of Strategic Services. You nay wall find

satisfaction in the achieveuent. of the Office and take pride
in your ewn contrt~tion to thea. Ibese are in thonsalvea

Large rewards. ~eat additional reward for your efforta should

ii. in the knosledge that the peacetine intal]igwiee services

at the Govszg~.snt are being erected on the foundation of the

facilities and resources nobilised throu$t the Office of Strategic
Service. during the war,

Siseer.ly yu~e,

-

~ �..

~s3oe ~fl~4��J Dcnav

15



5. Sidney W. Souers, Memorandum for Commander Clifford,

27 December 1945 (Photocopy)

-

.~�. - OE~USSIFIED �
�

E.O. 11652. S.c. 2~ ~& S~

C..r.A. irA. /�z-I.4.1A~ ~
27DEC 1945

}MOP.&~DUM FOR CO~AMA1~DER CLIFFORD:

Subject: Central Intelligence ~&genoy.

1. ks you have requested, I an attaching:

(a). Copy of the State Depar~ent Plan.

(b) Copy of draft of directive proposed by the Joint

Chiefs of staff.

(c) Detailed comparison of Plans (a) azid (b).

2. i)ifferences between the two plans are far a rester, and

more fundam~tai, than they appear to be on the surfaoe.

3. L(r. McCormack,author of the State Depar~nent plan, ad

vocates that the Secretary of State should control ~merica� s intelli

gence effort. 1�he� Secretary of State or his representative, }~r. ~c

Cormack feels, should determine the character of the intelligence fur

nished the President. Ee made this point clear not only in his pub

lished plan, but also in his talk to the public over the radio, end in

various addresses to ~r~y and I~aval officers intended to sell the State

�Department plan.

4. There are three serious objections to i~r. X~oCormack�s pro�

posal:

(a) ~ecent experience has shovn all too clearly that as

lon~ as the .~rmy and l~y may be called upom~ in the

last analysis to support the nation�s foreign policy,
the Services should have a voice reaching the ~res

idant as unmistakable as that of the State Depart
ment.

(b) ~he evaluation of infornatioü is not an exact science

and every safeguard should be inposed to prevent any

-

one department from having the opportunity to inter

pret information in such a way as to make it seen to

support previously accepted policies or preoonoieved

opinions.

(c) Should the ~cCormack plan be adopted, it is inevitable

that it would be looked upon in tine as a State Depart
ment intelligence system, not en inter�governmental
system. The J~rmy end Navy meanwhile would be maintain

ing their own complete intelligence systems.

5� The plan of the Joint Chiefs of� Staff seems more likely to

provide the President with unbiased intelligence, derived from eli avail

able sources, and approved by all three departments of the GoyerDment

primarily concerned with foreign policy �� State, War and Navy. Under

the JCS Plan, the interest of the President would s~Łm to be better pro�

-

c~
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5. (Continued)

2 ~

�

~
Subject: Central Intelligence Agency

tected then under the LicCornack plan for the following reasons:

(a) i�he Authority would be set up under the President,
end therefore on a level higher then that of any

- single department. As a result, no one department
could influence unduly the type of intelligence pro
duced. Furthermore, more balanced control could be

expected, as no single department would be dominant.

(b) The President would appoint the Director, making it

possible to procure a men of outstanding ability end

integrity.

(c) 1hrough the pooiim~ of expert personnel in the Central

Intelligence J~gency, many functions now performed by
various intelligence agencies could be carried out more

efficiently, expeditiously, end economically than could

be expected under the LicCormack plan. (i~r. L~cCormack

has indicated in interviews that he is not in favor of

a central intelligence agency.)

(d) ~he JCS Plan provides for the preparation of summaries

and estimates approved by the participating agencies
for the use of thore who need then most: the President,

those on a Cabinet level responsible for advising the

President, end the Joint Planners.

(e) The JCS Plan contemplates a full partnership between

the three departments, created and operated in the

spirit of free consideration. and with a feelir.g of

a full share of responsibility for its success. The

whole�hearted cooperation of participating agencies
would be assured inasmuch as the Central Intelligence

Agency is desi~ned to operate cm a reciprocal basis.

6. ~he JCS Plan has the further advantage of having been under

consideration for many months. It was prepared after long consideration

by the technical staff of the .J. I. C. and unanimously approved by the mem

bers of the Joint Intelligence Co~ittee, which included the heads of the

intelligence agencies of the State, liar and ~ Departments. It was then

approved, with minor changes, by the Joint Chiefs of Staff comprising
Fleet Admirals Leahy and King, Generals of the Army }~Iarshall and Arnold.

The recommendations of the JCS were concurred in at that tine by the Sec

retaries of War and the 1~avy.

7. I recommend that a directive substantially in line with the

draft attached (JCS Plan) be issued by the President as I believe it will

provide a program which will best serve him and the national interest.

18



5. (Continued)

-

Tflhl s-..
�

IW~uLU1U.I
-

IIECUSSIFIED �

Subject: Central Intelligence &nency.
E.O. 11652. S.c. 3~ ~d 5~

0 ~ I*I~.

~741kf ~~

8. As you ~ow, my interest in this subject is wholly objec�.

tive as I e~ not a candidate for the job of Director ~d oouldn�t accept

even if it were offered me.

-
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6. John Magruder, Memorandum for Maj. Gen. S. Leroy Irwin,

�Assets of SSU for Peacetime Intelligence Procurement,�

15 January 1946 (Carbon copy)

Isou,~u~fUmcI1I~
bC IUSTO~ICAL ~I
I N~ 0C4. V0~ ~

____

15 January 1946

MEMOR.ANDUM FOR: Maj. Gen. S. Leroy Irwin

SUBJECT: Assets ol� SSU for Peace�time Intelligence
Procurement.

SSU today possesses the essential personnel, techniques
and facilities for: 51]. the COmp]ex phases of clandestine

peace�tine intelligence procurement. In addition the

agency is serving the occupation forces in Germany, Austria,
SEAC, and China~ continuing responsibilities developed
during hostilities. Except in SEAC, proposals to with

draw from these com~ii~ents, in order to concentrate

on long range future operations, have been opposed by
the Theater comi~nders concerned.

At present the primary ob3ective of SSU is to con

vert its w~ique assets into the foundation for clandestins

peace�tine intelligence procurement. Work has been pro�
ceeding~r steadily despite such handicaps as repeated re

ductions in budget and personnel quotas and the general
uncertainty as to the future of intelligence organization.
This has resulted in the loss of many ~ey officers and

personnel.

SSUIs paramount asset is its personnel, ~ju~~1~ffied
a~d seasoned after four years of operation covering not

only zones of active military combat ~t also areas wziere

peace�time conditions prevailed. Many among the mdi�

viduals who have left $SU constitute a poo]. of recover

able personnel for future work. Selected rosters noting
particular qualifications and talents have been comj~Led
and are bei~ng kept current.

Long range clandestine intelligence procurement de

pends on secrecy, inconspicuousness and individual de

votion to duty. Personnel must be meticulously checked
for reliability, without there being revealed the purpose
for the investigation. TrP~Y�1T�g must not permit too

Msep a knowledge of the organization, to protect against
individual divulgence or compromise. Procedurex muat be

flexible to permit coordinated development of various

sources of information and opportunities for penetration.
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6. (Continued)

�2�

Secret intelligence � the SI Branch

Records and Workina ?ilen c~ntain*

�1 L~ ~
~~1�l

5Coyer~ identities iaust be lived completely yet adapted to

the assignment. J~nd above aLl a break in security should

not reflect on or compromise the United States, nor can

official channels be called on for succor,

~echniciues SI personnel are experienced in the basic

techniques of procuring and handling clandestine foreign
intelligence data:

1. Locating, screening, recruiting and indoctrinating
operatives, agents and staf~ personae]..

2. Pl~i~ing, mounting and supporting clandestine

intelligence operations.
3. Collecting and reporting c].andestine military,

political, economic, sociological and scientific

intelligence.
4, Cross�checking, evaluating, processing and

di8se~1 ting such reports locally and laterally
in the fie14 and to users in Washington,

Personnel All key branch personnel whether now in
the United States or abroad have had responsible experience
in sonØ or all of the techniques in the field during the

past tour years, � in neutral, allied or ~nemy �co~tries.
Bone who have already returned to civilian occupations
desire to resume clandestine inte.U.tgence work abroad in
�the future under suitable cover. Others, Still on duty
in foreign countries are well quell tied for operations
direction or supporting posts at headquarters, Washington.
Still others, who have become suspected for clandestine
activities in the areas where they are at present active

in a semi�overt status, can neverth~1esa after a lapse of
time be used elsewhere either in Washington or abroad.

In certain regions where it has been necessary to

discontinue operations owing to lack of authority1 funds,
or facilities local agents who nave served Mórican
secret intelligence purposes well have been �sealed off�~
with arrangements made to res~e contact in the future.

1. Processed intelligence reports, received from thp
field during the past four y.ars, indexed for

prompt use, numbering into tens of thousands.
2. War diaries, field histories, records of operationS].

experience and manuals of intelligence doctrine

and tec~miqu.a.
3. Well�indexed files on U.S. personnel (citizen or

resident) who have sper�4 ~i 1zed ~.owl.dLe of

persons, subjects and objects
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6. (Continued)

together with detailed interrogations of them

concerning that knowledge.

4. The most comprehensive bibliography in the United

States of the literature of espionage.

~ Eighly productive liaisons were. estab
lished duriüg war�time wit~. ~Sritish, French, Belgian, Czech9
Danish, Dutch, Norwegian, kolish, Siamese and Indo-Chinese

intelligence services. In addition, certain relations were

developed with the secret services of such neutral countries,
as Switzerland, Sweden, Spain and Turkey.

These foreign liaisons are a continuing SSU asset
that according to their principles can only be maintained

by an Aaerióan secret intelligence ~witerpart, They
w113. be of i~ique value in peace-time in that other countries9
in seeking American. support, will voluntarily supply in
formation otherwise difficult to obtain.

~uxz�ent operations are of two general fr1 nR~ ~

L. Extensive semi�overt operations in areas under

military coa~anders � Germafly, Austria, eh1~ns~

and Southeast isia. These wi].]. terminate
when the military need ends. Meanwhile these

areas of occupation are proving to be em�

cel].ent bases tram which to ~erate into
countries outside the areas, in transition
to long�term peace�time clandestine operations.
51 ml 1 ~ operations are t~m]rh~g place in and

out of ~5sitz.rland, Swedn, Italy, and Greece
to all of which it is planned to send new

pars~~pnn.]. operating under new directives,

2. Lang�term operations on peace-time basis are

today well established in seven countries of
the Near East and ~our of Northern Africa.
These are true clandestine operations of

perni~nemt vain..

Plans nave bean drawn in detail for clandestine
oprati~zs in the Far East. They are complete end can be
put into full effect in eight mouths time. Plans are

being implemented for gradual expansion of Near East
Sperati~17nI a~d ~n1i~rgement of work in Atrica,

��
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Staf~ studies are now in process tor long�term
operations in key European countries. These must be

implemented country by country, since the restoration

of certain normal conditions is essential to the estab�

llshnient and maintenance of successful cover.

Mor4ç and ~bysjca1 subversion branches of S8U have

been liquidated but selected personnel have been in

tegrated into the SI Branch. In addition to specialized
interpretation of reports they maintain complete files

on techniques and operations to furnish the basis l�or

positive plAi~r11~~g for, or defense against, future sub

versive propaganda, sabotage or guerrilla activities,.

Counter Die - the X-2 Branch

Tecbniciuesz The X-2 Branch is in the unique position
of being -the only operating American counter�espionage
organization with coordinated coverage in both military
and non�military areas outside of th~ Western Hemisphere.
Its tasks are to:

1. Observe, report on and correlate information

concerning the activities of all foreign
intelligence services and related secret

organizations.
2. Advise and assist the appropriate executive

agencies of the United States Government in

frustrating such activities of these

services aS may be detrimental to American

interests.

3. To protect clandestine intelligence operations
of United States Government agenciesj

The branch operates by the use of agents and double

agents to obtain information concerning not only foreign
intelligence personnel and their activities but also

the structure 8nd pOlicies of their organizations. It
works in close liei~om with related American ag~itnies in

�bt~�4Y�~g relevant information. On matters where the

aecurity of American lnterestj is not jeopardized, it

works in l.taisen with foreign counter�intelligence
agencies to obtain data on matters and individuals of

mutuil interest. The intelligence services of ~ller

nations in particular show a marked interest in ms~ri~g
available to S~U, which they regard as their American

eGunterpart, counter�intelligence material on subjects
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which they wish made known to the United States Govern�

inent and which might otherwize not reach American eources.

personnel~ X�2 ha~ developed a staff of specia.U.sts
in procuring and correlating counter�espionage intelligence
with over three years� active operational experience.
They work in close Ltaison with such executive and law�

enforcement agencies as State Department, G�2, ONI
�
FBI

and Treasury supplying them with incoming information of

special interest. In military areas~ such as Germany,
Austria, Italy and China, 1�2 personnel operate as Special
Counter�Intelligence Units which work in close liaison

with G�2 Headquarters to conduct clandestine operations
against forei~ intelligence and sabotage organizations,
assist in the interrogation of captured enemy agents and

intelligence officials, analyze relevant captured enemy
documents. 1�2 complements the work of,CIC in security
matters of local interest, and receives dC intelligence
of broader than local significance.

In non�military areas, X�2 persorme]. generally ?perate
j.n State Department diplomatic and consular offices~

particularly in major countries in Europe end the Near

East. Thea X�2 representatives serve American Foreign
Service Officers with advice and assistance on security
against penetration by foreign intelligence services, and

with security checks on native employees, applicants for

United States visas or other individuals with whom the

officers are in tOuch. They also maintain appropriate
liaison with local counter�intelligence and police
officials.

~tecords ,Washington 1�2 he~th~uartors are the central

operational center and collecting point for a].l information

sent in by the field stations and represetitatives. Eere

exists, a central file of information on over 400,000
individuals who are in one form or another connected with

foreign int4ligence and otherwise secret organizations
whose activities are Or may be i~tmfcel to .~meriean

interests. In a~ô.ition there are maintained comprehensive
detailed studies of the structure, policies and operations
or foreign intelligence agencies.

Clandestine intelligence procurement requires highly
apecializad rapid and secure communications, maintained

throughout with complete secrecy and concealment of equipment.~

~omza~nicationS~
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~!CRET
The ~J Coa~unicatic~a I~rt~ne.h ii ~t~sd by

who Mve s~rvsr4 with it since ita start, Overseas,
Ci ~c~~ti~E was ~n intsgr~ part of operations and t~

Br~nch was responsible tar c~�4~c-~ t.tuns tr111~n1~Ylg of

ag~e~t pors~inal and for estab1i~htng all types of C~��~~�

cłti~a� 1i-,~�~ Teo~i~vse and et~u1~~t wore developed
to protect tho agent tr~itt4ng frea deep inside ena~.
~ild or occupied territSzy~

�
Ig*thg 3.u close eooperati~ with iriq and Mavy

laboratories research has bo~ carried ~t with tbo aoat
advancd electrocic sad specia3.iz..d e~utpeent, both
. and aizt~atic, to adapt da~tces c~mcaivod for war

comditioma to p.rwit nes scope for peace�ties ~1andestins
activities, flis e~ert tec~ticions U ertia~tng this re�

~earsh are still with 8$U or are largely recoverable.

~v.r

~ts Dre~ch throcgh research and £1.14 ezpsriocc.
can sepply dowenta�U.~ ~ other ituas ssse~tLs1 ~
prsv&4. detail, of ~byaical 5oovar and proper Ld.nti..
tie~atS~~�t for agents. . Its personnel bays ac~irs4 knowledge
of asthods tar prad~cing bLank doc~ents at perfect

~ have developed -t.c~i~uas for the maW�act*~re
of~ pipers sf.~act ttlui.si weight, color lad texture
sad with ut~.tic ws$ezosrka.

*stboda of secret Writthg have bean refined by 8~
____

- reseercbera bsyend detection by tests presently
to Aesrican and torwi~ agencies,

anU £pecisl 1w4s officers wes acti~i La .11 theaters
and in nantrel coontries turniakdog foreign carr~ica
to secret agents to peasit carrying out their sCtivitL�~.
Through purchases. and sales carefully coordinated b7 ~sahi.ugten
hme~asrtsrs, large ~a~s of ~ and nutral ourranay
were Obt~�~�~ed sitheut peraittieg any ~it an insignificant

of U.E. ~y to.. reach on~ hands.

jsr,An~e1 1~aleCtias ~ A*5e5~~ The *Lectiaa

end placenent of~ J~ ~ ~ ~
~nd.etjft5 organizatien. Parsa~sl La needed with

sp~t~ljged ~owladg. of 1ang~ges and iiatries ~

addiU.en, high at�udirds of security, end
of bologicaL essesasent

inatituted thiring the war, coubined with ens oS r�assesasent

and careful reporting en iaciv1d~1 effectiveness in the

field4 ~r~s the potantt�41t1.sa of MD per.~aa2 are a
_______
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m~tter� of continuous record and the relative ii~erits for

intelligence work of v4rious personality traits and

attributes nave been analyzed for guidance in future

recruiting. These records, assessment methods, and trained

personnel remain a significant SSU asset.

~rainixiR has been continuously readapted and expanded
in the light of experience, and today new tr~i~ning manuals

based upon the requirements for peace�time are nearing

completion. The personnel, experienced in tr&inirig and

handling agents not only in Washington but in the field,
remabis with SSU or is to aa large extent recoverable.

~ect~ri~tY~ Security officers have been on duty with

al]. detachments and ield mission nead~4uarters. Follow

ing policies coordinated at Washington headquarters the

standards of security within the agency naVe been high
throughout, despite the varied nature of the agency� a

functions and stations of duty. These standards will re

quire even more meticulous attention in peace�time world�wide

operations.

ReDroduction SSU has a fully equipped printing

plant for printing offset, photostat, ezalid mimeo

graphing with security stanth*is and efficiency so high
that the most highly classified material from the White

flouse and the Joint Chiefs of Staff has been entrusted to

it. The personnel responsible for wartime work rP�~~~ in

tact and prepared to continue their essential role in

assuring undelayed and fully secure copying of even the

moat complex illustrated intelligence reports.

Services Procedures fitted to clandestine operations
require the complete cooperation and understend4ng of

services units.. Liaisons with Army, Navy, and Civil Service

have permitted the adaptation of existing procedures to

th. needs of intelligence personnel. Special compensation,
insurance, and hospitalization formulas have been worked

out to serve the individual while maintaining security with

regard to his work. Transportation and supply officers

have become trained to meet the most specialized require
ments of intelligence agents.

John Magruder
Brig. Gen., U.S.A.
Director

-
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7. Truman to the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, 22 January
1946 (Photocopy)

� 46- 1951

THE WHITE HOUSE
~ �Ji~

WASHINGTON
~ inio~~�vnD

2: 1946
22, 1946

r ~OPi 0?

To The Secretary of Stat.,

Tb. Secretary of Tar, and

�

The Secretary of the Navy.

1. ~t is ~ desire, and I her.by direct, that all Yedare3. foreign

intel].tgono. aotivities be p�~�~d, developed and coordinated so as to

assure the most effective accosplisbeent of the intelligence mission

related to the national security. I hereby designate you, together with

another person to be naned by mu as my personal representative, as the

~� National Intelligence A,~thority to accomplish this purpose.

2. WitI~n the limits of &v~41-~�~le appropriAtions, you shall, each

from time to tim. assign persona and facilities from yp~r respective

Depar~ents, ~bicb persona shall collectively forn a Central Intelligence

~oup and shall, under the direction of a Director of Central Intelligence,

assist the National Intelligence Authority. The ~rectcr ?~ Central In

telligance shall be designated by me, shall be responsible to the National

Iutel.Ugsnc. Authority, and shall ut as a non-voting mesber thereof.

3. Sebjeot to the esiating law, and to the direction and oontxol

of the National IflteE.tgence Authority, the ~.reotor of Central Intern

gene. shells

a. Ace miplish the correlation and evaluation of

intelligence relating to the national security, and the
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appropriat. dissemination vithin the Government of the

resulting strate~.c and national policy intelligence

In so doing, full use shall be made of the staff and

facilities of the intelligence agencies of your Depart

ments.

b. Plan for the coordination of such of the activi

ties of the intelligence agencies of your Departments as

r.iat. to the national security and reco~nd to the Na

tional Intelligence Authority the establishment of such

over�all policies and objectives as Will assure the most

effective acccspliahmsnt of the national intelligence

mission.

c. Perform, for the benefit of said intelligence

agencies, such services of co~n concern as the National

Intelligence Authority determines can be mere efficiently

accoepliahed centrally.

4. Perform such other functions and. duties related

to intelligence affecting the national security as the

Preeidónt and the National Intelligence Authority may from

time to time direct.

4. No police, a. enforcement or internal security functions

shall be exercised under this directive.

~. Such intelligence received by the intelligence agencies of

your Departments as may be designated by the National Intelligence

Authority shall be freely av~41~b1e to the Director of Central Int.Ui
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genes for correlation, evaluation or dissemination. To the extent

approved by th~ National Intelligence Authority, the operations of

said intelligence agencies shall be open to inspection by the Director

of Central Intelligence in connection with planning functions.

6. The e~d.eting intelligence agencies of your Depar~ent.s

shall continue to collect, evalaste, correlate and disseminate departaen�

tel intelligence.

7. The Director of Central Intelligence shall be advised by

an Intelligence Advisory Bcaxd consisting of the heads (or their repre-.

sentatives) of the principal military and civilian intelligence agencies

of the Oovemnaent having functions related to national security, as

determined by the Rational Intelligenea Authority.

8. Tithin the scope of enisting law and Freeidentia]. directives,

other departments and agencies of ~the executive branch of the Federal

Governaent shall furnish such intelligence information relating to the

national security as is in their possession, and as the Director of

Central Intelligence may frem tine to time request pursuant to regula

tions of the National Intelligence *nthority.

9. Nothing herein shall be con8trmed to authorize the mald.ng

of investigations inside the continental units of the United States

and it~ possessions, except as provided by law and Presidential

directives.
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10. In the conduct of their activities the Nationil Inteli.i�

genoa Lizthoxity and the Director of Central InteUigence shall be

reaponaible for fully protecting intelligence aoureee and aethoda.

Sincerely yours,

�1,

\

~
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8. National Intelligence Authority, minutes of the National Intelli

gence Authority�s 2nd Meeting, 8 February 1946

CO–~~IAL

N.I.A. 2nd Meeting

COPY NO.

NATIONAL INT~1,~IGENCE AU�~HORITY

Minutes of Meeting held in Room 212

Department of State Building
on Friday, 8February l9k6, at 10:15 g.m.

? PRESENT

Secretary of State James F. Byrnes, in the Chair

Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson

Secretary Of the Navy James Forrestal
Fleet Admiral William D. Leahy,

Personal Representative of the President
Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers,

Director of Central Intelligence

ALSO PRESENT

Mr. Alfred McCormack, Department of State

Mr. H. Freeman Matthews, Department of State
Mr. r~vidson Sommers, War Department
Capt. William R. Smedber~, USN

SECRETARIAT

Mr. J~nies S. Lay, Jr., Central Intelligence Group

~l.~ bs~
~--~ foe zs~__

ths m?~L
vSths~ IvteULg~s~

Dutsj~
002 g A
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8. (Continued)

1. PROPOSED flNTATIVE d~~AR~74I ON. CENTRAL INTELLI -

GENCE GROUP

(N.I.A. 2)
.~

SECRETARY BYRNES stated that he had discussed the intent

of paragraph k-a of the enclosure to. N.I.A. 2 with the Presi

dent, who assured him that only factual statements were desired.

Secretary Byrnes therefore suggested adding the words �contain

ing factual statements� after the word. �summaries�.

ADMIRAL SOURER questioned whether daily factual summaries

would not prove sufficient. Re therefore recommended deletion

of the words �and veelcly� in paragraph k-a.

TEN, NATIONAL INTElLIGENCE AUTHORITY:

Approved N.I.A. 2 subject to rewording of paragraph 4-

of the enclosure thereto as follow~:

�a. Production of daily summaries containing factual

statements of the significant developments in the

field of intelligence and operations related to

the national security and to foreign events for

the use of the President, the members of this

Authority, and additional distribution shown in

Appendi.x �C�.�

2. PROPOSED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING TIE CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCE GROUP

(N.I.a. 1)

ADMIRAL SOUERS suggested the following rewording of the

3rd and 4th sentences of paragraph 5 of the enolosure to

LI.A. 1, which had been suggested by Mr. MoCormaok�s offior
for budgetary reasons:

�As approved by this Authority and within the limits
of available appropriations, the necessary funds and

personnel will be made available to you by arrangement
between you and the appropriate member of the Intelli

gence Advisory Board.
.

You may determine the qualif lea
tions of personnel and the adequacy of individual candi

dates.�

ADMIRAL LEAKY thought I.hat the arrangements should be

made between Admiral Souers and the appropriate Department
through its member on the Intelligence Advisory Board, rather

than between Admiral Souars and the appropriate member of that

Board.

THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AUTHORITY:

Approved N.I.A, 1 subject to the following rewording
of the 3rd and 4th sentences of paragraph 5 of the

enclosure thereto:

�As approved by this Authority and within the limits

of available appropriations, the necessary funds and

personnel will be made available to you by arrange
ment between you and the appropriate department
through its member on the Intelligence Advisory Board.
You nay determine the qualifications of personnel
and the adequacy of individual candidates.�
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9. National Intelligence Authority Directive 1, �Policies and

Procedures Governing the Central Intelligence Group,�
8 February 1946

CO?WIDLUTIAL COPY NO. lS�~q

8 February l9k6

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE. AUTHORITY

N.I.A. DIRECTIVE NO. 1

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING TRE

. CENTRAL IN�~ELLIOEN~E ONOUP

� Pursuant to the attached letter from the President, dated

22 Janucry 19k6. designating the undersigned as the National

Intelligence Authority, you are hereby directed to perform your

mission, as Director of Central Intelligence, in accordance with

the follo~ring policies and procedures:

1. The Central Intelligence Group shall be considered,

�

organized and operated as a cooperative interdcpartmental

activity, with adequate and equitable particxpttion by the State,

Wer and Navy Departments and, as recommended by you and approved

by us. other Federal departments and agencies. Thu Army Air

Forces will be represented on a basis similar to thet of the

Army and the Nevy.

2. The Central Intelligence Group will furnish strategic and

national policy intelligence to the I-resident and the State.

War and Navy Departments, and, as appropriate, to the State-War-

Navy Coordinating Committee, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and nther

governmental departments and agencies having strategic end policy

fuhctions related tc the national security.

3. The composition of the Intelligence Advisory Board will

be flexible and will depend, in each instance, upon the subjsct

matter un4er consideration. The Special Assistant to t$e

Se.retary of State in charge of Resemrch end Intelligence, the

Assistant Chief of Sts~Qf 0-2,. liDeS, t~e Chief of Naval Intelli

gence end the Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Intulligencu (or

their representatives) will be permanent members. You will

CONFIDENTIAL
�

- 1 -

lilA DIR 1
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9. (Continued)
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invite the head (or his representative) of any other intelligence

agency having functions related tp the national security to sit

as a member on alr matters within the province of his, agency.

All recommendations, prior to submission to this Autbority,

will be referred to the Board for concurrence or comment. Any

recommendation which you and the Intelligence Advisory Board ap

prove unanimously and have the existing authority to execute moy

be put into effect without action by this Authority. If any

menber of the Board doesnot concur, you will submit to this

Authority the basis for� his non-concurrence at the same time

that you submit your recommendation.

4. Recommendations approved by this Authority will, where

npplicablØ, govern the intelligence activities of the separate

departments represented herein. The rpembers of the Intelligence

Advisory Board will each be responsible for ensuring that approv

ed recommendations are executed within their respective depart

ments

5. You will submit to this Authority as� soon as practicable a

proposal for the organization of the Central Intelligence Group

and an estimate of the personnel end funds required from each

department by this Group for the balence of this fiscal year

and for the next fiscal year. Each yemr thereafter prior to

the preparation of departmental budgets,� you will submit a

similar estimate for the following �fiscal year. fl approved by

this Authority and within the limits of available appropriations,

the necessary funds and persoanel will be made available to

you by arrangement between you and the appropriate department

throu~ its member on the Intelligence Advisory Board. You

aay determine 4he qualifications of personnel and the adequacy

of individual candidates,. Pe,rsonnØl assigned to you will be

under your operation,al and administrative dontrol, subject only

to necessary personnel procedures in each department.

-� COATIsjauirij-j.
�

- 2 -

NIADIR1
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CONFIDENTIAL

6. The Central Intelligence Group will utilize all available

intelligence in producing strategic and national policy intel

]igence. P11 intelligence reports prepared by the Cuntral Intel

igence Group will note any substantial dissent by a partioipat

ing intelligence agency.

7. �As required in the performance of your authorized mission,

there will be made aüailable to you or your authorized represen

tatives all necessary faÆilities, intelligence and information

inthe possession of our respective depa.rthents. Arrangements

to carry this out will be made with members of the Intelligence

Advisory Board. Conversely, all facilities of the Central

Intelligende Group andall intelligence prepared by it will be

made available to us and, through arrangements agreed between

you and the members of the Intelligence Advisory Board2 subject

to anyauthorized restrictions, to our respective departmoiits.

8. The operations of the intelligence agencies of our

departments will be open to inspection by you or yàur authorized

representatives in connection with yourplanning functions, under

arrangements agreed to between you and the respective members

of the Intelligence Advisory Board.

9. You are ruthorized to request of othar Federal departmunts

and agencies any information or assistance required by you in

the performance of your huthnrized mission.

10. You will be responsible for furnishing, from the perscnnal

of the Central Intelligence Group, a Secretariat for this

Authority, with the functions of preparing agebda, reviewing end

circulating papers for consideration, attending all meetings,

keeping and pu~lis~ing minutes, initiating and reviewing the

implementation of decisions, ant performing other necessary

secretarial services.

Secretary. of State Secretary of the Navy

Secretary of War Personal flapresentative
of the President

3ONFIrJZNTIAL - 3 -

NIA DIR I
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10. Central Intelligence Group, �Daily Summary,� 15 February
1946 (Ditto copy)

s,,, �\

6O/~IAb~.
A

/

GENERAL

~ecret Yalta arid Tehran Agreements for Sale in Paris--Ti~ie ?~ris Expb~wsy
: that alleged se~fe~agreements between the US and the USSR at

yalta and Tehran have been offered for sale in�Paris by agents ci �some
Russians~� in Switzerland, and that a French and a Swiss ne,~sp~per are con

sidering their publication. Ambassador Caffery has secured some of these

�agreements� ~there are said to be eleven.of them), about whic.h he reports
the following~

a. in one Tehran �agreement�s the US promised to supply the USSR with

a ~IO billion credit In return for a Soviet commitment to support our pro

posals for fac litating world trade, fair distribution of raw materials, and the

regulation of international currency.

b. in one Yalta �agreement�, allegedly signed by Hopkins and Molótov,
the US recognized a Sovi~t claim of free acdess to the Mediterranean in

retifl-n for a Soviet agreement (1) to recognize the absolute independence of

Austria, flu~gary, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Bulgaria and Yugoslay ~La aml

) (2) to renounce any agreements with those countries giving the Soviets a pre

ferred position.

C. Another Yalta �agreement� covered the Soviet use of German

prisoners and Soviet acquisition of Ge~rnan industrial machinery for recon

stiuctión in the USSR.

In addition, the Embassy reports that these agents are also said to

be offering (a) secret Soviet agreements with Syria and Lebanon and Q) a

treaty between Iraq and Transjordan.

Document No. _~____�
~o ca~I E.inC ~S. 0
-

DECLSI~I~

ciass. c:~i~ To: TS S

~ ~ 4 ApiS ~

- I� I/Il.:
.~. E .&c~4~ ,.

)
a-r3c.~I
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10. (Continued)

-

EUROPE-AFRICA

& GEi~MAMY: Discoiithriance of relief for displaced persons Lu US Zcne--The

V~ar Departm~t has authorized Gen. McNai~hey to announce by 1 March the

�

discontinuance of relief by 1 July for all displaced persons in the US Zohe in

Germany. Au exception will be ma~e, however, for those persons who are

unwilling to be repatriated because of possible persecution on the grounds of

race, religion, etc. Those desiring repatriation will be moved out by 1. July.

3. TURI(EY: USSR willing to wait for solution of Turkish �problem�--ln con

versation with the Turkish Acting Foreign Minister, as reported by Embas~y
Ankara, Soviet Ambassador Vinogradov has stated that �we waited a long.
time regarding the arrangement we wanted with Poland and finally got it; we
can wait regarding. Turkey.� He said that for a reestablishment of friendly
relations between the two countries, a solution of the USSR�s claims regard-

-

thg the eastern provinxes of Turkey was important, but the question of the

Straits was �vital�. Asked what the Soviet -equirements regarding the

Stra.its were, Vlnogradov replied tha e USSR ~jmust have an adequate
guarantee ) that the security of the ciiet Union wilt not oe endangered,
(b) that a sovereign and friendly Turkey at the Straits would not be adequate
for the defense of the Straits, and (c) that Soviet use of bases In the Straits

� v~hen the need arose would be essential;

4. YUGOSLAVLA: Ar.ti-AMG propaganda in Venezia Giulia--Military authorities

in Venezia Giulia report that Communist press attac&s on the Allied Military
Government are mounting, probably In an effort to obtain UNO examinatton

of Allied actions in Venezia Giulla. The authorities also report reinforce

ments at Yugoslav troops in the Yugoslav zone of the province, apparently
in order to apply pressure on the local population during the visit of the

Council of ~oretgn Ministers� Commission.

FAR EAST

5. Ci1INA: US moves Chinese arrnies--CG Chinese ~heatre reports that five

Chinese armies and Ji3,000 service troops are being moved north by him for

-

occupation of Manchuria. In addition to moving this force, he is supplying
them with 250,000 sets of US winter clothing.

d. FRENCH lN~QC1UNA~ Proposed 8mb- French agreement--The Chinese

Foreign Office has Informed Embassy Chungking that negotiations with

Prance concerning Indochina are in the final stage. Principal provisions
of the proposed agreement Include: (a) withdrawal of Chinese troops, (b). up
holding of prewar Chinese rights, (c) freedom of transportation on the Yunnaxi

Indochina Railway, and elimination of duties thi~ough Haiphong.

eONf~EN~
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11. Souers to National Intelligence Authority, �Progress Report on

the Central Intelligence Group,� 7 June 1946

Copy Nb~._____ J,~JI� ~i.�i~~ej~

PROGRESS REPORT1
ON THE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

Memorandum Submitted To

THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AUTHORITY

by

Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, USNR

Director of Central Intelligence

Dated 7 june1946
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11. (Continued)

~~CEOflLT COPY NO. _~.

7 June 1946

N~ORA!~DUN FOR TEE NATIONAL INTELLIG~CE AUTHORITY

SUBJECT: Progress Report on the Central Intelligence Grot~p

1. ESTABLISE~NT

The Central Intelligence Group was officially acti

vated on 8 February 1946 pursuant to the approval of N.I.A. Di

rective No. 2. Actually, a small group of personnel from the

State, War, and Navy� Departments had been assembled beginning

on 25 January, three days after the President signed the letter�

directing the establishment of the National Intelligence Au

thority.

2. ORGANIZATION

The Central Intelligence Group has been organized in

accordance with N.IA. Directive No 2. The major components

at the present time are the Central Planning Staff, charged with

planning the coordination of intelligence activities, and the

Central Reports Staff, responsible for the production of na

tional policy intelligence. A Chief of Operational Services,

with a 8xnall staff; has been designated as a nucleus frornwhich

an organization to perform services of commonconcern may be

built. A small Secx~etarjat to serve the National Intelligence

Authority,the Central Intelligence Group, and the Intelligence

Advisory Board, has been created. The Administrative Division

Consists of an Administrative Officer;, a Security Officer, a

Personnel Officer, and a small group. of trained personnel tO

Provide necessary administrative services for the Central Intel

].igence. Group.

BEORE~L
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3. PERS0I~L

Personnel for C.I.G. has been requested and selected

on the principle that only. the most experienced individuals in

each field of intelligence activity should be utilized in th.ls

vital preliminary period. The responsible officers in the De

partments have cooperated wholeheartedly toward this end. How

ever, the procurement of C.I.G~ personnel has necessarily been

a rather slow process, in view of the demobilization and the

fact that C.I.G. and departmental requirements for qualified

individuals naturally had to be reconciledi.n many specific

cases. Thepresent status of C.I.G. personnel is shown in

the following tabulation;

STATE

Actual Auth.

Staff 5 17

Staff - 6 10

Division * 5 16

WAR

ActuaTAuth.

l0(5A) 26

13 ( 5A) 20

16(3A) 33

NAVY

Actu~7uth.

4 18

8 10

4 15

TOTAL

Actual Auth.

19 61

27 40

25 64

16 43 39(13A) 79 16 43 71 165

not yet
..

.

.

C.I.G. 5 � 6 �

.

2 �

.

13 �.

.

21 43 45 79 18 43 84.
.

165

.. 9%
.

� 57% � 42%
.. .

51% �

* Includes Office of Director, .Secretariat, and Chief of Operational Services.

�Auth.� � Authorized by N.I.A~ Directive No. 2

�A� � Personnel assigned by A�2

-

- .2 TOr ~EOI~T~
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It may be seen that the organization of the Central

Planning Staff has been given priority, since effective plan-

fling is considereda necessary prelude to accomplishment of�

the C.I.G. mission. Concentration is now placed on manning

the Central Reports Staff. The need for filling positions in

the Ad.niiaistrative Division has been largely alleviated by

the part-time use of the personnel and facilities of the Stra

tegic Services Unit., although this Division will require re

inforcement when centralized operations are undertaken.

A development of great importance regarding person

nel has been the designatiOn of� specially qualified consult

ants to the Director ot Central Intelligence. An outstanding

scientist with wide intelligence experience, Dr. H. P.

Robertson, is Senior Scientific Consultant to the Director.

Arrangements are well advanced for the designation ofj~..

George F. Kennan recently Charge d�Affaires in Moscow and a
� -

Foreign Service Officer with a dis~inguished career, as Spe

cial Consultant to the Director, particularly on U.S.S.R. af

fairs.

k. ACTIVITIES

The activities of the Central Intelligence Group to

date have been characterized principally by the administrative

details of organization, the consideration Of urgent problems,

and the basic planning for a sound future intelligence program.

Basic policies and procedures regarding the organization have

been established. Urgent problems in the intelligence field,

-3- TOPCEOItET
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especially as regards certain vital operations, have been

carefully studied andappropriate action has been or is ready

to be taken. Substantial progress has been made in the anal

ysis of long-range intelligence problems. The throes of mi,

tial organization and planning are, therefore, generally past,

and the time for initiation of centralized intelligence oper

ations has now been reached.

Coordination 0. Intelligence Activities Beginning

on.12 February ].9k6, four daya after the activation of C.I.G.,

the C.I.G. has beenreceiving numerous suggestions or recom

mendations for ~tud�ies leading to the effective coordination

of Federal intelligence activities. A number of other studies

of this type have been initiated by C.I.G. These problems

generally fall into three categories;. (a) problems for which

partial but inadequate solutions were evolved during �the war;

(b) problems which existing Governmental machinery was unable

to solve or incapable of solving; and (c) problems which re

cjuired new solutions in the light of the post-hostilities sit

uation.

Some of these problems, particularly in the third

category, require urgent interim solution. Among these prob

lems for which interim solutions have been evolved or i~nl.ti

ated are the liqu.idation of the Strategic Services Unit, the

development of intelligence on the U.S.S.R., and the coordina

tion of scientific intelligence.

- k - TortEorinT
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Problems for which immediate solutions are well ad

vanced include the following:

a. Provision for monitoring press and propa

ganda broadcasts of foreign powers.

b. Provision for coordinating the acquisition
of foreign publications.

C. Coordination of collection of intelligence
information.

d. Coordination of. intelligence research.

e. Essential elements of information.

f. Provision for collecting foreign intelligence
information by clandestine methods.

~. Intelligence on foreign industrial establish
ments.

ii. Interim study of the collection of intel

ligence information inCh.tha.

i. Central Register of Intelligence Information.

Projects which are in various stages of study or

planning cover the following additional ~ubjects:

a. Disposition of files of the U.S. Strategic
Bombing Survey.

b. Censorship planning.

c. Intelligence terminology.

d. Resources potential program.

C. Application of sampling techniques to intel

ligence.

f. Survey of coverage of the foreign language
press in the United States. ~.

.

~. Intelligence on foreign petroleum ~evelop
ments.

.

h. Coordination of geographical and related in

telligence.

5.. TOP~ECflET
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� 1. Disposition of the Publications Review Sub

committee of the Joint Intelligence Corn

uattee.

j. Survey of the Joint Intelligence Study Pub

lishing Board.

k. Disposition of the photographib intelligence
�

file in the Department of State.

1. Coordinated utilization of private research

�

in the social sciences.

in. Index of U.S. residents of foreign intelli

gence potential.

n. ~cploitation of American business concerns
�

with connections abroad as sources of foreign
intelligence information.

o. Planning for psychological warfare.

�

. ~. Utilization of the services of proposed
minerals attaches.

One of the functio~s of C.I~G. which has assumed

great importance is the support of adequate budgets for Depart

mental intelligence. Coordinated representation to the Bureau

of the Budget and the Congress, of the budgetary requirements

for intelligence activities, promises to be one of the mOst

effective means for guarding against arbitrary. depletion of

intelligence resouTces at the expense of national security..

� So long as the C.I.G. is dependent upon the Departments for

budgetary support, however, its authority to speak as an un

biased guardian of the national security, will be suspect and

therefore not, wholly, effective.

Production of National Policy Intelligence Pursu

ant to N.I.A. Directive No. 2, the Central Repprts Staff con

centrated on the production. of a factual Daily Summry, the

-�6-�
.

.
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the first issue of which was dated 13 February. Although this

Summary covered operational as well, as intelligence matters

and involved no C.I.G. interpretation, it has served to keep

the C.I.G. personnel currently advised of developments and

formed a basis for consideration of future intelligence re

ports.

Despite the undermanned condition of the Central Re

ports Staff, the urgent need for a Weekly Summary has resulted

in the decision to produce the first issue~on ~ June. Until

adequately staffed in all geographic aree.~, however1 this pub

lication will concentrate on those areas for which qualified

personnel is now available. The concept of this Weekly Sum

mary is that it should concentrate on significant trends of

events supplementing the normal intelligence produced by, the

Departments. Procedures are being developed to ensure that

the iterns contained therein reflect the best jud~ent of qual

ified personnel in C.I,G. and the Departments.

The primary function of C.I.G. in the production Of

intelligence, however, will be the preparation and dissemina

tion of definitive estimates of the capabilities and intentions

.f foreign countries as they affect the. national security of

the United States. The necessity of assigning the best quali

fied and carefully selected personnel to this vital task has

delayed its initiation. Solution of the relationship of this

C.I.G. activity to the Departments, the State-War-N4vy Coordi

nating Committee, the Joint Chiefs of Staff�, and other agencies

concerned with the national security, has also been deferred

- 7 -
TOF 3EC1IET
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pending the procurement of adequate personnel. This procure

ment .has now been given priority, a.nd it is anticipated that

the Central Reports Staff will be prepared to produce national

policy intelligence at an early date.

Performance of Centralized Operational Services The

operation of central services by the C.I.G. has been considered

to be a subject requiring careful study to ensure that Depart

mental operations are not impeded or unnecessarily duplicated.

The urgent need for central direction of the activities and

liquidation of the Strategic Services Unit was recognized by

the N.I.A. and an arrangement was effected whereby this Unit

is operated by the War Department. under directives from the

Director of Central Intelligence. This arrangement temporarily

provided C.I.G. with facilities for direct collection of re

quired information but is admittedly only a stop-gap measure.

C.I.G. planning and organization has now progressed

to the point where firm recoendations may be made for 0.1.0

operation of intelligence services which can be more efficient

ly accomplished centrally. Among those operations under con

sideration as C.I.~. activities are:

a. Monitoring press and propaganda broadcasts

of foreign powers.

b. Collection of foreign intelligence. in.forma

tion by clandestine methods.

c. Production of static intelligence studies

of foreign areas, to replace J6int Army-
Navy Intelligence Studies: (JA]~IS).

- 8 - ~or ~oni~
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a. Establishment of a Central Register of In

te1J.igence Information.

e. Basic research and analysis of intelligence
subjects of common interest to all Depart
ments, such as economics, geography, sociol

ogy, biographical data., etc.

In the consideration of performance by C.I.G. of cen

tral operations, however, the administrative, budgetary and

legal difficulties of the present organization have presented

real problems. The reduction of Departmental funds and person

nel for intelligence activities have made it difficult for De-
�

partments, despite their desire to cooperate, to furnish the

necessary facilities to C4.G. The ~.nability of C.I.G. to re

cruit personnel directly from civilian life, and the adn,1r~1s-

trative complications of procuring personnel from the Depart

ments, are likely to jeopardize effective conduct of C.I.G.

operations. The lack of enabling legislation making the C.I.G.

a legal entity has made it impossible to negotiate contracts

vhich are required for many operations, such as the monitoring

of forei~ broadcasts.

5. CONCLUSIONS

a. The present organizational relationship between

the National Intelligence Authority, the Central Intelligence

Group, and the Intelligence Advisory Board is sound.

b. The initial organizational and planning phase

of CI,G. activities has been completed and the operation of

centralized intelligence services should be undertaken by

C.I.G. at the earliest practicable date.

- 9 -
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c. The National Intelligence Authority and the Cen

tral Intelligence Group should obtain~ enabling legislation

and an independent budget as soon as possible, either as part

of a new national defense organization or as a separate agency,

in order that (1) urgently needed central intelligence oper

ations may be effectively and efficiently. conducted by the

Central Intelligence Group, and (2) the National Intelligence

Authority and the Central Intelligence Group will have the

necessary authority arid standing to develop., support, co

ordinate and direct an adequate Federal intelligence program

for the national security.

SIDNEY W. SOU~RS

Director

(1002) - 10 - TOr 3LOIIET
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12. George M. Elsey, Memorandum for the Record, 17 July 1946

(Photocopy)

M~LORANIXIM PORs

FILE.

On 16 July ~r. Clifford ~nct Mr. Huston and Mr. Lay fron

the Central Intelligene. Group,. in ~ office and diecussed idth

then a proposed bill for the establi&uient or the Central Intel

ligence Agency. C~L~nc~er fla sy was also precent.

The basis of the discussion was the, c~ratt bill ~iob

had been Euhoitted by General Vandenberg to Mr. Clifford for

coen~ent, and Mr. Clifford�s ~oran~an in reply of 12 July 1946.

Mi-. C.ULford pQint~d out that it wae~~i President� e

original intention that a new agency be created and he re

narked that it appeared that the propoaed bill lal departing
fron the President� a intention by establishing A óeparate and

elceable governuent agalcy. Mr. Clifford also r~rked that

the President had~ intended that his letter of 22 January 1946
would provid, a wàrkabl. plan for the Central Intelligenc.
Group. Zr. Clifford than adc.d if experiŁnc. had sho~n that

the plan outlined in the President�s letter was not workable.

Mr. IIusthn�~and Mr. Lay cascuscedat sone length the
ftfbr4Vll strative difficulties which the Cantral InteUig~c.

Gro~i~i has had due to its bd ng a et..p-ohLld of three separate
dep..xtou ats. They stated that experier~e showed that enabling
legislation was necei~sr.ry in oidur that. the Central Intelligence
Group could operate as an integrat.d�orgard.zation. Th.3r also

interned Mr. Clifford that e~perient. had ahoun that the Central

Intelligence Group should bicene anoperating agency with a

large staf,t of Intelligence experts.

After lsngthy discussion, it via agreed by 41 preàent
that th s origln~-l concept of the Central Intelligence Group.
should �. be altered; e~rienao had shown that it~u1d be

ineffective if it renain.d on].7 a ~ii. piIIT~4~lg staff and that it

nust cow benoe. a legally sb~1isbsd, fairly aiaeabl.*, operating
agenc~. Mr. Clifford stated ~st he would discuss this cow

concept with *dairal Leahy and the PresSdss*~

- �- There followed a dEtailed exeatcotion of th. draft

bill in light of the cc~euti and criticla ned� in Mr. Clifford�s

17 July 1946
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i~oran~ of 12 July. hr. Huston and Mr. Lay agreed that aU

of Mr. Clifford�s points ~re. lull t~c en and they agreed to

rÆriti the bill incorporatinj his suggestions.

It was apparent during th~]~~äj~ part of ~

discussion that neither ir. Hueton nor Mr. Lay had gixen ~ch
thought to the ~orde ~iich they had noed in drafting thebill.
Both stated that large part. of it had been extracted froa

othor proposed legislation or other docuxaents re2a~. ng to

Intelligence. In their hasty preparation of the draft in this

aci~sor._and-~ast. method, they had felled to grasp the esBØntisi

point that the Hational. Intelligence Authority thould be a p~~&Ie1l ng
group and the Central Intelligence Agency an operating group.

r. Clifford pointed out to thea tbe -robable opposition
which a propoood bill IUOU]LI arouse if great care ar~ thought were

not given to the choice of words used.

Ur. thiaton and Mr. Lay will prepare a new bill and

senU it to Mr. Clifford for co~ent.
-

GEORGE ~. ELSEI
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4th Meeting, 17 July 1946

-

34
COPY NO.

N.I.A. 1~th Meeting

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AUTHORITY

Minutes of Meeting held in Room 212

Department or State Bui.lding

on Wednesday, 17 July 19k6, at 10:30 a.m.

RS PRESENT

Secretary of StateJames F. Byrnes, in the Chair

Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson

Acting Secretary o~ the Navy John L. Sullivan
Fleet Admiral Williain D. Leahy, Personal

Representative ~ the President

Lt. General Hoyt S~Vandenberg, Director of

Central 1p~e11igçnce

ALSO. PRESENT

Dr. William L. Lang~r, Special Assistant to

the Secretary of State for Research and Intelligence
Mr. John D. Ilicicerson, Department of State

Colonel Charles W. McCarthy, USA

Captain Robert L. Deanison, USE

SECRETARIAT

Mr. James S. Lay, Jr., Secretary, National

Intelligence Authority

This docuzs~ct has been
apprOved fc�i~ re~? th

tfLQ }IIS~L
the Cant:;~ ~utei r~-~ ~

OOCO...8C

______

2~i C.IM6IF1ID fo SECeET

~vI4 �(T~I r4~.~D~- s.~
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1. REPORT BY THE DENECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

SECRETARY BYRNES asked General Vandenberg to give the

members a report on present and future matters concerning the

Central Intelligence Group.

GENERAL VANDENBERG invited attention to the conclusions

contained in the �Progress Report on the Central Intelligence
Group� by Admiral Souers, former Director ot Central Intelligence.
General Vandenberg explained that at the present time each

intelligence agency is working along the lines of primary
interest to its department. It is his belief that C.I.G. should

find out what raw material received ~y one department is of

interest to the others. In order to do this, C.I.G. must be

in a position to see and screen all raw material received.

For example, as regards a given steel plant, State is studying�
what produots are made there and the rate of production. War

Department, however, is interested in the construction and

physical details of the plant, the railroads serving it, and

other data required for target information. State Department,
if it broadened the base of its studies, might well be able

to furnish at least part of that type of economic intelligence.
It is the job of C.I.G., therefore, to find out the needs of all

the departments and to meet them, either by recommending that

one department expand its activities or by performing the neces

sary research in C.I.G. In order to do thi~, an adequate and
capable staff is urgently required in C.I.G. It is extremely
difficult administratively to procure the necessary personnel
under the present arrangement. General Vandenberg therefore

feels that he must have his own funds and be able to hire

people. This means that C.I.G. must be set up as an agency by

enabling legislation.

SECRETARY BYRNES expressed the understanding that the

N.I.A. was intentionally established as it is in an effort to

avoid the necessity foran independent budget.

SECRETARY PATTERSON agreed, end explained that this was

designed to conceal, for security reasons, the amount of money

being spent on central intelligence.

SECRETARY BYRNES thought that it would be difficult to

explain to Congress the need for intelligence funds without

jeopardizing security.

GENERAL VANDENBERG thought that such ocnsideratione should

be balanoed against the added administrative difficulties

they caused. Re expressed the belief that the important thing
was that the Central Intelligence Group should be an effeotive

end efficient. organization.

ADMIRAL LEABY said that it was always understood that

C.I.G. eventually would broaden its scope. It was felt, however,
that the Departments initially could contribute sufficient funds

and personnel to get it started. Be is about convinced that

N.I.A. should now attempt to get its own appropriations~ These

appropriations, however, should be small, since the three

departments should continue to furnish the bulk of the necessary
funds.

SECRETARY PATTERSON thought that the administrative problems
could be worked out under the present arrangements.

SECRETARY BYRNES believed that the major problem was to

find a way for the departments to give C.I.G. the money it

needed.

-1-
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SECERTARY PATTERSON stated that he was perfectly willing
to direct Army Intelligence. td furbish the hecessary funds
to 0.1.0. and then let the Director of Central Intelligence
pick his own personnel with those funds. us opposed a separate.
budget because he does not want to expose these intelligence
operations.

BECENTAIIY BYRREB agreed that we could not afford to make

such disclosures in this country.

GENERAL VARDENBERG pointed out that each personnel action

must be handled at present by 100 people in each department.
This means that knowledge of 0.1.0. personnel is exposed to

300 people in the three departments. Re feels that handling
personnel actions within 0.1.0. itself would improve security.

ADMIRAL LEAfY agreed that it was undesirable that so many
people in the departments should haO Iciowiedge bf 0.I.0 Re
felt that if each department gave 0.1.0. funds, perSonnel actions

could be taken by 0.1.0 itself without e*posing them.

GENERAL VARDERBF.R0 pointed out that this would still

require defending three separate appropriations aots before
the Senate and the Mouse of Representatives.

DR. LANOER agreed that the funds would have, to be defended
before the Congress in any case.

SECRETARY BYRNES recalled that members of Congress had
offered to include the State Department intelligence budget under
such terms as �investigations abroad� or as an added amount
in any other budget account. Me felt that since Congress was

apparently willing to do this, the funds might easily be hidden
in this manner within departmental budgets.

DR. LARGER thought that Admiral Leshy� s suggestion would

be very effective. It might be possible to give N.I.A. an

independent budget for the more overt activities, and hide

other funds in departmental appropriations. This would serve

as idealcoverfor covert activities. Moreover, he believed
that an independent appropriation for 0.1.0. would make General

Vandenberg more effective in supporting departmental intelli

genca budgets.

ADMIRAL LEAR? felt that this problem must be approached
very carefully. He believed that no one was better qualified
to advise N.I.A. on this than Secretary Byrnes, with his

Congressional background. Admiral Lethy stated that the Presi

dent authorized him to make it clear that the President con

sidere4 the responsible agency in the present arrangement to

be the N.I.A. The President stated that the Director of

Central lntelligence is not responsible further than to carry
out the directives of the N. l.A. Admiral LŁehy said there ware

some indications that the Director of Central Intelligence,
with the Intelligence Advisory Board, might tend to assume

greater control over intelligence activities than was intended.

Admiral Leehy reiterated that the President holds the Cabinet

officers on N.I..A. primarily responsible for coordination of

intelligence activities.

SECRETARY SULLIVAN compared the Director of Central

Intelligence toan executive vice president who carries out

the instructions and policies of the N.I.A.

-2-
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ADMIRAL LEABY stated that with regard to a Hll to obtain

an independent budget end status for N.I.A., the President

considers it inadvisable to attempt to present such a bill

before the present Congress. The President feels that there is

not enough time for the N.I.A. to give thisquestion sufficient

study. Thepresident feels, however, that a bill might be

drafted and be under study by the R.I.A. with a view to the

possibility of presenting it to the next Congress. Admiral

Leshy stated that in the meantime he felt that General Vandenberg
should be given, so far as practicable, all the assistance that

he requires.

GENERAL VAMDENBERG pointed out that C.1G. is not an agency
authorized to �disburse funds. Therefore, even with funds from

the departments, it would require disbursing and authenticating
officers in all three departments, plus the necessary accounting
organization in 0.1.0. He felt that this was requiring four

fiscal operations where one should suffice.

ADMIRAL LEABY suggested, and SECRETARY BYRNES agreed,
that this might be taken care of by the wording of an appropria
tions act.

DR. LARGER questioned this possibility unless 0.1.0. was

given-status as a disbursing agency.

SECRETARY BYRNES thought this status could be given the

agency by the President under the authority of the Emergency
Powers Act.

-

GENERAL VARDENBERG said thai he understood that this

solution was decided against because it might indicate that

-N.I.A. was a temporary expedient which would terminate with

the end of the president�s war powers.

SECREPARY BYRNES was sure that it could be done by the

President under his reorganization authority and without

reference -to the Emergency Powers Adt. Secretary Byrnes under
took to talk with the Bureau of the Budget on this matter and

report back to the N.I.A.

ADMIRAL LEABY was convinced that 0.1.0. must have funds

for which it does not have to account in detail.

DR. LARGER questioned whether General Vandenberg was not

more concerned over the cumbersome arrangement for handling
personnel actions in all three departments.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stressed the fact bhat without money
there could be no personnel actions. For exsmple, he noted
that the State Department does not have sufficient funds to

pay personnel required for C.I.G.
-

General Vandenberg agreed,
however, that personnel actions were extremely difficult under

present arrangements. For example, it takes an average of
six weeks to obtain security clearance from the Departments,
and he does not reel that he should employ anyone without such

clearance. General Vandenberg stressed the fact that his

greatest interest was in getting-C.I.G. into operation by what

ever means possible. He felt thattime was of the-essence

during this critical period. -

-

SECRETARY BYREES believed that the only way at present to

avoid the administrative difficulties was to arrange to have
each department transfer the necessary funds to 0.I.G.

-3-
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GENERAL VAEDENBERG pointed out the difficulty of obtaining

funds from the Departments.. For example, although the State

Department requested about $330,000 for N.I~A., only $178,000
is being made available. While he appreciated the need of the

State Department for the other funds, this case exemplified the

fact that C.I.G. could never be certain of receiving the funds

which it requested and defended unless they were appropriated

directly to C.I~G.

DR. �.UEGER believed that this situation would not recur

in the future, but he did agree chat State�s contribution to

Q.I.G. was not adequate. Re did not see, however, how this

could be increased except through a deficiency bill.

�
SECRETARY SULLIVAR asked why additional funds might not

be secured from the Fresident�s emergency fund.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated that total funds available to

0.1.0. for the fiscal year 19k? were $12,000,000; which left

a shortage for effective operations of $10,000,000. Re asked

whether it might be possible to obtain permission to epend
available funds at an accelerated rate in anticipation of the

submission of the deficiency bill.

SECRETARY BYRNES thought that such permission could not

be obtained. He noted that what keneral Vandenberg had

stated was that, 0.1.0. had $12,000,000 and wanted $22,000,000.

Dr.LAI4GER questioned whether any mechanism was to be

available for reviewing this proposed budget.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated that he had the details available.

Be noted, however, that comprehensive review meant that this

information must be widely disclosed to perscnnel in three

departments. -

SECRETARY SULLIVAR felt that since the Fresident�s remarks

indicated that he held N.I.A. responsible, they must Imow

the details regarding any 0.1.0. budget request.

At Secretary Byz�nes� request, GENERAL VANDENBERG then

made a brief report on 0.1.0. activities. Re noted that 0.1.0

was taking over Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service and all

clandestine foreign intelligence activities. In addition,

however. 0.1.0. is receiving daily requests to take over

functions now being done by various State, War and Navy Com

mittees. One example is the suggestion that 0.1.0. centralize

the handling of codes end ciphers to improve their security.
Another example is the concernof the War Department about ax-

change of information with the British. The State�War-Navy

Coordinating Committee has a subcommittee covering this exchange,
but it handles only about 20 or 30 percent of the lnforfl!ation
actually exchanged. This subcommittee confines itself purely
to secret matters, whereas the Army Air Forces believe that

a central clearing house shotild be established where the bar

gaining value of this informat~.on may also be taken into account.

DR. LANCER pointed out that the SWNCC subcommittee deals

only with technical military information. He feels, however,

that the problem also involves such matters as the transfer

qf non-military information and the declassification of materini.

Unless these matters are centralized, each department will

continue, as at preeent, going its own way.
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- GENERAL VANDENBERG reported that hi has already set up an

Office of Special Operations. He has also established an Inter

departmental Coordinating and Planning Staff, but only on a

skeleton basis because of his need for additional personnel.

SECREPARY PATTERSON felt that all of General Vandenberg�s
present problems should be solved if the Secretary of State

can obtain help from the Bureau of the Budget.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated his problems; briefly, ~were

that he needed money, the authority to spend it, and the
� authority to hire and fire.

SECRETARY BYRNES felt there were rpally two problems:

�

First, to find ways to handle the money now available, and second,~
to get whatever additional ftthdsa�i required. He thought it

would be difficult to get additional funds flfteen days after

the fiscal year had begun. He questioned whether present funds

should not be sufficient since the understanding was that C.I.G.
was primarily continuing functions which have been previously
performed.

GENERAL VANDENBERG explained that C.I.G. was now under

taking certain new functions end also expanding some existing
odes. In answer to questions, General Vandenberg stated that

� Tie proposed to have about ~l9O0 people in secret intelligence
and a total of something less than 3000 in C.I.G. by the end of

the fiscal year.

DR. LARGER stated that he agreed with almost everything
that General Vandenberg had said, but that he was impressed with

the imposing size of the proposed organization. He thought
there should be a definite review of the program before a

request for an additional $10,000,000 is approved.

GENERAL VANDENBERG ~ointed out that there is a clear need

fOr additional appropriations for intelligence in view of

changing conditions. During the war there were American forces

all over the world who were procuring tnformation and intelli

gence in connection with military operations. These operations
were not oo;sidered as intelligence activities, however, and

the funds required for them were not charged to intelligence.
These operations are now shrinking rapidly. It is necessary,

therefore, to have intelligence �agents all over the world to

get the same information which during the war was handed to

intelligence agencies on a silver platter.

SECRETARY PATTERSON agreed with this statement. He noted

thnt in each theater of operations G-2 activities were merely
apart of the Army�s operations and were not considered to be

part of the intelligence organization directed from Washingtoit.

GENERAL VANDENBERG then discussed briefly his proposed
organization chart for the Central Intelligence Group. He noted

that there would be an Interdepartmental Coordinating and

Planning Staff to assist in the coordination of all intelligence
activities related to the national security. There would then

be four Offices to conduct C.I.G. operations., namely, Special

Operations, Collection, Research end Evaluation, and Dissemina

t ion.
-

__________

- 5 -
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�

After further discussion,

THE NATIONAL I?~ELUGE1WE AUThORITY:

a~ Noted General Vandenberg�s report on the Central

Intelligence Group.

b. Noted that the Secretary of State v,uld discuss with
�

the Bure~u of the Sudget the solution of the problems
mentioned by General Vandenberg, and would report back

to the Authority.

c. Noted the organization of the Central Intelligence
Group which General Vandenberg was plann1n~ to put into

effect.

___

-6-
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14. Clifford to Leahy, 18 July 1946

(Typed copy)

~. ~SEC1ULT

_______

0

Pr

THE WHITE HOUSE

WA~TT~GTON

July 18, l9l~6

My dear Admiral Leahy:

The President has directed me to assemble for him certain facts
and information regarding the Soviet Union. He has directed me to

obtain £rom the Central Intelligence Group estimates of the present
and future forei~ and military policies of the Soviet Union. I an

therefore i~riting to request that the National Intelligence Authority
instruct the Director of Central Intelligence to prepare such estimates
fo~ submission to the President at the earliest practicable date.

It is also desired. that the Central Intelligence Group prepare
a statement of conclusions drawn from the monitoring of Soviet broad

casts, iith special attention àevoted to the deseriptions of Soviet

and American forei~ policies.

Th~nnch as the President hopes that this information ~il1 be

in his hands before the convening of the Peace Conference in Paris
on 29 July 191i6, it is desired that the reports I have requested be

delivered to me prior to that date.

Very truly yours,

Is! Clark IL. Clifford.

CLARK U. CLIFF~)

Special Cowisel t o the President

Fleet Admiral Willlmli D. Leahy, USN

The National Intelligence Authority
Washington, D.C.

l9July19146
To: Director of Central Intelligence:

Please couply as a matter of priority.

IsviIwItthI3 ~ySIAI.s
ddemI~ed e~t /s/ 114~ L. Leaby
~ CM Iii ~i sb)ectIs. ts dsclass ~ieX of Staff
~ If su1$th~ Iaf.,eutiu of CIA

-
~f~oi1tyi N~ ig

~ isthiog St CIA I,tsn~t

~.�9,~
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ORE 1
~.

23 JUly 1946
-

COPY NO.__________

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GEOUP

SOVIET FOREIGN AND MIlITARY POLICY

SUMMARY

1. The Soviet Government anticipates an inevitable conflict with the cap

italist world. It therefore seeks to increase its relative power by building

up its own strength and undermining that of its assumed antagonists.

2. At the same time the Soviet Union needs to avoid such a conflict for an

indefinite period. It must therefore avoid provoking a strong reaction by a com

bination of major powers.

.3. In any matter deemed essential to its security, Soviet policy will prove

adamant. �In other matters it will prove grasping and opportunistic, but flexible

in proportion to the degree and nature of the resistance encountered.

4. The Soviet Union will insist on exclusive domination of Europe east of

the general line Stettin�Trieste.

5. The Soviet Union will endeavor to extend its predominant influence to

include all of Germany and Austria.

6. In the remainder of Europe the Soviet Union will seek to prevent the

� formation of regional blocs from which it is excluded and to influence national

policy through the political activities of local Communists.

�7. The Soviet Union desires to include Greece, Turkey, and Iran in its

security zone through the establishment of �friendly� governments in those

countries. Local factors are favorable toward its designs, but the danger of

provoking Great Britain and the United States incombination is a deterrent to

�

overt action.

B. The basic Soviet objective in the Far East is to prevent the use of

China, ICorea, or .Japan as bases of attack on the Soviet Far East by gaining in

each of those countries an influence at least equal to that of the United States.

9. The basic Soviet military policy is to maintain armed forces capable of

assuring its security and supporting its foreign policy against any possible

hostile combination. On the completion of planned demobilization these forces

will still number 4,500,000 men.

10. For the time being the Soviets will continue to rely primarily on large

masses of ground troops. They have been impressed by Anglo�American strategic

air power, however, and will seek to develop fighter defense and long range

bomber forces.

LI.
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�

ii. The Soviets will make a maximumeffort to develop as quickly as pos

sible such Special weapons. as guided missiles and the atomic bomb.

12. Further discussion of Soviet foreign jolicy is contained in Enclosure

�A�; of Soviet military policy, in Enclosure �B�.

I
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E1

ENCLOSURE �A�

SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY

T51 BASIS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY

1. Soviet foreign policy is determined, not by the interests or aspira
tions of the Russian people, but by the prejudices and calculations of the

inner directorate of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union. While the

shrewdness, tactical cunning, and long�range forethought of this controlling

group shoul4 not be minimized, its isolation within the Kremlin, ignorance of

the outside world, and Marxist dogmatism have significant influence on its ap

proach to problems in foreign relations.

2. The ultimate objective of Soviet policy may be world domination.

Such a condition is contemplated as inevitable in Communist doctrine, albeit

as a result of the self�destructive tendencies of capitalism, which Communist

effort can only accelerate. In view, however, of such actual circumstances as

the marked Indisposition of democratic nations to adopt the Communist faith

and the greatly inferior war potential of the Soviet Union in relation to them,
that goal must be regarded by the most sanguine Communist as one remote and

largely theoretical. While acknowledging no limit to the eventual power and

expansion of the Soviet.Union, the Soviet leadership is more practically con

cerned with theposition oftbe U.S.S.R. in the actual circumstances.

3. For the present and the indefinite future the fundamental thesis of

Soviet foreign policy is the related proposition that the peaceful coexistence

of Communist and capitalist states is in the long run impossible. Consequent

ly the U.S.S.R. must be considered imperiled so long as it remains within an

antagonistic �capitalist encirclement.�� Tbis concept, absurd in relation to

so vast a country with such wealth of human and material resources and no

powerful or aggressive neighbors, is not subject to rational disproof precise
ly because it is not the result of objective analysis. It is deeply rooted in

a haunting sense of internal and external insecurity inherited from the Rus

sian past, is required by compelling internal necessity as a justification for

the burdensome character of the Soviet police state and derives its authority
from the doctrine of Marx and Lenin.

4. On the basis of this concept of ultimate inevitable conflict, it is

the fundamental policy of the Soviet Union;

a. To build up the power of the Soviet state; to assure its inter

nal stability through the isolation of its citizens from foreign influ

ences and through the maintenance of strict police controls; to maintain

armed forces stronger than those of any potential combination of foreign
powers; and to develop as rapidly as possible a powerful and self�suffi

cient economy.

b. To seize every opportunity to expand the area of direct or in

direct Soviet control in order to provide additional protection for the

vital areas of the Soviet Union.

* In this context socialism (as distinguished from communism) is considered

as antagonistic as capitslism.

S

1�
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c. To prevent, any combination of foreign powers potentially inimical

to the Soviet Union by insistence upon Soviet participation, with veto

power, in any international section affecting �Soviet interests, by dis

couraging through intimidation the formation of regional blocs exclusive

of the U.S.S.R., and by exploiting every opportunity to foment diversionary

antagonisms among foreign powers.

d. To underaine the unity and strength of particular foreign states

by discrediting their leadership, fomenting domestic discord, prolioting
domestic agitations conducive to a reduction of their military and economic

strength and to the adoption ot foreign policies favorable to Soviet pur

poses, and inciting colonial unrest.
-

~. Although these general policies are premised upon a oonviction of latent

and inevitable conflict between the U.S.S.R. and the capitalist world, they also

assume a postponement of overt conflict for an indefinite period. The doctrine

of Marx and Lenin does not forbid, but rather encourages, expedient compromise

or collaboration with infidels for the accomplishment of ultimate Communist pur

poses. The Soviet Union has followed such a course in the past and had need to

do so still, . for time is required both to build up its own strength and to weaken

and divide its assumed antagonists. In such postponement, time is calculably on

the side of the Soviet Union, since natural population growth and projected eco

nomic development should result in a gradual increase in its relative strength.

It is manifestly in the Soviet interest to avoid an overt test of strenØth.at
least until, by this proCess, the Soviet Unien has become more powerful than any

possible combination of opponents. No date can be. set for the fulfillment of.

that condition. The Soviet Union must therefore seek to avoid a major open con

flict for an indefinite period.

6. The basis of Soviet foreign policy is consequently a synthesis between

anticipation of and preparation for an ultimate inevitable conflict on the one

hand and need for the indefinite postponement of such a conflict on the other.

In any matter conceived to be essential to the present security of the Soviet

Union, including the Soviet veto power in, international councils, Soviet policy

will prove adamant. In other matters Soviet policy will prove grasping, but

opportunistic and flexible in proportion to the degree and nature of the resis

tance encountered, it ~eing conceived more important to avoid provoking a hos

tile combination of major powers than to score an immediate, but limited, gain.

But in any case in which the Soviet Union is forced to yield on this account,

as in Iran, it may be expected to persist in pursuit of the same end by subtler

means.

SOVIET POLICY WITH RESPECT TO EASTERN EUROPE

7. It is apparent that the Soviet Union regards effective control of

Europe east of the Baltic and Adriatic Seas and of the general line Stettin�

Trieste as essential to it~ present security. Consequently it will tolerate

no rival influence in that region and will insist on the maintenance there of

�friendly� governments � that is, governments realistically disposed to accept

the fact of exclusive Soviet domination. That condition being met, the U.S.S.R.

does not insist upon a uniform pattern of political and economic organization,
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but adjusts its policy in accordance with the local situation. The immediate

Soviet objective is effective control, although the ultimate objective may

well be universal sovietization.

S. In some àases no Soviet coercion is required to accomplish the de

sired end. In Yugoslavia and Albania the Soviet Union finds genuinely sym�

pathetió governments themseltes well able to cope with the looal opposition.

In Czechoslovakia also, although the government is democratic rather than

authoritarian in pattern, no interference is required, since the Communists

and related parties constitute a majority and the non�Communist leaders are

�friendly..� Even in Finland the Soviet Unionhas been able to display modera

tion, Finnish leaders having become convinced that a �friendly� attitude is

essential to the survival of the nation. In these countries the Soviet Union

seeks, to insure its continued predominance by the creation of strong bonds of

economic and military collaboration, but does not have to resort to coercion

other than that implicit in the circumstances.

9. In Poland, Rumania, and Bulgaria, however, the Soviet Union encounters

stubborn and widespread opposition. The �friendly� governments� installed in those

countries are notoriously unrepresentative, but the Soviet Union is nevertheless

determined to maintain them, since no truly representative government could be

considered reliable from the Soviet point of view. In deference to Western

objections, elections may eventually be held and some changes in the coiposi�
tion of these governments may be permitted, but only after violent intimidation,

thoroughgoing purges, electoral chicanery, and similar measures have inSured

the �friendly� character of the resulting regime. Continued political control

of the countries in question iill be. reinforced by measures insuring effective

Soviet control �of their armed forces and their economies.

10. The elected government of Hungary was both representative and willing

to be �friendly,� but the Soviet Union has apparently remained unconvinced of

its reliability- in view of the attitude of the Hungarian people. Accordingly

coercion has been applied to render it unrepresentatively subject to Communist

control in the same de.gree and manner as are the governments of Poland, Rumania,

and Bulgaria. The end is the same as that of the policy pursued in those coun

tries � the secure establishment of a reliably. �friendly� regime, however un

representative, coupled with Soviet control of the economic life of the coun~ry.

SOVIET POLICY IN AUSTRIA AND GERMANY

11. Soviet policy in Austria is similar to that in Hungary, subject to the

limitations of quadripartite occupation. Having accepted an elected Austrian

government and unable to reconstruct it at will, the Soviet Union is seeking,

by unilateral deportations and sequestrations in its own zone and by demands

for similar action in others, to gain, at least, economic domination of the

country as a whole and to create, at most, a situation favorable toward a pre

dominant Soviet political influence as well, on the withdrawal of Allied con

trol. The Soviet Union will prevent a final settlement, however, until it is

ready to withdraw its troops from Hungary and Rumania as well as Austria.

~1~
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.
12. The Soviet Union hitherto has been content to proceed with the con

solidation of its position in eastern Germany free of quadripartite inter�

�ference. Now, rejecting both federalization and the separation of the Ruhr

and Rhineland, It appears as the champion of German uSlfication in opposition

to the �imperalistic� schemes of the Western powers. A German administration�
strongly centralized in Berlin would be more Susceptible than any other to

Soviet pressure, and the most convenient means of extending Soviet influence

to the western frontiers of Germany. The initial Soviet objective is pre

sumably such a centralized �anti�Fascist� republic with a coalition government

of the eastern European type, but actually under strong Communist influence

snd bound to the Soviet Union by ties �of political and economic dependency.

SOVIET POLICY IN WESTERN EUROPE

13. For a time it appeared that the Communist Party in France might prove

able to gain control of that country by democratic political processes and

Soviet policy was shaped to support that endeavor. The Communists recant e�

lectoral reverses, however, appear to have led the Soviet Union to sacrifice

a fading hope of winning France to a livelier prospect of gaining Gernany.

The French Communists remain a strong political factor nevertheless, and exer�

�

cite disproportionate influence through their control of organized labor. That

influence will be used to shape French policy as may be most suitable for Soviet

purposes, and to prepare for an eventual renewal of the attempt to gain control

of France by political neans. A resort to force is unlikely in view of 1the

�
danger of.provoking a major international conflict.

14. In Italy also the Communist Party is seekint major influence, if not

control, by political means, with a resort to force unlikely in present cir

cumstances. The Party and the Soviet Union have played their cards well to

divert Italian resentment at the proposed peace terms from themselves towaid

the Western Powers.

15. The Soviet Union misses no opportunity to raise the Spanish issue as

a means of embarrassing and dividing the Western Powers. Any change in Spain

might afford it an opportunity for penetration. Even its goading of the West

ern Powers into erpressions of distaste for Franco appeàrto have afforded it

an opportunity to approach him.

16. For the rest, the Soviet Union is concerned to prevent the formation

of a Western Bloc, including Ftance and the Low Countries, or a Scandinavian

Bloc, in accordance with its general policy. As opportunity offers, it will

seek to facilitate the growth of Communist influence in Scandinavia and the

Low Countrids, but not at thesacrifice of more important interests or at the

risk of provoking a strong reaction.

SOVIET POLICY IN THE MIDDLE EAST

17. The Middle East offers a tempting field for Soviet expansion because

of its proximity to the Soviet Union and remoteness from other major powers,

the weakness and instability of indigenous governments (except Turkey, and the
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many local antagonisms and minority discontents. It is, moreover, an area of

Soviet strategic interest even greater than that of eastern Europe,�in view

of the Øeneral shift of Soviet industry away from the European Frontier, but

still within range of air attack from the south, and of the vital importance

of Baku oil in the Soviet ecànomy. It is in the Middle East, however, that

Soviet interest comes into collision with the established interest of Great

Britain and that there is consequently the greatest danger of precipitating. a

major conflict. Soviet.policy in the area must therefore be. pursued with due

caution and flexibilitr. .
.

.

.

.

-

�

1�. Given the opportunity, the Soviet Union might be expected to seek the

following objectives:
~.

.

.

-�

a.
.

At least the withdrawal of British troops from Greece, and at

lost the incorporation of that Oountry in theSoviet sphere through the

establishment of a �friendly� governthent. .

-

b. At least the political and military isolation of Tuikey and the

imposition of a new regime of the Straits more favorable to Soviet in

terests; at most the incorporation of that country in the Soviet sphere

through the establishment there of a �friendly� government.

a.- At least implementation of the recent settlement with Iran,

which assures the Soviet a continued indirect control in Azerbaijan and

�
an opportunity toAevelop anj oil resources in northern Iran; atmost,

incorporation of that country in the Soviet-sphere through the establish

ment there of a �friendly� government. .

.

Soviet policy in pursuit- of these objectives will be opportunistic, not

�only in relation to the local situation, but more particularly in relation to

�

the probable reactions of the major powers.

19. Soviet interest in the Arab states is still airected rather toward

exploiting them as a means of indermining the British position in the Middle

East than as objectives in themselves. Their principal asset,. the oil df~

Iraq and Saudi Arabia, wo~ild be economically iüccessibie, although its denial

to Britain. and the. United States in the event of ~er would be of important

consequence. But, by fomenting local demands for the withdrawal of British

troops, the Soviet Union can hope to deny effective British support to Turkey
and Iran. To this end the Soviet Union will exploit anti�British sentiment

among the Arabs, and particularly the vexing Palestine issue..

20. The Soviet Union has shown nO disposition to intrude into the in

volved Indian situstiói, possibly finding it as yet impossible to determine

the most advantageous course in that regard. It also shows no present aggres

sive intentions toward Afghanistan, although the establishment of a �friendly�

government there would seem a logical, albeit low priorit~, objective.

SOVIET POLICY IN THE PAP EAST

21. The -basic Soviet objective in China, Korea,. and Japan is to prevent
their becoming potential bases Æf attack on the Soviet !ar East. This requires

M~ IL.-LffT
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that the U.S.S.R. exert with respect to each an influence at least equal to

(and preferably greater than) that of any other power. Since in this region
Soviet policy encounters that of the United States, it must be pursued with

due circumspection.

22. Although the Soviet Union cannot hope to establish a predominant in� -

fluence over the whole of China, at least for a long time .to come, it could

accomplish its basic objective through either the formation of a coalition

government, with the Chinese Communist Partys as a major participant, or a

division of the country, with the Chinese Communist Party in exclusive control

of those areas, adjacent to the Soviet Union. The U.S.S.R. should logically

prefer the former solution as at once involving less danger of a collision with

the United States and greater opportunity for the subsequent expansion of Soviet

influence throughout China through political penetration by the Communist Party,

and tbe course of its relations with the Chinese Government would seem to con

firm that preterence.. The U.S.S.R., however, would not be willing to sacrifice

the actual political and military independence of the Chinese Communists unless

assured of their effective participation in the proposed coalition. If, there

fore, efforts to establish Cuch a coalition were to fail and unrestricted civil

war were to ensue, the Soviet Union would probably support the Chinese Commun

ists in their efforts to consolidate their effective control over Manchuria and

North China.

� 23. In Korea the Soviets have shown that they will consent to the unifica

tion of the country only if assured of a �friendly� government. In default of

unification on such terms, they are content to consolidate their control in the

north and to bide their time, trusting that an eventual American withdrawal

will permit them to extend their predominant influence over the whole- country.

24. The Soviets have been extremely critical of A~nerican administration in

Japan, which has afforded thea no opportunity to establish the degree of influ

ence they desire. Regardless- of the prevailing influence, they probably desire

to see Japan politically and militarily impotent. The greater Japan�s political

disorganization, the greater would be their opportunity to establish an equal
and eventually predominant influence there.

SOVIET POLICY ELSEWHERE

25. Soviet policy in other areas will follow the general lines set forth

in paragraph a, seeking to undermine the unity and strength of national states,
to foment colonial unrest, to stir up diversionary antagonisms between states,

* Despite a widespread impression to the contrary, the Chinese Communists are

genuine Communists, differing from other foreign Communist Parties only in

a certain local self�sufficiency derived from territorial control and the

possession of an army, in consequence of which they eEhibit unusual initia

tive and independence. In all essentials. they are an unusually effective

instrument of Soviet foreign policy.
-
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and to disrupt shy system of international cooperation froa which the� U~S.S.R.

is excluded. Activity along these lines ia constant, though often .incónspicu�
ous. Its importance to the Soviet Union derives not from any prospect of direct

�

gain, but from its effect in enhancing the relative power of the U.S.S.R. . by

diminishing that of potentiaL antagonists.

26. Because of their position in world affairs, the United States and

Great Britain will be the primary targets of such Soviet activities. In addi�

tiontc domestic. agitations, the effort will be made to distract .and weaken them

by attacks upon their interests in areas of special concern to them. In Latin.

America, in particular, Soviet and Comm nist influence.will be exerted to the

utmost to destroy the infinence of the United States and.to create antagonisms

disruptive to the Pan A erican, system.. .

.
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ENCLOSURE �B
-

SOVIET MILITARY POLICY

1. Soviet militarypolicy derives from that preoccupation with Security
which is the basis of Soviet foreign policy.� (See Enclosure �A�,. paragraphs 3

and 4a.) On the premise that the peaceful coexistence of Communist and capi
talist states is in the long run impossible, and that the U.S.S.R. is in con�

stsnt perilso long as it remains within a�dapitalist encirclement,.� it is the

policy of the Soviet Union to maintain armed forces capable of assuring its

security and supporting its foreign policy against any possible combination of

foreign powers. - The result is an army by far the largest in the world (except
the Chinese).

.

.

2. Even the populous Soviet Union, however, cannot afford an unlimited

diversion of manpower from productive civil pursuits, especially in view of

manpower requirements for reconstruction and for the new Five Year Plan. Con�.

sequently it has had to adopt a demobilization program which is. a compromise
�between the supposed requirements �of security and those of the economy.

,

By

Septemher the strength of the armed forces will have been reduced from 12.500,000
to 4.500.000 men.i~* Further reduction is unlikely. -

3. The prflable geographical diStribution of the total strength indicated

will he 1.100.000 inodcupied Europe,. 650,000 in the Far East, and 2.750.000 in

the remainder of the U.S.S.R. The compoaition will be 3,200.000 (�71%) in the

ground forcSs�snd tear services, ~00.OOO (11%) in the air forces, 300o000 (7%~

in the naval forces, and 500,000 (11%) in the MV]) (politiàal security,forces).
The post�war reorganization includes unification of-conmand in a single Ministry

of the Armed Forces having jurisdiction over all forces except the MVD troops,
which remain under the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

4. In addition to its own forces, the, Soviet Union is assisting and par

ticipating in the rec6nst.itutiSn of the armed forces �of its sateltites in such

manner as to insure its effective control of them. While in this �its object is

primarily political, such forces supplement its own as locally useful .auxilliar�

Las. �

-

5. Soviet experience during the war was limited almost exclusively to the

employment of large masses of ground troops spearheaded by mobile tank�artillery�

infantry teams. Air power was employed chiefly �for close ground support. Naval

operationh wete ilsignificant. The Soviets had only limited experience in am

phibious operations, almost none in airborne operations, and none with, carrier�

based air operations.
-

6.
-

It Lappears that for the time being the Soviet Union will continue to

rely primarily on large mmsses of ground troops, but with emphasis on increased

sechanization and further development of the tank�artillery�mobile infantry

spearhead. The ground support capabilities of the air forces will be maintained.

* As compared with 562,000 in 1935 and 1,000.000 in 1935.

._ aeCRET
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At the same time, the Soviets may be expected to give increased attention to

the strategic employment of air power, in view of demonstrated Anglo�American

capabilities in that regard, and to develop both fighter defense and long

range bomber forces.

7. Although there. have been indications that the. eventualdevelopment
of a high seas fleet (or fleets) is.a Soviet intention, its early accomplish
ment is prohibited by inexperience, lack of shipbuilding capacity, and the

higher priority of other undertakings. Even were these hindrances overcome,

geography handicaps the Soviet Union as a naval power, since naval forces on

its several coasts would be incapable of mutual support. Lt is, however,
within the capabilities of the Soviet Union to develop considerable submarine,
light surface, and short�range amphibious forces.

8. The industrial development, which competes with the armed forces for

manpower, is, of course, intended to enhance the overall Soviet war potential.
Beyond that, intensive effort will be devoted to the development of special

weapons, with particular reference to guided missiles and the atomic bomb.

Some reports suggest that the Soviets may already have an atomic bomb of sorts,
or at least the capability to produce a large atomic explosion. In any case,

a maximum effort will be made to produce a practical bomb in quantity at the

earliest possible date.
.

. .

I
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16. Leahy to General Hoyt S.] Vandenberg, 12 August 1946

(Photocopy)

August 1.2, 1946

T1IEXORANDUM F~R

General Vander~berg:

August 12th Attorney General Clark sent 1~
Tan~n of F.B.I. to see m&�in.rogard to providing x�s�

lists fox� the F.B,I.;intelligence agents now in Latin

America. The Attorney General wishes that the provision
of National :Intefljgenee Agents be expedited as much

as possible and,tho President wishes us to oomply~

P.B.I..neede its agents.1or work hex�e within

the United States,

Positive objection wae.expresaed to our having
sent ox-F.B.I. nen to .diBcuss our eoon problems with

F.B.I.

It ~ould~ appear advantagooun for the Director

of .C.I. h.tmself to make all contaCts with Mx�. Hoover,
and that ox-F.B.I. znen:now in theC.I. Group should

certainly not be used for such coutsoti. :

Granting that thero will be a temporary reduction

of efficiency by an early relief of F.B.I. agents in

Latin Amez�ioa, it is my opinion that the z�elieTh can be

accomplished at a much earlier date than as at present
scheduled and that it should be done.

It is certain that we should not employ in the

C.I.G. any persons now in F.B.I., and it is my opinion
that to avoid offending Mx. Hoover we ahould not here

aLter, without specific approval in each inatance by the

Authority, employ amy persons .vbo at any time separated
themselves from F.B.I.. ~:

E.O. J16~2, ~ .1 ~) or (E)
It~IAi1 D �
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17. Leahy to the President, 21 August 1946 (Photocopy)

.1 �. 21 August 1946

Prom: At,th�g1 Leaby
�~-- DrL~:~

E.G. 11652 ~r. :~t t~ .,~.;) 0!

To: The President

Ba: tA4AtL ~ .~ a~NAfts, Dots 41Q�177
The Batlonal Intelligence Authority today approved the

following quoted direotive tO be iianed by the Authority to General

Vandenbe:rg. General Gravee approves.

Secretaries Patterson and Pbz�rcstal consider it very

important that the diro~tLve be: issued without delay. So oretary

.Aoheaon:. 3tated that yo~n approval should be obtained.

The mombers of the Authority reoozanond your approval with

an understanding that any action taken by the Authority will be

withc~ut prejudice to future change. that i~ay be desired by� the

Atomic Energy Coi~ittee, ~I recOmnend approval.

�Pursuant to the President�s letto~ of 22 January 1946,

designating thia Authority as responsible for pl*~ing developing,

and coordinating all Federal foróign intelligence activities so as

to assure the most atfeàtive aooàmp1i&�~nt of the intelligence

mission related to the national aQOurity, the following pOlicies

and procedures relating to PedOTh3. ~ntŁUigence aetivitiea in the

field of toreign atom.tÆ ~~sgy developments and potentialities

effecting the national aecurity are announced:

1. The Director of Central Intelligence, subject to the

direction and control of. this Authority, La hereby authorized and

directod to coordinate the collection by agencies subject to~

coordination by N.I.A, of~ all intelligence information related

to foreiLn atondc oner~y developments and potentialities which may

affect the national security, and ~to .aooomplish tho correlation,

~

,.... ~ .,.
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17. (Continued)

evaluation, and appropriate diacomination ~ithth the Cove~uz~nt

of the resulting intelligence. The Director of Central Intouigenee

is further authorized to arrange with other intelligence ogenctea

of the Ooverz~ent to utilize their collection facilities in this.

field,

2, To acoomplish the f~motion assigned in paragraph 1, the

Secretary of ~Var and the COQndIng General of the ~anMttan Engineer

District have authorized the transfer to the Central Intelligence

Group of the personnel and working tiles of the Foreign Intelligence

Branch operated by the Co�~n~ing Gonoral of the lianhattan Engineer

District,. effective at ~: earliest practicable date.�
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18. Vandenberg, Memorandum for the President, 24 August 1946

(Photocopy)

LT(p5~j~~(/i)2.

NATIONAL IN1tWGENCE AUTHORifY

NgW WAR DEPARTMENT BUU~ING

~
~EN1IALINJaUJGENcE

MEIDRANDUIL ~OR T~ PRESIDENT:

-During the pant two iieeks there has been a series of developments
which suggest that none consideration should be given to the possibility
ci� near-term Soviet military action.

1.. Soviet propaganda against the U.S. and U.K. has reo.ohed the

highest pitch of violence since Stalin�s Pebruary speech and follows a

line which might be interprited e.g preparing the Russian people for Soviet

military action.

a. It states that �reactionary ~nopolistio oliques�
and �military adventorers� are new directing U.S. policy toward �world

domination� through �atomic� diplomecy. The U.S. has ebandoned the

Rooseveltian policy which gave hope of collaboration with the U.S.S.R.

and the other �freedom-loving people� of the world.

b. It attacks th,~ Anglo�inoricsn �bloc� as �dividing the

field� throughout the world end gives a detailed accowit of Angie�
American �imperialistic� actions, including British troop nevenents to

Basra and Palestine and U.S. military operations in China and cttempts
to secure outlying sir be.sea

e. Rubasay Moscow iiterprets the attacks outlined in

a above as notice to the Con~st Party in the U.S.S.R. that there is

~o longer any hope of friendly relations between the U.S.S.R. and the

Western Powers.

d. Tito, in his speech of 21 August on the international

situation, raised the issue to a world�wide ideological plane when he

stated categorically that there is no question today of ~ fronts a West

ern and Eastern. The question today is one of true demeoracy versus

reactionaries throughout the world. In Soviet torminolo~r this obviously
means coneunism versus non�ocosminism.

2. The Soviets have re-opened the Straits issue with a mete to

Turkey demanding exclusive control by the Black Sea Ebw.rs and ~oiut
Soviet-Turld.eh defense of the Straits.

3. Yugoslavia, after sending the U.S. a note protesting the

violation of her sovereignty by daily £lights over her territory of U.S.

transport and military aircraft, has shot down two U.S. aircraft, end

defended mach action as Justified.

DEcI.A2SIflED
~ � ~
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18. (Continued)

a. U.S. Military- Attache Belgrqde in coienting upon
these incidents stated that while he bad not previously believed that

Russia and Yugoslavia were ready- to fight, he regarded these incidents

as indicating that they were willing to risk a �prompt start�.

J~. Molotov in his speech on the It~1i~n treaty indicated

clearly that the Soviets intended to exclude the Western Powers from

Danubian trade and stated that it Italy respected the most-favored

natiOn principle she would lone her freedom to the monopolistic capital�
isu of the Western Powers.

As opposed to the above indications which suggest the possibility of
-

aggressive Soviet intentions, it may be noted that:

1. We have as yet no information of any change in the Soviet

demobilization program. In tact, the latest indications are that it has

been slightly accelerated.

2. We have as yet no indications of any unusual. troop concen

trations, troop movements, or supply buildups which would normally pre
cede offensive military action.

3. We have had no indications of any warning to Soviet shipping
throughout the world.

i~. There appears to be no reason, from the purely economic

point of view, to alter our previous estimate that because of the ravages

of war, the Soviets have vital need for a long period of peace before

embarking upon a major war.

~. There are no indications that the Soviets have an operational
atom bomb.

In spite of the factors outlined ~=iediately above1 the Soviets might
conceivably undertake a concerted offensive through Europe and Northern

Asia on one or a combination of the following assumptions:

1. That a foreign war was necessary to maintain the present ~
leadership in power, in the face of se.rious internal, discontent.

a. There have been indications of discontent in the

Ukraine and in the Murmansk and other areas. There have been a ~.

of purges. The Soviet press, in appeals to the people for improvement,
has revealed internal difflculties in many fields. The recent inauguration
of a wide program of Mar~,st reindoctr�ination suggests a breaI~own in

discipline. However, we have no real. basis for evaluating the extent and

seriousness of such discontent or its potentialities for effective resis

tance to the present regime.
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18. (Continued)

b. Although the people at the USSR are tired of war and

industrial production is down, the �Party� is probably still sufficiently
powerful to secure, throug~i propaganda, acceptance of further wax.

2. That in view of the strength of the Soviet forces in Northern
Asia and in Europe (as opposed to Allied forces) a sudden offensive sight
secure these areas without much difficulty, and place the USSR in an in

pregnable economic and political position.

3. That the U.S. was war-wea.z~- and would not held out against
a Lait accoli in 2 above.

14. That a combination of militaristic sarshals and ideologists
might establish ascendancy over Stalin and the Politbmo and decide ~on
a war of conquest.

a. Evidence to date, however, i~.cates that the �Party�
dominates the military.

In weighing the various elements in this cosçlex situation the most

plausible conclusion would appear to be that, until there is some specific
evidence that the Soviets are m~k1iig the necessary military preparations
and dispositions for offensive operations, the recent disturbing develop�
nents can be interpreted as constituting no more than an intensive war of

nerves. The purpose may be to test U.S. detexwinatiou to support its ob

jectives at the peace conference and to sustain its commitnients in European
affairs. It may also be designed equally for internal consomption: to

hold together a cracking economic and ideological struct~ue by building up

an atmosphere of international crisis. However, with the Soviet diplomatic
offerlsive showing signs of bogging dawn, the possibility of direct Soviet

military action or irresponsible action by Soviet satellites can not be

disregarded.

HOIT ~3. VA1~DENBE~

Lieutenant General, USi
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19. Ludwell L. Montague, Memorandum for General Vandenberg,
�Procurement of Key Personnel for ORE,� 24 September 1946

(Typed transcript)

Transcribed l~ -\uly 1952 �Souvenirs of JIC-CIG�

by mawh for aL. :1

2L~ Septenber 19IL6

MEMORi~NDUM FOR G~ERAL VANDENBE~

Subject: Procurenent of Key Personnel for ORE

I. From the be~xining the cntcia]. problom in the develop
inent of an organization capable of producing high-level �strategic
and national policy intelligence� has been the procuroment of key
personnel qualified by aptitude and experience to anticipate
intelligence needs, to exercise critical jud~ient regarding the

material at hand, and to discern omergent trends. Such persons

are rare indeed and hard to caine by,. the recruithent of then is

necessarily slow, but their procurenent is essential to the

accainplishnent of our in.ission.

2. Whom Cm was set up the largest and strongest
intelligence organization in Washington was the Military Intelli

gence Service. If, in the course of domobilization, we had had

its full cooperation in recroitoent, we night now be in a far

better position to produce the sort of intelligence desired.

We have, indeed, received from 0-2 a considerable nunber of low- 4~,.,
~

grade personnel which it was compelled to cull out through ~ ~
reductions in strength, but, in disappointing contrast to the ~ �i.. .~ ~
attitudes of State and Navy, we have had no assistance and ~
some obstruction from 0-2 in the proeurenent of key personnel. ~ ~

~ ~�

In consequence the Inte].ligence Division, WDGS, which had most m~
to contribute to ORE in this respect, has made the least contrib~.~
tion Qf axw agency, and we have been compelled to use not-so- ~3
well qualified Naval officers in positions which could have

been appropriate~ filled from 0-2.

3. We have made repeated attompts to secure the cooperation
of 0�2 in this matter, without success. We have been unable

to obtain either nominations on general requisition or the

assignment of specified individuals. Two cases illustrate thern

attitude we have encountered.

a. We sought the assignment of Dr. Robert H. McDowell,
reputedly� the outstanding intelligence specialist on the

Middle East, to Ore, where his capabilities would be

available to the caimnon benefit of the three Departnents.
After long evasion and, we understood, an eventual agree

ment to release bin, 0-2 refused to do so on the ground

4LSo fii~8 s..

00G090
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19. (Continued)

ç
__

that he was too valuable to be spared. If every Department
took that atU.tude, ORE could never be properly staffed.

State and Navy have released at least sane individuals ithan

they considered their best.

b. We sought the assignment of Lt. Col. David S.

Crist, who was on duty, not in 0-2, but in ACC Rumania.

His reassignment, however, had to be arranged through
0-2, which, on learning of his availability, gnabbed hæm

for itself. The 0�2 at~.tude was that as long as he

remained in the Aninj he must serve (against his will) in

0-2. He could cone to GIG only by exercising his opti.on,
as a Category IV officer, to leave the service. But when

Crist actually reached Washington he was warned in 0-2

that he had better not sign up with GIG, even as a civilian.

~. As long as this attitude persists GIG will not only be

handicapped in recruiting properly qualified key personnel for

ORE, but the Intelligence ~.vision of the War Department General

Staff will never be properly represented in ORE, to its dis

advantage as well as our own.

LUDWELL L. MONTAGUE

Acting Depity Asst. Director

Research and Evaluation
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20. Vandenberg, Memorandum for the Assistant Director for

Special Operations Donald Galloway], �Functions of the

Office of Special Operations,� 25 October 1946 (Signed draft)

�V � ~ .~

.~ I~!:! ~~t!�~L! t

~~.~, �.:: �

~. ~ fl~ I �
~ A ~- ~ ~

~�oc~ur~ont j~

~MORJJDDM FOR THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR SPECIAL OP~LTI0~ C1~L. j~c~2~�c:~�:.

-~-~ v-i~�~
CC)~: ~

SU&JECT~ Functions of the Office of Special Operations fli~to.�i~1 Zt~.f2.

Name : ~

Date: IgIA~d~~L� ~

1. The Office of Special Operations will function in accordance with

the following policies:

a. The mission of the Offioe of Special Operations is the conduct,

under the direct supervision of the Director, of all organized Federal espionage

and counterespionage operations outside the United States and its possessions

for the collection of foreign intelligence information required for the

national security. Such espionage and counterespionage operations may involve

semi�overt and semi�covert activities for the full performance of the mission.

The issistant Director for Special Operations will be directly

re6ponsible to the Director of Central Intelligence for carrying out the

missions assigned him, for the security of operational material and methods

and for the collection of secret foreign intelligence information required

the Office of Collection and Disseniinat~on and other user departments and

agencies.

o. The Office of Special Operations will coordinate its field

collection activities with other agencies of the Central Intelligence

charged with comparable functions.

d. All intelligence information collected by the Office of Special

Operations will be put in usable form, graded as to source and reliability, and

delivered as spot information to the Office of Research and Evaluation or to

� other departments and agencies whenA~~c4~L~u.Qa–Q4.. The Office of Special

Operations will carry out no research and evaluation functions other than those

CONFIDENTIAL TfiD~e~~PET,

CO~1IDEN1~L~t
-.

�

-

. .�

Ers~b~rOA~ ~oôu~~
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20. (Continued)

~TOP~SEC1iE1.-
pertaining to counterespionage intelligence and to the grading of source and

reliability.

e. In order to provide a basis for grading future intelligence in

formation to be collected by the Office of Special Operations the information

collected will be carefully screened by the Office of Research end Evaluation.

The latter office will render a periodic report indicating the intelligence

value of information obtained in each area of operations.

f. Ordinarily requests for specific information will come from the

State, War, Navy and other deparbnents and agencies through the Office of

Collection and Dissemination, where it will be determined that the Office of

Special Operations is the proper agency to collect the desired information.

Eowever, the Office of Special Operations is authorized to receive directly

from user departments or agencies requests for a specific action or the

eollection of specific information when such requests are clearly within the

sphere of activity of the Office of Special Operationa and the particular type

of desired information (or action) ni.ke such direct contact necessary for

security reasons. Such direct oontac~ will be made through the Office of Con

trol, Special Operations, and corresponding offices in the various departhOnts

and agencies. The Office of Special Operations will maintain direct liaison

with depai-bnente and agencies of the Federal Government on secret operational

matters, biawledge of which must be restricted to the minimi~ number of persons.

The Office of Special Operations will be responsible for the�

collection, processing, and distribution of forei~i counterespionage intelligence

information and will be the repository for such information. Intelligence

derived from the prooessing of foreign counterespionage intelligence information

wi].1 be made available to the Office of Research and Evaluation.

-
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20. (Continued)

Chief, ICAPS

ik~ai.~
p~ ~~i;i ~

~ Ii �
~ ~-at�1 t!1

~plrvr~rMTtkL..
~j%J~H il)LPI I IttL

2. Major support services for the Office of Special Operations will be

provided by the Special Projects Division, Personnel and Administrative Branch

of the ~ecutive Staff, Central Intelligence Group, under the operational

direction of the Assistant Director for Special Operations.

3. In carrying out the policies stated above operational security re

quirements will be strictly observed by all concerned.

EO?~ VA1~E~RG

I.ieutenant General, USA

Director of Central Intelligence

Assistant Director for Special Operations:_______________________

e&E~

~Iil i�W~~ ~i~i*
L
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21. CIG Intelligence Report, 16 December 1946 (Ditto copy)

CENTRAL IN�uLrE~3cE GROW~

II~1TEWC~EUCE REPORT

~~LM~tI
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The foilcuing rej~ort foUoee a diaeuoolon of th. lend u4foru by a Geiwan

engineer aid a Eneetan oolcnelt

The Run~infl oonoeded that the lend refore had above no reenit. out that

agr~oultuml production had nook ~er7 greatly but atoted that the ereation
of enoU faron era not the god of the Rueninno. Dathei~ thdr eta ~u to

i�u�titnte a uyetea of aoUootivn faming, �,bioh eta e,tpeoted to fcUor the

bre&cdnen of the mail fare (an nna,ot4ablo aoimeç*nce of the great
ehortago of agr3.aultura.3. irspiesnenta). hi, plane fur eoueetiet faredeg
have already been erde and are epeeted to be carried cot e~t�hrr the end of

th~ n~~tt ber,eut. inked i,hether conrernion to ooilootive fhrudng roula

not eriate a problun by freeing a large ntuæior of agriculturel workers

bocaueu o�~ the anter ore of etehhiery, the Rueetan smeared that ether

poenibflitiosi aould be feimd, ainco Itneeta in a3no.ye~ in need of eanpovar.
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22. Donald Edgar, Memorandum for the Executive to the Director

Edwin K. Wright], �An Adequacy Survey of �The Adequacy
Survey of the CIG Daily and Weekly Summaries� as it was Pre

pared by OCD on 9 December 1946,� 2 January 1947

.CGONfID~
~)W2LUW11AL~

2 January 19b7

M~1ORANDUM FOR THE ~fl�IVE TO THE DIRECTOR

Subject: An Adequacy Survey of the �The Adequacy Survey of the GIG

Daily and weekly Summaries� as it was Prepared by OCD on

9 December 191.6.

1. A. reading of the COD document shows:

a. The daily was variously criticized for the selections,
the f~Lineas of detail, the lack of proper identification of

persons mentioned, the lack of high-lighting, etc.

b. The weekly was.variously criticized for the selections,
its overlong items, lack of synopses, etc.

c. The ~G Special Reports were nn~niw~ue2,y complimented.
I)espite a end ~, the general tenor of the paper is toat the

situation is good.

2. The Lids to A~ralLeÆ~raakes a very sigeificant comment:

�It appears that the concept of the summaries has changed somewhat

since their beginning. Orig~U7 they were intended primarily to

keep the President informed and secondarily for the information of the

Secretaries of State, lar and Navy. Now, in view of the dissemination

�~.ven to the summaries, it seems they are desi~ied as much for the

information of p1~TmeTa as for the President.�

3. I believe that what all those persons interviewed, or almost

all, are trying to say, without in some instances knowing it. themselves,
is that GIG is i~Hng an unsuccessful attempt to meet with one series

of intelligence papers the intelligence requirements of officials,
rpnlr ng from the President of the United States of America down to

winor officex�s on pertinent area desks in State, G-2, ONI, and A-2~.

L The art of writing to meet meat successfully the requirements
of a specific individual is eracting and d�~nd~ an intimate knowledge
of that person�s reading habits, his interests, intellectual capacity
and back~onnd, his activity in the field related to the manuscript,
and his need for (1) operational data, and (2) informational or

collateral data.

. Obviously, it is impossible even for the competent drafters

in ORE to meet these demands in one paper destined to so diversified

a subscriber list.

CONFIDENTIAL
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22. (Continued)

AJ~i~J~�,k~II1

6. In his capacity as G-2 to the President, the Director of

Central Intelligence should present oux�rent intelligence in a form to

meet the President�s personal recpzi�rements. It should be so succint

and vital that it is automatically and �without hesitation placed before

the President by his Aides as delivered by dO. To insure this, it mast

not be overwritten: only those abbreviations should be uaàd which he

mill recognize inatantly~ only those proper nanleà should be used which

he �will identity readily. The President cannot be e~ected to identity
an unidentified 1Heath� (see No. 236, item 3) ~ or Irgün Zuai. Leuni

responsibi].ity� (see No.� 237, item S)~ or ~IT0 and PICLO� (see No. 238,
item 14); or ~mi4 isky (see No. 239, item 14). (These are from the,
first four dailies I picked up.) Only �when he is personally h~~wfl1 ng

a subject should ~re than trends be reported. The exceptions, of

course, are �fire alarm developments.�

7. The President� a own intelligence paper cannot be underwritten.

The President�s time for the reading of inteUigence is too limited to

e~ect him to �wade through even one of the items of the several in, any
given weekly p~er unless it is presented to him in the �must category�
by the DCI. Presented in the present manner is, in my opinion, a

guarantee that he will read none.

8. The sane considerations are present in drafting intelligence
for NIL ~bers, lAB members, and all down the line. In the field of

personal briefing sauce for the goo~is not sauce for the gander. In

fact, no epicure ever agreed to the adage even in the culinary field.

9. dO, to justify its existence, must establish a reputation of

doing outstanding werk in at least one intelligence field. That field

has been indicated by the NIL as the supplying of strategic and national

policy intelligence to the President and the NIL members.

10. CIG should prepare a daily statement of current intelligence
for the President, written for the President and for the President

alone. It should contain the foreigu intelligence he should have to

meet his responsibilities as President of the United States of ~nerica.

It should be written in a torn to make it distinctly the President�s

and it should� vary as the President�s interests and activities vary.
A. careful analysis of the official and press reports of the ~ite House

and State Department press conferences mill give good guidance for

determining these interea~ and activities. If the President is

personally active, such as he we.s in the PalestinO problem, the daily
mmmary should be heavily weighted in that subject and in all subjects
bearing thereon. If there is a keowh disagreement betwe~n Cabinent

officers and/or high ren~d~ng officers on 8 subject �which may eventually
require presidential solution, material related thereto should be

inc]nded. Needless to say in these cases the greatest objectivity is

vital.

-
�2�
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22. (Continued)

VW~IIML.I~1Ut~L,
OONFID~IILL

11. Nothing should be included which cannot be classified as

�must reading� for the President personally.

12. It should always be remembered that any policy paper being
subeitted by one of the departments for presidential consideration

is ful2,y supported by ~itten argtiments setting forth the ori~.nating

department�s reasons for recommending the proposed action. CIG

intelligence reports should, therefore, be designed, not to duplicate
nor overlap this type of material, bet to supply the President in

advance ~.th the broadest background so that he mill not feel, that

he is approaching an unhaomu problem. To accomplish this, great

selectivity is necessary. ~eat selectivity is dangerous, but the

danger must be run.

13. In addition to his responsibilities to the President, the

DCI has a responsibility to the Secretaries of State, ~ar and Navy.
In fulfilling this responsibality he should insure that all intelli

gence affecting the operations or development of policies by those

Cabinent members i~ made available to them uthether it comes from

State, �War or Navy sources or not. The sane exacting standard of

presentation, i.e., direct writing ~. tixiut ove~writing and without

underwriting should obtain at this the Cabinent level. And it is

possible that eventually a special service for the directors of

intelligence of the four agencies should also be developed. In

addition, the directors should receive for their information ti at their

Secretaries have received and the Secretaries should receive for their

information what the President has received.

� lii. In view of the recently expressed determination by the ~War

and Navy Departments that they must be free to develop their own

evaluations in the production of their departmental or staff ictelli�

� genes, dO should insure the receipt by �War and Navy of correlated

intelligence information to facilitate their ucrk. I believe that

dIG could best serve in this field by discontinuing its present
weekly paper which serves all men and therefore none, and łubsti

tuting for it a weekly paper which is a correlation and summation

of developments of the past week with a � M ~rni~ of interpretation:
a weekly history.

15. This mi~it well be supplemented by periodic revision of

situation reports on the various strate~.c areas of the world. If

these were reviewed, corrected and brought up to date periodically,
possibly monthly, and were sapplied for reference perpo~ to the

pertinent agencies a long felt need would be met. They could be

as full as the requirements of the� several� agencies might indicate

and would, probably vary as the strateg~.c importance of areas

varied. This series might include situation reports on specialized
sub3ecti as well as areas. To develop some sort of production
progrem in ORE which might overcome the complaints of the working
levels there, each branch might be required to produce a situation

report on .it8 area. or subject each month in the expectation that

such reports would be read regularly only by specialists in the

CONFIDENTIAL
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several departments but that they would be available to the hi~er
levels for ready reference as and Wien required either to check

against departmental intelligence or to supplant it. Special
supplements should, of course,. be written as required.

16. The above, in my opinion, covers the fields of current

intelligence and that mi~it be described as national policy intelli

gence, the former perhaps being also one form of national policy
intel]igencs.

17. To complete its sc.ssion, GIG should maintain up�to�date
fact books on all strategic areas of the *,rld. A proposed program

in this field (the development of national intelligence digests) ham

been discussed by the lAB and need not be treated in detail here.

Our internal problem in meeting what i,ill apparently be our re

sponsibility is the development of an administrative program of

approach which might be as follows step by step:

a. The development of an outline which will insure the

meeting of the requirements of the several agencies.

b. The collection of all basic intelligence handbooks

whether prepared by the American (bvernnent, by the British,
the Germane, the Japs, or others.

c. The brea1~.ng do~i of these ertant handbooks and the

reallocation of the material thus obtained to the American

outline.

d. The determination af those sections of the outline

which are not thus fleshed out and the preparation of collection

requests to fill these blanks.

A constant review of newly acquired intelligence
information to determine whether the handbook material should be

revised, corrected,or brought up-to-date. This is a~ continuing
process and no handbook should be considered as a finished

product. Therefore, handbooks should have a loose leaf design
permitting easy revision of meall sections. This design also

permits the easy creation and distribution of email operational
handbooks on special subjects merely by assembling selected

pages.

t. Upon determination by CIa of the need for revision,
agreement should be reached with the pertinent agency as to whether

revision will be made by GIG or by the agency.

�14�
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18. If properly selected personnel is available to do the above

three primary taa~cs, i.e., (1) current intelligence; (2) situation

reports, and; (3) basic intelligence, they should be sufficiently
conversant with their specialized fields to be available for such

specialized oral. briefings as mi~it be required from time to time

for any and all purposes.

~
t~r~r...diaat4~g sad. $~r�1mg--St~t
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23. CIG, Office of Reports and Estimates, ORE 1/1, �Revised

Soviet Tactics in International Affairs,� 6 January 1947
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ORE 1/1

6 January 1947 COPY NO. 31

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

REVISED SOVIET TACTICS

IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Indications of a Change in Soviet Tactics

1. The USSR has apparently decided that for the time being more

subtle tactics should be employed in implementing its basic foreign
and military policy (see ORE 1, dated 23 July 1946). Recent develop
ments indicating this decision include:

a. Soviet concessions ori the Trieste Issue.

~. Soviet acceptance of the principle of tree n~vigation on

the Danube.

c. Soviet agreement in principle to international inspection
of arme~nents and to eliminate the veto in the work of the contem

plated atomic and disarmament comaissions.

d. Indications of substantial reductions in Soviet occupa

tion forces.

~. Failure of the .USSR to render effective support to Azer�

baijan.

~. Agreement of the Security Council to investigate respons

ibility for disorders on the Greek frontier.

g. Relaxation from former extreme positi.on, of interpreting
� abstention as a veto to meaning not an expression of a veto.

� ii. Agreemeht to have Foreign Ministers� Deputies meet in

London before~ the forthcoming Moscow Conference to draw up draft

treaty for Austria and Germany.

Cox~siderations Conducive Toward a Change In Tactics

2. There are a number of considerations, both international and

domestic, which appear to have convinced the Kremlin of the desirabil

ity of a temporary change of course.
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3. International considerations in estimated order of importance
include:

a. The firm policy of the Wdsiern Powers, especially the US;
the realization that a further expansion of Soviet control in Eu

rope cannot be.accoinplished by force without risk of war; and the

desire to placate the US and the UK in order to encourage a relax

ation of Western vigilance, to strengthen the hand of Western ad

vocates of a conciliatory policy toward the USSR, and to obtain

economic aid from the West for, sorely needed rehabilitation.

I. The benefits to the USSR from a reduction in its occupa

tion forces. With effective control over Soviet�dominated areas

in Europe established to the nmximun extent possible at present,
the USSR can afford to reduce its present excessive occupation
forces, especially in view of the increased mechanization of the

remaining troops. A reduction in occupation forces would have

the following benefits:

(1) Release of �additional nmnpower sorely needed for the

Soviet internal economy.

(2) Reduction of antagonism throughout the world.

(3) Alleviation of a nm.jor cause� of popularhostility
toward the Contniniet Parties in occupied areas where local

elements have been disillusioned and alienated by ruthless

Soviet reparations policies, the conduct of Soviet troops
and the burden of subsisting these� troops.

(4) A basis for attempting to induce further reductions

of occupation forces by the Western Powers. The USSR will,
undoubtedly use any drastic reduction in its occupation forces

to support a� campaign of diplomacy and propaganda to secure

further �reductions in the occupation forces of the Western

Powers. Proportionate reductions by all of the Allied Powers

would have the net effect of etrengthening the Soviet Union�s

relative position on the Continent. Once the occupation
forces of the US and the UK have been reduced, there is small

chance that they could be readily increased again. The USSR,
on the other hand, is in a position to move troops into and

out of the areas under its control with relative ease and

secrecy. It is likewise in a position to conceal the pres

ence. of its troops abroad by infiltrating them into satel

lite armies and police forces, and by settling ~them as

�civilians~ in occupied areas, ready for mobilization on

short notice.

-2-
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c.. The USSR~s need of support. at international gatheringA
from the smaller nations outside the Soviet bloc which hAve. re

�

cently been aligning thenEelves with Anglo-American. positions in

opposition to arbitrary Soviet tactics.

a. Net advantages to the USSR of general disarmament among

the.najor powers. The,realization of a general disarnmznent pro�
� gram would result in a decided relative advantage to the ~oviet

�

Union. Whereas the Western Powers derive their military strength
from extensive navies, strategic air forces and intricate Modern

weapons, that of the USSR La still essentially based on mess land

armies. Once reduced, therefore, the war potential of the West

would require years to restore, while that of the USSR would be

substantially restored merely by the re�mobilizing of IT~npower.

4. Domestic factors which would have equal weight in producing
a temporary change in Soviet tactics are:

a.. Internal economic conditions. The condition at Soviet

agriculture is undoubtedly ~erious, with critical shortages in

some vital foods., while certain basic industries are failing to

meet the quotas prescribed by the Fourth Five�Year Plan. As a

result, the Kremli~n may have been forced to revise its estimate

of the proportions o~ the national economy which could be di

verted to military purpOses, because the isinediate needs of the

USSR, particularly the devastated areas, have exceeded what it

~s reasonable to plan for industry to produce.

~. Civilian morale. There Ł.xe increasing signs of apathy,
and even unrest, among the Soviet populace. Shortages in food,
housing, and consumer goods have created widespread dissatisfac�

tion. The vigorous campaign of �ideological cleansing� indiôates.

�

the concern with which the Kremlin views the situation.

c. Morale among former occupation troops. The occupation
has furnished a large number of Soviet citizens with their first

opportunity to view the outside world. The �bourgeois tleshpots�
of Germany, Austria, and the Balkans have produced disillusion

ment, a reluctance to return to the USSR, and a substantial num

ber of desertions. Demobilized occupa.tIon troops are spreading
the infection throughout the USSR, which is probably an

� inportant
~element in current domestic dissatisfaction. The large-scale

The Department of State considers this sentence too strong because

it implies that these conditions are rather prevalent. C.I.G. and

the War and Navy Departments, however, consider � that these condi

tions are indeed prevalent.

�3�
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occupation has thea constituted a breach in the barriers, which
� guard the. Soviet people from foreign ideology and infori~tion,
andwhich are BO essentia]. to the i~ir~tenance of the Kremlin�a

�

control. �.

Probable Future Tactics

�

�.5. In view of the foregoing considerations, Soviet leaders must

have decided upon a temporary breathing space for the purpose ot eco

nomic and ideological rehabilitation at hameand the consolidation of

positions abroad. We believe,, however, that the Kremlin has not
.
abÆn

doned any of its long~range objectives descri6ed in (~E 1, but that.

these objectives will now be pursued where expedient by methods more

subtle than those .of recent months. Such methods will include:

. Continued efforts to gain political and economic control

of Germeny, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Korea, by cer

tain characteristiàal].y Soviet, techniques, which would not neces�

sitate the presence of large Soviet, military forces-.. Such tech��

niques consist of the �popular front�, or coalition, political
strategy,. under~ which relatively weak Cosmunist parties merge
with and gain control of leftist and liberal organizations;.in�
filtration, by Moscow agents or local Connninists, into key gov�
eminent positions, especially police, judicial, military, prop
aganda, and educational agencies: the �liquidation� by local

Conmiunist parties of all native elements which might be expected
to oppose the Soviet program; and the stripping or expropriation
of key industrial plants and the establishment of elaborate car

tel systeum, giving the USSR control of vital industry.

~. Intensification of militant Conmiunist activity in Euro

pean areas outside.of the present Soviet sphere, aimed at produc
ing Coninunist. or Communist�controlled governments by legal or

revolutionary means in such countries as France, Italy, Spain,
and Greece. .

~. Political and economic penetration in the Middle East,
Far East, and Latin America.

~,. Elaborate campaigns of propaganda and diplommcy designed
to convince the world of the USSR�s peaceful Intentions, and to

promote. disarnament and pacifism abroad.

~. An intensive long�range program to develop the war poten
tial of the USSR, concentrating especially on the expansion of

basic industries, on th~e secret development of new weapons, on

the acquisition of infornmtjon on secret military developments
in other countries, and on reducing the vulnerability of Soviet

industry to attack by atom bombs, rockets, etc.
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Promotion of discord and �unrest in the ca~italiat cowl�

tries, especially by seizing any Opporttuilt,ies offered by per
iodic economic crises and unemployment, which the Soviets con

fidently predict for the near future.

ConclusioflŁ

~6. Recent developments have confirmed previous estinstes that

~.he USSR did not intend and was not in a� position tO engage in inmie�

diate military conquests. Its ultin~te.action will depend upon future

developments in the Soviet Union and in the outside world. Meanwhile,
the USSR is seeking to consolidate Its positions abroad and to improve
its econou4c and psycholog~ca]. position at home, while encouraging dis

arnminent and, pacifism in the rest of the world.

7. Soviet tactics, however, will renm.in flexible and opportunis
tic. The Kreml.th has never relied exclusively on any single line of

action. Rather, its tactics are based on the inter�play of twO Æppar�
:ent].y. conflicting courses, international collabbration and unilateral

aggression, and on its ~ability. su4denly to shift from one to the other.

This technique seeks to achieve nmximum surprise for each new mOve,
and to promote such confusion and uncertainty among the opposition as

tO prevent the development of any long-range counter�strategy. Thus,
in view of theconsiderationsdeacrjbed in the preceding pages, new

tactics of compromise and conciliation have been adopted merely as a

natter of expediency.. They will be employed oniy in those situations

where they are deemed to further Soviet foreign and military policy
as described in ORE 1.

.
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24. WaIter L. Pforzheimer, Memorandum for the Record,

�Proposed Legislation for C.I.G.,� 28 January 1947

(T~tped transcript)

L~, C �~�. -t~-~~
Transcribed ~JuJy 1952 f 1.

�-~ M~GER EL (Natior~a1
by mawh for

..
/1. cf Security Act of 19147)

~3 ~/94/7

~,~z~(4)
MFMORP~JM ~)R THE RECORD /~ ____~ ~ )

aibject: Proposed Legi~s1atior~ for C.I.G.

Sanetine shortly after 1600 hourŁ on 22 January 19L7, a copy
of the proposed National Defhose Act of 19147 was delivered to the

Director of Central Intelligence for conunent on those sections

applicab]e to bin. Imnediate review of the int~1ligence sections

indicated that they had been lifted virtual2y verbatim fran s-201414,
the Merger Dii]. introduced into the 79th Congress by Senator Thcenas.

These provisions are considered unsatisfactory to C.I.G. in many

respects. The salient features of disagreanent are included in the

flanorandian fran the. undersigned to the Director of Central Intelligence,
dated 23 Jazmaxy 19147, subject: Proposed Bill –or National Defense Act

of 19147.

A conference with the Director established the policy that an

attenpt should not be made to renove fran the Defense Act all but a bare

mention of the Central InteUigonoe Agency, and introduce a separate CIG

Bill. The Director also indicated hil desire to have included a provision
that he would serve as the advisor to the Council on National Defense

on matters pertaining to intelligence, and that in this capacity he would

attend a].l meetings of the Council. It was agreed that the Director

should take no part in the decisions of thO Council as this was a policy
mald.ng body, and it had lông been agreed that Central Intelligence should

not be involved in policy making.

At 1000 hours, 23 January 19147, a conference was held in the ofi~Lce

of Mr. Charles S. Murphy, Administrative Assistant to the President, at

~thich General Vandenberg, Vice Admiral Forrest Shennan, Major General

Lauris Norstad, the undersigned, and Mr. Houston were present. Mr.

Murphy stated that the subject was new to him, as he had firSt entered

the picture on 20 January 19147 and was charged with the over-all drafting
of the White House version of the National Defense Act. He stated that

he did not know that a proposed CIG enabling Act had been suhaitted to

Mr. Clifford�s offiCe. He suggested (cOncurred in by all present) that

the draft of the proposed CIG enabling act be substituted for the

intelligence sections of the proposed National Defense Act as an initial

world.ng basis.

In connection with paragraph 1 (a) of the manoranduin for the Director

fran the undersigned, dated 23 January 19147, it was pointed out that no

mention Of a CIA had been siŁcle in the title of the proposed bill. This

was due to the fact that a considerable nunber
.

of boards and councils were

created by thin bill and none of than were .bcing nanOd in the title. There

fore, it would not seen appropria~e to mento~ CIA~ the title. In this

General Vandenberg concurred. ~ .dOC~t ~

approved for release tbrough
the BIST~ICAL ~w PROGRAM of

_______

the Centp~ Intelligsne. Agency.

JHS/Iic-~.~~c-~J
000117

~p b1~2
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In connection with paragraph 1 (b) of reference memorandum, it was

agreed to make sane mention of centralized intelligence in the declaration

of policy in the proposed bill. This suggestion had strong support fran

Admiral ~iennnn, a].thougli it was initially thought by the others present
that it might prove cumbersane. V.

in connection with paragraph]. (c) of reference menoranthsn, it was

felt that this suggestion was non-controversial and that the appropriate
definitions would be acceptable.

V

In connection with paragraph 1(d) of reference memorandum, General

Vandenberg stated that he was strongly opposed to the Central Intelligence

Agency or its director participating in policy decisions on any matter.

However, he felt that he should be present at meetings of the Council.

To this Genera]. Norstad voiced serious exceptions, as he felt that the

Council was already too big. �He thought that the Director shOuld not

even be present as an Observer, as this bad proven to be cumbersane and

unworkable at meetings of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Admiral Sherman

suggested, however, that the Director should normally be present at

meetings of the Council, in its discretion. Genera]. Vandenberg concurred

in this, as did General Norstad, and it was accepted with the additional

proviso that the Joint Chiefs of Staff would also attend meetings at the

discretion of the Council.
V V

General Vandenberg indicated the difficulties which he had had in

having to go to the N.I.A. on so max~r problems. He felt that the diffi

oulties of his position would be multiplied, as he would have to ask

policy guidance and direction fran
V

the Council on National Defense, which

consists of malv more members� than the N.I.A. He was assured that the

intent of the act was that the CIA would operate independently and cane

under the Council only on such specific measures as the Council may, fran

time to tine desire to direct.
V

It would not be necessary for the agency

to ask continual, approval fran the Council. With this interpretation,
General Vandenberg withdrew the opposition voiced in the last sentence

of paragraph 1 (e) of reference memorandum. V

V

~Ibe Director pointed out the difficulties of operation of clandestine

methods in the absence of detailed legislation, empowering him to operate
on unvouchered funds, select certain types of. personne]., and discharge
employees for any question of possible disloyalty. It was agreed that

these provisions wOuld be included in the proposed draft fran CIG. It

was requested further that this draft be sit~iitted ~ evening of the
V

23 January 19147, in order to meet necessary deadlines.

It was the final sense of the meeting ~t the Director of Central

Intelligence should report to the Council on National Defense. As General

Vandenberg indicated that it would be necessary to report. somewhere; that

neither the President nor he was ansious to have another agency �free wheeling�
around the goveranent. However, it was thought that the agency should have

sufficient power to perform its owa functions without it being necessary to

have specific approval fran the Council on each action.

�2�
V
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The proposed draft of the National Defense Act of :19147 was modified

by the undersigned, with the assistance of Mr. Houston, to include the

changes discussed at the meeting, and to incorporate the necessary

provisions of the proposed CIa enabling act. Copies of the revised act

were personally handed to Admiral ~ennan and General Norstad by. Lt.
Botsford shortly after 1700, 23 January 191i7. A copy was also handed to

Mr. Murphy by the undersigned at l7l~, A copy of NIA Directive $ was

shown to Mr. Murphy. It was not left with bin, duo to the absence of

any security in his office. Mr. Murphy suggested the addition of a

paragraph providing for the dissolution of~ NIA and CIG, and the transfer

of its personnel, property, and records to the Agency. This was concurred

in Ofl 214 January 19147 by the undersigned, after one or ~o minor changes.

On 2S January, t1~e undersigned talked with Mr. Murphy, and was

informed that all but the barest mention of CIA would be anitted, as the

drafting coanittee thought that the material suhoitted by CIa was too

controversial and might hinder the passage of the merger legislation.

It had been felt by the drafting canmittee that the substantive

portions of the proposed CIG draft were too controversial and subject to

attask by other agencies. It was further felt that the General Authorities

were rather controversial fran a Congressional point of view, but that

dO might justify then in their own bill if they had the tine to present
then adequately. It was further felt that if detailed intelligence le&.s
lation was included in the merger bill, CIG might not have tine to present
their ~d.cture to the Congress in detail in the course of the hearings.

The undersigned asked~ Mr. Murphy whether the elinination of CIA fran

merger le~.s1ation consti~ited permission to suhoit our own enabling act

as a canpanion measure. He stated that he could not co~mnent on this, as

he was authorized (with his drafting cosmd.ttee) only to draft the merger

bill, and could not approve or pass on other matters. Authority to draft

and introduce a CIA ~iab1ing Act would have to cane fran other sources.

The above information was trananitted to the Depity Director (Colonel
wright), who cabled General Vandenberg of the developasuts.

Colonel Wright ipOke with Admiral Leahy, to request information as

to whether Miu~phy�s position granted us a green light on our own legis
lation. The Admiral was inclined to agree. Be felt that we should delete
fran the draft the phrase ~&thject to emisting lawn (Sec. 302 (b)), as it

would only seru~e to can~Licate th:ings. We further felt that we should

then let the draft go through.

It was determined to .request that the position of Depaty Director be

included in the draft, the phrase mentioned in the preceding paragraph be

deleted, and an atteapt made to include a clm~se which would designate
the Director as the Intelligence Advisor to the Council.

�3�
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On 27 January 19b7, the undersigned drafted a letter, for the Deputy
IDirector�s signature, to Mr. Charles Murphy. This letter set forth the

views of the Central Intelligence &aup on the draft of the proposed
section on central intelligence, suhaittee by the 1~ite House on 2S Januaxy
l91~7. After studying the manoran&an of 27 January l91~7, Mr. Murphy called

the undersigned and requested a concurrance on elininating paragraph 302 (b)
of his draft of 2~ January 19147, on the ground that in view of our

objections (as expressed in paragraph 2 of our manorandmn of 27 January 29147),
nothing would be lost by the total elimination of this paragraph. After

consultation with Colonel Wright, this concurrence was given by the under

signed. Concurrence was also given to the lowering of the proposed salary
for the Deputy Director, as set forth in paragraph 2. of our memorandum

of 27 January l91~7, from $114,000 per annum to $12,000 per anrum, as the

$114,000 figure was greatly in encess of the figure received by the

Assistant Secretaries of the various departments. In addition, Mr. Murphy

agreed to urge strong2y a point raised by paragraph 3 of our manoranthim

of 27 January 19147 designating the Director of Central Intelligence as

the Intelligence Advisor of the Council of National Defense (to be renaned

the National Security Council) and allowing the Director to sit as a

non-Toting member thereof.

Or� 28 January 19147, Mr. Murphy requested the undersigned to come to

his office, and there handed him the Third Draft (dated 27 J anuazy 191i7)
of the p~oposed National Security Act of l9~&7. Mr. Murphy indicated that

most of our requests had not been complied with, and that the may and

Navy had seen fit to overrule his rØcasnandations in that connection.

The salary of the Director was lowered fran $l~,000 to $114,000 on the

~basis that, in all probability, the incumbent would be a military or

naval officer ~those salary should not be greatly in ~cess of that qf
the Chief of Staff of the Amay or Chief of Naval operations; that the

figure had been set on the basis of the sane salary being paid to the

Director of Military Applications of the Atanic ~er~ Commission; that

the .Ancy-Navy conferees did not want the salary merely a �juicy plum�
for sane officer for whom a berth was being seu~t.

The paragraph establishing the position of Deputy Director, which Mr.

Murphy had urged, was eliminated as being toa controversial, as was the

paragraph regarding the position of the Director as the Intelligence Advisor

of the Council � The Anny-N avy conferees felt that the position of the

Director as the Intelligence Advisor was inherent ir� the position itself,
and that it would not be proper to provide by law that the head of an

agency under the Council should sit on the Council.

Mr. Murphy stated that his role was simply that of a consultant on

drafting in the Avny and Navy. He further stated that the Drafting Committee

would present their final version to Mr. ~a.rk 14. Clifford, Special Counsel

to the President, at a meeting on the afternoon of 29 January 29147. He

further stated that ary caenents which we might care to make to the White

-14.-
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� .

I House on the proposed draft would be acceptable to him, and that his

feelings would not be hart.

After exauination of the proposed Third Draft by- Colonel Wri~it
and the undersi~~ed, it was detem~.ned that sane was not satisfactory
to C.I.G. Therefore, a manoranduin w~s dispatched (under date of

28 January 191&7) to Mr. Clifford, setting forth C.I.G. �a comments on the

proposed draft.

WAL~ L. PFORZH~KER

Chief, Le~.slative Liaison Diviaion

-5�
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h. m all olrclee (polio., ~,vertwieet, allitary end Jewish) it is felt
that Irgun Evet Leant has gsicod stature, prestige and .treegth In thu
lost few noutkw, and that it L. no Lunger a gang bat a pOlitical~
having unn.idorthle Influsuce, backing and en Inereasing thUewing.
N.w~t ostisatea indicat, that it has a etrangth Of 10,000 ~e
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26. National Intelligence Authority, minutes of the NIA�s

9th Meeting, 12 February 1947

________

21

N.I.A. 9t~ Meeting

NATIO~JoL INT LIG~CE AUTHORITY

Minutes of Meeting held in Room 214,
Deportment of State Duilding

� on Wednco~py. 12 Pºbi~üöry 1947, crt ii:oo a.m

Secretary of Stote George 0. Marshall, in the Choir

Secretary of War Robert P. Pottorson

Secretary of the Navy games Forroetal
Ficet Admiral William D. Leahy,

Personal Representative of the President

General Hoyt S. Vandenberg,
Director of Contrel Intelligence

ALSO PRPS~T

Assistant Seoret~i-y of ~er Howard C. Petersen

Mr. William A. Eddy, Special Assistant to the

Secretary of State for Reseeroh and Intelligence
Mr. H. Frcem~n Matthews, Depart~cnt of State

Captain Robert L. Dennison, U~ -

Mr. ~ames S~ Lay, rr., Central Intelligcnoe Group

SFCRET1.RI~.T

� ~, ~. S. ~rmcn, Acting Sec~ctary

~:omtot No

:lotbooptono$;.D

~ DeclitiNbd

Clom. Chaogid to: TS (.~ C

~4,xt Ra~Iew D.,~ �

Aotti.: HR 7~-3

DoteJ~Si~i.!9

- ~IA�9thNccting - 1 -,

000032

_______

-

-
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26. (Continued)

________

�

H

COORDINATIQ~1 CF INTEJ41G21~CE 4QTXVIt~3 Rfl.A~T? C

To~n~
41m ?OPvnALJ~TIFs P

�

. STCRflART PATTY!~RS0N gal a brief report on the present

stst~s of N,I~h. 6. He stated that, the Atomio)bàrgy commission

desired t retain three people to go ovcr inforantion oonteined

in the files to be trensferred to the Centrel Intelligence Group.

lie eel. that these three pEople were to search these flies to~

information pertain~ng to_urenjun deposits and suóh information

~wes to be retained by the Commiasion. Seeretºry Petterson sug

gested theS 0.1.0. take up~ the mattcr pf the transfer of the

�personnel wi.thMr. Lilienthel.

Uter 5QWC disousfloi, :HT.. ::��:~

tm. NATIONAL INTILLIGENCE AU�~flOHITYc

Agreed to� the !ransfer of the p~rsonnel
P

,

mentioned in:NflA; C en~ direotcd the

Director of Central Intelligeneato work

out the detei].s with Mr. LilionthØl.
�

(Trsnsfe~� subsequsntly oompleted on 18

February ~.947) �

P

RHEORT fl THE DIRECTOR OF d~TBE.L INTELLIGENCE

At Sseretery ?iarsh~Il�s request, GI~TRAL VANDENBERG

steteØ that his lest report was rathc-r oonprÆhensivc in

pointing out the aooomplishments of 0.1.0. sinoe its inception.

However, this time he wished to report some of the diffieulties

encountered by 0.1.0. He said that before teking up these �

difficulties be wished to point oute few ecoomplishments

reoentiy etfeetod byC.I.G.

qnwRa VLITDENEFRG said that whep it wes first egrcod

that the 0.1.0. teke over t~e s~tivitIssof the Federal Bureau

or Investigation in the South £~meriecn field, there was some

doubt es to whc.tber.Q.I.G. could ably ecoomplish this assign

ment. He hmntioned thet he had received a letter from

Ambassador Psuley which- commended �the smooth tr~nsfer of these

setitities aoeomplished by the C.I.G. representstive etteohed

to his steff, Gonert~i Yandenbsrg also mentioned that Mr.

.~vaoæ�of the St&ta Department had, also stated �that the

_ �

�

9t6i4e~ting �

�

� 2
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26. (Continued)

a r L..k E-~.d

C.I.C.�s rcpr6scntetivca who had re~1ełed the F.B.I. personnel

were of a particularly high typo. General Vondanberg brought

out the point that C.I.G. had a roving mission to check theso

newly assigned pcrsonnel in South J,merion end t~oir reports

indicated that they ~cro carrying out their functions in an

excmplcry nmnncr,
-

GI~ERi,L V~NDWB~RG than gave a brief report ~n

C~I.G.�e monitoring of foreign broodgeate end atated

was now preparing to negotiate anewagreament with the Britta~

Broadcasting Corporation for bctte~ çxohango of� materiel and

the future transfer of O~I.G.~e Oeiró Monitoring 8tation cover

ing the Middle Eaet from Cairo to Py~rus,

N~thrM~eting

~3~fl~R~L V.JD~2~B!Ro pointed out-tat 0.1.0. was 00cr,

dinating the exploitation of documents oofl.ected in the Far ~st

and that plane arc now being completed for similar exploitation

of documents from Burçpo.
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26. (Continued)

D~ ~B�~

SEVERAL VANDEVBERG stated he would now like to mention

some ofthe principal difficulties being encountered by C.I.G.

in its operations. He said that what-he believed to be essential

óoordination to reduoe duplication had been retarded by an tin�

�

ceyteinty as to the directive authority of the Dircotor of

Central Intelligence. He said that the President specified that

the Director or Central Intelligen;ce shell ~ for the coor�

dine tion of such or the activities or the intelligenoe egcnoies

of the departments as relate to the national security end

xeeommend to the Netidnel Intelligence Authority the establish

ment or such ovcrell policies and objectives as ~tll assure the

most effective accomplishment of the netionel intelligence

miajion.� (Paragraph 3 of Presidcht�S letter of 22 ~Tenuary 1946,

emphasis added)

GEVERAL VLNDEN&rRG –urther stated that the Netioncl

Intelligence Authority specified that; �Recommendotions approved

by this J.uthority will where practicable govern the intelligence

activities of the separete departments represented herein. The

members of the Intelligence Advisory Board will eech be respon

sible for insuring that approved recommendetians ere executed

-within their respective departments.� (NIL Directive No. 1,

per. 4)

GEVP.RLL VANDEVBERG said thet the National Intelligence

Authority specified that: �The Director of Central Intelligence

is hereby authorized epd directed to act fo~ this Authority in

-

cOordinating all federal foreign activities related to the

nstjonsl security to insure that the overall policies and oh�.

jectives esteblished by th%e 4uthcrity are properly implemented

end executed.� (NIA Directive No. 6, par. 3, emphasis added)

GEVERLVnNDFNBFRG pointed out that it was the feeling

of the agencies (Intelligence Advisory Board) thet the current

interpretetion of coordination wee �by mutual agreement.�

This placed the Director of Central Intelligence only in the

position of en executive sec~etery to the I.A.B. end thet he

did not believe this was what was contemplated by the N.I.A.

General Veadenherg then pointed out that in some instances it

.
VII, cthMteting �

� 4 �
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26. (Continued)

s

~

hod -taken six t6~ eight months to get agreement on a paper.

He stet4d tEnt in order to reotiry this he reoommonded that

the Director of� Control Intelligence be considered as having

authority similor to that given to the Joint �Roeearoh and

-

Development Board � �The J~oint Boaeeroh end Development Boerd

shall operate within its jurisdiction as an egenoy ofthe

seorataries of War�Ænd Navy and the necesBery authority is

hereby delegated by the Secretaries of War end Navy to the

Board so that its decisions, orders end directives shall be

consideJed as emanating from them and shall havo full force

end. effeot as such.� �(JRDB 1/1, 6 .Tune 1946, as amended 3

3~uly 1946)

GEniaL VLNDENBERG suggested that as en alternative
-

to the above recommendation that C.I.G. forward its implementing

directives to the N.I.. � members for subsequent iesuanoo from

their offices. However, such a ~raotice would be cumbersome

�

end involve a great loes of time on the part of all ooncerned

GBiIE~L VLNDR!BERG stated that the production of

strategic end national policy intelliganoa had been hindered

further by an uncertainty among the agencies as to its de

finition. In order to clarify this situction, C,I.G. hod

developed the following dcfinition, which he requested the

N.I.L. approve i� �Strategic and national policy intelligenes

is that composite intclligcnce,.interdepcrtmcntalin charac

ter, which is required by the President cud other high officers

and etaffe to essist them in determining policies with respect

to national planning and eocurity in peace end in war and for

the edvenoemeæt of broad notional poLicy. It is in thct

politicsl�economic�militery area of concern �to more then one

agency, must �be~ objective, end must transcend the exclusive

competence of any one department.�

GEnia.L W~ND~iJBE?G stated it was his understanding that

those parsons wha developed the plan for the creation of a

Central Intelliganda Group had in mind that the C,I.G. would

replace the roint Intelligence Committee. Tills, sd fec, hod

not tekcn place, nor had any working relationship been echieved;

tlil9thMeeting �

� 5�
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26. (Continued)

further, thet r.I,0. continues to have responsibilities paret�

Ileling those of 0.1.0., end until this is resolved, complete

coordination, effectiveness, end efficiency in the notional

intelligence mission con not be etteined. General Vandenberg

recommended thst J.I.C. beebolished, and that C.I.G. provide

the necessary intelligence to the ~oint Chiefs of Staff. He

said, however, he believed that some members of the J,C.S, hsd

steted that if this were done, it would lower the original

aencept of e Central Intelligence Group. General Vendcnberg

said it was difficult for him, in eppeering before epproprio�

tion committees, to defend C.I.G.�p request fOr funds sinoe

he *es constantly confronted with the quostiOn as to the amount

of overlap in intelligence. It was his understanding that

one of the principal tasks expected of the Director of Central

Intelligence was thereduction of such ovahep to an absolute

minimum.

GEFTELL VLNDflITBFRG stoted he would also like to point

out that when 0.1,0. went to the intelligence agencies of the

War end tZevy Departments for information, thOrc was constant

friction as to whether LI.C. or 0.1.0. should have priority.

In short, two agencies were asldng for the some type of intelli

gence but requested in a slightly different maimer. This

duplication was unnecessary and oqcupiad the time of personnel

which should be engaged in more productiVe intalligenea

activities.

&ECPETLRY FORRESTA.L then asked whether the. question

Of dissolutien of the r,i.c. and the assignment of its duties

to 0.1.0, had bean token up wi~th the--loint Chiefs of Staff.

Gn1EW~L VA.}IDfl~BERG -answered that he believed it had

through the I.i..8. members,

,i~. EDDY stated that he thought that it was important

now to abolish I..I.C. and to hove all interdepartmental intelli

gence under the 0.1.0.
.

.

-

~a�@c- DVQHLT
NL. 9th MOoting � 6�
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26. (Continued)

�

p~ ~

Lfter some discussion,
-

TEE ?TA.TIOWIL INPrILIGEITCF ~.1JTHORITY:

a. ~gracd that whilc they bclieved that the

3.I.C. should be abolished and its func~tions

assumed by C,I.G., they desired to withhold

decision until such time as it had been dis

cussed with tbe Yoint Chiefs~of Steff.

�~. Noted that LdmiralLeehy~would take up

this matter with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

l.t Secretory Marshall�s request, G~Th.L VLITD~TTBERG

then reread his first reoommendation.

�

SFCHFtEY P.TTFHSON stated that he sew no alternative

to the r.I.;.,.approving.this recommendation. He added, however,

that o proviso should ha insertcd in the�reoommendatjoh to

�

allow any aggrieved agency to eppeal to the 1LI..~. through

that agency�s respective Secretary.

GIEER.L V4JTDEVBFRG said it was realized that each

~agency hasthe inherent right to appeal through its ~espeetive

Seoretary any objection to a specific directive.

i,DHIRLL LLHY steted that he recommended approval,

but that he was i13 agreement with Sccret~ry Patterson�s proviso.

SECRET.RY P~.TTERSCN rnised the question as to whether

General Vandenberg�s reeornmendetion would involve C.I.G.

entering into the field of operntional intelligence or the,

agencies.
,

CE�1TRJ. V..NDEVBERG stated that this was not the intent.

~. EDDY asked; if authority wee dalegeted by the�,

~ to the Director of Ccntrcl Intelligenoa that his

directives shall be considered as emanating from them, would

such authority ha interpreted to. ellaw the Direotor of Central

Intelligence to draft personnel from other egenoies to perform

specific jobs�.
.

�

GrER.I. VIJIDEDBERG stated that C.�I,G. hŁd no intention

-

of interpreting thts authority as indicated by Hr. Eddy.

~weflr~1
1r~trWeti eg �� 7
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26. (Continued)

-f

SEbBFtRYPIT~ERSOhT asked if 0.1.0. was contemplating

� pedo~manding that some of? the intelligence manuals now pub�

� lished b~the int~liigºnoe agencies of the State, War end Navy

Da~ertments be dis~ntinusd.

�

OrWELL V.VDEVEFBG stated he would like to have an

�

opportunity to look over these pubIioetio~ns bofore answering

� this question.

SE-CBFPLRY FORRESTIL stst~d he believed that the proviso

to be added to General Vandenberg�s reoommindetion under dis

cussion should rend along the following linesr �Provided in

�

oases of. o~jeotidn to speoifio eotions,.- any aggrieved agency

may heve access to that sgenoyl�-s Secretary and through him to

the N.1.Js..�

MR. EDDY stated he assumed that any directives, before

being: issueq by 04.0.7 aould normally have hnd~ prior discussion

�

by the intelligenoc ;.dvisory Board..

GENFR.L V..PDENBERG oonoorrod.
-

� THE Ni.TI0I�hL IZITEflIGEWCF J.TJTECRITYr
C

--

� �

J.flroved the reoommcndntion~ ~the.t �The Director

-

of Central IntelijÆenoc shell opejate within

his. jurisdio~ion as an agent of the Secretaries

�

�

Of State, War end thQ Navy, end the necessary

�
authority is hereby, dalegntcd by the Secretaries

of Stste,. War and the Novy t_the Director of
-

�

Central Intclligence so thot his docisions,

orders a-nd directives shell be considered as

-

-

- emanating from them and shall. have full fbyce
-

-

and effect es, such, .providad any eggrieved -

- agenoy may have acoe~s to that agcne~r�s

Seoretsry ond through him tethe N.I.A.�

J�t Seorotary)ffarshellts request, OrWELL V.�.NDENBFRG

� thenl repeated his recommended definition of �Strategic �and

national policy intelligence.� -

-

-

-

-Jitter some discussion, in-which General Vandenberg

pointed out the reason V~hy en approved definition of this term

__

-.

1311. gth�-Meeting
-

- s � -

-

-
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26. (Continued)

_________

was needed,
-

THE NATIONAL INTZLLIGL7%�CE AUTHORITY:

ApprâvŁd the followihg dâfinltión F �Strategic

- end national olióy intelligence is that coth�

posite intelliginoa, interdØpertSntel ih

charaa~er, which is, requirea by the president

and other high officOre ant staffs to- assist

them in dater~ining policies with respect to

national planning and s~curity in peace end

� in war end for the advancelent of broad

nationS). pOlicy. It is ii that political�

economic-military area of -ocneern tQ more

then enS agency, must be cbjecti+e, arid

must transcend the exclusive competence� -

�

�of any one department.�

SZCRflARY )EABSHALI~ stated that in a recant converse

tiOn Ccngressmn Taber was �concerned from a sacurity stand

point with iSfateæce to appropriations for intelligence

ecftvitias. Sacratary Marshall further stated that Hr.

Taber bad said that it eppeered to huh that tOO thany people

had to be consulted in ccnsidarinE such appropriations.

Secretary Marshall went on tO atatathat ha believed the

best way to maintain proper security wa~ for the president

or the Secr~tsry of State to control these funds, and that

a request should be mSda for a fiSt apptoprieticp.

GENERAL VA1DENBERQ stated he had appeared recantly

before a joujit committee, which he was told betcra appearance

would consist of ow��Or five people.. Nowever,tijion az�rivCl

ha found there weresctusliy twenty-two people present. -Ha

went on to state a subsequent meetin~ had bean oSlied and ha

would continua to be eareful of� the inrorSti�cn presented.

Boweve, he ag~aad thSt aicurity cf intSlliganca oparetione

could, best be protected by funds which should be cOncealed

and appropriated in a lump sum control-),adl by One person.

-

__________

-

}i~ ~th Meeting
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27. Montague, Memorandum for the Assistant Director, R & E

3. Klahr Huddle], �Conversation with Admiral Foskett regard

ing the C.I.G. Daily and Weekly Summaries,� 26 February 1947

26 ~bbruary 1947

?4E1~OR~NDUM FOR T~ ASSI$W1�I~ DIRECTOR, R & .E

Subject: Conversation with .~idmira1 Foakett regarding the C.I .0.

Daily and Weekly S~mmaries

Reference: Memo, by Dr. VanSlyok, 19 February 1947

1. In disousaion with ma today Admiral Jbskett confirmed and

amplified the comments reported in Dr. VanSlyok�e momornndua.

2. Mm. Foskett delivers the Daily S~miinary to the President

during the afternoon. Usually the President takes it with bin on

leaving his office and reads it during the evening. It carves as

the basis of his discussion of fore3.~ problems with Mm, Lea~r
the following morning.

3. The President considers that he peraonally originated the

Daily, that it is prepared in accordance with his own apecifica..
tiona, that it is well done, and that in its present form it satisfies

his requirements.

4. The President does not normally see any telegraphic material

which anticipates or duplioates the ooverage in the Daily. Ada.

Fbskett takes selected telegrams to him with t~ Daily in the after

noon and Ada. Leahy brings others in the morning, but these telegrams
normally refer to matters not treated in the Daily (e.g., operational
information).

5. The President reads the Daily, as marked by Mm. Foskett,
before seeing Ada. Leaky. Although Mm. Foskett marks certain

items as of particular interest, this is not intended to direct

the President�s attention exclusively to than. The President

normally reads every item in the Daily with interest.

6. The marks seen on Ada. Leaky�s copies are not for the

President� a guidance, bnt for the Admiral�s own ,oonveuienoe in

locating items to which he wishes to refer. Ada. Leaky seldom refers

tn report. indicating the development of situations previously dis

cussed. (Thin would explain a tendency we have noted to mark

marginal items instead of thosà reporting developments in apparent
ly more important situations.) Nevertheless, the Preaident desires

to be kept informed of developments in important oontLnuing situa

tions.

~~Tii~
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27. (Continued)

7. Ada. Foskett considers that the Daily should not be too

closely screenedz within reasonable limitations of spaoe, it is

better to err on the side of being too inclusive than too exclusive.
In addition to considerations which we have discussed, ha points
out that he and Ada.. Leahy, both in immediate daily attendance on

the President, normally differ in their selection of items to call

to his particular attention, eaoh with reason. (If such well-placed
authorities differ, how shall we make an exactly perfect selection.)
Reiterating that in neither case are their selections meant to be

exclusive,, he considers that we should provide them with a broad

in_itial selection, provided that each item should be of potential
interest to the President and that all together should not be so

rnmmroua as to overburden him.

8. Ada. Foskett was less definite with respect to the Weekly,
although he complimented its new format. After delivering it to

the President, he normally does not see or hear i~re of it, although
he has heard some comment on particular items in it indicating that

the President do~a actually read it. (Dy the marks on Ada. Leaky� a

copies we hoow that the Admiral has discussed certain Weekly articles

with the President.) It appears that the Weekly in its present
form is acceptable at the White Uouae and is used to an undetermined

extant without exciting comment indicative of a desire for any

particular change. Whea. I described the alternative under consider.

tion, Ada. Foekett was uneble to cay that it would be preferable.
He undertook, however, to inquire further into the subject.

.~~LA~�1 1.~
LTJDW~LL L. ~DN1~.GUE

Chief, Intelligence Staff, ORE

ll~i~i/A\L
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28. CIG Intelligence Report, 27 February 1947 (Ditto copy)
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SOURCE ~_
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.

1~w opium from ~ngkek ant Intia, after being prepared for o~e..u.~.tise in
)Zacao by a special �cc~~V process, in of the bent qte1.tt~ ant brings a

-

�~

~
~!

.

-

2. £ Cldseee, 51~IT Lim.kIm, bent of the Ibeso Opi~ O~ise, 1*s been speociated
with it .iwe 1926. ~ ass Uchiaf opise idser� when opium tint. sea a

5~...M-U.l~flt monopoly in ~oao. When bbs Portngmss~broke op the

eclEpoly, BUfl encoseded In pmcba.ing aU the special. uqtdpssnt meded
for proceusing. So then wont into bteiteee for himself with a psitnir,
P. 1. tobo, U.....)..m~ agent foi Ost~-psoit5s £ix~s.

3. The Neuih~ Opinc CÆbims in ceeposed largely of isportant political tig~wee
in tin Pbilippite O~vi~nb. Contact umo for the ikedis CesMm In Saeso,
Songkok, nid Dcngkevg In said to be a Ion resident of thee. tiuse ottlee,
Antho4,- BotheI.o, a Soitiab sebjoct of Portugumes ~ractiee.

4. Tb, trennporuvg of opino from !hcso to ibniln takes the fOUwIIng course,
accondlng to prczsnb Infonenbion. ~,.mU ohi~nte are ~e rngularly from

..

.

~
~

:

~

Soone to iloagkoi,g. There the opium is put op in nil containers, the

enaj.l.est buing ~p.retely the site of an Aserican nickel, but twice as

thick, ned holding five cooked piUs. These ar. deposited in $ certain
-

drone &Iop. Portugumso ant rilipino w~n, liptug in Ira. i~hi.la vie Catb~
Pacific Agrnaye, pink up the o~�~1�~re from the dress shop ant fly back to

Soci~.

-~
~
I

-I

~

5. Once ii. hoe reached- Iboila, the opium Is further camouflaged before it O~~

tinuen its 3ov~ney to the ~bed Sbatsa. Pir.czaokere are purehesed in

Soomo sot shipped to SoaUa eta acugiong. In Son~Iexng, the firecrackers

being qhito lagal., are cleated by the Ismrieui O~nlat.. V~ exuiwal

-. ~bofla, the firecrackers hew. opium contatger~ Imarted Into tL~. Because

of the Hccigkcng clearance, Mavt4ia authoriiise give aleerem. with little or

no inspection, sot the i�isecraukere a~&bip.ped cm to £~ica.

:

Slates.

i Next ~eviow t,etc.

CLAB9P~IOATlON a tnr&ta

ri~ r~

~t~tr~

COUNtRY cidi~

SUBJECT .~nin lufosmation, Opini m~ugghSug to the
�teaWia~ntia

O~N

£VM&MwoN or eousct (Field eveisetiom) syewancm or
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29. Elsey to Clifford, �Central Intelligence Group,� 14 March 1947

(Photocopy)

M~LORANWM POBi

14 March 1947

C,

c

Mr. clifford..

- Subjects Central Intelligsncs Group.

�1.

1. C.I.G. is up to it. old trick a again. It ha. aubsitted �infoxna11~�
the draft of a propoa.d bill to be suhaitted to Congress very ainilar

to the teo~-pr.vioue ~raftà ihich Vandenberg has sent to you in rec~t

months snd �w~cb you tiled ~.thout further action.

2.. Mr. George Sataarewalder of Donald Stoe~� a group, called to

request advice and infôrsiation on what Budget should tell C.I.O. I

suggested that C.I.3. be informed that there was no necessity for

such legislation in view of the aection~ concerning Intelligence enich

ire included in the Unification Bill.

3. The Budget concure in that position and will inform C.I.G. that.

it is inappropriat, to propos. legislation at this time in view of
the President�s support of the Unification Bill.

�.9

E.e~ectfuUy,

o~m~! u. ~
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Part II: The CIA under DCI Hillenkoetter

The documents in Part II cover the period from the enactment of the National

Security Act in July 1947 to the opening months of the Korean war in 1950.

RAdm. Roscoe Hillenkoetter succeeded General Vandenberg in May 1947 and

served for three years as the Cold War mounted in intensity. Soviet expansion
ism in eastern Europe and Mao Tse-tung�s victory in China increased demands

for CIA intelligence analysis and prompted the administration to assign CIA a

covert action mission. The formation of the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC)
for covert operations was a watershed event, which completed the reassembly in

CIA of the authority and responsibilities of the wartime OSS. Admiral Hillen

koetter, however, had little control over the new OPC, and CIA drifted. By mid-

1949 two men, both OSS veterans, had gained substantial influence over CIA:

Frank Wisner, the aggressive chief of the well-funded and quasi-autonomous
OPC, and Allen Dulles. Although Dulles did not yet work for CIA, his survey of

the Agency for the new National Security Council (NSC) sharply criticized Hill

enkoetter and persuaded the NSC to press the Director to carry out significant
reforms. Hillenkoetter knew his time was up, but the Truman administration

took months to choose his successor.
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30. National Security Act of 1947. 26 July 1947

(Excerpted photograph copy)

~i~hli~th tton~re~s o~ the ~niti~d ~~tatts o~

~t tfje jT~r~t ~,t~iiun

Begun and held at the City ol Wsahington on Friday. the third

of Januazy. one thousand nine hundred and Iorty4even

AN ACT

To pro~te the national ~vur~ty by providing for a Secretary of

Def~n~e: f ~ N~t~on31 Miliary Esrub1ishmcnt~ for a Department

~ ~~ a Depar1men~� of the Navy, and a Department of the

� Air I�.�r~�: r~nd for the coordination of the activities of the National

� MihLarv E~tOWNh.�flC0L with other doparcrnents and a itci~s of the

(;ov~iim1eI~i con~erneiI ~vith the nstional security.

Th~ it nact~d by thc Sena~c aiid Hou~c of Repr~entatii�ee of the

(J~�i~t.�d .S~fet~...~ojAmeriru Ia CoI.9r.u �j.~qrnbied,

~

That this Act may be cited as the �National Security Act of 1947�.

T.%BLE OF CO!~�TE~TS

L~�c1aratioIl of policy.

Trrt.z !_~ .~cAT~O~ FO~ Y,~TIo~M. SECcIIITY

�.e 11)1. N;,t~I,LL1l Se~~urtry Conacil

See. 1cr.~. C~ntr3l Iotdil~aee Ageucy.

Sf~c. lCtL National Security 1k�~onrcc~ Boer~.

�flru 1ITui~ ~iTIO~-~I. ~IILT~fl�~ £b~USHX~�T

� ~ ilL Nntit,on~ ~!t1itary EstabiithmCOt.

Se.. ZS2. Sccretnfl~ of L~fon!~.

~ .~ICL ~1iIirnry~to tb~ S.�vr~�tJry.

$~. .1)4. CivIlian personneL
S...~ lIopartu~fnC of th~ Arui3.

~ 2U~. I x~rUneflt a! the Na~.

S.�v. Xfl. X)~partciCZU of the ,~ir l�crt�e.

~ 255. I:i.tced Siatia At~� ?orcv.

~�v. 20�.). ~date of.tfli~-�f�T~..

Sc. 210. ~ cuur~cII.

S�. ~1. J u~CMd~ of~

~

~ .i3. ~IUtlJ~t~ LtrU.

~.�.. 214. Lt(1, ~.et: t ~ }loard.

1�rrL! I_-MiecrJL&X)~ot�!

S� U1,~ cj~ ~rv:nrir~

~.. 5U2. U~itkr in�� ~Dd A.!.~taat ~

~ .~i!� r~� t~,lun~i�.~ ,i.~ 041~

s.�. ::I.4. st,!. ..r Lr.Lnarerrv.i clvtli:.u ~�ri~i:,i,eI

~.. :~X; ~ ~

s.� :~.~ .r tn.i~..

��s. ~�7 ti h�.riZ~j 1w. ~..r &~,I,r..1ir1n1l..~i~.

..j.. l~li~iiii..

-..~. ~ ~

ii. 1:1.�tv, ,!at..

I. ~ ...i... lb. l,�~i. ~
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30. (Continued)

t
tFFECJ1%}. flit

� �H
Sn. a 10 (a) The first sentence of section 132 (a) and sections 1,

~, ~r tOt, and 310 shall take effect nuimedistely upon the enact

melit of tins Act

(b) Erceptis provided in subsection (a),tbe provisions of this Act

shati take efek on svhxchner of the followiiiº days is the artier

The day aft4the da, zpon Defense first

appoinS Ui] of the ~act
nientof

Sit. loftJwAd

~� entitled dutien of the

office of]

i118,

� ~~
�UI Mryof

-

thel

-

~�� �~ �--��

1:..

HI
L

i �-~1~-L�

\

L
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31. R. H. Hillenkoetter to the National Intelligence Authority,

�National Security Act of 1947,� 11 September 1947

(Attachment not included)

7 ONFJDNTIAI )

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

2430 £ STREET NW.

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

1]. September 19147

MEMORA~DUN FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE

SECRETARY OF WAR

~~bRETARY OF T1~ NAVY

/PERSONAL REPRESENTI~TIVE OF THE PRESIDENT ON NLk

Subject: National Security Act of 1947

1. TJnon the coming into effect of the National Security Act

of 1947, the National Intelligence Authority automatically ceases

to exist and the Central Intelligence Agency comes under the

National Security Council. Inasmuch as no date has been set for a

meeting of the Nations]. Security Council to carry on the work of the

National Intelligence Jorthority, the following suggestions and recom

mendations are made:

a. At the first meeting of the National Security Council,
it is recommended that a].]. directives of the National Intelli

gence Authority and the Central Intelligence Group be con

tinued in full force end effect until the National Security
Council has had an opportunity to study the problem and to

make amendments and changes that they may consider desirable.

b. In order that the National Security Council make an

early approach to this problem, it is recommended that the

Director of the Central Ititelligence Agency be directed to

submit, within sixty days, his proposal for National Security
Council directives to bring former directiveslof the National

1 Intelligence .Authcrity and the Central Intelligence Group into

line with the Nations]. Security Act of 1947.

c �
In consideration of the size of the National Security

�

Council, as compared to the National Intelligence Authority,

~4- .~. it is recommended that a subcommittee be established to act

-

similarly to the National Intelligence Authority to furnish

c~,i�J~ ~ the active direction of the Central Intelligence Agency. This

,~ subcommittee should be composed of a minimum number of members

~and, as a suggestion, could be either the Secretary of State

-

and the Secretary of National Defense,- or the Secretary of

G11 �J~� ~ State, Secretary of National Defense, and the three Secretaries

~,5jft~ of ~ Navy ath Air Force. Personally, I believe the first

~~suggestion is better since the Secretary of State has equal

,,~ representation with the military. If the second suggestion is

~ followed, there may be ~ome complaints from State that. the

4� military is overshadowing tJ~em.

£&NF~EN~
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31. (Continued)

CONFIDENTIAL

2. The Director of the Central intelligence Group sat as a

non-voting me~ber of the National Intelligence Authority, and, while

I believe it presumptuous and awkward on my part to suggest that he

so sit with the Nations]. Security Council, stil]. it would be of

utmost assistance if he could attend all meetings of the National

Security Council in some capacity, either as observer, counsel or

advisor, in order to keep informed of what the thoughts of the

National Security Council may be. In addition, by being present,
the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency would also be

available for such direct questions as may be propounded.

3 �
If you will indicate your approval or disapproval of the

suggestions and recommendations above, I shall go ahead and have

formal statements prepared to be furnished to the National Security
Council at its first meeting.

Rear Adniiral, USN
-

Director of Central Intelligence

�2�

CO~!FlDEN TIAL
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32. Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Reports and Estimates,

CIA 1, �Review of the World Situation as it Relates to the

Security of the United States,� 26 September 1947

~HE~

35348

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Review of the World Situation

as it Relates to the Security

of the United States

CIA I

26 September 1947

Cop~No. 45
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32. (Continued)

THIS AFFECTING THE NA

TIONAL DEFThSE OF ~ATES WITHIN THE MEANING OF

THE ESPIONAGE ACT, 50 U.S.
.,

32, AS AMENDED. ITS TRANS

~4ISSION OR THE REVE ON OF IT NTHNTS IN ANY MANNER TO

AN UNAUTHORIZED ON IS PROHIB Y LAW.

WARNING
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32. (Continued)

SECRET

REVIEW OF THE WORLD SITUATION AS IT RELATES TO

THE SECURITY OF THE UNITEDSTATES

26 September 1947

SUMMARY

1. Among foreign powers, only the U.S.S.R. is capable of threatening the security
of the United States.

2. The U.S.SR. is presently incapable of military aggression outside of Europe and

Asia, but is capable of overrunning most of continental Europe, the Near East, northern

China, and Korea.

3. The U.S.S.R is unlikely to resort to open military aggression in present cir

cuxnstances. Its policy is to avoid war, to build up its war potential, and to extend

its Influence and control by political, economic, and psychological methods. In this

it is deliberately conducting political, economic, and psychological warfare against the

United States.

4. The greatest danger to the security of the United States is the possibility of

economic collapse in Western Europe and the consequent accession to power of Com

munist elements.

5. Stabilization and recovery in Europe and Asia would tend to redress the balance

of power and thereby to restrain the U.S.S.R

6. From the point of view of containing the U.S.S.R. and eventually redressing the

balance of power the order of priority among tte major regions of Europe and Asia Is:

a. Western Europe.

b. The Near and Middle East (but within the region the situation in Greece Is

of great importance and the utmost urgency, while the situation with respect to

Palestine is extremely dangerous).

c. The Far East (but within the region Japan is important as the only area

capable of relatively early development as a power center counterbalancing the

Soviet Far East).

SECRET
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32. (Continued)

SEC RET

REVIEW OF THE WORLD SITUATION AS IT RELATES TO THE

SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES

1. Mnong foreign powers, only the U.S.S.R. is capable of threatening the security

of the United States. Even the U.S.S.R., lacking the requisite naval and air forces, is

incapable of direct attack upon the United States� or of major military operations any
where outside of Europe and Asia. The preponderance of readily available Soviet

ground strength is such, however, that the U.S.S.R., at will, could speedily overrun

most of continental Europe, the Near East, northern China, and Korea. If the U.S.S.R

were to exercise this capability, the ultimate danger to the United States would be even

greater than that threatened by Germany and Japan, to avert which the United States

incurred the risk of war.

2. Soviet predomirtance in Eurasia is, for the present, less a matter of absolute

strength than of relative immediately available strength. The Soviet industrial war

potential is considered to be appro~dmately equal to that of 1939; it is almostcertainly

no greater. Since 1939, however, the power of Germany and of Japan has been obliter

ated, that of France and of Italy severely curtailed, and that of Great Britain seridusly
impaired. China also, no great power in 1937, is even more weak and disorganized in

1947. Thus the balance of power which restrained the U.S.S.R from 1921 to 1941 has

ceased to exist. The only effective counterpoise to the power of the Soviet Union is that

of the United States, which is both latent and remote. Consequently the U.S.S.R,

despite its present weaknesses, enjoys an overwhelming preponderance of power at every

point within logistical reach of its land forces.

3. Despite this initial advantage, the U.S.S.R. is unlikely to resort to overt military

aggression in present circumstances, primarily for the following reasons:

a. Forcible occupation of extensive additional territory, particularly in West

ern Europe, would impose upon the U.S.S.R. the additional burden of holding In

subjection large hostile populations, a task vastly greater than that assumed in

the satellite states of Eastern Europe and one likely to overtax the attenuated it-

sources of the Soviet Union.

b. Open aggression would entail risk of a war with the United States ultimately

disastrous for the U.S.S.R. Unable to strike directly at the United States, the

U.S.S.R. would be exposed to early long range air bombardment with conventional

and atomic bombs and to eventual amphibious attack. Moreover, Soviet industrial

The U.S.S.R. Is capable of a considerable number of one-way bomber sorties against targets In

the U.S. Such attacks, using conventional bombs, could be no more than harassing in effect, but,
with atomic bombs, would be extremely dangerous. Whether the U.S.S.R. now possesses a usable

atomic bomb can be neither proved nor disproved, but it is considered improbable that the U.S.S.R.

baa such a bomb or that It can develop one before 1950.

CECRE-T- 1
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32. (Continued)

~ECILET

�

cap3bllitles for the support of large scale, highly developed warfare are and must

long remain greatly Inferior to those of the United States. The U.S.S.R. would be

unable to win a quick decision in such a conflict and could not support a protracted

�. struggle with a determined and resourceful antagànlst far beyond Its own frontiers.

c Open military aggression would forego favorable prospects for the further

extension of Soviet hegemony by political and economic means. By indoctrina

tion, experience, and personal interest the rulers of the U.S.S.R are predisposed

�

toward the pursuit of their objectives by conspiratorial rather than by military
methods. In the economic dislocation, social unrest, political Instability, and mili

tary weakness prevailing generally In Europe and Asia they have an unprecedented

opportunity to extend the Soviet sphere by politico-revolutIonary action at less risk

than that entailed by military aggression, and with greater prospect of enduring

success.

4. Thus the greatest present danger to U.S. security lies, n~ot in the military strength
of the U.S.S.R. and the possibility of Soviet armed aggression, but in the possibility
of the economic collapse of. Western Europe and of the consequent accession to power

of elements subservient to the Kremlin. The economic weakness of Western Eu~Ope
is the result of the simultaneous Impact of extensive physical destruction, a breakdown~.

In pre-war economic relationships (supplanted In many countries by rampant Illegal

or black-market practices), a deterioration In the will and capacity to work and In other

driving forces of a virile economy, and a probably irreparable loss of large pre-war

i~IgIm~ for goods and servIces derived from.overseas Investments and from a donhinjLnt

position In colonial territories. As a result of these conditions and until indigenous

production can be Increased considerably beyond the pre-war level, Western Europe
Is confronted (In the absence of outside aid) with a prolonged period of low standards

of livirig, widespread dissatIsfaction, social unrest, and political Instability. There

are indications that the Kremlin Is clearly conscious of this opportunity and that Its

present plans for the extension of Its power are premised upon the assumption of con

tinuing economI~ crisis In Western Europe and an eventual depression In the United

States.

5. The policy of the U.S.S.R. In the foregoing drcumstances appears to be:

a. To avoid war with the United States, relying upon the disinclination of the~

United States to resort to war on Its own Initiative. (In the actual state of acute.

tension an accidental outbreak of hostilities Is a distinct possibility, but It Is prob
able that the U.S.S.R. would not intend Its provocations to lead to armed conflict

with the U.S. and will avoid that result Insofar as Its Intelligence provides adequate

guldance.)

b. To build up Its own strength, in anticipation of eventual war, by:

OEOflE-T- 2
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OECIIDT

(1) An Intensive program of reconstruction and Industrial expansion
with particular reference to war industries.

/

(2) An intensive program of research and development with particular
reference to an atomic bomb, guided missiles, and bactetlological warfare.

(3) The development of naval and strategic air forces.

c. To preserve Its existing relative predoniinsnice In Eurasia by ma1nt~lnIng

overwhelmingly preponderant ground strength and by consolidating control of

sateffite states a.nd occupied areas.

d. To extend Its own power and Influence and to undermine those of the

United States so far as is possible by political, economic, and psychological nieai~s,

Including action to:

(1) Prevent or retard recovery and stabilization In non-Soviet areas.

(2) Fasten on the United States responsibility for continuing dissatis

factions and distress; identify the United States with political reaction, eco

nomic imperiallsm,~and military aggression; and Identify the Soviet Union as

democratic, anti-Imperialistic, and peace-loving.

(3) ExploIf the wealmess, Instability, and confusion prevalent, in neigh

boring countries to bring to power therein Communist or Communist-con

trolled governments.

6. Although the conditions presently prevailing in European and Asiatic countries

surrounding the Soviet sphere constitute a danger to U.S. security, stabilization and

recovery in those countries would tend to redress the balance of power, thereby curb

ing Soviet aggressiveness and stabilizing the international situation.

7. From the point of view o redressing the balance of power the major regions of

Europe and Asia, outside the Soviet sphere, Ire not of equal Importance. Western

Europe merits first consideration for reasons of both urgency and potential value. The

most highly developed of these regions, it is at once the most vulnerable to disorganiza
tion and the most favorable for the early development of potential power. It Is also

most accessible from the center of Soviet power, and conversely, best located for the

eventual eiertlon of restr2-inlng pressure upon the Soviet Union. In Western Europe
a severe and possibly decisive economic and political crisis now Impends. Within the

general area the most critical situations exist In �the United Kingdom, France, Italy,
and Germany.

8. The United Kingdom, supported by. the British Commonwealth and Empire,
was formerly a major stabilizing Influence in world economy and the balance of power,

but its capabilities in these respects are now greatly reducet. In view of Its critical

economic position, it must curtail drastically its overseas commitments, with a con

sequent reduction of Its power and influence abroad. Existing British overseas corn

- 3.
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mitments are so extensive and Important that their precipitate liquidation would create.

conditions prejudicial to security interests of the United States.

9. The4mmediate French economic situation Is even more critical than that of the

United Kingdom and the French are less able to cope with it, in large measure because

of the Instability of the internal political situation. The ineffectiveness of coalition

governments Increasingly encourages resort to political extremes. The Communists

are ~already the strongest single party in France; a swift economic collapse might well

lead to their accession to power. A more gradual decline would probably favor a trend

toward an authoritarian solution under the leadership of De Gaulle. It Is unlikely that

either extreme could establish its authority so effectively as to preclude the outbreak

of civil war on Its accession to power.

10. The Italian economic situation Is desperate and the political situation un

stable, for reasons ~im1Irn to those obtaining In France, with an even greater pos

sibility of Communist accession to power in the event of economic and political collapse.
Moreover, the proximity of Yugoslavia makes possible the development of a situation In

Italy ~inhIl~to that In Greece.

11. In Germany acute economic distress has been aggravated by continued par
tition and by uncertainties regarding the future status of the country and of Its In

dustrial establishments. Despite these conditions, Western Germay has shown itself

to be more resistant to Communist penetration than France and Italy have been. There

are Indications that even in the Soviet Zone the political situation is. unsatisfactory from

the Soviet point of view. The economic rehabilitation of Germany, particularly of the

Ruhr, Is essential to general European recovery as well as to local stabfflty. Effective

steps toward industrial rehabilitation will, tend to stabilize the situation In Western

Germany, bin will require convincing assurances to France against a recurrence of

German aggression. .

12. 0– important concern in relation to Western European recovery Is the existing

Instability In colonial (or former colonial) areas upon the resources of which several

European powers (the United Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands) have hitherto

been accustomed to depend. From Morocco to Indonesia the situation Is disturbed by

resurgent native natlomt1i~ni and communal strife.� Armed conflict exists between na

tives and Europeans In Indonesia, Indochina, and Madagascar, and between native

communities in India and Pakistan. Armed ~ommusal strife is Incipient in Palestine.

Between Britain and Egypt the matter Is one of international� dispute. Unrest Is wide

spread in French North Africa. None of these situations gives promise of early stabili

zation. The continuance of unsettled conditions hinders economic recovery and causes

a diversion oE European strength into efforts to maintain or reinipose control by�
force. In these circumstances the traditional liberal policies of the United States and

Its Interest in early stabilization are in apparent conflict with its interest in supporting

OflET~ .4
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friendly European governments. There Is a consistent tendency to bring these matters

before the United Nations, where their effect Is to divide the non-Soviet powefs. Al

though the U.S.S.R. Is in no position to Intervene by force In these situations, It Is

actively exploiting them to create dissension, to undermine the economic and political

stability of European states, and to. discredit them and the United States.

13. As a region, the Near and Middle East is of second priority from the point of

view of containing the U.S.S.R. and eventually redressing the balance of power�but
within the general area the situation In Greece Is of great Importance and the utmost

urgency, while the situation with respect to Palestine Is extremely dangerous. The

region differs from both Western Europe and the Far East In that (except In India)

Its human and materIal resources are Inadequate for the development of a significant

power potentIal. Its great Importance, second only to that of Western Europe, lies

in Its strategic location as a barrier to further Soviet expansion, as an essential link

In communications between the West and East, and as a potential base from which

power developed elsewhere could be brought to bear on the sources of Soviet power,

and in the vital Importance of the oil of the Persian Gulf states to the Western powers.

14. In Greece the U.S.S.R., acting Indirectly through Communist-led guerrillas

supported by the Balkan satellite states, Is In actual process of tAkThg over a major

portion of the country by force of arms. The Greek Government Is unable to cope with

this threat without active aid. At any time U.S. armed intervention may be required
to prevent Its collapse and to restore the situation. The loss of Greece would not only

impair the strategic position in the Eastern Mediterranean, but would also have pro

found psychological repercussions throughout Western Europe and The Near and

Middle East.

15. The Soviet effort to penetrate Iran Is still being conducted by political and

economic means. Iranian refusal of an oil concession to the USSR, which Is still

probable, would provoke a strong Soviet reaction, including a renewal of subversive

activity, though probably not an overt Soviet Intervention. If Iran should grant
the concession, Soviet penetration would be facilitated.

16. In contrast to Greece and Iran, Turkey Is not susceptible to Soviet penetra
tion. Turkey may be expected to resist Soviet domination in any circumstances, but

could not be expected to withstand for long a full-scale attack.

17. The situation with respect to Palestine is fraught with peculiar difficulties

and dangers. Zionist leadership, exploiting widespread hnmnnltarlan sympathy with

the surviving Jews of Europe, ha.s pursued Its objectives without regard fo~ the con

sequences. The Arab reaction Is bitter and potentially violent, endangering not only
the Jews in PalestIne but also the strategic interests of the Western powers in the

Near and Middle East, since the Arabs now Identify the United States and the United

CECI1ET 5
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Kingdom with Zionism. The partition of Palestine, as proposed to the United Nations,

satisfies minimum Zionist demands, but will be bitterly resisted by the Arabs. Its

adoption and Implementation would precipitate Arab armed resistance possibly assum~

Ing the proportions of a Holy War against Europeans and Amedcans as well as Jews.

The Arab governments could not control this popular reaction; they would be coerced

by It, or would be supplanted by governments responsive to the popular will. ThŁI–

� principal means of retaliation against the United States and the United Kingdom
would be the cancellation of British- and American oil concessions. Since the Arabs

could not operate the oil properties themselves, and since, In these circumstances, they

would be In-desperate need of powerful support, It is probable that they would event

ually transfer these concessions to the Soviet Union. Soviet control of Arabian. oil

would be disastrous to Western Interests. This course of events, of which there Is real

and grave danger, would not only wreck the strategic position of the Western powers
in the Near and Middle East, but would also have a fatal effect upon the economic

recovery of Western Europe and would seriously Impair the war potential of the

Western powers.
-

-

18. Although the situation Is critical in both China and Korea, the Far East is

of only third priority from the point of view of containing the U.S.S.R. and eventually
redressIng the bilance of~ power. The proximity of Eastern. Siberia to the present

perimeter of Soviet and Chinese Communist control In Korea, Manchuria, and North

China, the remoteness of.the United States, and the weakness of the Chinese National
-

Government, would render any U.S. attempt at containment by directly opposing force

to force a most unequal contest. The restraints upon Soviet aggression are political:
the undesirability of an open conflict with the United States and the possibility of

further penetration of China and Korea by political means. Moreover, the region Is

vast; an effort extensive In space and time would be required before the U.S.S.R. could

gain effective control of objectives strategically Important to the United States. From

the point .of view of power potential, the human and material resources of the region
are great, but, with the exception of Japan and of certain areas In Manchuria and

North China, they are generally undeveloped and incapable of development, by either

the U.S. or the U.S.S.R., within any period of present concern. Moreover, In compari
son with Western Europe and the Middle East, the accessible Far East Is too remote

from the vital areas of the Soviet Union to permit the exertion of effective Influence

therefrom upon Soviet policy. Whatever the course of events in continental Asia,

maintenance of effective U.S. control of the Pacific would afford a sufficient safeguard.

19. DespIte the low priority accorded to the Far East, as a region, In this reckon

ing, Japan is important as the only area within the region capable of relatively early

development as a power center. Under SCAP control, the political situation In Japan
is stable, despite economic difficulties. The Japanese economy is dependent upon

� OECEET 6
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the availability of foodstuffs and industrial raw materials from overseas. The re

moval of U.S. control, partIcularly if the economic problem remains unsolved, would

open the way to vigorous Soviet penetration. The rehabilitation of Japan under

Soviet influence or control (with provision of essential Imports from continental Asia)

would jeopardize the U.S. strategic position in the Pacific, as well as any U.S. position

In China. The rehabilitation of Japan under U.S. influence or control (with pro~

vision of essential Imports from Southeastern Asia), while It would tend to alienate

China, would create a power tending to counterbalance the Soviet Far East and so

to stabilize the regional situation.

20. The stalemate in Korea can be broken only by U.S. acceptance of terms

which would in effect surrender that country to the U.S.S.R. as a satellite. United

States efforts to make the best of the status quo must be conducted in the face of

persistent Soviet subversive activity and propaganda pressure.

21. There is no prospect of an early solution of the political and economic prob
lems of China. The Communists will accept no political solution which does not

render their existing territorial control secure while affording them opportunities for

further penetration by political means. Such a solution has been, the consls~ent

objective of the U.S.S.R The Kuomintang has been a1~nrnnt in refusing to consider

such terms so long as It has had hope of United States support. Losing such hope,
It might reconsider Its attitude with a view to salvaging what It ºould of Its position.

Consequently, In the absence of large-scale U.S. aid, the prospect In China Is for either

continuing conflict, with further political and economic disintegration and an ex

pansion of the area of Ca~munist territorial control, or the eventual formation of

a coalition government through Soviet mediation and on Communist terms, with

a gradual penetration of Communist Influence throughout the national administra

tion. In either case acute political and economic disorganization would prevail In

China for many years, preventing an effective consolidation of Soviet control.

22. In Latin America local Communists, Isolated from direct Soviet support and

operating within the power orbit of the United States, cannot seize and hold political
controL The U.S.S.R. therefore jursues limited objectives In that area, its major

purpose being to $tenuate Latin America�s capacity arid willingness to give aid to

the United State~ in the event of war. This policy has already succeeded to such an

extent that the U.S.S.R. can probably count on Its undercover organizations and upon

Communist-controlled key labor unions to cut off U.S. access to some of Latin America�s

strategic materials whenever the U.S.S.R. considers such action desirable. The recently
concluded defense pact opens the way to marked Improvements in cooperative military

defense, but does notafect the scope and direction of these Communist activities arid

purposes.
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Armed hostilities between Jews and Arabs will break out if the UN General Assembly

accepts the plan to partition Palestine into Jewish and Arab States as recommended

by the UN Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP).

Inflamed by nationalism and religious fervor, Arabs in Syria, Lebanon, Iraq,
Transjordan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia as well as Palestine are determined to fight

against any force, or combination of forces, which attempts to set up a Jewish state

In Palestine. While the governments of the Arab states are not expected to make

official declarations of war, they will not attempt to keep their people (especially
fanatical tribesmen) from joining the battle; they may even encourage such action and

furnish clandestine assistance as well.

In composition, the Arab forces will vary from relatively well controlled quasi-

military bands to the loose tribal organization of the nomads. The largest number

actively engaged against~ the Jews at any one time will probably be between 100,000

and 200,000. The Arabs are good guerrilla fighters, and they will be well supplied
with small arms and will, also undoubtedly obtain some planes and tanks.

The Zionists, for their part, are determined to have a state In Palestine or, In the

view of extreme elements, all of Palestine and Transjordan as well. Whatever the

UN recommends, they will attempt to establish a Jewish state after the British with

drawal (now set by the British for August 1948). The Jews are expected to be able to

mobilize some 200,000 fighters in Palestine, supplemented to a limited extent by volun

teers and recruits from abroad. The Jewish armed groups in Palestine are well equipped
and well trained In comrnsrndo tactics. Initially, they will achieve marked success

over the Arabs because of superior organization and equipment. As the war of attrition

develops, however, the Jewish economy (severely strained by mobilization) will break

down; furthermore, the Jews will be unable continuously to protect their extended

supply lines and isolated settlements or to plant and cultivate their fields In the face

of constant harassing, �hit and run� Arab attacks. Without substantial outside aid

In terms of manpower and material, they will be able to hold out no longer than two

years.

The US, by supporting partition, has already lost much of its prestige in the

Near East. In the event that partition Is imposed on Palestine, the resulting conflict

will seriously disturb the social, economic, and political stability of the Arab world,

and US commercIal and strategic interests will be dangerously jeopardized. While fr

responsible tribesmen and fanatic Moslems are haphazardly blowing up parts of the

oil pipelines and attacldng occasional Americans, It Is possible that the responsible

governments will refuse to sign pipeline conventions, oil concessions, civil air agree

ments, and trade pacts. The various projects which are necessary to raise the standard

Note: This paper ha~ been coordinated with the Intelligence organizations of the Departments of

State, Army, Navy, and Air Forces.
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of living cannot be carried through without US assistance and guidance. With the

US committed to partition, such developments will be shelved indefinitely. The poverty,

unrest, and hopelessness upon which Communist propaganda thrives will Increase

throughout the Arab world, and Soviet agents (some of whom have already been smug

gled Into Palestine as Jewish DP�s) will scatter Into the other Arab states and there

attempt to organize so-called �democratic movements� such as the one existing teday

in Gresce.

If the UN recommends partition, It will be morally bound to take steps to enforce

partition, with the major powers acting as the instruments of enforcement. The dan

gerous potentialities of such a development to US-Arab and US-USSR relations need

no emphasis.
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T~ CONSEQUENCES OF TI~ PARTITION OF PALES~E

1. INTRODUCrION.

On 1 September 1947 the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP)

completed its report, and a majority of its members recommended partition. as the best

solution of the Palestine problem. In spite of violent opposition from the Arab states

and the possibility that partition would not receive the necessary two-thirds majority
in the UNGA, there Isno doubt that this type of solution of the Palestine problem has

been more seriously studied and more generally accepted than any other. It is Impor

tant, therefore, to attempt to determine what the consequences of partition will be.

The General Assembly Ad Hoc Committee on Palestine has presented to the GA a

partition plan based on the majority report of UNSCOP. Although no final decisions

have yet been reached on Implementing and enforcing the eventual UN recommenda

tion, certain basic assumptions can be made. If the UNGA (now debating the partition
scheme) accepts by a two-thirds majority partition for Palestine, the following situation

will result:

a. A sovereign Jewish state, comprising a substantial part of the area of Palestine,

will be established.

b. A substantial number of Immigrants will be permitted to enter this Jewish state.

c. The Arabs, not orUy of Palestine but of all the Near East, will strongly oppose both

a and b above, and armed hostilities between Jews and Arabs win take place.
d. Asslstence In the form of men, arms, and supplies will be afforded both the Jews

and the Arabs from outside Palestine.

e. The United Nations will not immediately organize an international police force

to keep the peace In Palestine.

On the basis of these assumptions, three questions must be answered:

a. How will the Arab-Jewish con~ict develop, and with what results?

b. How will the stability of the Middle East be affected?

c. How will US strategic and commercial Interestebe affected?

In order to answer these questions, an e,m~m11~~tlon of the political situation re

sulting from partition and the military developments which may arise from that situa

tion follows.

2. POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES.

a. Internal Pressures on Arab Governments.

(1) Nationalist Pressure.

Arab naUo11~li.~n1 is the strongest political force in the Arab world. It

grew up in secret societies under Ottoman rule, came out lain the open in the Arab

Revolt of World War I, and has been the major factor In the independence movement

In the Arab world ever since; The independence of all the Arab states in the Near East

throws into high relief the continuing mandatory status of Palestine. Because of the

strong ties between the varous Arab states, political developments In any one country

are of vital concern to Arabs everywhere. Palestinian Independence Is, consequently,

3 8E7~
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the major aim not only of the Palestinian Arabs but also of Syrians, Lebanese, Iraqis,
Transjorth~nisnis, Egyptians, and Saudi Arabians. It would be political suicide for

any Arab government to ignore this situation.

The signing of the Arab League Pact in March 1945 was a victory for the

Arab nationalists in that It hastened the day when they could form~~th& own bloc In

relation to the other great powers of the world.

The Arab nationalist movement In Palestine has been as active as in any

other Arab country. The uprisings of 1929 and 1936 demonstrated the strength of this

movement. A stamp commemorating the signing of the Arab League Pact in 1945

appeared in Egypt showing a cluster of flags of country members, one of which was a

white flag Inscribed �Palestine.� Palestine has been represented at meetings of the

Arab League, first by independent individuals and then by the representatives of the

new Arab Higher Committee, formed in 1945. At the conference of the Political Com

mittee of the Arab League in October 1947 It Is significant that the Multi, as Chairman

of the Arab Higher Committee, played a leading role. Although the Arab Higher Com
mittee and the Arab League have differed as to the advisability of testifying before

UNSCOP, the members of the League are In complete accord over the Injustice of parti
tion to the Palestinian Arabs.

The ultimate aim of Arab nationalism Is to preserve and enrich the Arab

heritage, while the political alms are the independence of all Arab lands and the

establishment; of some degree of unity among them. The nationalists regard Palestine

as the chief stumbling block to the achievement of their political alms. Despite the

fact that Arabs and Jews have lived peaceably side by side, determination to make

Palestine an Independent Arab country Is strong in all of the Arab states, from the

more educated and ambitious classes down to the poorest and most poilticafly naive

peasants. Arab national fervor Is so explosive and pervasive a force that Arab govern

ment officials who recognize the political Implications involved in flouting a UN deci

sion will nevertheless have to oppose any decision for partition or run the risk of

losing office

(2) Religious Pressure.

The Arab governments are probably as greatly influenced by religious

pressures as they are by nationalist pressures. The Arabs are capable of a religious
fanaticism which when coupled with political aspirations is an extremely powerful
force. Whether or not the Arab governments are capable of guiding this force is

difficult to judge. It Is very possible that certain religious organizations will take the

initiative in organi�ing Arab resistance In Palestine.

The Ikhwan al Muslimin (Moslem Brotherhood), with headquarters In

Egypt, Is an organization of young Moslems founded for the purpose of orienting
Arab society In accordance with Tc~m1C Ideologies. Branches of the Ikhwan have been

formed In Syria and Lebanon, and one of the most active branches Is In Palestine. The

Ikhwan regards Westernization as a dangerous threat to Islam and would oppose any

political encroachment of Zionism on Palestine with religious fanaticism. Should a

�Jthad,� or Holy War, be declared, the Jkhwan would be the spearhead of any �crusade.�

The Grand Mufti, as head of the Moslem Supreme Council, can count on the IIn~nimpus
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support of all members of the Ikhwan, who are assured of entrance Into Paradise If

they dleonthefleldof battle.

(3) Tribal Pressure.

The tribes of the Arab countries are a powerful element In the political
and military pattern of the Middle East. The tribe Is a group of related families under

the leadership of a chief (sheikh) which may be jomed In a confederacy with other tribes

under a paramount sheikh. The economic basis of tribal life Is pastoral nomadlam

involving periodic migrations to seek pasturage for camels, ~eep~ and horses. The

nomad (Beduin) population of Iraq, Syria, TransJordan, and Saudi Arabia has been

estimated .at 2,500,000.

The conditions of� Beduin life have developed a hardy type of fighting

man, not only Imbued with a warlike tradition (combining religious fanaticism with an

enthusiastic devotion to looting, plundering, and raiding) but also trained In the use of

small arms and the methods of desert warfare.

Large stlpends�have been.paid. annually to the tribes of the Near East by

whatever power wished to have their support, whether that power was British, French,

or the local Arab government. Since the Arab governments now pay the stipends, they

could rely on the tribes within their regions. The tribes would doubtless join the

crusade, not only for reasons of Arab patriotism but also for plunder, the assurance of

additional stipends, and the thrill of battle. The Syrian Defense Minister stated on

9 Ootober that as the Arabs marched Into PaleStine they �would be buttressed by 100,000

loot-seeking Beduin described as �mine fodder~.�

The dramatic meeting of 500 Kurdlsh and Arab tribal shelkhs at HUla in

Iraq In October passed a resolution for a Holy War to defend Palestine.
.

Although Prime

Minister Saleh Jabr took the Initiative in organizing this meeting, It Is significant that

the Arab and Kurdlsh leaders (many of whom are hostile to each other) consented to

meet and to agree to a common program.

b. probabie Attitudes of Arab Governments.

(1) Tosoard a Jewish.State.

The Arabs violently oppose~ the estabUsh1~lent of a Jewish state �In

Palestine because they believe that Palestine Is an Integral part of the Arab world.

In addition, they fear that the Jews will consolidate their position through nnilrnlted

Immigration and that they will attempt to expand until they become a threat to the

newly won Independence of each of the other Arab countries. They believe that not

only politically but also culturally the JewIsh state threatens the continued develop

ment of the Islandc~.Asab civilization. For these reasons, the Arab governmentu will

not consider any compromise, and they categorically reject any scheme which �would

set up a Jewish� state in Palestine. The meetings of the Political Committee of the

Arab League in Lebanon crystallized this feeling. of ~n~n~n11ty. In a note, which

represents the views of all the Arab states, the Committee. stated, �The Arab govern

ments, the~3selves,�shafl not be able to restrain the feelings of.thelr nationals revolting

against the oppression falling on them, nor shall they stand with folded arms before a

danger threatenlæg-all the�, Arab countries,. but- rather will they be compelled to. take

every decisive action, which will guarantee resistance to the aggression and the restora
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tion of justice.� In addition, leaders In all the Arab states have stated their determi

nation to resist.

(2) TowardtheUN.

The Arab governments are embittered by the UNSCOP majority report,
which they feel was not arrived at impartially. Speeches made before Zionist groups

by the Guaten,s~1an member of UNSCOP, following the return of the committee, have

convinced the Arabs that certain members of UNSCOP had made up their minds on

the question before the committee undertook its task.

However, the Arab governments are reluctant to break with the UN.

At the meeting of the Political Committee of the Arab League In Cairo following the

formation of UNSCOP, the Arab states were not willing to follow the lead of the Arab

Higher Committee in boycotting the hearings. The Arab governments supported the

Mufti in refusing to give testimony within the frontiers of Palestine, but they all pre

sented testimony to UNSCOP subsequently in Beirut.

The Arab governments realize the debt they owe to the UN. The raising

of the question of the evacuation of foreign troops from Syria and Lebanon in the tIN

led to a speedy and satisfactory settlement among the French, British, and Levant

States. Egypt~has had an opportunity to air Its views on the evacuation of British

troops from Egypt and Its claime to the Sudan. The UN has provided a medium for

the Immediate recognition and participation in world affairs of the young Arab states.

Although the Arab states areaii~n�~nt in their determination to make Palestine an

Arab state, they will probably avoid a complete rupture with the UNshould partition

be imposed.

(3) Toward the US and UK.

Since the Balfour Declaration the British have been the target of Arab

political feeling In Palestine. The recommendation for the partition of Palestine as

contained in the Peel Report of 1937 resulted in serious anti-British demonstrations by

the Arabs. After the dissolution of the first Arab Higher Committee in 1937, the arrest

of Arab political leaders, and the escape of the Mufti and others across the border, the

Arabs were convinced that Britain was crushing all hopes of Arab political Independence
in Palestine. Although the Arabs welcomed the White Paper of 1939, they have con

tinued to criticize the British for permitting Jewish immigration on a limited scale and

for refusing to disarm the Jewish underground. As a result, however, of the UK�s

announced decision to terminate the mandate and to withdraw both Its troops and

administration from Palestine and Its refusal to Implement by force any settlement

not acceptable to both the Arabs and the Jews, British prestige In the Arab world has

definitely improved.

US prestige, on the other hand, has steadily decreased with each new

indication that the US supports the Zionists. The good will enjoyed by the US at the

time of the Roosevelt-Thn Saud Conference and following US backing of Lebanese and

Syrian tbth~nç for independence was short lived as a result of President Truman�s sup

port of Jewish Immigration to Palestine and the Anglo-American Committee report.
After the publication of the Anglo-American Committee report, Arab popular feeling

expressed Itself In the bombing of the US Legatlon at Beirut and In the attempt to burn
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the USIS office In that city. The Arab governments~ official attitudes were made ksown

at the BIUdan Conference, in which the US bore the brunt of the attaŁks. British-

sponsored newspapers In the Levant States placed the responsibility for the Anglo-
American Committee�s findings on the US, Indicating that the UK members of the

Committee could only follow the recommendations of the US members. Gradually,
within the last two years, the blame for the Palestine situation has passed from the

UKtotheUS.

Because of long-standing cultural ties between the US and the Arab

world, thefriendly role that the US played In the achievement of Syrian and Lebanese

Independence, the partial dependence of certain Arab states on oil royalties from US

companies, and the promise of increased royalties In the future, the Arab states �would

like to maintain friendly relations with the US. The Arab governments realize that

without US financial aid and technical assistance, they will be unable to carry through
the extensive projects that are needed if the standard of living Is to be raised above Its

present subsistence level. Little of this development will be possible, however, if the

US supports a Jewish state in Palestine.

c. Probable Actions of Arab Governments.

(1) Against Palestine.

In the event of the partition of Palestine, It Is unlikely that the Arab

governments will openly proclaim war against the Jews. Pressure from the Arab

people for an open declaration of war will be strong, but the governments doubtless

realize that such a step In defiance of a decision passed by the UN would seriously

jeopardize the Arab position in the UN. However, It Is probable that large numbers of

Arabs from the surrounding countries will Join the Arabs residing within Palestine for

the war against Zionism. These Arabs will be loosely organized under national leaders

and tribal shelkhs. Volunteers will leave the armies, and ammunition and military

equipment win find their way from the Arab armies to the resistance movement.. The

Arab governments, though not officially endorsing such action, will .doubtiess allow

It to continue.
. .

.

.

(2) Against Jews in Arab Lands.

Before the enunciation of the Balfour Declaration In 1917, the Jews In

the Near East fared as well as other minority groups throughout the world. Since

1917, however, they have had to bear the brunt of Arab antagonism to the development

of political Zionism In Palestine. In the event of partition, the lives of the million

Jews throughout the Arab world (Including Palestine) will be Imperiled. The lower

element in the population would look forward to attacks on Jewish quarters because

of the excellent opportunity for looting�as Illustrated at the tithe of the Baghdad

revolt In 1941 when the Jewish quarter was attacked. A representative of the Jewish

Agency has stated that in the event of partition the 400,000 Jews In the Arab states

outside Palestine m~y have to be sacrificed In the Interest of the Jewish community as

a whole.
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(3) Against the US and UK.

The Bhidan Conference of 1946 established a course of procedure* to be

followed by the Arab states in the event that the recommendations of the .Anglo-Anieri

can Committee should be implemented. Following the publication of the UNSCOP

report and the speech of Secretary Marshall before TJNGA, the Arab League PolitIcal

Committee met and decided in general terms to apply the Bludaxi recommendations

if partition were voted by the UN. However, in the discussions on the manner in which

these recommendations should be applied, there was considerable disagreement in the

Political Committee. Some of the Arab governments refused to consider a break in

diplomatic relations with the Western powers, and others refused to cancel oil conces

sions. Nevertheless, there is complete unanimity among the Arab states as regards aim.

They are all unalterably opposed to the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine.

Whether or not they now agree on retaliatory measures against the US is beside the

point; in time US interests will be seriously affected, if not by the decisions of the Arab

governments, certainly by the instability and hostility which will inevitably be aroused

in the Arab world.

The bombing of the American Consulate General in Jerusalem on 13

October is evidence of the Arab resentment against US support of the majority plan.
This action was reported to have.been taken by the newly formed Arab terrorist group

which calls itself �the Jihad.� Whatever the official position of the Arab governments

may be, attacks onUS property, installations, and personnel by Irresponsible groups or

individuals can be expected.

d. Aims of Jewish State.

(1) Consolidation.

In spite of increasing tension and hostilities between various factions

in the Jewish community, it can be expected that all Jewish groups In Palestine will join

forces against the Arabs in defense of the newly formed Jewish state. The chief aims

of the Jewish government will be organization of defense and increased immigration.

(2) Territorial Ambitions.

In the long run no Zionists in Palestine will be satisfied with the territorial

arrangements of the partition settlement. Even the more conservative Zionists will

hope to obtain the whole of the Nejeb, Western Galilee, the city of Jerusalem, and

eventually all of Palestine. The extremists demand not only all of Palestine but

Transjordan as well. They have stated that they wili refuse to recognize the validity
of any Jewish government which will settle for anything less, and will probably under
take aggressive action to achieve their ends.

(3) Soliciting of Foreign Aid.

The Zionists will continue to wage a strong propaganda campaign in the

US and in Europe. The �injustice� of the proposed Jewish boundaries will be exag

The �secret� procedure decided on Is reported to include the following provisions:
1. Not to give the US and UK or their local communities any new concessions, economic or

otherwise.

2. Not to support US and UK special Interests In any educational Institution.

S. To Institute a �moral boycott� against the US and UK.

4. To consider cancellation of any concession In the ~rab world.

5. To make a strong case of the Srab cause before the UN.

* .5.
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gerated, and the demand for more territory will be made as Jewish immigration floods

the Jewish sector. In the chaos which will follow the implementation of partition,
atrocities will undoubtedly be committed by Arab fanatics; such actions will be given
wide publicity and will even be exaggerated by Jewish propaganda. The Arabs will be

accused of aggression, whatever the actual circumstances may be. This propaganda

campaign will doubtless continue to influence the US public, and the US Government

may, consequently, be forced into actions which will further complicate and embitter

its relations with the entire Arab world.

e. Attitude of the USSR.

The USSR�s aims in Palestine are: (1) to end the British mandate and bring
about the removal of British troops from the area; (2) to keep the situation unsettled;

and (3) to take an active part in �maintaining order� in the country. The USSR has

been highly successful in carrying out the first two aims�without any effort on its part.
The accomplishment of the third aim would give the USSR a base in the heart of the

Near East from which to disseminate propaganda, carry on subversive activities, and

attempt to organize �democratic movements� in the Arab states.

By first recommending a bi-national state in Palestine, the USSR has made at

least a gesture toward the Arabs. By supporti~g partition, the USSR has set itself

up as the champion of minorities and has posed as a power attempting to find the

�just solution� for Palestine. The USSR could now logically claim that Kurdist.an

should be set up as a Kurdish state and that Kars Province of Turkey should be joined
to Soviet Armenia.

Meanwhile, the USSR has been actively but secretly assisting the Jews. In

addition to reports that the USSR is assisting Jewish underground agents in Europe,

large ships filled with illegal immigrants have been leaving the Rumanian port of

Constanza. The British have watched with suspicion Soviet �lumber ships� leaving the

Black Sea for Palestine which, the British claim, are carrying arms below decks to both

the Jews and Arabs in Palestine.

In the event of Arab-Jewish hostilities, the USSR will continue to support the

Jews and will probably also attempt covertly to aid the Arabs.

f. E9ect on US Economic Interests in Near East.

(1) Oil.

U partition is to be implemented in Palestine, it appears unlikely that the

Arab governments will initially cancel existing oil concessions. Such action would have

the combined effect of alienating the US and cutting off future oil royalties. The sub

ject of cancellation of oil contracts was discussed at the meeting of the Arab League
Political Committee in Aley, Lebanon, in October 1947. The Saudi Arabian delegate,

stating that the oil companies were private corporations and did not represent the US

Government, opposed the Iraqi delegate�s stand that the contracts should be cancelled.

However, all oil installations and oil pipelines in the Near East would be

endangered. Desert pipelines are vulnerable to attack by small Arab bands, which

could cut the lines and disappear before they could be arrested. The Arab governments

probably would not support such irresponsible~ action, but they would not be able to
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stop it. Operations outside the actual oil centers, such as Kirkuk and Dhahran, would

be greatly hampered, and the oil companies would be forced to restrict production.

Although existin~, oil contracts will probably not be cancelled, it is possi
ble that the Arab governments will refuse to enter into any new oil contracts with the

US. The Syrian Government, for example, has already postponed ratification of the

pipeline agreement with the Trans-Arabian Pipeline Company. Whatever their indi

vidual desires may be, pressure from the people as well as from the Arab League as a

whole may prevent them from entering into any new concessions.

(2) Commerce.

In the event of partition US trade and commercial relations with the

Arab world will be seriously aftected. The estab]ishment of an Arab boycott, even

though only partially effective, would act as a brake on the slowly but steadily improv

ing commercial relations between the US and the Arab states. Such a boycott would

also serve as a bar to American participation in projects for the improvement of living

standards, increased production, and expanded irrigation programs, many of which

would otherwise include the employment of considerable American materials and tech

nical skills. Even more important, perhaps, would be the general instability in the area.

Such instability could be expected to reduce the size of US investments in the area as

well as the returns from present or contemplated investments, thereby impairing the

dollar-earning capacity of the area and its ability to purchase from the US.

It is unlikely that existing air agreements will be cancelled, but the nego

tiation of new ones may well be delayed throughout the area. Othor countries will be

quick to take advantage of the inevitable deterioration of relations between the US and

the Arab states.

3. MILiTARY CONSEQUENCES.

a. The Arab Forces.

(1) Character.

The bulk of the Arab forces fighting the Zionists will be semitrained

guerrilla groups and loosely organized tribesmen. There are three main sources from

which the Arabs can raise men to fight in Palestine: (1) Arab quasi-military organiza

tions led by ex-army officers, which will form the core of the guerrillas; (2) soldiers

volunteering from the official armies of the Arab states to participate in action against

the Jews; and (3) tribesmen, who will probably be the largest source.

(2) Strength.

it is estimated that the largest number of Arabs actively engaged against

the Zionists at any one time will be between 100,000 and 200,000, including Palestine

Arabs, volunteers, Beduin, and quasi-military crganizations from the other Arab states.

The armed strength of the Arabs in Palestine itself is estimated at 33,000, most of whom

are members of such quasi-military organizations as the Futuwwa, the Najjada, the

Arab Youth Organization, and,the Ikhwan (Moslem Brotherhood). Moreover, the 11th-

wan will send contirgants from its Egyptian and Syrian branches, which number 15,000

and 10,000, respectively.
The la:gest Arab group of potential fighting men is the tribesmen

(Beduin) of whom some 30,000 are in the area immediately adjacent to Palestine.
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They are expected to come to the aid of the Palestinian Arabs as soon as hostilities break

out, and additional men may be expected to swell the total Arab force as time goes on.

Their service will probably be sporadic; but other tribesmen win replace any who drop
out of the fighting so that the total Arab strength will undoubtedly be maintained.

The ground forces of the Arab League states (Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon,

Saudi Arabia, Syria, Transjordan, and Yemen) total abuut 223,000 men, Including

gendarmes, security troops, and police forces. Besides these ground forces, Egypt has

a small navy, and several of the states have infant air forces and commercial planes.

Although the Arab armies are not expected to be officially committed to the fighting,

they will supply leadership to the fighters. These armies may also be asked by the new

Arab state to enter Arab Palestine to maintain order.

(3) Materiel.

The Arab governments may be expected covertly to furnish arms and

aminul3ition as well as trained military leadership to the guerrillas. Even before

World War U, the Arab states had adequate supplies of weapons suitable for guerrilla

fighting. These have been supplemented with arms taken from both Axis and Anglo-
American dumps following the campaigns In the Near East and North Africa, and with

purchase of materiel and equipment from US and DX surplus stocks. Negotiations
for the purchase of Czech arms have been reported. The Arabs will, for the most part,

rely on small arms rather than the elaborate materiel of modem warfare, though they

may be expected to make use of armored trucks and tractors for attacking Jewish

settlements. It is aLso probable that some light tanks and a few planes which can be

used for strafing and bombing will find their way into Arab hands.

Supply constitutes no serious problem for the Arabs. Each fighter will

carry his own equipment and will be supplied with funds for buying food from sympa

thetic villagers. The tribesmen, in particular, are hardy and well accustomed to bare

subsistence rations and life in the open. Since they will be moving toward Palestine

through Arab territory, they will have no difficulty gaining access to the water holes.

(4) Incentive.

The chief incentive to many of the leaders of this struggle will be oppor

tunism, coupled with nationalist aspirations and religious fervor. The leaders, In turn,

will appeal to the newly awakened nation~Bsn~ as a strong incentive to many Arabs,

particularly the better educated townsmen. Volunteers deserting from the armies of

the Arab states probably will not incur the disfavor of their governments, and many will

even receive secret encouragement from them. The proclamation of a Jthad will also

be employed to secure volunteers although such a proclann.tion Is not expected to kindle

a mass uprising. The current drought in the northeastern Arabian desert will make

the tribesmen restless, and the promise of loot from Jewish settlements will be attractive

to many.

(5) Organization.

The Arab forces are expected to vary from relatively well-cüntrolled

quasi-military bands to the loose tribal organization of the Beduin, led by their sheikhs.

Singleness of purpose will be the main unifying force. Extensive guerrilla warfare In

Palestine will give great power to opportunisdc. aggressive, extreme national~t leaders,
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who (in some instances) may even take over the governments of their countries. It has

recentiy been reported that a unified command for all Arab guerrilla forces has been

establi.shed.

(6) Course of Action.

Arab action will be directed ndt only against the Jews but also against

any police force attempting to maintain order in Palestine. Guerrilla action is not

anticipated until the final TIN decision is made known. The manner and timing of the

British withdrawal will be an important factor in the fighting, which is expected to

increase steadily in intensity after the British withdrawal, eventually taking the form

of an undeclared war of attrition against the Jews.

The Arab is a good guerrilla fighter while relatively few Jewish soldiers

have had experience in guerrilla tactics. Furthermore, the terrain of Palestine is well

suited to the Arab�s traditional method of fighting. The quasi-military groups, com

posed of ex-army men and townspeople, will specialize in direct assaults on ZioniSt

colonies, demolition of bridges and railroads, and other sabotage. The tribesmen will

engage in activities not requiring technical training or extensive coordination such as

attacks on isolated villages, assassination, continual sniping to prevent cultivation of

the fields, and attacks on transportation, communications, and supply lines. Per

sistent harassing attacks can be expected in time to wear the Zionist economy to the

breaking point.

The Arab intelligence system has always been quick and accurate. The

traditional �grapevine� can be supplemented by telecommunications and some aerial

reconnaissance. Positions in the highlands will provide good observation posts. Also,

since nearly hail the population of the Jewish state proposed by UNSCOP will be Arab,

the Arabs will have a ready-made �Fifth Column� in enemy territory.

(7) Sources of Support.

The bulk of support for the Arab cause will come from the member states

of the Arab League. Responsibility for financial support for the Arab cause will devolve

primarily upon Egypt, and to a lesser extent upon the states receiving oil royalties, por

ticularly Saudi Arabia. Support in the form of arms and men will come from all the

Arab countries, but its extent will be conditioned by availability of transportation, par

ticularly from such countries as Yemen and the more distant parts of Saudi Arabia.

Aid from other Moslem areas, such as Pakistan and North Africa, is expected to be

limited in quantity and to consist chiefly of money and moral support. Although the

USSR has advocated the adoption of the majority report of IThTSCOP with certain

modifications, the Soviets will probably give covert aid to the Arabs as well as to the

Jews in an effort ~to create chaos in the Near East. The Arabs will, of course, appeal to

world opinion, but more for non-interference or for diplomatic support than for armed

assistance.

b. The Jewish Forces.

(1) Character and Composition.

Although it has been estimated that Jewish and Arab forces will be

almost equal numerically, the Arabs will have large numbers of replacements while

* 12
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the Jews wifi have no reinforcements unless they can facilitate additional emigration
from Europe or obtain volunteers from the United States. The Jews will be well

equipped, but it is doubtful whether the amount of ammunition they have on hand will

be sufficient for a long campaign.

The Jewish forces in Palestine are composed of three organizations: (1)

Hagana, the Zionist army; (2) Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL); and (3) the Stern Gang. The

three groups differ in their tactics and in the degree of ruthlessness employed in their

operations, Hagana being the most sensitive to world opinion. IZL and the Stern

Gang are illegal terrorist groups engaging in sabotage and assassination.

Hagana is sponsored by the Jewish Agency. The original and largest

group, it is left of center in political sympathy. Because of its defensive work, its

restraint, and Its non-extremist intentions, Hagana is supported by a majority of the

Jewish community of PaleStine and by most Zionists. It has become primarily an

instrument for the advancement of Zionism and would be a ready-made army for a

Jewish state in Palestine.

it is estimated that in the event of hostilities Hagana could mobilize

about 200,000 men and women with some combat or supply experience. At present

Hagana is believed to have approximately 70,000 to 90,000 members organized into

territorial commands under a central headquarters and consisting of three branches:

(1) the static force; (2) the field army; and (3) the Palmach or storm trooper unit.

The static force consists of settlers and townspeople based at Jewish settlements as a

sort of home guard. The field army consists of about 16,000 troops trained in mobile

operations. The Palmach is composed of approximately 5,000 permanently mobilized

troops trained in commando tactics and supplied with their own transportation. It

includes a smaller group known as Palyam or Palteck, a kind of coast guard trained

especially to assist illegal immigrants arriving by ship.
Social and economic pressure has, in effect, made It compulsory for all

able-bodied Jewish men and women in Palestine to serve one year in some armed

organization. Thus, a year�s term of enlistment is prerequisite to enrollment iii Hebrew

University. Hagana is well financed by a semilegal tax Imposed upon the settlements

by the Jewish Agency, by subscriptions, and by contributions from Jews In other coun

tries. The organization also has European branches.

It has been estimated that enough modern weapons are available to arm

up to 200,000 members of Hagana. There are also sufficient automatic weapons for

each squad of Palmach, as well as some mortars. Hagana has been procuring arms

over a period of years, many from the residue of the campaigns In the Near East and

others smuggled in from abroad.

The effectiveness and timing of Hagana�s diversionary attacks designed
to aid illegal immigration are proof that it possesses an excellent Intelligence system

and that it maintains a high standard of security. �The Voice of Israel,� a clandestine

radio, is one of its chief mediums for disseminating propaganda.

The Irgun Zvai Leumi Is estimated to have a strength of from 6,000 to

8,000 members. It is organized on a regional basis similar to that of Hagana but is

cellular In character. It employs sabotage and terrorism as the �only effective� means

of attaining its ultimate objective of an independent state in Palestine and Trans~ordan.
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IZL is rightist In political sympathy. It has foreign branches and in

creases its Palestinian membership with illegal immigrants, apparently being more

interested in securing new recruits with military abilities than in finding a home for less

fortunate �displaced� Jews. IZL members are well armed and trained in sabotage,

particularly in the use of explcsives. It has been reported, but not confirmed, that IZL

and the Stem Gang have sufficient armor plate for transforming 500 to 600 tractors

into improvised light tanks and for converting an unestimated number of automobiles

into armored cars. IZL is believed to cooperate closely with the Stern Gang, and the two

organizations are known to have conducted operations jointly. The infrequency of

tactical errors in IZL�s operations indicates that the organization has an excellent intel

ligence system with very tight security. It has its own clandestine radio station known

as the �Voice of Fighting Zion.�

The Stern Gang consists of from 400 to 500 extreme fanatics. They do

not hesitate to assassinate government officials and police officers or to obtain funds by
acts of violence against Jews as well as others. Like iZL, they are well supplied with

small arms, and the security of the group is excellent as its organization is limited to

cells of three.

The founders of the Stern Gang were formerly members of IZL. How

ever, when IZL restrained its activities against the British during the early days of

World War II, the most extreme section of its membership formed a more terroristic

body called FF1 (Fighters for the Freedom of Israel) but more commonly known as the

Stem Gang. The political connections of the organization are paradoxical and appear

to be the result of opportunism born of necessity. Recent reports confirm the fact that

the Stern Gang has connections with the USSR, which is furnishing it with money.

The organization has stated that it considers a turn towards Soviet Russia necessary

because of the present world situation. It explains that the USSR and the Stem Gang
both desire the creation of a �strong and independent Palestine� which would consti

tute a rampart against British �imperialist designs� but would �not be hostile� to the

Soviet Union.

(2) Course oj� Action.

In the far~e of an Arab attack, the three Jewish armed groups will be

forced to unite. Members of IZL and the Stem Gang will probably be assimilated into

Hagana, which is already established along military lines and could readily absorb the

other two groups into its commando units. Initially, the Jews will gain marked success

over the Arabs because of superior organization and equipment, but the Jews will be

unable to stand up under the long war of attrition which will develop.

The Jewish sections of a Palestine partitioned in accordance with the

UNSCOP majority report will be vulnerable to attack by the Arabs. The northeast

sector is entirely surrounded by Arabs: Palestinian on the south and west, Lebanese

and Syrian on the north, and Transjordanian on the east. The central Jewish sector

is flanked on the east by the central Arab sector, while the southern Jewish sector is

surrounded by Palestinian Arabs on the west and north, Transjordanian on the east,

and Egyptian on the south. The Arab sectors contain the strategic highlands of

Galilee and those surrounding the proposed International zone of Jerusalem.
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Two major dI~culties facing the Jews will be the large numbers of Arabs

within Jewish territory (in the northeast Jewish sector, for Instance, there are some

72,700 Arabs as opposed to 44,700 Jews) and the extreme vulnerability of outlying Jewish

settlements and supply routes to Arab attack. The Jews will be forced to expend a

large proportion of their forces in static defense of isolated villages and colonies, or

organize many mobile units in key locations so that settlements under attack can be

aided quickly. Furthermore, many units will have to be used to convoy supply cara

vans. The establishment of strong defensive positions, within which normal economic

life can be maintained, and the protection of transportation routes will be the main

strategy of the Jewish forces. The Zionist colonies are estimated to have sufficient

stores of food for a month�s supply. Owing to the fact that many agricu.ltural laborers

will be engaged in combat and that Arab attacks will prevent cultivation of the fields,

the Jews will have dl~culty in producing food. Moreover, mobilization over a long

period of time will so strain the manpower of the Jewish community that Its economy

will collapse unless large numbers of immigrants and substantial material assistance

are supplied from abroad.

The Jews may be expected to employ small-scale, commando-type offen

sive operations against Arab concentrations if they are able to locate them, or attempts

may be made to pursue retreating Arab raiders. Large-scale Jewish efforts to pene

trate territory adjoining the contemplated Jewish state are unlikely because such actions

would necessitate over-extending the already vulnerable supply lines and would entail

the risk of combined rear, frontal, and flanking attacks by Arabs.

it is a diStinct strategic advantage to the Jews that the important port
of Haifa and the smaller port of Tel Aviv are included In the Jewish sectors, since any

assistance to the Jews in the event of open conflict will come from the west.� It is

expected, however, that all cities will be centers of heavy fighting.

c. European Support for Jewish Forces.

There is already In existence a well organized system for transporting Jewish

DP�s from Eastern E~irope southward, particularly through the B~1knns to Palestine.

In the event of an Arab-Jewish conflict, this system would be employed to furnish man

power to the Jewish forces in Palestine.

Jewish immigrants from Poland, the Soviet Zone of Germany, Hungary, and

the Balkens are gathered together in Austria, Italy, and Germany for transportation to

Palestine. It has been estimated that about 1,800 Jews cross into Austria every month.

In Italy, Hagana is reportedly operating a secret immigration service for the estimated

30,000 Jewish refugees registered there. Both the Thimanian and Bulgarian Govern

ments are helping Jews reach Black Sea ports in order to board ships which attempt
to run the blockade into Palestine.

There has been some evidence that European agents of IZL and the Stern

Gang have been trained and are assisted by the USSR The Jews will doubtless con

tinue to solicit aid from the USSR, but in the event of a Jewish-Arab war, it is unlikely
that either side would receive overt material aid from the USSR or its satellites, with the

�The predominantly Arab port of Jaffa, although allocated to the Arab state by UNSCOP,

is cut off from the Arab hinterland and thus will not be immediately useful to the Arab forces In

the event of war.
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exception of Czechoslovakia. France and Belgium, as well as Czechoslovakia, are

thought to be likely sources of arms and ammunition for the Jewish forces. There

have been unconfirmed reports of smuggling from France, Belgium, and Luxembourg
for Jewish terrorist groups in Palestine. The Czechs are reported willing to sell arms

to the Arabs; they would also be willing to supply arms to the Jews if the transaction

were financially advantageous. No estimate can be made of the amount and types of

weapons which would be supplied.

d. Support Obtainable in the US.

No information is available upon which to base an estimate of the specific num
ber of volunteers or the amount of funds and supplies to be made available to Jewish

armed forces from US sources.

The Zionist movement is very strong in the US, but every organization claiming
to represent all American Jewry does not in fact do so, and many Zionist organizations,
while supporting the objectives of a National Home for Jews, do not advocate an

independent Jewish nation in Palestine. The American Jewish Conference, the Jewish

Congress, the New Zionist Organization, and the American League for a Free Palestine

are among the leading groups interested in the political aspects of Zionism which may

be expected to support Jewish forces. The principal non-Jewish bodies espousing the

Zionist cause are the American Palestine Committee, headed by Senator Robert F.

Wagner of New York, the Christian Council on Palestine, and the Political Action Com

mittee for Palestine, Inc. The last-named organization has recently expended approxi

mately $80,000 for purely military supplies. Because it is illegal to supply arms from

the US to Jewish groups in Palestine, figures are difficult to obtain, although part of

most Zionist funds collected is probably allotted to the purchase of military supplies.

While no authentic figures are available, it is estimated that support of Jewish

armed forces by US private organizations will be on the order of, or somewhat greater

than, similar support by US citizens of Government forces in the Spanish Civil War.

4. Co~cx.msoi~s.

If the UNGA accepts partition as the best solution of the Palestine problem, it is

almost certain that armed hostilities will result in Palestine; that the social, economic,

and political stability of the Arab world will be seriously disturbed; and that US com

mercial and strategic interests in the Near Bast will be dangerously jeopardized.

Although the DIIGA Ad Hoc Committee on Palestine is now considering establishing
a Commission responsible to the Security Council to oversee the implementation of par

tition, it is unlikely that any sizable international police force will initially be available

to the Commi�~.cion. It is highly probable, therefore, that Jewish and Arab forces will

clash over the attempt; of the Jews to establish a Jewish state.

Into this struggle between the Jews and Arabs of Palestine, the people of the Arab

states will inevitably be drawn. Although most of the Arab governments will be reluc

tant to act in opposition to a UNGA decision and against the wishes of the major

powers, nationalist, religious, and tribal pressures will compel them to support unoffi

cially the Palestine Arabs. Inevitably the extremists, the chauvinists, will increase

their influence at the expense of those statesmen in the Arab world who believe that

the development of their countries depends on the maintenance of close ties with the
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US and the UK. While irresponsible tribesmen and fanatic Moslems are haphazardly
blowing up parts of the pipelines and attacking occasional Americans, it is possible that

the responsible governments will refuse to sign pipeline conventions, oil concessions,
civil air agreements, and trade pacts. The various projects which are necessary to

raise the standard of living cannot be carried through without US assistance and guid
ance. With the US committed to partition, such developments will be shelved indefi

nitely. The poverty, unrest, and hopelessness upon which Communist propaganda
thrives will increase throughout the Arab world, and Soviet agents (already being

smuggled into Palestine as Jewish DP�s) will scatter into the other Arab states and there

attempt to organize so-called �democratic movements� such as the one existing today
in Greece.

In the meantime, the war in Palestine, barring International armed intervention,

will increase in intensity. The Jewish forces will Initially have the advantage. How

ever, as the Arabs gradually coordinate their war effort, the Jews will be forced to with

draw from isolated positions, and having been drawn into a war of attrition, will

gradually be defeated. Unless they are able to obtain significant outside aid in terms

of manpower and materiel, the Jews will be able to hold out no longer than two years.

The UN, having recommended partition, would have to consider the serious threat

to the peace resulting from the recommendation. It would, in effect, be compelled to

take steps to enforce partition, with the major powers acting as the instruments of

enforcement. The dangerous potentialities of such a development to US-Arab and

US-USSR relations need no emphasis.
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34. National Security Council, NSCID 1, 12 December 1947

____SECRET
NSCID 1 : OECI~P

12 December 192~7 COPY NO. .

~IONAL SECURITY COW~CIL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE NO. 1

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 102 of the National

Security Act of l911~7, and for the purposes enunciated in para

graphs (d) and (e) thereof, the National Security CouncU here

by authorizes arid directs that:

1. To maintain the relationship essential to coordi

nation between the Central Intelligence Agency and the

intelligence organizations, an Intelligence Advisory Com

mittee consisting of the respective intelligence chiefs

from the Departments of State Army, Navy, and Air Force,
and from the Joint Staff (JCSj, and the Atomic Energy Com

mission, or their representatives, shall be established ~
advise the Director of Central Intelligence. The Director
of Central Intelligence will invite the chief, or his repre

sentative, of any other intelligence Agency having functions

related to the national security to sit with the Intelligence
Advisory Committee whenever matters within the purview of

his Agency are to be discussed.

2. To the extent ~authorized by Section 102 (e) of the

National Security Act of l9~7, the Director of Central In

telligence, or representatives designated by him, by arrange
ment with the head of the department or agency concerned,
i~Tl make such surveys and inspections of depa~tmenta1 ~n
~efli~ence materia� of the various Federal Departments and

~iicies relating to the national security as he ma~i deem

neceasary in connection with his duty to advise the NSC and

~to make recommendations for the coordination of intelligence
activities

3. Coordination of intelligence activities should he

designed primarily to strengthen the overall goverrunental
intelligence structure. Primary departmental requirements
shall be recognized and shall receive the cooperation and

support of the Central Intelligence Agency.

~. The Director of Central Intelligence shall,
in making recommendations or givlng advice to the

National Security Council pertaining to the intelli

gence activities of the various Departments and Agencies.,
transmit therewith a statement indicating the concur

rence or non-concurrence of the members of the Intelli

NSCID 1 - 1 - SLOI1ET
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gerice Advisory Committee; provided that, when una

nimity is not obtained among the Department heads of
the National Military Establishment, the Director of

Central Intelligence shall refer the problem to the

Secretary of Defense before presenting it to the

National Security Council.

b. Recommendations of the Director of Central

Intelligence shall, when approved by the National Se

curity Council, issue as Council Directives to the

Director of Central Intelligence. The respective in

telligence chiefs shall be responsible for insuring
that such orders or directives, when applicable, are

implemented within their intelligence organizations.

~. The Director of Central Intelligence shall

~ct for the National Security Council to insure full

~nd proper implementation of Council directives by
issuing such supplementary DCI directives as may be

required. Such implementing directives in which the

Intelligence Advisory Committee concurs unanimously
shall be issued by the Director of Central Intelligence,
and shall be implemented within the Departments and

~gencies as provided in paragraph ~. Where disagree
cent arises between the Director of Central Intelli

gence and one or more members of the Intelligence Ad

iisory Committee over such directive&, the proposed
lirective, together with statements of non-concur

~ence, shall be forwarded to the NSC for decision as

provided in paragraph a.

k. The Director of Central Intelligence shall ~
duce intelligence relating to the national securitX here

aftei~i~Øferred to as national intelligence. in so far as

practicable, he shall not du~.icate the intelligence ac

tivities and research of the various JJepartments and Agen
cies �but shaLL make use of existing intelligence facilities

and shall utilize departmental intelligence for such pro
duction purpo3es. For definitions see NSCID No. 3.

5. The Director of Central Intelligence shall dis

seminate National Intelligence to the President, to mem

bers of the National Security Council, to the Intelligence
Chiefs of the IAC Agencies) and to such Governmental De

partments and Agencies as the National Security Council

from time. to time may designate. Intelligence so dissemi

nated shall be officially concurred in by the Intelligence
Agencies or shall carry an agreed statement of substantial

dissent.
�
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6. When Security Regulations of the originating
Agency permit, the Director of Central Intelligence shall

disseminate to the Federal, Bureau of Investigation arid

other Departments or Agencies intelligence or intelligence
information which he may possess when he deems such dis

semination appropriate to their functions relating to the

national security.

7. The Director of Central Intelligence shall per
form for the benefit of the existing intelligence Agencies
such services of common concern to these Agencies as the

National Security Council determines can be more efficient

ly accomplished centrally.

8. The intelligence organizations in each of the De

partments and Agencies shall maintain with the Central In

telligence Agency and with each other, as appropriate to

their respective responsibilities, a continuing interchange
of intelligence information and intelligence available to

them.

9. Thc intelligence files in each intelligence or

ganization, including the CIA, shall be made available

under security regulations of the Department or Agency con

cerned to the others for consultation.

10. The intelligence organizations within the limits

of their capabilities shall provide, or procure, such in

telligence as may be requested by the Director of Central

Intelligence or by one of the other Departments or Agencies.

11. The Director of Central Intelligence shall make

arrangements with the respective Departments and Agencies
to assign to the Central Intelligence Agency such experi
enced and qualified officers and members as may be of ad

vantage for advisory, operational, or other purposes, in

addition to such personnel as the Djredtor of Central In

telligence may directly employ. In each case, such depart
mental personnel will be subject to the necessary personnel
procedures of each Department.
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36. National Security Council, NSCID 7, 12 February 1948

(Typed copy)

�COP!�

c c
ECID 7 SEC~

12 February 19h8
.

~ NO. ~

NLITON.AL SEQJ!~TY C~]YNCq. in~ u~w~DI~CTIV& ~ 7

DOMESTIC ~LOITAflON�

Porsuant to the provisions of Section 102 of the National

Security Act of l9~i7, and for the purpose enunciated in paragraphs
(d) and (e) thereof, the !~8tional Security Council hereby authorises

and directs that:

1. Th. Central Intelligence Agency ah31 be responsible
for the exploitation on a highly a elective basis, within the

United States of business concerns, other non-governuental
organizations and individaala~ as acurees �f foreign. intelli-.

gene. information.

2. To implement this undertaking, the Central Intelli

gence Agency a hailt

a. Determine the foreign intelligence potential
of so~rces so that the best available may be selected

expeditiously for exploitation upon the receipt of col

lection requests from the intelligence agencies. For this

purpose, CIA, will maintain a central index of ~

gounromental sources in the United States.

b. Bet~li~h uniform procedures and standards for

security clearance of all contacts in this field, and

ai~angs mach clearances.

c. Establish uniform p rocedurse to insure that the

imtersts of organizations
.

and individuals contacted

sil]. not be je.pardie.d.

d. Collect through the establishment of field

offices within the United States, foreign intelligence
information required in the interests of the national

security er by the iniividual intelligence agencies.

a. Arrange for direct contact between intelligence
agency representatives and non-.govermaental sources with�

in the United States whenever conditions require inch action

or upon the request of ~ member agency to secure technical or

other foreign intelligence information.

f. Obtain the agreement of responsible po1icy.~ri~ng
officrala of American organi5atious having a foreign in
te].].igence potential before establishing and maint.~1M~g
contacts within ~t organization.
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g... InfOrm the intelligence agencies of the pro

spectlve departure er return to the United States of

selected American c itisens having a high foreign intelli

genc, potential, so that the agencies may furnish re

quirements or provide specialists for briefing or interro�

gati.*.

h. Disseminate to the a ppropriat. agencies all

foreign intelligence information obtained through this pro�

gram. Reports prodneed by the agencies shall be identified

as such, unless the originating agency stipulates to the

contrary.

3. Further t. implement this undertaking the intelligenee
agencies shall:

a. Assign to duty in the Central Intelligence Agency
fieldoffices, if they do desire and within their capabilities,
representatives to serve their interests under the direction

of the CI& managers. Member agencies may, at their discretion,
establish active working liaison between their Regional Offices

and CIA Field Offices,

b Send directly to the Central Intelligence Agency
for c~Lleetion all their requests for foreign intelligenc.
infonaati�n to be obtained frau non�govei~enta]. sources

within the United States.

0. Thansmit to the Central Intelligence Agency f~
~pro~riate dissemination full information and reports re�

suiting from approved direct contacts by agency representatives
with aon-.gover~nta]. sources, identifying such sources by
CIA. code number.

d. Obtain, to the eakiume extent possible, frau their

depar~nente and agenc~s the foreign intelligence information

which the departhmnt.s and agencies have received as a by�
product .1 the normal relationship with tusineas concerns

and other non�governmental organinations and individuals in

the United States in connection with non-intelligence activities,
and transmit to the wt.~ri~ extent possible, the informatiok

t. the Central Intelligence Agency for editing for source se

curity and for appropriate dissemination.

e. Obtain, in so far as is practicable, and within ex

isting security regulations, free their departments and agencies
information concerning business concerns and ether non�govern
mental organizations and individuals in the United States havQ

ing foreign intelligence potential, which the 4artmant or agency

possesses or subsequently- acquires, and make the information avail

able to the Central Intelligence Agency.
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/
f. N~inate representatives to serve on a conmittee under

the chairmanship of the Central Intelligence Agency, to meet periodi-.
sally to consider mutual problems and interests in connection with

this program.

~. Further the implement this undertald.ng, the National S.curity
Resources Board and the components of the 3tilitary ~stab].isheaent, .ther

than the components represented on the IAC, shall it~rth.eh direot1~ to the

CIa, to the~ extent p>asible all foreign intelligence information

which is received as a by-product of their normal relationship with business

concerns and other non�gover~ntal organizations and inilviduala in the

United States, in connection with non�intelligence activities.

S. Nothing in this program shall be interpreted to affect the establi

shed relation~bip �f the lMparbaents and Agencies with business concerns,
other non�governeental organizations, and individuals in the United States

for purposes other than the procurement of foreign intelligence information.

Nor shall it affect the normal interchange of documents betseen libraries

of the departnents and other libraries, �r the development of research pro
jects with individuals or non�gover~ntal institutions.
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ORE 47/1 ~

Copy No.
81

THE CURRENT SITUATION IN ITALY

SU1~IMARY

Because of its position on the edge of the Soviet sphere, Italy is important in terms

of US security. The present Italian Government, composed of centrist Christian Demo

crats and a few representatives of the moderate Left, is anti-Communist and Western-

oriented. Mainly because of Vatican support and popular association with US aid,

Premier De Gasperi�s Christian Democratic Party stands out as the. strongest opponent
of Italian Communism. Certain members of the Moderate Left, however, are also

attempting to form an electoral combination to combat the Communist-led People�s

Bkc in the spring elections. Rightist factions in Italy have no leader comparable to

De Gaulle but are unanimous in their opposition to Communism and, therefore, find It

expedient to support a Western orientation.

The present Government will continue without radical change until the national

elections in April, the outcome of which will be influenced by the results of US interim

aid and the prospect for the ERP. It appears that neither the Communist-led bloc,
nor the Christian Democrats will gain a clear-cut majority and that the moderate Left

will probably do poorly. As a result, the rightist parties will hold the balance of power.

Eavmg failed to win dominance through the elections, the Communists are

expected to launch a campaign of general strikes, or even to attempt armed insurrec

tion should the Kremlin find such extreme measures necessary.

In the event of a Communist uprising, the Italian Government�s armed forces

would be capable of maintaining internal security provided: (1) the current reorgani
zation had achieved an integrated defense system; (2) additional modern equipment
had been secured; and (3) the Communists had not received appreciable outside aid.

The armed forces are incapable of offensive and could fight only a limited defensive war.

The Communists are believed to possess the military capacity of gaining temporary
control of North Italy. If they receive material assistance from Yugoslavia and/or

France, the Government will require foreign aid to regain control of the area.

Although US interim aid totaling some 200 million dollars will provide food and

fuel to prevent extreme hardship until 31 March 1948, most Italians are still enduring

privations and are dissatisfied with their working and living conditions. The cessation

of essential imports from abroad would lead to a politically explosive situation.

Current foreign policy is basically influenced by problems of economic rehabilita

tion. The country looks to the US for necessary economic aid and protection against
Soviet and Yugoslav demands. Because Yugoslavia continues its attempts to gain

complete control of the Free Territory of Trieste, the US and 13K are determined to

postpone appointment of a governor indefinitely.

Note: The information In this report Is as of 26 January 1948, at which time the report was submit

ted to the member agencies of the Interdepartmental Advisory Council for coordination.

The Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, Navy, and Air Force have

concurred In this report.

1
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TEE CURRENT SITUATION D~ ITALY

1. IMPORTANCE OF FrALY.

It is of vital strategic importance to prevent Italy from falling under Communist

controL Such a development would have demoralizing effect throughout Western

Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Middle East. In particular, it would greatly facili

tate Communist penetration in France, Spain, and North Africa. Militarily, the avail

ability to the USSR of bases in Sicily and southern Italy would pose a direct threat to

the security of communications through the Mediterranean. Italy, however, is of rela

tively little direct value to the United States. The present and prospective political,

economic, and military weakness of the country is such as to render it a strategic lia

bility rather than an asset, except insofar as its territory constitutes a potential base of

operations.

Currently, the importance of Italy in terms of US security is in its position on the

edge of the Soviet sphere and in the non-Communist and Western orientation of its

Government. Furthermore, the successful implementation of the European Recovery

Program (ERP) depends to some extent upon the effective participation of Italy�s indus

tries and surplus workers.

2. POLiTICAL SITUATION.

The present Government consists of a coalition of the centrist Christian Democrats

(the majority party) and the moderate Left (the Rep~�blicans and the Saragat � right-

wing � Socialists) plus a few independents. Because of its substantial parliamentary

majority, the parliamentary position of the Government is secure until the April elec

tions. Furthermore, its prestige has been relatively improved In recent weeks by evi

dence of US aid and interest in Italy�s recovery and independence. The Government

has also increased its prestige and its popular following by its firmness during the

recent wave of strikes and agitation.

The Christian Democratic Party, led by Premier Alcide De Gasperi, stands out as

the principal opponent of the strong leftist bloc. Its political assets are essentially
the following: its possession of necessary US friendship and of promises of aid for

Italy�s recovery, its calm and firm insistence on law and order against Communist

violence, its centrist position, and its support by the Church. Furthermore, in recent

montha the Party through Premier De Gaspen has cooperated with progressive elements

in inaugurating several essential economic reforms and in granting concessions to

workers. The Party, however, suffers from the onus of responsibility for a huge gov

ernment deficit and failure to close the gap between wages and the cost of living

despite some progress in its anti-inflationary program. Its prospects in the national

elections are good, mainly because of Church support and the popular association of

the Party with US aid.

The leftist block is led by the Communists and includes the Nenrn (left-wing) Social

ists, the Labor Democrats, and remnants of the Action Party. Their combined popular

strength is believed approximately equal to that of the Christian Democrats. The

2 ~13r LJUtJIUJT
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Communists are using the same political device so successful in other countries, namely

the People�s Front�recently called the Popular Democratic Front for Liberty, Peace,

and Work�to gather all �the forces of democracy� in the campaign against �the forces

of reaction.� To this end they have also organized a strong �labor-management�
movement among industrial and agricultural workers, and a �League of Cornmunez,�

an association of towns and villages which have Communist or Socialist Mayors and

Councilmen. The Communists are energetically promoting the expansion of women�s

and youths� organizations.

Between the two major opponents are the Saragat (right-wing) Socialists, and the

Republicans. These two left-of-center parties, which joined the Government in mid-

December, have not been in a position to assert themselves or impress the public either

with a specific attractive program or with direct tangible result.s of their governmental

participation. At present, both parties have proposed to join in a �Democratic League�

as a counter-weapon to the Communist �Popular Democratic Front.� Unless this

Republican-Socialist bloc should attract many dissident elements from Left and Right,
these moderate parties are expected to secure not more than 5 to 10% of the national

vote.

To the right of the Christian Democrats is a recently formed �National Bloc� under

the leadership of aged ex-Premier Nitti, who has temporarily, at least, brought together
followers of his National Reconstruction Union, the Liberal Party, Glaiminl�s much

reduced following in the Common Man Front, and some splinter rightist groups. On

the extreme right are two neo-Fa.scist organizations, the Italian Social Movement and

the Nationalist Movement for Social Democracy. It is quite apparent that as yet no

leader comparable to De Gaulle in France has appeared to unite the various rightist
factions. All, however, are unanimous in their opposition to Communism and, there

fore, thud it expedient to support a Western orientation.

Despite the variety of political parties and views, the position of the present Gov

ernment is secure at least until April because US interim aid has assured enough food

and fuel to alleviate the hardships of the winter months. Basic adverse economic con

ditions and widespread unemployment continue to stimulate popular discontent which

the Government can allay only by holding out the hope of the ERP.

3. Ecoz~oa&ic SrruA.TION.

The Italian economy, normally dependent upon imports, currently requires sub

stantial imports of foodstuffs, fuel, and certain raw materials from the US in order to

maintain minimum food rations and enable production to attain a higher level of

recovery. US interim aid totaling about 200 million dollars will provide food and fuel

to prevent extreme hardship until 31 March 1948, but the Government may be con

fronted with the politically disastrous necessity of reducing bread rations before the

forthcoming elections.

In recent months the Italian Government ha_s taken several steps to put the

Italian economy on a sounder basis. Tight restrictions have been placed upon bank

credit; exchange controls have been improved for the marshaling and allocation of

3 TOP~rRET
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foreign exchange, and the exchange rate of the lira has been adjusted to realistic

levels. Considerable success has been achieved, through tight credit controls, in check

ing rising prices, particularly of raw material and semiprocessed goods prices, and the

cost-of-living rise has been slowed. Although the anti-inflationary measures have

caused some increase in business failures, this result undoubtedly is more than offset

by the benefits of the program.

The strikes and demonstrations of November and December 1947, while disruptive,
were not of sufficient duration to set back appreciably industrial production which,

during 1947, increased approximately 35% over that of 1946. Concessions to strikers

and unemployed, however, are placing an increased burden on the budget which is still

running a substantial deficit.

Most Italians are still enduring severe privations and are dissatisfied with their

working and living conditions. More than a million workers are completely without

work and many others are only partly employed. Lack of adequate wheat supplies have

already caused the suspension of the pasta ration and the substitution of flee.

The general economic situation, therefore, is still conducive to agitation and

unrest. The cessation of essential imports from abroad, particularly train the US,

would lead to a politically explosive situation higlily favorable to the Communist cause,

especially with national elections impending.

4. MiLrrAitv SITUATION.

The Italian armed forces are limited by treaty to an over-all strength of 300,000

men. For economic reasons, their actual strength is only 286,000, including a recent

increase in the Carabinieri (internal security troops) from 65,000 to 75,000. The armed

forces are loyal to the Government and generally anti-Communist in sentiment. Train

ing is fundamentally good, and morale is improving.

The Italian Government, fearful of a Communist uprising, has recently increased

the size of the Pubblica Sicurezza (security police), which is expected to reach 80,000

by the end of February 1948. The Government has also appealed to the US for addi

tional equipment to supplement obsolescent and insu~cient material, and negotiations
are in progress. Provided Italy is able to secure additional equipment and to achieve

an integrated defense system (organization of which is now in progress), and provided
the Communists do not receive appreciable aid, the armed forces are capable of main

taining internal security. They are incapable of waging offensive war. If attacked by
a relatively well armed power such as Yugoslavia, for example, Italy could at best fight
a brief delaying action.

5. Fonzmr�r POLICY.

Italy�s post-war policy is basically influenced by its immediate problems of economic

rehabilitation. It looks primarily to the US for aid in regaining its prewar interna

tional position and resisting any future Yugoslav and Soviet demands and threats.

When reparations payments begin in 1949, Italian economy will be brought inevitably

into closer relationship with the USSR. More immediately the USSR can use part of

its present wheat surplus to bolster the position of the Italian Communists before the
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national elections this spring. Hence, eventual Eastern orientation through economic

necessity cannot be entirely discounted.

Italy has already resumed diplomatic relations with all the major and many of the

minor powers of the world and has concluded commercial and/or emigration agree

ments with numerous countries. With active US sponsorship, Italy has applied for

membership in the Tm. Italy is particularly desirous of working legally for a revision

of �punitive� peace terms.
-

As illustrations of Italy�s willingness to contribute to world cooperation: the new

Italian Constitution contains a clause which permits limitations on the national

sovereignty; Foreign Minister Sforza is an outstanding exponent of the idea of a

United States of Europe; and Italy has already taken steps toward a Franco-Itallan

customs union looking ultimately to a European economic union.

6. PRoBABLE DEvELoPMxwrs.

The present Government will continue without radical change until the national

elections in April.

The Communists and Nenni Socialists will strive, as they did during 1947, to dis

credit the Government and interfere with Italian economic recovery under the ERP.

Hunger and inflation will continue to afford many opportunities for valid strikes.

Such strikes, if concluded advantageously for the workers, will enhance the prestige
of the Communist leaders of the Italian General Confederation of Labor. These strikes

will also financially embarrass the Italian Government whose budget needs all available

revenue. The Communists will continue to devote considerable money and all their

organizational energies to activities and maneuvers which may be concomitantly

preparations for a general strike, for a possible insurrection, or for a campaign to

improve Communist prospects in the national elections.

The outcome of these elections will be influenced by the results of US interim aid

and the prospects for successful implementation of the proposed European Recovery

Program. Favorable developments in this connection would operate to the decided

advantage of the present Government, led by the Christian Democratic Party.

Despite the granting of US aid and other evidence of US support, the leftist bloc

has not lost strength and the Christian Democrats (and their allies) have not gained

any considerable political following. Hence, it appears that neither will gain a clear-cut

majority in the April elections; the leftist bloc and the Centrists will each probably
receive approximately 30 to 40% of the vote. The balance of power will thus be held by
the rightist parties with approximately 15 to 25%. Hence, the next Government would

probably be headed by the Christian Democrats with rightist support. Because such

a coalition would be bound together largely by common opposition to Communism, it

would suffer from clashing policies and programs.

Following the failure of the Communists to win power at the elections and con

ceivably before the elections are held, the Communists are expected to launch a cam

paign of general strikes. Should the Kremlin decide an insurrection in Italy necessary
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to the fnlflhlment of its primary objective�wrecking the ERP�an armed uprinng

might be ordered.

The Communists are believed to possess the military capacity of gaining temporary
control of North Italy. If the Italian Communists receive material assistance from

Yugoslavia and/or France, the Italian Government will require foreign aid to regain

control of the area.

7. SITUATION IN TEmaTE.

Yugoslavia�s efforts to gain complete control of the Free Territory of Trieste have

not diminished in recent months, and consequently the area remains a potential source

of Great Power conflict. Since the Yugoslav Army�s unsuccessful attempt to penetrate
the US-UK Zone on 15 September 1947, the Yugoslav-directed Communist Party in

Theste has continued its intensive campaign to undermine the authority of the Allied

Military Government (AMG) and to lay the groundwork for Communist control of the

area after the appointment of a governor by the Security Council.

The Communist effort has been directed primarily against Trieste�s precarious eco

nomic condition. Theste�s economic recovery has been retarded by the general eco

nomic depression in Europe and by the reluctance of Italians and others to risk invest

ment in Theste business in view of the Territory�s uncertain future. The Communists

have exploited this situation through continuing pressure on labor to strike for higher

wages, the purchase of business establishments in the city, and the diversion of traffic

to the rival Yugoslav port of Fiume. AMG�s ability to combat this Yugoslav pressure is

dependent on its ability to finance an adequate public works program and to develop
the city as a transit port. This in turn is dependent upon the continued willingness of

the Italian G~*emment to supply Theste�s currency needs and finance its balance-of-

payments deficit. Although Italy is reluctant to assume this obligation, failure to do

so would tend to undermine AMG�s authcdty, make later UN control impossible, and

assure eventual Yugosla�v domination.

Politically, the Communists are actively preparing for the general elections that

must be held after the appointment of a governor. In addition to attempting to make

political capital of the economic depression, the Communists have conducted a violent

and unrelenting propaganda campaign against the US and UK. Because the Commu

nist Party in Theste is now so openly associated with Yugoslavia, however, the pro

Italian non-Communists have strengthened their political organization, probably with

some clandestine aid from within Italy, and are in a better position to combat the

Communists in any future elections.

The Yugoslav Government, meanwhile, realizing that the presenc.. of US-UK troops
in Trieste not only thwarts its aims in that city, but acts as a strong stabilizing influence

on Communist thtentions in North Italy, is now pressing vigorously for early appoint

ment of a governor by the Security Council. Although the US and UK are prepared
if necessary to postpone appointment of a governor indefinitely, the USSR and Yugo

slavia may agree to a US candidate in the hope that even a strong governor would not

be as great a deterrent to Yugoslav designs on the Territory as continued US-UK mili

tary controL
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sontotiv.s ~ug~gmd in ocourt psyobo3~ogLon1 opsrati.as, .oordionting
.l.s.ly with the Chi.f of ~ecstices obo will aasrsiss .p.rstioasl fLuid

~ol aver sash vepsssontotivss.

(~) ~.4iv~ain doss p)~S1.Ig sad apsra~4~1 11.1.. with the Chiof
or ~srstioos in on~ection with plons, 4izsoti~ss, sod ot~ astt.rs

relatiug to oavort ~ohelsgissl spsratiaas ~ioh rs~uLr. Intstion
~ Iksiliti.e sad rss~oss of ~ Chiof of ~srstiona.

(Z) Prurid. for the dossl~t of pzsgron plans to I~1nt poll
otos sod d.bsstivss ojiplisabi. to the ectivitios of apocial Proosdorss.

(g) Provide for .11 ~e-~~y opsrsti~l action isolodiog the

pr~ratian of d.toil.d ~ersti�1 diroatj,.s, sqatred for the onsoation
or p1,rav4 pro~ plans sod pr,j.ot. dav,lcpsd by or d.lsgstsd to ~ssial

(b) ~tsblisb a projsot ontusl over oil timId opsontiona inroiwiag
�avert~opsaations,

(I.) *~�~1n a. directed by th. &adn~ Dirsotso s~ lt~�

with �~

Dopsr~t of Ituto, or other utherity shorgud with foasulatiss

TOP SE(RFF
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38. (Continued)

TIth crnirr

of foreign policiy, na any be ncoessary to abts.in guidance en ~. 8.

foreign polioy end objectives no they effect the op.rntiena of ip.oiel
Proosdores.

(3) laaizs. with the epproesi of the M.ictont Director, direstiran

defining the editorial ..M politiosl policisa to be tollesed in conduct

ing covert piya lagicol op.rotiosi in the field.

(k) lrtsblish, for approval of the Aseistont Direotur and on the

best, of ~itsd 2tntss foreign police� and ..ias, the basic prepsa obj.o..
tives targets for covert payohologissl operations.

(1) In soeordanos with liaison requir~nta end proo.dur.a of

*ndget end Liaison OantrcJ. ..thblisb sad control nuthorissd unison of

gp.einl Procedure. with other .1snts of 080, ~Zio.s of the Central

Int.liigsnos Agsn~ and other U. 8. D.psr~nt. and Agencies whish pro

wide for direst l~ees an aanr.t spsratil antt.ra

(n) Develop and nsinte.th, as diroetad by the Assis~t Director,
sosh liaison with peiveto~ organizations or instituttees in

the ~itad Btat.e as any be ae-wuy to the .tt~stir.. of

payehelogiesi operations ab~d, hesØng )edg.t ~ Lisisen C~trsl

&.we.ll7 indor~ of sash lta~-~

(n) Insure thet opsratican of ~ooinl ~roc.duros do not oosfliot

with or overlap the open foreign infesantionni activities of the S~to

Dspsrtaunt, and, to thet end, effect ouch liaison and ooerdinstton with

~ Dsç*r~nt of B~ts as ~ be diractad by the Assistant Director.

(o) Coordinato with the Chief of A~nirtrativ� 8.rwiess to mews

fe support of cpernti~ of Lpeeial Proosdines b~ 080 .~�4~4strntivo

and s~psrtisg .or,ioes.

(p) lasers ad.guat. treiniog for ill psrsesn.l ~agsd in ocrort

psy~~logSesl opoostiew. using for such purpose the fi..iliti.s of ~

Training 8~ff. oi ~2O end, with prastiosi Units. ~ing availabl, to

~ .~rj~j~g 8tsff. for lco~ and other instrootion in oururt porysbolegi�
osi opesatiew. ~urionecd porsoonsi nd Sp..ial Pros.dwec.

(ii Proviso tee the. of inspection. of band activities of

his stun. sfl&, when dire.tsd by the Aseiatsnt Direetor, of w~ opera
tionol activities iorolviag. payobsl~giecl operations, .ffcoting the

seMinstion with the Chief of

(r) Per the purpose at insuring proper polisy sad proglon osordi�

in the field. tohe oppropriete ess~ in esuottanties with the

of Operations and tbre�ag~i his field tsoi1itie~ tsr heaping the

ahist dipltis repros Lative is an res or the Chief U. 8. C~-�4�~g
~ftew in an oeoupi.d noes gecue3ly infornod of oovsrt popoboingisal

�z �

~O~5EERET
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38. (Continued)

T~ follouing .4ditian to 1. 0- Dtr.ctiv. ~o. 18 L poblls)wd
for t)~ inforoa~tion and g�4it�no of .11 osn~msds

~cTZ~ 6.

A~ORIMTI~

In sgooidsno. ith tha ri~ti~ .sntoin.4 In *1*

f~ tho *aaistont D1zs.t~ fox� ~ox1a1 ~.vsti~ fy~ t~ ~ro~

c~t,~1 Int,llig.ae., dat.d
�

______

________

the t~.ti~ ~iagi~i psrftt~~ to

�be ~ os ~.di1 Proosd�~,~ is actlii~bsd within the ~tio. of

apseisi ~sx~tise., off.o~________

T~T1~B

?h. bsaio f~atise of ~,eoia1 Preo~se will b. to
~_

in

sa,.rt psy,helogiosl opus~tisea o~ataide the ~1t~ ~tse s~ its po.�
..saic~~ fox ~ p~wp.a. of (1) , doxeIndz~ the Itosogth of

ins~mtolLUai. ~� jox�sYa~t oxr~~.stises, .r iMiyIA~~].

whj~ ar.~ in ..tivitims tni.I~1 to the ioit~ sbe~, (2)
to a~port V. I. tsr.*~ p.lio~- hi iaf1lIiroinz~ p~lic spiwise abroad
in a dirsotise fatarabi. to U* a.tt~-~ot of Uoit~ ~ .b~s.tii.s.

~xixrx~ ~ ~ p~xc~laii~ o~n~a

La va.d herein �and as oonth~otsd within the ~fis of aisoisi Cp.r..
ti~., oseert payoo1o6iaa~1 sp.rattcns s.y iar~lnde all ~sars. of

infesostlos end pare~Mos ahert of p~q.iss1 In ~ish the srigi~tia~
rol. of t~ ~3.tad bet.s G.rsrar.snt will .lw~. be kept~

~SEERH
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39. Pforzheimer to Arthur H. Schwartz, 6 May 1948 (Photocopy)

510.

~abiflgton~ D.C.
B ,~1948
Thi$ do ha b.afl

~Xóesd toc ralaase. through
the� nxsec~~ P~o~x of
th~ ~fltxal !~tail~9snce Z9ency.

Daar Arthuri
.

.:
~�~ �

A~r the inn of the last ~ ~ee~ t i~a~

that �Coverror Dausy 1.ng off the intellig.eee~
but ~j itfljape~l�seeus to mndiosto that be La e�t. it:

~ js~~ ~:quotea bin u stating that

the r~~t Bàgota,~rLai us5:a~denenstr�ation of �the �tiful
failure of our intsiligeno& iervte�e.� Just to keep the r~Oord

atraQht between .us~ I~. t1,o~t I. might sat dam a few points
for oral. interest. in thin co~i~tion~ ~se�

centim~ation of the� Gova~nór�g broadcast ~ Nebraska �of

12 AprIl. ~~ ~e�~ out that had us had adequet. in
teuigeuce ~.we us~ ha~~ about the Bogota out�

break. An a. result e�f mob ebargom, a Congrssnien.]. aubc~itthe,
headed by Rep.~ Br~ of Objo. - j~4j~g ~p�~ C)a.rs

Hoffosn of Michigan .~. Jo~ HoCórusok of Massachusetts, ~st in

Bxaoutive Session. ~iththe~ Direótor of Cent~al Xntelligsnoo end

u~�ue1t, and revLseód~ the ~ole intell.tgeiioe piobzr~. with regard
to Bogota. You haVe doubtieli seen the noTepaper e1~artea sub

sequent t~ +~ Dti~~e�. appeacenue. ebioh indicated that ~

tral Iut.l1igTeee~ Ag~oydLd~ow of the probabilities of

trouble in E~gota end bad en. j~fa~ the State De~arbent..
However, the following quótatióu from Clarence Brom� a statement

aft the hearings ~r be of interest. Re stated, �Our Central

Intelligence Agonoy obviously was in olose touch with Coesazuist

~ ~.~ COloibia but in several other oomtrlas

�f South end Central Anez~ica... In. all: but one i~atanOo, the

U. S..e reports .t~ Bogata mere tr~zwaitted p.....~tly
to the Stat. Dsp*~~t!~

.

.

The Wiin4,~ton,. Dslamara Newu..Journal pointed cut

editorially o~ ~.6 April, O~ .f~ that the United Ste�t.e� Intel

ligonoe Soriioe had f lien .dOwi~ bn the job wan effectively, and

happily, dissipated. yesterday in the testi~ given a Hones

bao~itteo by AdItLrÆl. .li1lenkeettor,~ chief ~f the ~~t2o3.�

Intelligence Agency. .. , ~ all leericanc will be glad to

learn that the nation�. into1lige~o aor7ico was fully on the

alert.

cceg~ee5~ �~ ~~anb ~flznirmen-et U~

domeittee ~~on~:ft~�~ of the ooittee which

Mr. Arthur L Sohearta

1450 Broa~
New York, New. York. :.
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39. (Continued)

tnvesttgut.d the Bogota incident had this to state on IT April
in a fornel releaen.m.. 50ur Central Intelligene. &g~IO7 had

agsut~on.thogreendi~Bogotoo It per or~ its. dut~. It

learned .~hat ~ h~ewig diyi before the riàtiflg afld bIo~d�

in Bo~t~ .: ~.
-� ~

.

.

The Washington Post, i�hiob bad been soenithet anti�

eel editorially-on 13 ~4PLIquostioning thethoren had be,fl

caught napping, stated.editoniallyon 17 April that, ~
qnettione.~.rm~t5ed~lestEonda7 :� ehether

.

~ inte11ig~
agency h*~been~oang1~ apping in iogst~ or ~.ther:.it. hOd

been jgo are �. ~flIwered. ,Adsiral Hhllenhoettcr has

ocquittod t}~~ Central Intelligence. Agenoy of tguorane of

Co~,mm4~~t plane to scuttle the Tnter~Amorteau Oonferenoe.

NvidentIy the State~. D~tae�nt ens. at ra~rt in .oo1~-shou~4er�ing
the warnings end that. 1O*~t�. One Oaae

.

in p venting their dii..

patch to We
-

. ~:.
�.

..

in telldng of thin in

veetigation, st&ted~~Eiilçn cotter�s .doaw~k_s,
the subeoenittee.eae. t~rOeeed by- the CIA�S eff~~ainay,�~

~you *o

that it ~y.net~ appear that ~ Ue ise?el7 aelt..eerving
dealarations on behalf. ot:the~ but are

.

ether the

general acns~ne of op ofl.~Xt reenine a continual

.of~se~ut.te~t1m~Go�fl,rnor.chouldoontinue
attaa~re.., it~oOnOOly-~ neon;:~~

.

being very. .~fl �Odvtned

in this ratter. ~.
.

..:
.

.

:
.

~Ø7 are the .g~ atteeks ehioh uer hurled at us

prior to the passage of the. Unifiestion Act in the apningof
1947. For instance, in his final 3ebru,~ broadcast, the

New York Tin.. cc. 13 April1948 quotes the Governor as stating
that1. �The ~rk of our intelligence emit should be the. nest.

secret thing in our Govera~nt, And jet, left�wing newspapers
in Paris aetuni1y~printe&th. came of the new head of the

service, before he knOw it .hiacolf and six �iveehe, before, it w~s

aenounoed to the ~nj~ press.�
.

The story of the pntioular
article in the Panic newspaper .Pranoe-Soir was. read into the

Congressional. hearings last spring by Congreesran Busb~y of

Illinois and qneetinne enre raised also by~ Brid~ea.
General ~o~t 3.. Vandenberg, w~e was then our Director, sent

them a letter pointing out. that much of the inforontiÆ ~

tamed in the French article ens inacourate and that ~ of

it could be obtained .frnm the President� a ~ecutiv. Order �Of

22 Jariunry 1946 ibioh ens a public doa~nt~. .~ator Bridge.
raised soen qt*stj.ona with the Dir~c~tor in comeotten with.
this article at the hearing last .pring.~t upon the mre.tàz4u

anmre expreewed hienoif oe.qwite satisfied. ~d
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39. (Continued)

.. 3. ~

voted for his confjrtmtjon as t~reator. it ~a pointed out

that the A iral�vastiOnsfezrod from the Offlee ofNeval

Lttaohe in Paris to the:Otfice� at the Secretary of .t)~e *ft�y
for duty an Director at Cent*ul In~11i co on orders ihioh

Wax�s ~mr~ trjetod~, There j3~flO5SOret an to shorn. the� Director

~ and these orders ~re ught to the att~biQn of t~

French N~a1.Atah6;bi~ebi~ton ~o,eabl.d.:Parie in order

that the 7~4i eight have on cpportmiity� to oongrat~4ats the

�Admiral in bj~~ .,
.

.

�. .�
.

1 .sha~i� at. ~yàu ith further details about

this Paris ertlole on ~idh th.~Gov.mor ~elted, Other then

that it states that1 eAdui~i1~IlllOakoettex~ ~all be dir~ot1y
responsible to ~ President om1y~~ ~on in effect he

responsible to the gatienal Intelli~snoo J13rthcrity.. Th

article further ita~d ~th~t the Admiral �~ehafl be reaponai�bli.�
for the security of the thilted łtates in case of sudden tttaak

by eras or atosic~:~ 0! lone i13~0O~12~ØjH Of~ ~4th

are clear.

Aaisaidabove, Idoncteenttoburdenpeuwith
the.. details otha! then to indisats to you the inacoursoy
of the infornatian the aoveroor appears to be receiving en

thi, subject. ~ I~t to be abl� to beak up for

you any asertinne thatT.~�rto you is a netter of ~�

personal ~ ~~~xiti~4p i b~pe du not miei~�heatng gea

on. at thi5 great length.. :�~
,

)~y beet. to you end all of the boys, par
tio~zlarly those ~ rapidly eging and doq~ricg indiViduals,
Herbert ad Heerett.

�

. ~.
�.

�

�

Sis rely yours,

Waiter 7.. Pforsheiser
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40. Hillenkoetter, Memorandum for the Executive Secretary

Souers], �Psychological Operations,� 11 May 1948

(Typed transcript)

transc1ibe~ far ABD by e,d 6/3O/~3 ~ j ~_-,~�-
fro&i~xecuti1Te Registry 1 3 tabbed ~.- T 1

�NSC~ SERfl~5�

This document iias
~A(2~NCY

approved for release through ~ L~7Othe HIsTop~rrjj~ REVIEW o(9~ of
the Central. Inte.Uigence Agecc~.

_______

11. Nay 19L~8

~MORAhTUM FOR: The Executive Secretary
The National. Security Council

Subject: Psychological Operations

1. Reference is made to the proposed ~C Directive, as

drafted 7 Nay 19L48, pertaining to covert (psychological) opera
tions. This Agency has several tines, during the discussion phases
of this proposed directive, placed itself on record as opposed to

the plan on which the proposed directive is based. The proposed
directive, if enacted, will establish a staff function providing
for AUTH~ITI in a delicate field of o~ration-�without the

HESP~SI3ThITL

2. This Agency again strongly urges that the provision
of NSC L~-.A, as written, be continued without change. If the

National Security Council and the Joint Chiefs of Staff feel the

need for en~rgency and wartine planning in the covert psychological
warfare field, then we again suggest that advance planning be made

the responsibility~ the facility currently in operation.

3. However, if the National Security Council approves
this proposed draft of 10 May l9L~8, the Central. Intelligence
A~cnoy, of course, will cooperate to the best ci� its ability in

an endeavor to make a going concern of the proposed Special.
Studies organization.

s/ RH1~ � to lir. Childs for hand delivery

�~ NO WCTlflt~~ R. H. HILI~NX0E TIER

~~ Rear Admiral, USN

~ ~~rir Director of Central Intelligence
_,u-~

~~?~ QAT~_2�6DEC 1990

D ________

Distribution: ~

Director - (1) ~ Cedau~tod

Deputy Director - (1) CIau. C~aa~e~ to: TS(j) c

Hnt RevMw Date

______

AStIL HR7O-3

HS/HC- 307-J Date 4~4.. �.

I-r~e~� ~ .000150

~- ~ ~ c~�LJ.., ~..., c-L. ~y-~ / 0 ~ ~ $/ ~7
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41. Hillenkoetter to J. S. Lay, 9 June 1948 (1~rped transcript)

C (C
�~tranpcr~.bed for ABD by ed 3/26/S3

7 June l91~8

?~r. J. S. Lay
Assistant Executive Secretary
National Security Council

Washington, D. C.

Dear Jinmy~

The attached represents our general tbinld.ng about

the new dzaft. I should like to suggest that, since State

evidently wi].1 not go along with CIA operating this political
warfare thing in anys ane or sound manner, we go back to the

original concept~ that State proposed. Let State run it and

let it have no connection at all with us. It seems to me that

this is the only thing that will satisfy State in any way and

rather than try to keep a makeshift in running order, subject
to ccimtless restrictions which can only lead to. continued

bickering and argument, I think ma~�be the best idea is to go

back and make the C~P work for State alone.

I am sending this letter for your ~in information and,
of course, for Admiral Soners and have made it separate in

order that it need nd~ be forwarded with oi~ c~.ments on the

last draft.
�

This do~t hu b

.pp~oved for relcas through Sincerely
the aISTORICAL REVIEW P ~Y~T~1( of

the Central 1~t~~�~° £fl~ Signed RHH Disp by hand RAR 6/9/I~8
~Date2 H. H. Hiflenkoetter

-

Rear Admiral, IJSN
~9 ~ Director of Central Intelligence

D

Distribution:

Director Note for Record: Pwo copies of Draft

Deputy Director Directive of 8 June I~& (CIA #22672)
Addressee made by CIA; Cy #1 to Gen Todd;
Maj Gen W. E. Todd, JIC/JS Cy#2 to DD.

HS/HC~
� 000~�~ ~_____

___IaN

-~
rb-b-, ~ ~
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41. (Continued)

c c
transcribed by ED for ABD 3/26/53

~

9 June l91~8

This document has been

MEMORANDUM FOR� t�t� J S La approved for release t]uough

Assistant ~ecutjve Sec~etar~ HISTORICAL ~ PRO~N of

National Security .Council
the Central Intelligence A~7anc~r.

Subject: Proposed NSC Directive Date_________

HRP____

1. The draft directive of 8 June l9I~8 is considered much weaker

and less satisfactory than that of last friday, I~ June. Further, the

latest draft is much more inconsistent and much less organizationally
sound than the li June paper�.

2. For example, in para. 2 of the draft of 8 June, reasons are

stated why the new office should be placed under the Central Intelli

gence Agency�then along in para. 3e are stated a number of restric

tions on what can and cannot be done, all of such restrictions leading
to confusion and chaos. Suppose the Director of Central Intelligence
is out of town, then does the work of the Special Projects stop, does

it �free wheel�, or does it work with the Acting Director of Central

Intelligence? ill of this remains in doubt by the statement �the head

of the Office of Special Projects shall report directly to the Director

of Central Intelligence.� In the present set-up of the Central Intelli

gence Agency, the head of any branch can see the Director of Central

Intelligence any time des fred--the door is always open. It would seem

that a new branch should come in, in a ~.mi].ar manner. The need for

special measures, security or otherwise, exists as much for our

present Office of Special Operations as it would Ior the new Office of

Special Projects, and the present set.~ip does not seem to hamper the

Office of Special Operations, nor can I see why a similar set-up should

hamper the Office of Special Projects.

3. Also, what is meant by �to the maximwn degree consistent with

efficiency, the Office of Special Projects shall operate independently
of other components of Central Intelligence Agency�? Does this mean

that the Office of Special Projects will have its own administrative

staff, its own budget staff, its own comimmications net, its own

services, etc. and etc? And, who is to decide what is the �maximum

degree consistent with efficiency�--the Director of Central Intelligence,
The Qiief of Office of Special Projects, the National Security Council,
or who? This paragraph cannot be accepted as is. I should much prefer
the wording of the corresponding paragraph (3b) in the draft of 1~ June.

l
� C~d.�~Li �C C~j ~ ~ y ~�&k~ PIQ-.
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41. (Continued)

~ans~-ibed for ABD by ed 3/26/53

~. It would seem that either the National Security Council has

confidence in the operation of the Office of Special Projects by the

Central Intelligence Agency or it has not. If such confidence

exists, then the Central Intelligence Agency should be directed to.

operate the new office subject to a general declaration of policy by
the National Security Council. If such confidence does not exist,
then the Central Intelligence Agency should not be expected or

directed to operate the Office of Special Operations in any manner.

Signed R11H - Disp by hand RAR 6f9/I~8

R. H. HUJENKOETTER

Rear Admiral, USN

Director of Central Intelligence

D

Distribution:

Director

Deputy Director

Addressee � orig& 1 cc

Maj Qen W. E. Todd, JIC/JS

�2�

ifote for Record: T~io copies of Draft

Directive of 8 June 148 (CIA #22672)
made by CIA; Cy #1 to Gen Todd;
Cy #2 to DD.

ror-onoimt--
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42. ORE 4 1-48, �Effect of Soviet Restrictions on the US Position

in Berlin,� 14 June 1948

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

EFFECT OF SOViET RESTRICTIONS ON

THE US POSITION IN BERLIN
-

Document No. ~
_____

-
.

~

OCiCUMENTI
-

.

. 0
N~CMf~IN Ci~

rs $ C -

77

Ai
�

33

029004 iate:\>~/,fti .~is £)L3

� E.
�~~/ 0RE;:41-48 : -

� ~ia~~-
.

fO~�
.

- Published
.

-

th.~~I!~ t-
-

-.

~tza.l~~I-4~ U JUNE 1.48~.

~. ,gj~j~
�

.~ - COPY.:1W.~7. �.- ���-�.�
-.

. FOR THE DEPUTt DIRECTOR - �

�

-

�

�

OF CENTRJ1L IJITE~IUEPJ~ FOR. FUfiTft~R �

�

� ROUTLN~:TO.THE.EJ~CUTIVE DIRECIOK,

-

� THE ADY1SOEY COUNCIl.. ANL CET~1L~iL

�
�

S

�

~or RE~JI~T

-

�- -. : ~-
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42. (Continued)

-

DTSRT~MT?~ATZON NOTICE

1.. This copy of this publication Is for thà Information and use of the recipient
designated on the front:cover-anci of �Indivldualsimder the jurisdiction of the recipient�s.
office who require the Information for the performance of their official duties.. Further

n1~In~nRtin elsewhere in the department tOother offices which require the Informa

tion for the performance of official, duties may be authorized by the foliowing:

a. Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Research and Intelligence, for

the Department of State

b. Director .of Intelligence, OS, USA, for the Department of the Army

c. Chief, Naval Inteuigence, for the Department of the Navy

�

d. Directorof Intelligence, USAF, for �the Department of the Afr Force

-
a; Director :°~ Security �and� Intelligence, AEC, �for the Atomic Energy Com

mission
,

�

�

I. Deputy Director for Intelligence, Joint Staff, for the Joint Staff

� p. Assistant Director for Càllectlon, and Dlsseniinntio; CIA, for� any other

-.
Department or Agency

,

,�
�

� ��~

2. This copy maybe either retz~lnŁd or destroyed by burning in accordance with

- applicable security: regulations, or returned to the Central Intelligence Agency by
- arrangement with the OfflcŁof Collection and Dissemination, CIA.

,

- -
:. WAENINO

This docŁn thins Information ting the national

defense of the U States the meaning of the

-

-

Espionage A* 50 U.S.C., 32. as amended. Its trans

-mission or the reve]a of Its tents In any manner to

-

~ unauthorized n Is prohibite
-

law.
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42. (Continued)

ORE 41-48

EFFECT OF sovi~rr RESTRICTIONS ON TRE US POSiTION IN BERLIN

SUMMARY

Contrary to many published reports, the chief detrimental effect on the US of the

Soviet restrictive measures imposed In Berlin, since the walkout of the USSR from

the Allied Control Council, has not been interference with transportation and supply

but curtailment of certain US activities having to do for the most part with Intelligence,

propaganda, and operations of the quadripartite Komni~ndatura.

Concurrently with attempted Inspection of US mifitary rail traffic, the Soviets

both tightened their �security� measures and manifested greater Intransigence In afl

city affairs. As a rciult: (a) the general usefulness of Berlin as center of an intelligence
network has been Impaired, ~crhile in particular, access to Soviet deserters and anti-

Communist Germans has been made more difficult; (b) since friendly Germans

cannot move freely to and from the Soviet Zone or within the city, the US cannot

as before, support antl-Cothmunlsm within the Soviet Zone; (c) US propaganda

cannot be freely disseminated except by radio; (d) commodities manufactured in

Berlin cannot be shipped to the Western zones; and (e) the ACC and the Kon1~rn~nda~

tura have, at least temporarily, lost their usefulness In keeping up German hope of

unity, revealing c~mlng Soviet moves, and easing US-Soviet tension below the govern

mental level.

Note: �The lnormatlon In this report Is as of 1 June 1948.

The Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, and the Navy have con

curred In this report; the~ Air Intelligence Division, Air Intelligence Directorate, Depart
ment of the Air Force, concurs with those portions which pertain to air Intelligence.
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ZFFECT OF SOVIET RESTRICEIONS ON TEE US POSITION IN BERLIN

Imperative as It Is for the US to remain In Berlin, Its mere physical presence there

does not insure continuance of all the strategic benefits that might be derived therefrom,

and this strategic position has, In fact, been undermined already by unpubucized
Soviet action, taken for the most part in general security and local political matters.

The hindrances imposed by the USSR during the past several weeks on transpor

tation to and from Berlin have not seriously interfered with the logistic position of

the US but rather with its strategic position.

Continued US occupation of Berlin requires supply from the west of food and such

other necessities as coal for both the US personnel and the German population of the

US sector of the city. Incoming barge transport, carrying the bulk of food for the

western sectors of the city, reportedly Is unchanged and continues adequate, notwith

standing stoppages of short duration on British transport through the Soviet Zone.

Inbound military and civilian rail freight, hauling the necessary coal and other supplies,
Æontinues to move as before, except that the civilian freight routes have been some

what restricted.

The present transport situation is the result of Soviet efforts to extend the right
of civilian rail traffic Inspection, which the USSR has always exercised, to Western

Power military traffic. Civilian passenger traffic apparently continues unchanged,
but military passenger traffic does not function because of Western Power refusal to

accede to Soviet demands for the right of personal Inspection. Incoming road trans

port continues normal except for slight difficulties in routing; as yet, the USSR has

not attempted seriously to restrict Western Power air transportation. The trans

portation situation, as outlined above, indicates that the necessities for the German

population and for the US personnel in Berlin are still being supplied.

The US strategic position in Berlin, as contrasted with Its logistic position, has

been impaired both by the Soviet transportation restrictions and, more particularly,
by other Soviet measures taken concurrently with the imposition of logistic hindrances.

These comparatively unpublicised measures, which soon followed the walkout of the

USSR from the Allied Control Council, have Involved: general tightening of Soviet

�security� measures throughout the Soviet Zone; greatly Increased police controls

in and around Berlin; and Soviet efforts to block the operations of both the Allied

Konimsn~datura and the non-Communist city government. As a result the following
material benefits to the US arising from the presence of US officials and troops In Berlin

have been reduced or e1in~fn~ted:

(1) The value of RerUn as a center of an inteulgence net covering the city Itself,
the Soviet Zone of Germany, the eastern satellites, and the USSR has been threatened.

(2) The value of Berlin as a sanctuary and transfer point for anti-Communist

refugees or Soviet Army deserters has been reduced, In that: (a) heightened Soviet

security precautions make access to the western sectors of Berlin from the adjacent

2
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Soviet Zone Increasingly difficult; (b) Soviet travel restrictions on westbound pas

senger rail traffic have curtailed the means of evacuation of refugees and deserters,
who must now be limited to relatively high-level personnel warranting air transport

(3) ~cept for the capacity of the Berlin radio of the US sector, the value of

Berlin as point for the dissemination of Western propaganda through the Soviet

Zone has been, and despite new Soviet assurances Is expected to be, curtailed by Soviet

Interference with the dissemination of Western publications and Impediments to the

Issuance of any German pro-Western material in the Soviet Zone.

(4) The security and transport regulations have limited the value of Berlin

as a base from which the US can support anti-Communism in the Soviet Zone. West

ern Zone Germans can no longer easily enter or leave the Soviet Zone, while tightened

police controls have reduced the capabilities and. the freedom of movement of anti-

Communist elements already within the Zone.

(5) The Soviet-Imposed demands for Inspection of all westbound freight have

prevented the shipment of Berlin manufactures that contribute to the finished pro

duction of the Western Zones and ~1~mft1i~ almost all commerce between Berlin

and the west.

(6) Although the Allied Control Council rem~n~ In the city to embarrass the

USSR as a symbol of quadripartite agreement in Germany, Its functional Impotence and

failure to meet since the USSR abruptly terminated the 20 March session has: (a)
d~miniRhed reTnfLln11~g German hope of Implementing the Potsdam method of unifying
Germany politically and economically; (b) pllmInRted a soaIn�ilng board for the revela

tion of future Soviet moves; and (C) e1in1in~ted a useful safety valve for easing US-USSR

tension below the governmental level.

The USSR still has at Its disposal further means for harassing the US and Tnnldng
the latter�s position In Berlin more difficult. These means Include: Imposition of uni

lateral traffic regulations on Inbound food and freight shipments, attempted enforce

ment of unilateral regulations on the flight of Western Power aircraft over the Soviet

Zone, complete repudiation of quadripartite Komni~ndathra jurisdiction over the So

viet sector of the city and the Incorporation of that sector Into the Soviet Zone, and,

finally, increased efforts to create unrest among the civil populatlŁn of the Western

sectors of the city.

Strategic losses such as the ~i~n�~ge to US propaganda machinery, to intelligence
operations and to the use of the US sector as a sanctuary for refugees from the Soviet

system, cannot be completely retrieved except by the removal of all the Soviet-Imposed
restrictions and Impediments referred to above. Though the US could recapture a

degree of the strategic Initiative by Intensified clandestine Intelligence operations, such

action could do nothing to remedy the unfortunate situation In which recent Soviet

hindrances have placed the anti-Communist Berlin city government or to relieve the

tension brought by increased Soviet Intransigence in the quadrlpartite KmfiAtura.

3
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(Photocopy)

TOP CECRET

NSC 10/2

June 18, 1948

NOTE BY.THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

to the

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

on

OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROJECTS

Reference: NSC 10/I

At its 13th Meeting the National Security Council

approved the Directive in NSC 10/1 subject to deletion of

paragraph 3�d and amendments toparagraphs 3�a and e and 4.

The revised Directive, as approved,, is circulated

herewith to the Council for information and to the Director

of Central Intelligence for appropriate action.

Special security precautions are being taken in

the handling of this report. For this reason it is suggested
that each member ot the Council may wish to return his copy

for filing in the office of the Executive Secretary, where it

will be held available upon request

SIDNEY W. SOUERS

Executive Secretary

Distribution:

The Secretary of State

The Secretary of Defense

The Secretary of the Army
The Secretary of the Navy
The Secretary of the Air, Force

�The Chairman, National Security
Resources Board

NSC 10/2 TOP CECIU~T
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL DIRECTIVE

on

OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROJECTS

1. The National Security Council, taking cognizance of

the vicious covert activities of the USSR, its satellite coun

tries and Communist groups to discredit and defeat the.aims

and activities of the United States and other Western powers,

has determined that, in the interests of world.peace and US

national security, the overt foreign activities of the US

Government must be supplemented by covert operations.

2. The Central Intelligence Agency is charged by the

National Security Council with conducting espionage and counter

espionage operations abroad. It therefore seems desirable, for

operational, reasons, not to create a new agency for covert oper

ations, �but in time of peace to place the responsibility for

them within the structure of the Central Intelligence Agency
and correlate them with espionage and counter�espionage oper

ations under the over�all control of the Director of Central

Intelligence.

3. Therefore, under the authority of Section l02(d)(5)
of the National Security Act of 1947, the National Security
Council hereby directs that in time of peace:

a. A new office of Spec.al Projects shall be

created within the Central Intelligence Agency to plan
and conduct covert operations; and in coordination with

the Joint Chiefs of Staff to plan and prepare for the con

duct of such operations in wartime.

b. A highly qualified person, nominated by the

Secr~tary of State, acceptable to the Director of Central

Intelligence -and approved by the National Security Council,
shall be appointed as Chief of the Office of Special Pro

jects.

c. The Chief of the Office of Special Projects
shall report directly to ,the �Director of Central Intelli

gence. For purposes of security and of flexibility of

operations, and to the maximum degree consistent with

efficiency, the Office of Special Projects shall operate
independently of other components oVCentral Intelligence
Agency.

�

NSC 10/2
-
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d. The Director of Central Intelligence shall be

resp~nsible for:

(1) Ensuring, through designated representa
tives of the Secretary of State and of the Secretary
of Defense, that covert operations are planned and

conducted in a manner consistent with US foreign and

military policies and with overt activities. In dis

agreements arising between the Director of Central

Intelligence and the representative of the Secretary
of State or the Secretary of Defense over such plans,
the matter shall be referred to the National Security
Council for decision.

(2) Ensuring that plans for wartime covert oper

ations are also drawn up with the assistance of a

representative of the Joint Chiefs of,Staff and are

accepted by the latter as being. consistent with and

complementary to approved plans for wartime military
operations.

(3) Informing, through appropriate channels,
agenciesof the US Government, both at home and abroad

(including diplomatic and military representatives in

each area), of such operations as will affect them.

e. Covert operations pertaining to economic warfare

wiliThe conducted by the Office of Special Projects under

the guidance of the departments and agencies responsible
for the planning of economic warfare.

f. Supplemental funds for the conduct of the pro

pose~ operations fox~ fiscal year 1949 shall be immediately

requested. Thereafter operational funds for these purposes

shall be included in normal Central Intelligence Agency

Budget requests.

4. In time of war, or when the President directs, all plans
for covert operations shall be coordinated with the Joint Chiefs

of Staff. In active theaters of war where American forces are

engaged, covert operations will be conducted under the direct com

mand of the American Theater Commander and orders therefor will be

transmitted through the Joint Chiefs of Staff unless otherwise

directed by the President.

5. As used in this directive, l�covert operations� are

understood to be a11 activities (except as noted herein) which

are conducted or sponsored by this Government against hostile

foreign states or groups or in support of friendly foreign states

or groups but which are so planned and executed that any US

Government responsibility for them is not evident to unauthor

ized persons and that if �uncovered the US Government can

REVISED

NSC 10/2 �. 2 - . TOP ~ECI1ET
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plausibly disclaim any responsibility for them. Specifi

cally, such operations shall include any covert activities

related to: propaganda; economic warfare; preventive direct

action, including sabotage, anti�sabotage, demolition and

evacuation measures; subversion against hostile states, in

cluding assistance to underground resistance movements,

guerrillas and refugee liberations groups, and support of

indigenous anti-communist elements in threatened countries

of the free world. Such operations shall not include armed

conflict by recognized military forces, espionage, counter

espionage, and cover and deception for military operations..

6. This Directive supersedes the directive contained

in NS~ 4�A, which is hereby cancelled.

NSC 10/2
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44. ilillenkoetter, Memorandum for the Record, 4 August 1948

Caa a.~.79I

TOP SECRET

4 August 1948

?�MORANDUM FOR THE RECORD:

1. About noon today Mr. Frank G. Wisner of the State

Department called me on the telephone and informed me that

the State Department, at the present time, disapproved of

the idea of using meteorologic balloons to carry propaganda
from the Occupied Zone in Germany to the Satellite States

and to Russia. Mr. Wianer said that he had diacuØsed this

with Mr. George KennÆn, and that the State Department� a view

was that the time was not propitious.

2. Aa regards the project for the clandestine radio

transmitter, the State Department approved the idea in

principle, but,before they could give a definite approval to

it, they desired to know the details of the transnitter��

who (the nationality)~ was to operate the transmitter, to whom

the transmissions would be directed, and who would set up the

raw material to be transmitted.

R~iI~OETT~1&
Rear Admiral, USN

Director of Central

Intelligence

DOciattity 1~.
HO CHAR2E it:

o D~CLAS3?FI5D
Ctast, ~ TO~ r$
~XT iLYrcw Ii~ra~

_____________Aunt, iffi 7u.2

OATELLtLZ......8EVIEWMZ_ 06454Q
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WARNXNG

This documen ~ta~ns information a ing the na

tional defense of the ted Stat ithin the meaning
of the Espionage Act, 50 31 and 32, as amended.

Its transmission or velation ts contents in any
manner to an thorized person is p ited by law.
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DISSE~ATION NOTICE

1. ThIs copy of this publication Is for the Information and use of the recipient
designated on the front cover and of Individuals under the Jurisdiction of the recipient�s
office who require the Information for the performance of their official duties.. Further

dissemination elsewhere In the department to other offices which require the Informa

tion for the performance of official duties may be authorized by the following:

a. Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Research and Intelligence, for

the Department of State

b. Director of Intelligence, OS, USA, for the Department of the Army

c. Chief, Naval Intelligence, for the Department of the Navy

d. Director of Intelligence, USAP, for the Department of the Air Force

e. Director of Security and Intelligence, ARC, for the Atomic En~rgy Corn

1. Deputy Director for Intelligence, Joint Staff, for the Joint Staff

g. Assistant Director for Collection and D1ss~�n~�~tlon, CIA, for any other

Department or Agency

2. This copy may be either retained or destroyed by burning In accordance with

applicable security regulations, or returned to the Central Intelligence Agency by
arrangement with the Office of Collection and Dissemination, CIA.

DISTRrnUTION:

Office of the President

National Security Council

National Security Resources Board

Department of State

Office of Secretary of Defense

Department of the Army

Department of the Navy

Department of the Mr Force

State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Atomic Energy Co�~�~~n

Research and Development Board
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ORE 25-48 CONAFt�IAL

TRE BREAK-UP OF THE COLONIAL E!~IRES AND

ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR US SECURITY

SUMMARY

The growth of nationalisra In colonial areas, which has already succeeded In

breaking up a large part of the European colonial systems and. In areatlng a. series

of new, nationalistic states In the. Near and Far Eatt, has major Implications for

US security, particularly in terms of possible world conflict with: the USSR~ This

shift of the dependent areas from the orbit of the colonial powers not only weakens

the probable European allies of the US but deprives the US itself of assured access

to vital bases and raw materials In these areas In event o~ war. Should the recently

liberated and currently emergent states become Oriented toward the USSR, US military

and economic security would be serlondy threatened.

World War U gave a tremendous Impeths to the colonial Indepe–idence move

ment. The UK withdrew from India-Pakistan and Burma, while the Dutc. arid

Fren~h, exhausted by war, appear unable tO suppress the Indonesian and Indochinese

nationalists by force, or, despite any tempOrary coinpi~omIse solutions, to be able to

rtest their eventual achievement of genuine Independence. Growing natlon~1ten,

in French Noi~th Africa threatens French hegemóæy. While, the colonial issue In most

rei�nnlnlng dependencies Is not yet acute, native haUonc~iIam in many of these areas

too will exert th~reaslng presstlre for autonOmy or thdependence.
This mArked ~oàtWar. development of �the colonial Irideperidence mOvement has

rØsülted froth: (1) the release of bottled-up natiOnaliSt activities In the Far East

as a rEthilt of Japan�s defeat Of the colonial pow rs In World War U arid Its encourage

mOnt of local naUonall~mi In occupied areas; (2) the postwar military and economic

weSknOsa of the colonial powers, which has made them less able to resist natio–iallst

demands and led them to grant concessions or even independence to their dependencies;

(3) the increasing tendency of liberal-socialist elements In the colonial po*ers to favor

voluntary liquidation of restive coloniAl possessiOns; (4) wldespread.sdppOrt of colonial

independence movementS by a laige g–nup of recently liberated and other ~ympathetic
states, particularly the USSR; and (5) creatIon of the UhitØd Nations, which has

provided ~ forum for agitating the colonial issue and a hiechanlSm for ItS liquidation.

Becams of these factors, further disintegration Of the reinnining colonial empires

appears Inevitable. Belated concesszons by the colonial powers, at least on the limited

Note: The iSformatlon In this report is as of 9 August 1948.

The Intelligence orgSnlzatlons Of the Departments Of State, Army, and the Navy have con

curred In this report; the Air elilgence DivisiOn, Mr Intelligence Directorate, Department
of the Air Force, had nO cOmment.

�In this paper the term �colonial� Is used In a broad sense to denote the relationships be

tween the metropolitan powers and their dependent md semi-dependent areas, whether theSe be

colonies, mandates, protectorates, or trOat5r relationships. Similarly the phrase �colonial Issue� is
meant to encompass all differenceS between the colonihi powers and their dependent areas arising
from the development of local nationalism.
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scale presently contemplated, do not meet the basic nationalist demand for independ
ence and are unlikely to be more than temporarily effective, except in more backward

areas. The colonial powers appear unwilling for the most part to recognize fully
the force of nationalism in their remaining dependencies and to take the leadership
in guiding these toward genuine independence or self-government.

As a result of the rapid breaking-up of the colonial systems, a new power situation

is developing in the former colonial world. No longer can the Western Powers rely
on large areas of Asia and Africa as assured sources of raw materials, markets, and

military bases. In contrast to the ever closer integration of the Satellites into the

Soviet system, there is an increasing fragmentation of the non-SOviet world. This

process is already largely completed, with many of the most important colonial and

semi-colonial areas, like India, Burma, the Arab states, and the Philippines already

independent,, and Indonesia and Indochina well on the road. These new states will

be free to choose their future alignments, which will be largely conditioned by the at

titudes of the Soviet and Western Power blocs toward the colonial issue and their

economic demands.

The colonial independence movement, therefore, is no longer purely a domestic

issue between the European colonial powers and their dependencies. It has been

Injected into the larger arena of world politics and has become an element in the

broader problems of relations between Orient and Occident, between Industrialized

and �underdeveloped� nations, and between the Western Powers and the USSR.

The newly independent and older nations of the Near and Far East strongly sympathize
with the aspirations of still dependent areas, to which they are bound by racial and

religious ties. These nations are further bound together In varying degree by two other

issues which tend to set them off against the colonial powers and the US: namely,
the growing economic natlonsth~�~n, of the �underdeveloped� areas and the underlying
racial antagonism between �white and native peoples. All intensely nationalistiC,
the Near and Far Eastern nations tend to unite In opposition to the Western European

powers on the colonial issue and to US economic domirin~nce. As a result there has

been a tendency toward the formation in the UN and affiliated bodies of a so-called

�colonial bloc,� whose members have already brought colonial disputes Into the UN

and will likely take the lead In attempting in this manner to hasten the liberation

of further colonial areas. The colonial Issue and economic nationalism, therefore, win

continue to be a source of friction between the colonial powers and the US on the one

hand, and the states of the Near and Far East on the other. The gravest danger
to the US is that friction engendered by these issues may drive the so-called colonial

bloc Into alignment with the USSK

The USSR is effectively exploiting the colonial issue and the economic nationa1i~n,

of the underdeveloped areas as a means of dividing the non-Soviet world, weakening the

Western Powers, and gaining the good will of colonial and former colonial areas. Ever

since World War I the USSR has sought to Infiltrate the nationalist parties in de

pendent areas and, more recently, to play up the colonial issue and the so-called eco

nomic Imperialism of the Western Powers in the UN. The poverty and underprivileged

co~*~ 2
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CON~~AL
position of the population in these areas, their latent hostility toward the occupying

powers�past or present�and the existence of leftist elements within them, make them

peculiarly susceptible to Soviet penetration.

consequently, the good will of the recently liberated and emergent Independent

nations becomes a vital factor in the future strategic position of the US in the Near

and Far East. In addition, the restoration of the economic contribution of their

colonies is important to the economic stability of the Western European powers, which

the US is endeavoring to create. Short-sighted colonial policies, however, will In the

long run cause the colonial powers to lose the very economic and strategic advantages
in their dependencies which they are anxious to retain. Unless, therefore, the Euro

pean colonial powers can be induced to recognize the necessity for satisfying the as

pirations of their dependent areas and can devise formulae that will retain their good
will as emergent or independent states, both these powers and the US will be placed
at a serious disadvantage in the new power situation In the Near and the Far East.

Moreover, unless the US itself adopts a more positive and sympathetic attitude toward

the national aspirations of these areas and at least partially meets their demands for

economic assistance, it will risk their becoming actively antagonistic toward the US.

3 CONFI~~IAL
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CO~AL
TRE BREAK-UP OF THE.COLONIAL EMPIRES AND

ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR US SECURiTY

1. DHVELOPMENT OP THE COLOaIAL INDEPHEDENCE MOVEMm~r.

A major trend In the twentieth century world power situation Is the development
of a strong colonial Independence movement which Is In process of breaking up the

colonial systems and creating a series of new, nationalistic states. The primary cause

of the break-up of the European colonial empires Is the growth of native natlonn1~sm

In these areas, simultaneously with the decline In power and prestige of the colonial

powers. This striking growth of local nation~Hrnn Is primarily the result of: (a) the

rising level of political, economic, and social development In dependent areas, with

resultant growing sensitivity to inequality of treatment; (b) the short-sighted policies
of the colonial powers, whose discriminatory treatment of subject populations and ex

ploitation of colonial resources without attendant benefits to these populations have

aroused strong resentment; (c) a deep-seated racial hostility of native populations
toward their white overlords, due largely to these policies, which has taken the fOrm of a

reaction against �white superiority�; (d) the exposure of colonial areas to Western Ideas

of nat1oniffl~m and the right to self-determination, which has made them Increasingly
conscious of their dependent status; and (e) the meteoric rise of Japan, whose defeats

of the European powers In the Russo-Japanese War and es~edaily World War U

punctured the myth of white superiority. The colonial powers, while exposing their

dependencies to the technological advances and democratic ideals of the West, failed

to reckon with their aspirations to achieve the same type of national self-expression
which the West exemplified.

While nation~il~ In dependent and quasi-dependent areas first reached signifi
cant proportions In the early twentieth century, it was given its greatest Impetus by
World Wars I and II. These conflicts, particularly the last, greatly weakened the

colonlalpowers, thereby reducing their ability to control their colonial holding by force.

At the same time, reliance of these powers on colonial resources and manpower forced

them to grant concessions which greatly advanced the nationalist cause. In World

War I Great Britain also fanned Arab national aspirations In order to hasten the

downfall of the Turks.. President Wilson�s Insistence upon the self-determination of

peoples and the creation of the League of Nations gave a powerful stimulus to colonial

aspirations for independence.

The period between wars saw further development of nationalism in dependent

areas, particularly in the Near East and India. The repercussions of the world de

pression of the 1930�s, which forced the colonial powers to retrench In colonial develop

mont, and shattered the world raw material price structure, increased colonial resent

ment and led to pressure for self-government and a larger share of the proceeds of

economic exploitation. Indigenous nationalists, resentful of political, economic, and

social discrimination against them, tended to attribute the depressed state of colonial

5 CO~~IAL
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econ~es to the ineptitude of the great powers. States like Iraq and Egypt, which

had been under British tutelage, tended to assume a more Independent course intheir

affairs. The US groomed the Philippines for independence, while Britain was forced

to make some concessions to the growing pressure of Indian nationalism. The ag

gressive policies of Japan, whose propaganda stressed the racist doctrine of �Asia

for the Asiatics,� greatly.stimulated the racial hostility of East toward West.

World War II delivered another blow to the declining colonial empires When

the colonial powers proved unable to defend their Southeast Asian possessions against

the Japanese onslaught, Japan, capitalizing on local feelings, set itself up as liberator

of the Asiatic peoples from white oppression. Although the Japanese actually kept a

tight rein on Southeast Asia, they granted a shadowy �independence� to Burma., the

Philippines, Indochina, and Indonesia which further stimulated their national am

bitions. At the end of the war most Allied Far Eastern dependencies were wholly

unwilling to revert to their former status, and the exhausted Allies have been unable

to re-establish the status quo ante. The UK labor government, no longer willing or

able to hold off the violent demands of the Indian nationalists, granted independence to

India, Pakistan, and Burma and dominion status to Ceylon. A weakened France

was forced to recognize the independence of Its Levant mandates, Syria and Lebanon.

The US fulfilled its promise of freedom to the Philippines. Korea was freed from

Japanese bondage.. France and the Netherlands, unwilling to relinquish their rich

Southeast Asian possessions to the native nationalists, became embroiled in an uneasy

struggle with indigenous regimes established in these areas.

2. Cunzmrr Sr~vus CT TBZ COLONIAL I PENDENCE Movmszxr.

As a result of the stimulation of native nationalism in the chaotic war and postwar

periods, the r~in~ining colonial world is in a ferment of nationalist aôtivlty. This

movement is in varying stages of growth In different areas, depending largely upon

the level of local political, economic, and social development, but in most of them the

eventual goal Is Independence. In the more backward areas of Asia and Africa, which

are at a relatively early stage of politiÆal and economic growth, nationalhsen Is still

Inchoate. On the other hand, In relatively highly developed areas like Indonesia,

Indochina, and French North Africa, it has reached an advanced stage~

The two most critical colonial issues are in Indonesia and Indochina, where the

Dutch and French, exhausted by war, have been unable to suppress the local national

ists by force and, despite temporary compromises which may be worked out, ÆrØ un

likely to be able to arrest the eventual achievement of native independence. The

Dutch and the Indonesian Republic are attempting to negotiate a settlement designed
to bring the Republic within a Netherlands-dominated United States of Indonesia

while allowing It a large degree of autonomy in all but foreign affairs and defense.

In Indochina the French have been unable either to suppress the nationalist Viet

~inh Party or to reach mutually acceptable agreement with It. In view of ..the pro

tracted strain of paclilcation expenditures on. the unstable French economy, it Is

likely that France eventually will have to make sweeping concessions to the National

~
but another step along the road to independence.
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.Wbile.�nat1on~m In French. North Africa has not yet reached the fighting stage,
the development of Tni1it.~nt native Independence movements In Algeria, Morocco, and

Tunisia Is a growing threat to French hegemony. In Tunisia. and Morocco, both

protectorates, the nationalists have concentrated on restoration of national sovereignty

under the existing dynasties. A bureau has been established at Cairo where exiled

North African leaders like Abd-el-Krlm coordinate the nationalist program. French

North African nation~1ts~n is stimulated by common Moslem ties with the chauvinistic

Arab League, which, while as yet giving little overt support to North AnnatiomilL�~vn,

may be expected to step up Its activity as soon as the more pressing Palestine problem
Is settled.. Mounting U tinnalikTn in Libya, particularly among the Cyrenaica.n Senus

si trlbes,is complicating the disposal of. this former Italian colony.

Although natlon~Jiqyn In other dependent areas has not yet attained critical

proportions, there ~st well defined movements in several regions which foreshadow

RjmHRT problems. In most of these areas the demand at present Is not so much lot

linmediate Independence as for a greater measure of self-government. In Malaya the

heterogeneity of the pàpu]atlon and the relatively enlightened British Oolonlal admin

Istration so far have retarded rapid growth of nation~lI~m, but the success of neighbor

ing areas In achieving sell-determInatIon cannot help but stuinulate It to some extent.

France�s suppression of the 1947 rebellion In Madagascar has set back the Malagasy
nationalist movement several years, but tension will recur. Ii~ the relatively b~ck

ward Central African colonies the low stage of development has limited the growth
of nationJ~th~m, and will do so for a long period. The Zik movement In Nigeria and

the tlrdted Gold Coast Convention, though neither very strong, are examples of rising
nationalist movements In this area.

3; TEE COLONIAL ISSUE ur WORLD P.iTICS.

The colonial Independence movement Is no longer purely ,a domestic Issue ~o

tween the Individual European colonial powers and their dependencies. It has been

Injected into the larger arena of world politics and has become an element In the

broader problems of the relations between the Orient and Occident, between In

dustrialized and �underdeveloped� nations, and between the Western Powers and the

USSR.

a. ExteriwA Support of Coionial Independence Movements.

The newly liberated and older nations of the Near and Far East strongly

sympathize with the aspirations of still dependent areas, to which they are bound

by racial and religious ties. All Intensely nationalistic, these countries resent the po

litical and economic domination of adjacent areas by European powers. States like

India and Egypt have already brought colonial Issues Into the UN and may be expected
increasingly to take the leadership In attempting to hasten In this and other ways the

liberation of remaining colonial areas. Moreover, many of these states are exploiting
the colonial Issue In their own self-interest, with a view to supplanting the Western

Powers in certain areas. India and China both have ambitions to dominate South

east Asia, and the latter also aspires to replace Japan as the major power In the Par

COAL
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East. Some of the Eastern states covet portions of the moribund colonial empires:

Egypt�the Sudan and Cyrenaica; Ethiopia�the adjacent former Italian colonies; and

China�Hong Kong.

The colonial issue, therefore, will be a major source of friction between the

Western European powers and the rising nations of the Near and Far East. To the

extent that the US supports the European powers on this issue, it too will incur the

rn-will of these new, nationalistic states.

b. Economic Nationalism and the Colonial Issue.

The nations supporting the colonial independence movement are bound to

gether by another major issue, closely related to the struggle for political independence,
which also tends to build up antagonism toward the Western European powers and

the US. This is the development, more pronounced since World War II, of economic

nationalism in the �underdeveloped� countries. These countries, most of them with a

colonial background, find that though they have achieved political independence, their

undeveloped economies, producing mostly raw materials and agricultural products, are

still tied to those of~ the industrialized Western nations which provide markets for

their goods. They are in essence still semi-colonial areas, for their economic depend
ence upon the metropolitan economies tends to vitiate their political independence.
Therefore native nationalists have not been wholly satisfied by the achievement of po

litical independence; they demand economic independence as well.

The aim of this economic nationsth~n is to attain greater economic self-suffi

ciency through development of a diversified economy, usually by industrialization. It

has led the underdeveloped countries to favor tariffs, import restrictions, and other trade

barriers to protect their infant industries. This attitude has characterized not only
the recently liberated countries but many long since independent, like the Latin

American nations, which still have semi-colonial economies. It was most clearly

displayed at the recent Havana Trade Conference, where the underdeveloped coun

tries strongly opposed multilateral free trade and charged that the US and other in

dustrialized nations were stunting their economic development in order to keep them

permanently dependent.
With the largest segments of the colonial systems either already liberated

or in the last stages of liberation, this aspect of the colonial problem becomes increas

ingly important. The economic nationalism of the underdeveloped nations conflicts

sharply with US trade objectives and these countries tend to resent US economic domi

nance. On the other hand, they urgently need external assistance in their economic

development, and the US is at present the only nation able to supply It. The desire

for US loans and private investment will have some effect in tempering the antagonism
of these states toward US policie& However, the underdeveloped countries display an

increasing tendency to demand US aid as a natural right, Irrespective of any conces

sions on their part, and to feel that the US will be forced to invest abroad because of

insufficient internal demand for Its existing capital resources.

c. The Colonial Issue in the UN.

Colonial problems have been brought Increasingly into the UN, which native

nationalists and their supporters have found an ideal forum for agitating the colonial
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issue. There Is a pronounced tendency toward the formation in the UN of a colonial.

�bloc� consisting of formerly dependent states like India and the Arab nations, others

like China and Iran with strong racial and religious sympathies. toward colonial

peoples (also characteristic of the first group), and yet. a third group like many

Latin American republics and Australia, which sympathize on liberal, .htlmRnitarlan,

and economic grounds. The colonial bloc has consistently sought to broaden the UN

trusteeship system. China, India, the USSR, the Philippines, and the Arab states

contend that Article 73 of the UN charter, which binds members to promote the pro

gressive development of self-government In their dependencies, Implies that the UN

should have broad supervisory powers over these dependencies. Critical colonial

situations like the Indonesian question and Egypt�s demand that Great Britain w1th~.

draw her troops have been brought before the Security Council as potential threats to

world peace. The underdeveloped countries have insisted on emphasizing their own

economic problems in UN economic bodies. Thus, through the tIN, the colonial Issue

has been placed squarely on the worl4 stage and local colonial problems have become

matters of global concern. The colonial �bloc� and the USSR may be expected to

bring more and more of such problems before the TIN and to attempt to use it as a

mechanism for liquidatli g the colonial empires.

d. Soviet Ea~ploitation of the Coloniai Issue.

The USSR Is effectively exploiting the colonial Issue and the allied Issues of

economic naUo1~~Iis~ni and racial antagonism in an. effort to divide the non-Soviet

world, weaken the European allies of the US, and gain the good will of the colonial

�bloc~� In pursuit of these objectives, the USSR Is: (1) givIng active support through

agitators, propaganda, and local Communist parties to thern nationalist movements

throughout the colonial world; and (2) consistently injecting colonial and Allied prob
lems Into UN and affiliated activities.

.

The Soviet regime has always looked upon the so-called �depressed areas� as a

fertile field for penetration, and since 1918 the Comintern has stressed the Importance
of stirring up discontent In these areas. As a non-colonial power, the USSR Is In the

fortunate position of being able to champion the colonial cause unreservedly and there

by bid for the good will of colonial and former colonial areas. Its condemnation of

racial discrimination pleases native nationalists and tends to exclude the USSR from

the racial animosity of ~ East toward West. The Communists have sought to infiltrate

the nationalist parties In dependent and formerly dependent areas and have been, as

In Burma, Indonesia, and Indochina, among the most vocal agitators for Independence.
The Soviet.Union has four~d the World Federation of Trade Unions an effective weapon

for penetrating the growing labor movements In Asia and Africa and for turning them

against the colonial powers.

At the San Francisco Conference in which the UN Charter was framed the

USSR fought for a provision categorically demanding eventual independence for all

colonies. Since that time, it has frequently Injected the colonial Issue. into UN dis

cussions and has strenuously supported the colonial �bloc� on all colonial and. allied

questions brought into the UN. Persistent Soviet support of the colonial. �bloc� on
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purely colonial issues may win adherents from the colonial �bloc� for the USSR

on other major issues between the USSR and the Western Powers in the tfl~. Thus the

Soviet Union clearly recognizes the potential of the colonial issue for weakening its op

ponents and has made of it an important element in the power struggle between the

Western Powers and the USSR.

4. Ir ~aan,n�y or Fwrr~a CowNmx. DISrNTEGRATION.

Under these circumstances, some further disintegration of the remaining colonial

empires appears inevitable. Native nationalism in these dependencies will increase as

the inhabitants, spurred on by the example of the already liberated nations, seek to

emulate them. Indonesia and Indochina are apparently already in the final stage
before full Independence, and crses will arise in other colonial areas as local nationalists

clamor increasingly for self-government. The USSR and the colonial �bloc� will lend

external support to these groups and utilize the UN as a means of assisting them.

The weakened colonial powers, stricken by war and economic crisis, will find it difficult

to cope with these insistent nationalist pressures.

The colonial powers, belatedly aware of the threat to their empires, have shown

some willingness to liquidate the most troublesome of their possess ons and to make

concessions in others. The Western European socialist parties, now a major influence

in many governments, appear more willing than their conservative predecessors to

adopt colonial reforms although their colonial policies to date have shown little change.

Some of the colonial powers have adopted more progressive colonial policies, offering
concessions to their dependencies in an effort to stave off the demand far independence.

~The UK in particular, after recognizing that independence for India and Burma was

inevitable, is cautiously promoting greater self-government in its rei~Thing colonies

/ and has earmarked large sums for their economic development (~1though Britain�s

present economic weakness has prevented full development of these schemes). The

Netherlands has granted substantial concessions in Indonesia, although clearly de

termined to make every effort to keep this rich area under her control. France, too,

while making minimal reforms in critical areas, seeks to draw her dependencies closer

to the mother country In a French Union.

These concessions, however, at least on the limited scale presently contemplated,

appear unlikely to do more than temporarily placate local nationalism and at most

delay the demand for liberation. Differences in race, language, and religion, intensi

fied by a strong East~West antagonism, make Dutch and French plans for integration
of their colonies into French and Netherlands Unions unlikely to succeed in areas like

Indochina, Indonesia, and French North Africa where native nationalism is already
well advanced. Moreover, stimulation of colonial economic and social development
and granting of greater political autonomy may well promote local nationalism rather

than weaken it. As the colonies become more highly developed, they will become

more conscious of theIr dependent status and more insistent upon independence. They
also will be better able to create viable economies and to function as independent
states. Under these circumstances limited concessions are likely to be effective; In
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the long run, only in relatively small or backw rd areas which would In any case be

likely to remain under a protecting power.

5. EMERGENCE or a NEw Powxi~ SrrtjaTzoN IN im~ Fouz~tsa COLONIAL WORLD.

As the result of the gradual disintegration, of the colonial systems and the emer

gŁnce of young, nationalistic states, a new power situation Is In the making in the former

colonial world. No longer will the western colonial powers control large areas of Asia

and North Africa which are sources of manpower and raw materials and provide as

sured military bases. The economic and political policies formerly Imposed by the

colonial powers on their colonies will give way to a welter of conflicting national policies.
This process is already largely completed, with many of the most important dependent
and semi-dependent areas, such as India, Burma, the Arab states, and the Philippines
already Independent, and Indonesia and Indochina well on the road. These new and

emergent states will be free to determine their own economic policies and future align
ments.

For a long period, however, these new states will find it difficult to stand alone.

Though actively promoting their own political and economic development, they will

remain for some time semi-dependent Oreas, forced to rely on the great powers for

protection and assistance. Their relatively backward stage of political, economic, and

social evolution, their lack of developed resources, and the absence of technical skills

and education among the mass of their peoples make them dependent upon. outside

help in their development. Militarily, they will be unable to withstand any major

power. Economically, they will still be undeveloped countries, tied to the larger metro

politan economies. The effect, therefore, of the disintegration of the colonial systems
and the withdrawal of the colonial powers is the creation of a power vacuum In the

Near and Far East.

There is danger that unless the Western European nations, and with them the US,
can secure the good will of these newly liberated and as yet dependent areas, they may
become aligned with the USSR. Several factors: friction over the colonial issue, eco

nomic nat1or~n1iqm, and the racial antagonism between East and West, may tend to

orient these areas away from the US and the Western Powers. The newly liberated

states will entertain some hostility toward the former colonial powers, and as these

powers belong to the Western bloc supported by the US, this hostility will extend

in some degree toward the US also. US support of the colonial powers In the UN also

has tended to make the dependent peoples and their supporters suspicious of US

motives. In the econoaiic sphere, the new and undeveloped countries tend to resent

US economic dOminance and to fear that the US and other industrialized nations

intend to keep them economically dependent.. The USSR, pursuing an ~-c5drnth~ttve

racial policy and able to represent itself to colonial peoples as largely Asiatic, escapes
much of the resentment of colored toward white peoples; while US treatment of its

Negroes, powerfully played up by Soviet propaganda, embarrasses the US on thIs

Issue. Racial restrictions in areas like South Africa and Australia also arouse colonial

resentment. Moreover, the poverty and� backwardness of the colonial and former

colonial world, combined with the restrictive policies of the colonial powers, has en
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hanced the appeal of radical political philosophies and tended to place leadership of

indigenous nationalist groups in the hands of extremists. This tendency is evident

in the existence of active pro-Communist parties in such areas as China, Indochina,

Burma, and Indonesia. Thus the basic backwardness of these areas, their resentment

toward the past or present dominating powers, and the existence of strong leftist

elements within them, make them peculiarly susceptible to Soviet penetration. Should

the USSR in turn, however, become in the eyes of these areas a threat to their inde

pendence, they would actively oppose Soviet domination too.

6. Ila�ucarxoNs FOR US Szcumn.

The break-up of the colonial systems and the creation of a series of new national

istic states may adversely affect the present power balance of the US and Western

Europe versus the USSR, particularly if these new states become friendly toward the

USSR and hostile toward the US and its allies.

a. The loss of their dependencies weakens the colonial powers, which are the

chief prospective US allies. These nations rely upon their colonies as sources of raw

materials, military manpower, and revenue, and as strategic military bases. France,

for example, draws heavily upon its North and West African empire in most of the

above respects; and the breaking away of these areas, especially North Africa, would

seriously weaken its strategic position. UK withdrawal from India and Burma already

has substantially affected its strategic capabilities in the Middle and Far East. The

Netherlands would be weakened economically by the defection of Its rich Indonesian

possessions.
b. The drift of the dependent areas away from the orbit of the colonial powers

deprives the US itself of an assured access to bases and raw materials in many of these

areas, an increasingly serious loss in view of global US strategic needs and growing de

pendence on foreign mineral resources. Bases in French North Africa and the Middle

East, for example, would be strategically vital in event of conflict. The growing US

list of strategic and critical materials�many of which like tin and rubber are available

largely In colonial and former colonial areas�illustrates the dependence of the US

upon these areas. The US has heretofore been able to count upon the availability of

such bases and materials in the colonial dependencies of friendly powers; but the new

nations arising in these areas, jealous of their sovereignty, may well be reluctant to

lend such assistance to the US.

c. Possible Soviet domination of certain former dependent areas or their orienta

tion toward the USSR would create a major threat to US security. Such a possibility
Is strongest in Asiatic peripheral areas around the USSR, where the danger of Soviet

penetration is acute. Soviet control of areas like Iran, Burma, Indochina, Indonesia,

or Korea, whether through occupation, alliance or friendly neutrality, would help com

plete Soviet control of the Asiatic continent, make the USSR more invulnerable to

external attack, assure its access to vital materials like oil, tin, and rubber, and place
it astride strategic sea lanes.

d. Colonial antagonism toward the US would hamper the US in its relations with

colonial areas should their metropolitan powers fall within the Soviet orbit In event of
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war. While governments-in-exile probably would be formed, they might prove unable

to control their dependencies, which might seize this opportunity to further their own

nationalist aims by revolt. Were the US forced to occupy these territories for strategic
reasons, its task would be much more di~cult if they were hostile.

a. The colonial Issue also tends to create recurring crises which promote world

unrest. Increasmg resort to the UN to deal with the swelling chorus of colonial griev

ances and the pressure in behalf of dependent peoples by a large bloc of sympathetic
states tends to magnify these grievances out of all proportion to their local significance.
The USSR, seeking to promote any unrest in colonial areas, will quickly exploit its

disruptive possibilities.

Consequently, the good will of the recently liberated and emergent independent
states becomes a vital factor in the future position of the US in the Near and Far East.

The breaking up of the colonial systems and the gradual withdrawing of the colonial

powers from these areas has faced the US itself with the problem of ~lBng the gap

left by their withdrawal. The US stand on the colonial issue and economic nationalism

will have a major effect on the attitudes of these colonial and former colonial areas.

Yet the US is currently in an unfortunate position vis-à-vls the USSR with respect to

such issues. On the one hand, the US has historically sympathized with the aspirations
of dependent peoples for self-government and has pledged Itself to this end in the

Atlantic Charter and in the United Nations. As a result, the dependent and semi-de

pendent areas have come to expect and demand US backing in their struggle for In

dependence. To the extent that the US acquiesces in or supports restrictive colonial

policies on the part of the Western European nations, it will jeopardize its position in

these areas. Such a policy will lay the US open to charges of inconsistency and Im

perialism and may lead to loss of the voting support of the colonial bloc in the UN.

It will allow the USSR, In particular, to pose as champion of the colonial cause and thus

gain the good will of the dependent and former dependent areas.

On the other hand, the European colonial powers are the chief prospective US

allies In its power struggle with the USSR and it 15 difficult for the US to oppose these

powers on colonial Issues. These nations are anxious to retain as much of a hold as

possible on their dependencies, partly for economic and strategic reasons, but also for

prestige. Should these countries lose the benefits of their colonial empires, It would

hamper their economic recovery and possibly threaten the stability of governments

friendly to the US.

If, however, the colonial powers do not basically modify their present colonial

policies, they will in the long run lose the very strategic and economic advantages in

their dependencies and former dependencies that they are seeking to retain. Such re

strictive policies will not arrest the development of local nationalism but may in fact so

aggravate it as to alienate the local populations and minimize the possibility of re

taining any benefits whatsoever. Moreover, attempts at forcible retention of critical

colonial areas in the face of growing nationalist pressure may actually weaken rather

than strengthen the colonial powers. French and Dutch efforts to suppress local

nationalism by force in Indonesia and Indochina, for example, are a drain on funds
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urgenti/needed for reconstruction and may create such antagonism that no profitable
economic development will be feasible for an extended period.

The colonial powers must fully recognize the Irresistible force of nationnThmi In

their dependencies and take leadership in guiding these dependencies gradually toward

eventual self-government or independence, If they are to retain their favored position
in these areas. A policy of far-reaching colonial reforms, designed to foster colonial

political, economic, and soiial development, would do much to neutralize the more

violent aspects of native natior�R1i~Tn and to substitute orderly evolution toward the

inevitable goal of independence for the violent upheavals characteristic of the present
situation. Only through such a new cooperative relationship can the colonial powers

In the long rim hope to retain their close ties with these areas and the ,n~thium of

political and economic advantage. Unless the colonial powers can be induced to

recognize this necessity for satisfying the aspirations of their dependencies and can

devise formulae which will retain their good will as emergent Independent statni,

both these powers and the US will be placed at a serious disadvantage In the new power

situation In the Near and Far East.

In the economic sphere, since the US plays a dominRnt role in world trade and

Is the nition currently most capable of supplying the capital needs of the �under

developed� countries, the attitude of the US Itself toward the efforts of these areas to

achieve greater economic self-sufficiency will have a great effect on their goodwilL US

failure to adopt a more sympathetic attitude toward the economic nationr~Jkrn of the

underdeveloped countries or at least partially to meet their demands for capital as

sistance will stimulate the charges, already heard, of US economic imperiAlism and

seriously affect US relations with these areas.

The US, therefore, is faced with a serious dilemma. On the one hand US en

couragement of colonial self-determination and economic development may Itself

Incur the charge of US Imperialism and run the risk of alienating the colonial powers.
On the other hand, the US may be unable to afford to let Its policy on colonial lsues

be swayed by the colonial powers If such support of Its allies tends to alienate the de

pendent peoples and other non-European countries, lay the groundwork for future

disruption, and In the long run weaken the power balance of both the US and the

Western European nations vls-à-vls the USSR.
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4~. Lawrence R. Houston, Memorandum for the Director,
�Responsibility and Control for OPC,� 19 October 1948

19 October 1948

~LORA1~DUM FOR: The Director

SUB3E~T: Responsibility and Control for OPC

REF~ERENC~: a.~ NSC 10/2
�B. Memorandum of Conversation, and Under

standing, dated 12 August 1948.

a. Memorandum for the Acting Director of
~entra1 Intelligence, dated 11 October 1948,
from, tho ~eoutive Secretary of the National

Security Council.

(As used herein, the phrase �covert operations� refers only
to the operations of OPC.)

I. A1~AL!SIS OF NSC 10/2

A. Paragraph 2 contains the basic decision of the

National Security Council in the following words:

�It therefore seems desirable, for operational
reasons, not to create anew agency for covert

operations, but in time of peace to place the res

ponsibility for them within the structure of the

Central Intelligence Agency and correlate them

with espionage and counterespionage operations
under the over�all control of the Director of

Central Intelligence.� (~nphasis added.)

B. In paragraph 3, the National Security Council
directs the creation of the Office of Special Projects within
CIA to �plan and conduct� covert operations. The Chief of

this Office is nominated by State and approved by the NSC

but must be acceptable to the DCI, and he shall report directly
to the DCI. Bat OPC shall operate independently of other

components of CIA.

C.. The Director of Central Intelligence is made

specifically resnonsible for insuring, through representatives
of the Secretaries of State and Defense, that covert operations
are �planned and conducted� in a manner consistent with U. S.

foreign and military policies. He is also responsible for

insuring the planning for wartime covert operations in con�

junction with the Joint Chiefs of� Staff. The funds £or support
of these operations are to be CIA funds605~ç~1~ked_for OPC.

NO CHANCE DI CLASS. 0

IL~.P__.s�.I-4�-H1�-1- 0 DECLASSIFIED

UI �~�-� CUSS. CHANGED TO, TS C

NEXT BEVIEW DATE:

AUTh~ HR 10.2
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D. As set forth in NBC 10/2 therefore, the intent

of the Council is to look to the Director for the proper

functioning of covert operations. He is specifically held

responsible for their control which presupposes the right
to initiate and to veto projects, subject only to NBC rulings
in the event of dispute. As the funds involved are to be

CIA funds, unvouchered expenditures will, by law, be the

Director�s personal responsibility. To carry this out, he

must have power to set controls for all such expenditures
and provide means, by audit or otherwise, to insure that

the funds are properly expended under regulations laid down

by him. It therefore appears that the Council intended no

limitation of the Director�s operational control outside of

that which may be exercised by the NSC in case of dispute.
But there is a limitation from a policy point of view in that

the Director must meet the policy requirements of the Depart
ment of State in connection with foreign affairs and of

the Joint Chiefs� military planning. But he is to be guided
by them, .not controlled.

II. AN&L!SIS OF TilE MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION AND

DNDERSTANDING ON TEE IMPLE2~ENTATI0N OF NSC 10/2, DATE~)

12 AUGUST 1948

A. In the discussion of NBC 10/2, Mr. Kexman

of the State Department asserted the principle that covert

operations, as an instrument of foreign policy, must function

�to the fullest extent possible� as a direct instrwnentality
of State and the National Military Establishment. �He recog
nized that, since OPC was placed in CIA, regard must be

given to the �organizational requirements of CIA�. It follows,
according to State, that OPC �must� take its policy direction

and guidance from State and the National Military Establish

ment and that the Chief of OPC must have the fullest and

freest access to the proper representatives of those depart
ments.

B. Mr. Souers stated specifically that the NBC

had intended in 10/2 to recognize the principle that State
and the National Military Establishment are responsible for

the �COndUCt� of the activities of OPC. Mr. Souers expressed
the view that this principle is manifest in the document.

The analysis made under Section I above indicates to the

contrary �� that responsibility f or �conduct� of OPC activi

ties was specifically placed, in the Directorof Central

Intelligence

C. The Director stated that OPC should and could
be given all the necessary freedom and flexibility within CIA

and that State bad responsibility for political decisions,
making such decisions in regard to individual projects. Mr.
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Neiman agreed that this was necessary and that he, as Statets

representative, would be accountable for providing such deôi�

sions. This political, as apart from operational, responsi�
biJ.ity seems to be in accord with the analysis of NSC 10/2,
set forth under Section I above.

D. The Chief, OPC stated that he should have

continuing and direct access to the appropriate departments
without going through the CIA administrative hierarchy but

that the Director should be kept informed in regard to all

important projects and decisions. NBC 10/2 recognizes the

special. relationship between OPC and the Department of State
and the National Military Establishment. But since the Chief

of OPC is directed to report directly to the Director of

Central Intelligence and responsibility for the conduct of

OPC�s activities was placed in the Director, the apparent
intent of NBC 10/2 is that the Director have actual control

or all projects and decisions, subject to NBC rulings on

disputed it~ns, rather than that he be merely kept informed

on important projects and decisions.

E. In the letter, dated 11 October, to the Acting
Director of Central Intelligence, Mr. Boa era elaborates on

his interpretation of the NBC action taken in 10/2. He

states, in connection with the question whether the. NSC

should tell the Director of CIA how his organization would

function, that whereas the intelligence organization of CIA

was created by statute under the Director�s control, OPC,
which is not a truly intelligence operation, was created by
NSC itself to operate independently of other components of

CIA to the maximum degree consistent with efficiency. The

authority cited by the NSC in establishing OPC is section

].02(d)(5) of the National Security Act, which authorizes NBC

to direct CIA to perform functions and duties related to

intelligence affecting the national security. 10/2 specifi
cally says that the new. Office £hall be created within CIA.

By any normal interpretation therefore, OPC�s covert opera
tions are functions of CIA and, as such, are the legal ax~

actual responsibility of the Director. Furthermore, even

the NSC has no authority to create a completely new and

separate operating entity.

III. ANAL~BIS OF TI~ PRESENT SITUATION

A. NSC 10/2 is the official mandate to which the

Director im~st look to ascertain his responsibilities. As

set forth in Section I above, this mandate on its faoe places
full administrative and operational control and responsibility
on the Director. As it is presently worded, it is to him

alone that the Council will look for results � It is for him

to obtain the necessary policy guidance, and only such guidance
is outside his control.
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�
B. Mr. Souers states that it was the intent of the

Council to make State and JCS responsible for the conduct

of OPC activities. The State Department representative and

the Chief, OPC do not assert flatly that responsibility is

in State and JCS but, by inference, shift the emphasis so

that decisions are apparently to be made by the outside

agencies, and the Director is merely to be kept informed.

Such transfer of the basic responsibility and control is

incompatible with the responsibilities of the Director under

law and under NSC 10/2 as presently worded. He would be

supporting a portion of the CIA budget over ~thich he would

have no supervision or control. He would be responsible fox�

personnel and procurement, although he would only be informed

by outside agencies of what his responsibilities were. He

would be giving his personal certification as to the propriety
of unvouchered expenditures, without any right to control or

approve the expenditures in advance or to ascertain the actual

propriety.

IV � R~0MMENDATI0~

A. In view of the divergenôe in views apparent in

Section III above, it is recommended that steps be taken to

make a final clarification on responsibility and control for

OPC covert operations in the following manner.

1. If NSC 10/2 was intended to carry the meaning
its present wording appears to bear, there should be

specif1~ and detailed acknowledgment that the Director,
in carrying �out his mandate to conduct and be responsible
for covert �operations, has full Æd~.nistrative control

of personnel and supplies, final authority over the

expenditures of funds, and the right to initiate or veto

projects. In time of war, of course~ control would be

transferred to the Joint Chiefs, as provided in 10/2.

2. If it was the intent of the Council, as stated

by Mr. Souers, that responsibility be in the Department
of State and the Joint Chiefs, it is felt that I~SC 10/2
should be carefully amended to make the respective
duties and responsibilities quite clear. This is parti
cularly desirable in view of the possibility of a change
of regime, bringing ins whole nel Security Council,
which might find itself faced with a hopelessly confused

situation. In the event that Control and responsibility
are to be placed outside of CIA, it is reeoended that

the Directorts responsibility be clearly limited to that

of affording a~inistz�ative support only. It should be

made clear by the NSC, itself, that the Director has no

administrative control, that he has no authority to veto

projects, and thAt he has no control over unvouchered
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expenditures. If this deciaton is made, it iS felt

that at least two basic principles, believed to be

generally accepted, would be involved: �- (1) that a].].

covert activities should be subjeotto a single coordi

nation and control, and (2) that there is no means by
which the Director can divest himself of, or be separated
from, his personal responsibility for the expenditure
of unvouchered funds. Certainly the problems raised by
such an arrangement would be many aid diff5~Zt, whereas
the organization apparently intended by 10/2 se~is not

only practicable but also efficient.

L&WR~NCE R. HOUSTON

SECRET~
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47. Frank G. Wisner, Memorandum for the Director of Central

Intelligence, �OPC Projects,� 29 October 1948

CI�- a~oo6

TO? SECRET

29 Ootobor 1.948

V~fnBAND~ FOR, D~ECT0R 0? C~RAL ~!ELLIOENCE

SUBJECT $ OPC Projects

R.fereuo, (a) National 8.ourity Dirootiv. 10/2.

(b) Manoran~ of 25 Ostobor 1948 fran

th. Director to AD~ ret Fiscal

Tour 3.949 Budpt.

1. D~tng yoor abunos, OPC has boon hol41ii~ a ssri.s of

.tfngs of an Ad,isory- Coouoil uhich eonaifls of hi~�].vs1,
s.om~ity-oloui.ed reprossnt.tiv.s of Ar~, 1*iy, Air Pore.

�
JCS

and Stat.. mcii r.prountativea were 4.t.d by tb. respec
tive 8sorst~riss to assist 1* tO2uU1at~n5 and coordinating
policies for OPC in cosordaucs with tbs charter eutlinod in

ref.reno. (a). Although this pe�.�4~4~.�y pl�4�g has not

yet bun ec.pl.t.d, the overall propu is bog4��4~g to ta~

chaps along the following general lines of o1�~stin. activity,

Fanotional Group I - Psychological ~rfsr.

Propu A - Press Cp.riodicsl and uon-p.riodioal)
Progau B .~ Radio

Propan C � I.tso.l1~ous (direct neil, poison pen,
rnecrs,st..)

F~otional Group II � Political lirfar.

Progran A - Support of Rasistane. (Vad.rgroimd)
Progron B - Support of ~�s and Esfugiss
Propsa C � Support Of auti-0~ists in Piw. Co~trie.

Propan D - Racourtge~.nt of Df.otion

Fanotional Group III � Zcan~.o ~rfars

Progran A - Coinedity opsr.tions C

Progr.a B - Fiscal operations (

DOCU~ENT lit.
___________________

NO CHAIGE UI CLASS. ~
0
CU.~. ~ ~ T~ ~

NE.<i~ 1W ~r:~
______________

t.uTa:

u ~

Copy No.1 of 4
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Pi~ational Group XV � Prs~Ætjve. Direct Aotjcn

Progran A - Support of Gu.rrlllss

Program B - Sabotage, Oeust.rubotag. and Demolition
Program C � Evacuction

Program D - Btay-b.hind

Fnoo*ional Group V - Iiao.llsn.cus

Program A - Trout Orpniàstious
Program B - War Plans

ogr~ C - A4~j,tpa$jon
Program D - Iisoollausous

2. Watil th. overall plans and polioi.s our fcvmolst.d, it
was obviously inpousibi. to pr.sanb an aocmsts or realistie out
line for budgetary- allocations a$ sit fioth In refusno. (b).
Hawe,er, the ianior staff officer, of OPC are correctly wor~ng
on such spscl.fio plans ~iob X obafl b. In a position to review
with you In tb. very- near fvtnzs.

3. In th. sntl, us hay, had no alternative but to so
o.pt certain sub�proj.et. ~ieh have bean litrally thrust upon
us, snob as th. old ~4~h was Inherited from S~,
and C..oh Refuge. Grasp. You nay be iou. that us
have dons svsrything possibi. t. hold such .rgansy assigsm.nts
to a~ In the.. instance, nh.re us had so altsrnstjy,,
us have limited oou oo~tnauts and have set up sar-narhad Loud.
to control expenditures.

Assistant Director for

!olioT Coordination

~

~
~py ~�~Øf 4
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48. Gustav Huger], �Observations on the Communist �Peace

Offensive,� 21 January 1949 (Ditto copy)

G.I.1. Ito. 7

~9~RDE~ffiAL #1

� .
~� ~ �~ ~ ~�.

21

Jr~nuary io~

O�~TIOi~S OE T~ COL~L]JI2ST �P~C O~ISIVt�

In jud~in~ the political aims of the Soviet Governnont~ ~o re

poatodly etrossod the fact that present Soviet polioy pivots on the

fo1lo~iin5 oontral idoacs

1. The principal ain of the extensive Soviet props�

ganda is to oonvinoe the Soviet people and uorld public
of its peaceful intentions. Simultaneoua3.y, that props.

g~znda describes the ~ectern Po~orc, particularly the

~:nitod States, as usreozigora pursuing inporialistic ama

of iiorld d~i~i~tion. The Soviet Govorn~nnt seems to be

lievo that such propaganda is en appropriate noons for

croating in the vend
.

a mood �which, in case of ver, would

serve the Soviet oausó.

2. For the timo boin~, the Soviet Govermont is not

interested in ~loaehing a uar against the ~ostorn ?o~ierc,
since it is oonaóious of the technical superiority of the

Uzzitod St~tos in its possession of the stemic bomb. The

Soviet C-ovonzu~ont heewu that it would not �win tho war oven
�

if it succeeded in overrunniæ~ the major part of ~urope
within a. relatively s!xort tine after the óutbronh o2 hoc�

� bilitioc.

3. Tho Soriot Government Iaiorzs that the Unitod Statos

also wants to avàid ~mr.. Therefore, the Soviet ~ovoruaent

vonturos to extend its spheres of influence all over the world

in order to obtain as many strateGic jumpinG�off positions
as possible for an armed conflict with the ~ostorn Pormrl3.

But, at the sono tine, the Soviot Government is anxious not

to overetrain the ,bc~ and proceeds with its provocations only
as lons,~ as they re~in tolerablo to the Unitod flta.tec. From

exporionce .Liith Soviet policy one can draw tho conclusion

that, at a ~.;iven ~nm~nt the Soviet Government will be able

to prevent the cold war� a GettinG too hot for hor.

4. The Soviot Union connidors the dotor.1imtion.of the

~ostorn ~a~zere to ~o ahead with the l~orth atlantic Security
Pact a goat inoonvonionce. Therefore, it trios to lull the

~uropoan states iuv-itocl to join the puot into a ft~].so feelinG
of security (Italy); en the other ]uizid, it loaves them iiith

out doubt that an anti�Soviet attitudo would involve 5roet
danGers i�or their political and economic situation (Sweden).

_EONF~
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The latest poli.t–oel ~nouver p-1~-~4 by~ ti~ Covt~t~
se~s to o~fir~ the above viaiis. ~t~� d~ibti. bo4 ~stod as to

~d~thoi~ tha latest o�~ec~ta of Le~ 301 C~hth..
C�~- at. ~4 Ps2~ao ?~1.1a*W.,, tbo bled of ~1~l1~� O�-~�~t

1~. des 2~sp~rsd by looe~. ~is doubts ~e dIsp.13.d by tbs
e~~i&bÆt of ~ est*2. ~daIt ve~ sppoured th ~ S~tet Intor~
tia ~gi.ti~ a~~

~Ai1 those an ~ou~ts am at one co~an goal, nes~1y, to

persuade the ~�orld public that the s~intenznico of torld peace depoudo
colol:.� on the furthcr attitude of t3:~ cotoru i~o~orc becauoe the ;oviot

Union had sufficiently proved that it ~cnto peace ~.nd� considoro r.~t~ml

undorotondin~ poe oible.

Although at procont tin Soviet Union ~rnntz peace. It deco not

~cnt it for tho sohe of ~oaco itceif. it ~:ozitz a ,onco of convciiiont

tha-ation because it needs a broath3.n~ epaco now end is co~inood that,

in the lon~ i-un, tino is workmn~ in its favor. The Soviet Governraant

beliovoc that, by uurdc and deeds, it u�ill succeod in ureckin~ the

~uropeen Rocovorj Pro~ren end time strengthen the uorld CoTinmist

novcucnt.

The rovcrhcrations in the ;.~ericon prese from the speeches of

Usroel Cachin and l�alniro To~liatti, as well as the ctrtlclo in tho

~oviot Dullotin, prove that ucithor the .~rurican public nor of.~�icial

cu�doe of tho United States are prone to ho toi:on In by thoso ~oviot

mchinations, ~thich represent only a tactical ~nouvor of tho ~renlin

and not a change of political strategy.

Thoroforo, the United Ctatoo should noie the ~oviot Cov~ernnont

clearly understand that Its intentions are evident. Ioreovor, the

~3nited States should porcuzido the rest of the t~orld that the Unitod

States Ic al~~uye roa~r to roach an a~oenont ~4th the ~oviot Union,
provided that ouch an a~roo~ut rests on conditions corresponding
with the iutoroctc not only of tho Soviet Union but of the non�

~et states as ~ofl.

Tho fact that :oscot~ newspapers have rocently displayod an

appeal by Uenry ~cllaco�s Progressive inrty for a nootin~ Qott7een

President Trui~n� and Prino iinistor Stalin tlnows an additional

significant. light on the a,th pux~suod by the Soviot Govornaont through
the alleged �peace offensive� � Since pronoiniccnoizts of the Soviot

press never happen spontaneously but only when the ~roi~lin wants

then to happen, the nentioning of the suggested nooting Lluct ho con

sidorocl as a �trial balloon� i�loa.tod by i occow to tost tho reaction

of the ;�:ostorr. Powers and to interpret it, at a given .iornnt, in

relation to the political� air.ic of the Soviot Union.

Those ains could be s~.m.rizoc1 as follows:

(
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3.. Above all, the. Soviet Government tinxrtc to gain
time for dzvolopimg, perfecting and coi~1eting the arming
of the Soviet Union.

2. Tho Soviet Union is c~ous to estab3.j.sh in China

a situation which, if the Soviet Union wore to suffer a

docisivo defeat, would enable the Soviet Government to

vithdrut7 into ~bina and to ooutinme the tier from there.

Thoroforo, using the ~ before the outbreak of tho tier,
the Soviet Union Trill do her boot to reconstruct the

armenont industry provioua1y built up in ilanohuria by the

Japanese.

~. The Soviet Government will urge the oo~ncemont

of nogotiations for peace troatios with Austria and Ger2mzy.
In those negotiations the Soviet will try to induco the

.;ostorn Pc~ier8 to consent to a withdraoal of their forces

from Europe because it is interested in pushing the ~7ootorn

Powers, especial1~r the United States, out of o.ll positions
in Central Europe. Should the 7estern Potiers rofuze, tho

Soviet Go~vcrnmont~ will try to put the blame for the con

tinuation of the occupation regime on the ~ootern Powors

and,. thus, to cos~roniso thorn in the eyes of the Austrian

and Germon people.

To achieve the aforomentionod goals, the Soviot Union might
oven be roady to lilt the Berlin blockade or, at least, to mitigate
it to such a degree that it would be difficult for the ~estern Pororo

to rojoot a Soviet proposal to meet the USSfl at a oonforonoo table

without putting themselves in the wrong beforo tho world public.

Theorting of those plans of the Soviet Govor t will require
both a firn end prudent policy on the port of the ~osteru Poeore in

the forthcoming months.

~ONR~EN~
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49. Wisner, Memorandum for the Director of Central Intelligence,
�Observations upon the report of the Dulles-Jackson-Correa

report to the National Security Council,� 14 February 1949

(Typed transcript)

Transcribed for ~) by cern,.

20 May 1.953

MF~LORLNDIJM FOR TRE DIRECTOR OF CENTR&L INT~.LIGENCE

SUBJECT: Observations upon the report of the Dulles�Jackson�

Correa report to the National Security Council

1. I return to you herewith copy #17 of the report of the

Dufles�Jackson�Correa committee to the National Security Council,
dated 1 January 19149. Pursuant to your req~iest, I am subsitting
to you in this memorandum my comments upon those portions of the

report which pertain specifically to the Office of Policy Coordina

tion, its activities and its relationships to various of the other

officeŁ of the Central Intelligence Agency. I understand that you
have likewise solicited the comments of the chiefs of other offices

and divisions of the Agency which are applicable to their respec�
t~ve areas of responsibility and. I trust that my rather limited

observations may be of some assistance to you in your overall con

sideration of this matter.

2. The most important feature of the report having direct

application to OPC is the recommendation that the Office of Policy
Coordination, the Office of Special Operations and the on Ct

Branch of the Office of Operations be integrated unde a single
overall direction in a new �Operations Division�. I agree with

this recommendation and with the reasoning which supports it and

I further agree that any such new office should be established and

should operate as a distinctly separate entity, having a considerable

degree of autonomy within the Agency. The considerations which are

marshalled in support of this conclusion and recommendation appear
at pp. 9L~, 96, 97, 99, 100 and 131 through 1314 in the report. It was

my original conviction that a very close degree of coordination between

the three activities mentioned was essential and inevitable and I

believe that our experience to date hªsfurnished many proofs of this

basic premise.

The report itself takes cognizance of a technical difficulty
in this regard which arises from the anomalous setup of the Office of

Policy Coordination within the Central Intelligence Agency. This

arrangement, which was originally ordained by the National Security
Council, could doubtless be revised as a part of the very important
readjustment which is the substance of this recommendation.

114 February 19149
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3. Of particular importance to the effe~.ve and secure opera

tion of OPC�or of OSO or the proposed new �Operations Division�, is

the recommendation that �these covert operations have their own

administrative support serviôes. The arguments which a~port this

reoommendation- are, I believe, concbsive and are set forth at pp~ .10,
32, 115 and 1.6. The gist �of these ,contentioni is an follows.

The general administrative� problems of tl3e5e covei�t operat
ing offices are unique �becausØ of their secrecy and consequent security

requirements. They differ importantly from that part of the work of

Cli which is concerned with the coordination of activities and the more

or less overt work of research and analysis. The security of covert

operations is inevitably prejudiced when overt and covert administra

tive units are placed tgether. Of equal importance is
.

the fact that

th. unique character of secret operations renders inapplicable most

ordinary rules of administration., One the results of the moving of

the administrative smppor~� from the direct, authority of the officials

responsible for secret öperatións is ,tbat administrative considera

tions d~e bound td �guide and �Ł~en control intelligence and operational
policy. Aæ~r gains in o~erail efficiency which may appear to result

from the centralization of: all adininjstratjve services are much more

than offset, by the resultant losses in the efficiency, effectiveness

and security of operations�and it is Æuhnitted that the latter should

be the paramount consideration.

~. Although the comment at p. 37, in regard to the serious results

of delay in obtaining security clearance is obvious, it is neverthe

less of sufficient importance to warrant mention in this memorandue.

While recogeizing the essentiality of care and thoroughness in personnel
investigations, it is imperative that a degree of fled.bility be

retained in the system of security clearance if the agency� is to ful

fill its responsibilities. In a limited rnssber of caSes, it will be neces

sary to request iSivers� on� persons who have long and well knoen records

of loyalty and responsibility in� the public service. The seven may name

check is no doubt desirable in all c.ses but the full investigation in

cases of the kind mentioned should be �allowed to go on after the mdi

vidua].s have entered �upon their duties. MoreOver, there must be a

balancing of interests as between absolute security on the one hand and

the necessity of obtaining talent, imagination, initiative and ~owledge
in certain fields.

:

5. A re]Atively small but� nevertheless important point which I

should like to raiSe �for the rO�cord is that ~the report appears to sug

gest that the role of OPC is subordinate to that of 080 in the field of

encouraging the defectiOn of strategically placed personnel in the Soviet

and satellite government services
�

It is our interpretation of our

charter

SEçRET
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charter (1136 10/2) that OPC is given this responsibility, but we

fully recogeize the special interests of both 080 and tJ~ Contaaj~
Branch of 00. You Jill recall the memorandum which was prepared by.
i~ office and concurred in by the other two branches, which outlined
a proposed method of coordinated aotivity both within and without the
Central Intelligence Agency in this increasingly important field. I

hope that you wi-il be able to reconsider your adverse decision in
this matter in the interest of enabling the three interested branches
to discharge their respective responsibilities in a coordinated and
effective manner. (See recomnendation #3 at p. 129)

6. I should also like to make a comment for the record upon the

observations of the committee at p. 123 about the insecurity of the

present physical setup of the Washington Headquarters of 030 (and OPC).
I agree that it is very prejudicial to the security of the personnel
and contacts of these secret operations offices to be isolated in a

conspicuously identifiable building, and that it would be vastly pre
ferable for them to be covered in a large establishment having no

previous 035 aM CIA taint and having so many services and visitors

that the identification of the staff members and their visitors would

be rendered most difficult. I fully recognize tnst because of the

drastic shortage of gover~nt housing space in Washington, this

criticism is easier to make than to remedy, but I nevertheless believe

that it should be made the subject of serious and continued considera

tion by all concerned. The problem is aggravated by the inability to

date of the Services Branch to provide sufficient space for present
OPC staff personnel even in Temporary L Building.

7. The observations of the committee at pp. ].h8 and 1Jj9 of the

report concerning the repute of intelligence as a career within the

armed services baa an important bearing upon the work of the Central

Intelligence Agency and OPC. Because of the important use which CIA

should always make of military intelligence personnel, as well as the

many relationships which CIA must have with the armed services in

order to be an effective and useful agency, it would be to the interest

of a].]. concerned if steps could be taken to improve the lost and pros

pects of service intelligence personnel.

8. My final comnent is made in connection with the recommendation

of the committee that a so�called �Intelligence Officer� within the

Department of State be created to serve as the principal liaison between

that Department and the Central Intelligence Agency, including the

Office of Policy Coordination. My reaction to this proposal would

depend
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depend very largely upon the identity of the individual selected

for this new position and the level at w~iich he is placed in the

hierarchy of the State Department. Unless this In~lligence Officer

is situated at a very high policy level within the Department of

State, the result would be very detrimental. Un4er no ;Circwnstances

should the lia~son ~betwØen OPC and the Department of State be tied

in with the research and intelligence staff of the Department.

Attachment:

23083-A

FRA1~K a. WISNER

Assistant Director of

PoliçyCoordination
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50. ORE 4 1-49, �Effects of a U.S. Foreign Military Aid

Program,� 24 February 1949

GP-~
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WARNING

This documen ontains Information cting the na

tional defense or United Sta Ithin the meaning
of the Espionage ~.ct, U

..
31 and 32. as amended.

Its transmission or t V tion of Its contents in any

manner to an orized per Is prohibited by law.
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DISSEM~ATION NOTICE

1. This copy of this publication Is for the Information and use of the recipient
designated on the front cover and of individuals under the Jurisdiction of the recipient�s
office who require the Information for the performance of their official duties. Further

dissemination elsewhere In the department to other offices which require the Informa

tion for the performance of official duties may be authorized by the following:

a. Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Research and Intelligence, for

the Department of State

b. Director of Intelligence, GS, USA, for the Department of the Army

c. Chief, Naval Intelligence, for the Department of the Navy

d. Director of Intelligence, USAF, for the Department of the Air Force

e. Director of Security and Intelligence, ABC, for the Atomic Energy Corn

mission

j. Deputy Director for Intelligence, Joint Staff, for the Joint Stafl

g. Assistant Director for Collection and Dissemination, CIA, for any other

Department or Agency

2. This copy may be either retained or destroyed by burning in accordance with

applicable security regulations, or returned to the Central Intelligence Agency by
armngement with the Office of Collection and Dissemination, CIA.

DISTmBUTION:

Office of the President

National Security Council

National Security Eesources Board

Department of State

Office of Secretary of Defense

Department of the Army

Department of the Navy

Department of the Air Force

State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee

Joint Chiefs of Staff
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~~d1�JI-iüENTtAL
ORE 41-49 -~LI~d

EFFECTS OF A U.S. FOREIGN MIlITARY AID PROGRAM

TEE PROBLEM

1. For the purposes of this problem It is assumed that:

a. A North Atlantic Pact providing for a system of collective security embracing
the United States, Canada, and the Brussels Pact Powers, and perhaps also Norway,

Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Portugal, and Italy, will be consummated during 1949.

b. During FY 1950 limited US military aid will be provided to the European sig
natories of the Pact, and also to Austria, Greece, Turkey, Iran, Korea, and the Philip

pines, the amount and type of aid being gdverned, in each case, by limitations upon

available US resources and the absorptive capacity of the recipient.

c. The foreign military aid program thus initiated could not be expected to create,

in Western Europe, sufficient military strength to oppose and delay materially a Soviet

military invasion until sometime during the period 1952-1955.

d. The ECA program will continue without serious Interference by the rearma

ment program.

2. By direction, we estimate herein:

a. The effect of the US foreign military aid program assumed above on:

(1) The ~iin o~ the recipients to resist aggression by the USSR or its satelllteÆ.

(2) The ability of the recipients to maintain their internal security and

political integrity.

(3) The Intentions and future action of the USSR.

b. Conversely, the effect of a US failure to provide such aid during FY 1950.

DISCUSSION

3. General considerations affecting the psychological response of the recipients to

the assumed military aid program are discussed in Appendix �A,� the effect on particu
lar recipients in Appendix �B,� and the probable Soviet reaction in Appendix �C.�

CONCLtJSIONS

4. The US military aid program and, more importantly, the Atlantic Pact, will

encourage resistance to Soviet aggression insofar as they are recognized as a basis of

hope for the eventual achievement of real peace and security. Inasmuch as they

Note: This report has been concurred In by the Intelligence organizations of the Departments of

State, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. It Is based on information available to CIA

on 10 February 1949.
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afford no immediate assurance of security, this effect will be in some degree offset by

widespread popular apprehension that they involve grave risk of unnecessary involve

ment in a war between the United States and the USSR. In any case, the will to resist

is unlikely to outrun the visible means of resistance.

5. In general, the prospective recipients of US military aid are less interested in the

amount of direct aid to themselves than in the over-all strength of the combination

achieved through the rearmament of Its principal members and particularly In assur

ance of prompt and effective US military intervention in their defense if need be.

6. U, however, US military aid were to be withheld, this default would be regarded as

a breach of faith and would tend to undermine confidence in any assurances of US

support explicit or Implicit in the Pact. This disillusionment would affect adversely

the will to resist Soviet aggression.

7. US military aid Is essential to the maintenance of internal security and political

integrity in Austria, Greece, and Korea. Elsewhere It Is not essential for that purpose,

although It would be of appreciable benefit In France, Italy, and Iran.

S. The Pact and military aid program will neither convince the USSR of the futility

of its present tactics nor provoke preventive war. The immediate Soviet reaction will

probably be an intensification of Soviet and Communist effort in forms currently

f~mi1u~r with the purpose of preventing the accomplishment of their intended effect.

CO~~NTIAL
2
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APPENDIX ~�A�

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. The effect of the assumed military asssstance� program would be primarily psycho

logical. By the terms of the assumptions the material effect would not be appreciable

except with respect to internal security in some countries. Tns~cmuch as the program

itself would not guarantee the security of the recipient states, the psychological effect

would depend on whether it and the Atlantic Pact were regarded as an essential step

toward the achievement of peace and security or merely as preparation for a new war.

2. None of the assumed recipients of US military aid would willingly submit to Soviet

domination and all realize that their existing individual and collective weakness invites

Soviet political, and possibly military, aggression. On this account, all would have

reason to welcome US aid in rearmament and, more Importantly, the assurance of active

US military support explicit and implicit in a collective security pact. In thoughtful

opinion it would be realized that, while the Pact and program afforded no immediate

guarantee against invasion and hostile occupation, they would constitute an essential

first step toward the development of an effective system of collective defense which

might deter Soviet aggression and that only by this means was there any apparent

hope for the ultimate achievement of peace and security.

3. It would also be realized, however, that this first step could not be taken without

incurring Soviet displeasure and the risk of involvement in war, especially in the

interim before hopes and promises could be transformed into actual strength. Most

of the countries concerned have had bitter experience of war and hostile occupation.
The result is a popular dread of involvement in war. This sense of insecurity cannot

be overcome by paper plans for future security or implicit promises of eventual libera

tion if war and hostile occupation should come first. This psychological obstacle

inhibits response to anything less than a convincing guarantee of immediate security.

4. One consequence of this psychosis is a disposition to �let George do it.� A state

such as Denmark or Iceland, helpless in any case, can avoid the risks of participation
in a scheme of collective security and still receive its fundamental benefits insofar as

the participation of others serves to stabilize the general situation. In Greece it can be

felt that the struggle is essentially between the United Sates and the USSR, with Greece

a bystander caught in the crossfire. In general application this idea provides an excuse

for apathy In the supposition that the United States, the only possessor of real power

in the non-Communist world, should bear the responsibility for curbing the USSR and

the attendant risks.

5. Even where governments, more farsighted in this matter, accept responsibility to

contribute to the common cause, they will do so with a high sense of having accepted

grave risks. In consequence they will not regard US military aid as a gratuity, but

3 T2~
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rather as well deserved quid pro quo. If the aid received should fall short of their

expectations, there would be not only disappointment, but a tendency to doubt the

validity of their reliance on US support and to consider whether Sweden had not

chosen the better course.

6. France, in particular, has peculiar psychological reasons, derived from a sense of

former power and present helplessness, for demanding special consideration and

deference and the reassurance of the actual possession of renewed military strength.
But most of the European recipients are small states long accustomed to depending for

security on the protection of greater powers or committed in principle to hope for the

eventual achievement of an effective system of collective security. These states are

less interested in direct military aid to themselves (given some token amount) than in

the over-all strength of the combination achieved through the rearmament of Its prin

cipal members. In particular, they would probably derive more reassurance from the

existence of US military strength capable of prompt intervention in Europe than from

military aid to themselves. They would be reassured by the existence of such strength,
not merely in the expectation of Its Intervention in their defense if need be, but In .the

hope that Its existence would prevent the need for its intervention from arising.

4
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APPENDIX �B�

EFFECTS ON PARTICULAR RECIPIENTS

1. Tax UNITaD KINGDOM.

A British determination to resist Soviet aggression already exists, but British

thought on this subject assumes the support of the United States as well as that of the

Commonwealth. British ability to resist is dependent on US support: in particular,

Britisli resources cannot be further diverted to rearmament without prejudice to

economic recovery. Moreover, the United Kingdom Is concerned to promote the

defensive organization and rearmament of Western Europe as a means of enhancing
British security. For these reasons the United Kingdom, whatever its Independent

determination to resist, would be greatly encouraged by the consummation of an

Atlantic Pact and the initiation of a US foreign military aid program, not only because

of direct benefits, but also because of the general strengthening of Western Europe
and above all because of implicit as well as explicit assurances of continuing US support.

Conversely, US failure to adopt a foreign military assistance program, for whatever

reason, would have a discouraging effect on the United Kingdom and might lead to a

reconsideration of British policy.
The maintenance of British Internal security and political integrity is not In doubt.

2. FasRca.

The consummation of an Atlantic Pact and the receipt of US military aid would

encourage French resistance to Soviet aggression. The will to resist, however, would

not outrun the visible means of resistance. The French would oppose political pressure,

but would not accept serious risk of war while incapable of preventing the invasion of

France, whatever the assurance of eventual liberation.

The French armed forces are presently capable of suppressing a Communist insur

rection, but only after considerable damage had been done. To the extent that US

military aid made possible the prompter accomplishment of this task it would reduce the

damage and perhaps prevent resort to violence. Accordingly the receipt of such aid

would tend to render the government�s attitude more firm, to relieve popular appreheri

zion, and to stimulate economic recovery.

If US military aid were to be withheld or were to fall short of expectations, the

French would be disappointed and discouraged, and would become correspondingly
reluctant to antagonize the USSR. The French would still resist actual attack on

Western Union countries, but In these circumstances their resistance would be affected

by low morale as well as material shortages.

3. Bsz~atvx.

These states are already disposed to resist Soviet aggression, but must depend on

the support of greater powers. Insofar as the Atlantic Pact and US military aid pro-
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gram gave promise of an eventually effective system of collective security, they would

be encouraged.
The internal security and political integrity of these countries Is not seriously

threatened. As in France, US military aid would serve to render the situation more

secure, with beneficial effects.

These states are as much interested In US military aid to Great Britain and France

as they are in direct aid to themselves. If such aid were to be withheld, they would be

deeply discouraged, but would still tend to follow the British lead.

4. Noawa~.

Norway is disposed to resist Soviet aggression in any case. Insofar as the Atlantic

Pact and military aid program gave assurance of prompt and effective support, this

disposition would be encouraged. Norway would be reluctant, however, to risk pro

voking the USSR without greater assurance in these respects than is apparent In the

assumptions.
US military aid Is not required for the inaintenance of Norwegian internal security

and politteal integrity, although suŁh aid would, of course, render the situation more

secure.

Norway would be little influenced by a denial of US aid as a consequence of its own

failure to adhere to the Atlantic Pact, but would be greatly discouraged by a denial of

aid to the actual signatories If, having signed the Pact at the risk of provoking the

USSR, Norway were denied appreciable aid, the political repercussions within that

country would be severe.

5. DENMARK.

D~nim~rk�s will to resist Soviet aggression is qualified by a sense of the futility of

anned resistance in the event of war. The Pact and program would encourage Den

mark to the extent that they served to stabilize the situation, but would not be likely to

alter the Danish appreciation of theprospects for a successful defense of Denmark in the

event of attack.

US military aid Is not required for the maintenance of Danish internal security

and military integrity. The Danes, however, expect It In return for their complaisance

respecting Greenland, regardless of their position with respect to the Atlantic Pact.

They would be greatly discouraged by denial of aid to the major signatories of the

Atlantic Pact.

6. IcELAND.

Iceland�s will to resist Soviet aggression Is Irrelevant in the total absence of any

capability of doing so. The existence of an Atlantic Pact with Scandinavian participa

tion, however, would facilitate Ice]and.lc cooperation with respect to US determination

to resist Soviet aggression against Iceland.

Ice]a~id has no effective security forces. There Is no serious internal threat to

Icelandic security and political Integrity, but the country is vulnerable to a clandestine

6
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expedition. Some military aid might improve this situation, but not greatly in the

absence of effective organization for utilizing it. Denial of aid would not alter the

status quo.

7. IRELAND.

The Irish will to resist Soviet aggression is beyond question and requires no

encouragement. The Irish position would be rendered more secure by the Pact and

program, with or without Irish participation. No US military aid is required for the

maintenance of Irish internal security and political integrity. Denial of such aid to

Ireland would be without appreciable effect. Denial of aid to the major signatories of

the Atlantic Pact, however, would give Ireland reason for some concern.

8. PORTUGAL.

The Portuguese will to resist Soviet aggression and abifity to maintain internal

security are not dependent on US military aid, but would be strengthened by it. Denial

of aid would not materially affect the situation in these respects.

9. ITALY.

The will of the Italian people to resist Soviet aggression is compromised by their

fear of involvement in another war, particularly in the absence of effective means of

self-defense. The Pact and program would encourage Italian resistance to Soviet

political pressure and Communist subversion, but the Italians would remain unlikely
to fight with a will in any war unless rearmed, convincingly assured of prompt and

decisive US support, and directly attacked.

As in France (pam. 2), the Italian armed forces are capable of suppressing a Corn

munist insurrection, but only after severe damage had been done. To the extent that

US military aid enhanced their capabilities in this respect, its results would be beneficial.

Denial of US military aid to Italy or to the major signatories of the Atlantic Pact

would be extremely discouraging to non-Communist Italians and would influence them

toward adopting a noncoithnittal attitude.

10. Ausvam.

Austrian will to resist Soviet aggression is meaningless in the absence of effective

means. Even for the maintenance of internal security and political integrity Austria

is dependent on the presence of Western occupation forces or on sufficient US military
aid to permit the establishment of an effective security force. Denial of aid in one form

or the other would probably result in the eventual Soviet domination of Austria despite
the anti-Commw~ism of the Austrian people.

11. GREECE.

The Greeks are now resisting a form of Soviet aggression. Their morale is adversely
affected by the absence of decisive results, but, with US support as at present, their

7 T~
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resistance may be expected to continue. Any reduction of US aid might have dis

astrous effect. Some increase may be required to maintain the status quo.

12. Tua~r.

The Turkish will to resist Soviet aggression and ability to maintain internal secu

rity are not dependent on US military aid, but have been strengthened by It. The

implications of the Atlantic Pact and the development of a systematic program of mili

tary aid would afford further encouragement to the Turks provided they were assured

that there would be no consequent diminution of US support for Turkey. Conversely,

a reduction or CIeniB.1 of US aid would be discouraging In effect. If the entire aid pro

gram were rejected, or If essential aid were denied to Greece and Iran, so that Turkey

became isolated, that country might be compelled eventually to submit to some form of

accommodation with the USSR.

13. IRAN.

The will of Iran to resist Soviet aggression Is more dependent on confidence in US

political and military support than on the receipt of any specific amount of military
aid. Such aid would strengthen Iran�s ability to maintain internal security and tend

to reassure Iran with respect to a continuation of US support in the broader sense.

Conversely, denial of aid would have adverse effect in both respects and, Insofar as It

undermined Iranian confidence in US suppàrt, might cause Iran to hedge in Its rela

tions with the United States and the USSR.

14. Koxaa.

US mifitary aid is essential to the maintenance of internal security and political

integrity in South Korea and the will to resist North Korean Invasion or Infiltration.

More than this is not to, be expected. Denial of such aid would probably result in

eventual Soviet control of all Korea.

15. TxsP~.wpn~us.

The Philippines depend on the United States for protection from Soviet aggression.
Some further military aid would facilitate the maintenance of internal security. Such

aid is expected, and Its denial would have unfavorable political repercussions.

8
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APPENDIX �C�

SOVIET REACflON TO THE ASSUMED PROGRAM

~. me members of the Politburo (�the Kremlin�) are at once the directors of an

international revolutionary movement and the rulers of the USSR. Thew ultimate

objective� is a Communist world order under their own domination. To achieve this

goal they can employ with equal facility the apparatus of international Communism or

the power of the Soviet state, whichever is better suited to the need of the moment, each

with the implicit support of the other.

2. In Stalinist doctrine, the function of militant Communism is to hasten a dissolution

of capitalist society expected, with �scientific� certitude, as the inevitable consequence

of that society�s inherent contradictions, and the role of the USSR is to provide, during

the interim, a secure base and powerful support for international Communism. In

this concept the Kremlin�s primary instrument of aggression Is the international Com

munist movement, to which the war-making power of the Soviet state is essentially

auxIliary.

3. The Kremlin, however, pursues Its ends in a world in which power politics is the

prevailing mode of international relations. It expects capitalistic states to resort to

war rather than submit to subversion or dissolution. Consequently, in its conduct of

political and subversive operations, the Kremlin must keep constantly In view the

strategic position of the USSR in relation to a constant possibility of armed attack and

must view the conduct of non-Communist states in the same light.

4. It is estimated that, in present circumstances, the Kremlin is content to pursue Its

ends by normal Communist te~hniques and is unlikely to resort to open military aggres
sion. It has at present no compelling reason to resort to war. It has reason to avoid

war in the still vastly superior war-making potential of the non-Communist world and

in exclusive US possession of the atomic bomb. The consideration most likely to cause

the Kremlin deliberately to resort to war would be conviction that an attack on the

USSR was actually in preparation and impossible to prevent by other means. The

problem is whether consummation of an Atlantic Pact and adoption of a related US

foreign military aid program on the scale envisaged would convince the Kremlin of

the futility of its present tactics, leading to a detente in international relations, or

convince the Kremlin that an attack on the USSR was actually in preparation, leading
to a preventive war on Soviet initiative, or confirm the Kremlin�s adherence to its pres

ent policy and cause an intensification of its current efforts.

5. In the eyes of the Kremlin the Pact and program would appear to confirm the

validity of Communist doctrine regarding the conduct to be expected of a capitalistic

society in its imperialistic stage. The military aid program would be taken, like ERP,

9 TO~
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to reflect the imperative necessity of such a society (t1~e United States) to sustain Its

economy through exports. Regardless of the defensive terms employed, the Pact and

program together would be mterpretŁd as essentially hostile toward the USSR.

6. The Kremlin would seriously consider whether the Pact and program constituted

specific preparation for eventual attack on the USSR. If their implementation were

to include such specific actions as, for example, the construction of heavy bomber

bases In Norway, the Kremlin might conceivably consider Its apprehensions confirmed

and deem it vital to prevent such developments, by force if they could not be prevented

by other means. If, however, no more definite threat developed, the Kremlin would

probably regard the danger as still potential rather than immediate in view of the time

and effort required to make the Atlantic Powers capable of a decisive attack on the

Soviet Union, and the possibilities for counteraction during the interval. Soviet

counteraction on the basis of this appreciation would be political, psychological, and

subversive in character. If (in Communist reckoning) this policy served only to delay,

rather than to prevent, inevitable conflict, the delay would be advantageous in permit

ting the further development of Soviet power and the further undermining of that of

the enemy. Except as attack may appear inlTnhIent and unavoidable, the Kremlin

has no reason to abandon a strategy successful hitherto, and conceived to be scientifi

cally certain of ultimate suŁcess, to accept the doubtful arbitrament of war.

7. The consummation of an Atlantic Pact and adoption of a US foreign military aid

program, then, will neither convince the USSR of the futility of Its present tactics

nor provoke it to immediate preventive war. The Immediate effect will be an intensifi

cation of Communist effort in forms already familis~r with the purpose of nullifying
and defeating the Pact and program. These efforts would include:

a. Intensification of the �peace offensive� with a view to exploiting the universal

desire for peace and Confusing Western opinion by identifying the USSR as a �peace-

loving� nation and the United States as an �imperialistic warmonger.� This effort

would also seek to undermine support for the program in the United States and to

curtail appropriations.

b. Direct attack on the Pact intended to persuade European participants that

it was a device of US imperialism designed to impair their national sovereignty and

to involve them in a new war for US benefit.

c. Pressure on perlpheralstates (e.g., Norway, Italy, Iran) to prevent their adher

ence to the Pact or acceptance of US aid. (The pressure might involve risk of .war if

the USSR were to miscalculate Western determination to resist.)

d. Propaganda intended to arouse mutual jealousy and distrust among the par

ticipants, especially with reference to the apportionment of military aid under the

program.

e. Further consolidation of Soviet control in Eastern Europe, including the possi
ble announcement of a corresponding defense pact.

10
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8. If these efforts failed to prevent the successful implementation of the Pact and

program, the Kremlin would still not be obliged either to abandon its basic purposes

or to resort to preventive war. It could still continue its efforts to obstruct and retard

Western European stabilization and recovery. Whenever convinced that these tactics

had become unprofitable, it could seek a detente in Europe on terms Intended to facili

tatE the long-term development of Soviet sti~ength. Accustomed to the idea of an ebb

and flow in the tide of revolutionary opportunity, the Kremlin would regard such a

stabilization of the European situation as merely temporary and preliminary to a new

crisis of capitalism opening the way to new revolutionary advances supported by an

ever more powerful USSR.

9. If the assumed US military aid were to be withheld from the prospective recipients,
the USSR would take advantage of the ensuing disillusionment in its efforts to extend

its hegemony by all political, psychological, and subversive means.

11 �~����
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ORE 3-49 TOP~tRET

CONSEQUENCES OF US TROOP WIThBRAWAL FROM KOREA Di SPRING, 1949

SU1~4MARY

Withdrawal of US forces from Korea in the spring of 1949 would probably in time

be followed by an Invasion, timed to coincide with Communist-led South Korean revolts,

by the North Korean People�s Army possibly assisted by small battle-trained units from

Communist Manchuria. Although it can be presumed that South Korean security
forces will eventually develop sufficient strength to resist such ai~/1nvasion, they will

not have achieved that capability by the spring of 1949. It Is unlikely that such

strength will be achieved before January 1950. AssumIng that Korean Communists

would make aggressive use of the opportunity presented them, US troop withdrawal

would probably result In a collapse of the US-supported Republic of Korea, an event

which would seriously dinthilsh US prestige and adversely affect US security Interests

in the Far East.

In contrast, continued presence, in Korea of a moderate US force, would not only

discourage the threatened Invasion but would assist in sustaining the will and ability

of the Koreans themselves to resIst any future invasion once they had the military

force to do so and, by sust.aining the new Republic, maintain US prestige In the Far East.

Note: The Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Navy, and the Air Force have

concurred In this report. For a dissent by the Intelligence Division, Department of the

Army, see Enclosure A, p.7. The thlormatlon herein Is as of 24 February 1949.
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TOP pI~t~REr

CONSEQUENCES OF US TROOP wrr~RAWAL FROM KOREA IN SPRING, 1949

Assumptions:
1. FInal US troop withdrawal would begin before June 1949;
2. Economicand military aid, to the extent presently projected would continue;

3. ContInued antagonism between northern and southern Koreans to a degree

presenting a constant danger of open hostilities.

Despite the real progress toward stability that has been achieved by the Republic
of Korea in both political and military fields, it is doubtful if the Republic could survive

a withdrawal of US troops in the immediate future. While Korean security forces now

have the capability of maintaining Internal security in the face of opposition from

strong and efficient underground Communist forces In South Korea (see ORE 32-48),

they are neither sufficiently trained nor sufficiently experienced to undertake actions

requiring coordination on regimental and brigade leveLs. Such coordinated action

would be necessary against the large-scale border penetrations and simultaneous coun

trywide internal disorders which would undoubtedly follow the withdrawal of US troops.
In the face of combined Invasion and uprising, in which local Communists and the North

Koreans People�s Army might have the assistance of battle-trained Communist units

from Manchuria, as well as Soviet aid and advice, the maximum capability of Korean

security forces would be control of certain isolated urban and rural areas. Despite a

large turnover of personnel resulting from the recently Instituted screening system
calculated to rid the ranks of infiltrating Communists, the Army has added a consider

able number of recruits in the past few months and has now reached a strength of

65,000. The present schedule cans for completion of all basic, battalion, and regi.
mental training by 1 June 1949. It Is estimated that an additional six months, at

least, will be necessary to develop proficiency with organic equipment In large-scale

field operations. Additional training in countering guerrilla techniques would enable

the security forces to deal more effectively with large-scale Communist infiltrations.

Completion of such additional training would be necessary before any appreciable ability

to resist Invasion could be guaranteed.
If US troops are withdrawn before the security forces of the Republic of Korea

achieve such capabilities, they will not Inspire confidence among their people, and

until the people possess this confidence, a spirit of defeatism will grow; popular support

of the government will diminish, and its will to resist Communist encroachment will be

undermined. Although Soviet propaganda has been able to exploit the inherent

Korean sentiment against foreign interference, the majority of thinking Koreans in

the South have come to accept the continued presence of US troops as a condition

necessary to free survival.

The presence of the American Mission In Korea (AMLK)� and the United Nations

Commission on Korea (UNCOK), alter the withdrawal of US troops, would mitigate

ATvUK Includes the Diplomatic Mission, the ECA Mission, and the Provisional Military

Advisory Group (PMAG). AI~ Is generally responsible for supply and training of the Korean

security force.
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TOP~~
the adverse effects of the withdrawal on the will of the southern Koreans to resist

Communist revolts and invasions. Their presence probably would not, however, pre

vent the disintegration of the Republic of Korea and eventual Communist domination

if US troops are withdrawn before the Korean security forces are capable of resisting a

combination of external and internal attacks.

1. EFFECTS DI JAPAN AND SOUTHEAST ASIA.

a. Political and Psychological.
The political and psychological consequences of US troop withdrawal from

Korea would be felt most acutely In Japan. Although many Japanese may anticipate
eventual Communist domination of all Korea as a logical development, the Impact of

actuality would be considerable. Japanese fear of Communist power would increase

along with doubts of US willingness or ability to defend Japan.� The Japan Communist

Party would be strengthened by easier communication with Communist forces across

the Tsushima straits and by the adherence of opportunistic converts. Similar political
and psychological effects would follow to a lesser degree in other Far Eastern countries.

Groups who have received or hoped for US support might question the sincerity of US

intentions to oppose Communism and might feel forced to collaborate with heartened

native Communists and assume a more moderate attitude toward the USSR.

b. Military.

Assuming that US troop withdrawal meant Oonsolldation of Communist con

trol over a]] Korea, the USSR would be able to develop bases in the South from which

they could launch air, airborne, or amphibious attacks on Japan, Formosa, and the

Ryukyus, or submarine forays against shipping in Japanese waters.

c. EØonornic.

Economiô consequences, as such, would be unimportant. Japan would lose a

potential small market for industrial goods and a potential producer of rice. The USSR

would gain an additional source of iim~ldl1ed labor for projects in the Soviet Far East.

The potential contribution of consumer goods, particularly textiles, might also enhance

the total productive effort of an Integrated Korean-Manchurian-Soviet Far East

economy.

d. Propaganda.
US troop withdrawal would, of �course, enhance the US position by weakening

Soviet propaganda on the issue of imperialism and aggression, but it would subject
Koreans to inevitable terror propaganda that would play upon their Isolated position
in the Far East. Furthermore, it niust be realized that the probable subsequent col

lapse of the Republic of Korea would be a news item of such magnitude as to offset any

favorable propaganda effects that had been achieved either in Korea or hi the Far

East generally.

�The deep concern aroused In Japan over the recent newspaper reports that the US might
withdraw troops from Japan is a sample of the reaction that would follow US troop withdrawal

from Korea. The concern over a withdrawal from Korea, of course, would not be as great
as that over a US withdrawal from Japan.
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2. EFTECTS ON US SEcuzuu.

Withdrawal of US troops stationed in South Korea iwould permit consolidation

of US Far Eastern troop strength in the home Islands of Japan and also eliminate

the danger of having some forces in an untenable position In the event of hostilities

with the USSR. Againstthis gain, however, must be weighed the fact that such with

drawal would allow immediate exploitation of South Korea by the USSR. Bases built

there before the outbreak of hostilities would.greatly assist~Soviet forces in their war

task of interdicting US positions in Japan; the Ryukyus, and the Philippines. In other

Far Eastern countries, US withdrawal could and probably would be interpreted as weak

ness, and might fui~ther contribute to the fundamental, realignment of forces in the

Far East in favor of the Soviet Union for �practical reasons.�

(For a discussion of Korean strategic and economiC problems and of the contribu

tion of US tactical troops to South Korean stability, see AppendiL)
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APPENDIX

Koaza�s STRATEGIC VALUE

a. Geographic Considerations.

A major military power holding Korea~ would be in a favorable position to

dominate the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea, and the Gulf of ChIhil, to threaten the

Soviet Maritime Province and southern Manchuria by ground attack; to threaten

Japan and adjacent mainland areas by air, airborne, and amphibious attack, and to

threaten targets deep within the USSR and China by long-range air attack. The Soviet

Union, by means of interior lines of communication and relative proximity to sources

of supply could maintain a military position in Korea at much less cost and effort

than could the US.

b. Military Importance.

Southern Korea�s strategic importance to the US rests principally on the fact

that Its denial to the USSR prior to an outbreak of general hostifities would prevent

the development of advanced bases from which Soviet forces could threaten or neutralize

US operational bases in Japan and the Ryukyus immediately upon any outbreak of

hostilities. Such value as southern Korea would have as a defensive or offensive US

base after the start of war with the USSR would, however, tend to be negated to the US

by the scope of military operations required to hold and maintain a position there.

Unless the US strategic plan permitted employment of the major forces necessary to

maintain a base there, any US force present in southern Korea at the outbreak of

hostilities would have to be written oft or evacuated.

The present function of US troops. in South Korea is purely psychological but

no less important for that reason. Aside from the entirely unlikely event that the

USSR would be willing to risk war over the Issue of Korea, It Is most improbable, so

long as US forces are present, that Soviet troops would participate In an invasion of

South Korea. It is similarly less likely that the North Koreans themselves, with or

without other Communist aid, would make war on the South. It Is obvious, however,

that should an invasion take plaŁe despite their presence, US forces would either have

to furnish active assistance to the South Korean Republic or be withdrawn, with

serious loss of US prestige.

In the absence of US troops, it Is highly probable that northern Koreans alone,

or northern Koreans assisted by other Communists, would Invade southern Korea and

subsequently call upon the USSR for assistance. Soviet control or occupation of south

ern Korea would be the result.

The armed forces of southern Korea, although completely dependent on the

US for training and logistic support, are of considerable strategic significance to the

US insofar as they enhance the security of Japan. If fully developed, the Korean

Array could, by itself, deny southern Korea�s exploitation as a Communist offensive
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base In the period prior to an open attack by either major units of the Chinese Com

munist forces or by the USSR. The security of US bases In Japan would thus be

enhanced while the strain on US manpower Involved In occupying southern Korea

would be decreased. Furthermore, If the Korean Army were specially trained In guer

rilla warfare techniques, it might continue to serve US strategic Interests by carrying
on guerrilla warfare against a Soviet occupation.

C. Economic Importance.

Southern Korea~ as a separate entity apart from northern Korea, has a deficit

economy and Is a liability to the US. The area can supply no strategic raw materials

other than small amounts of tungsten and graphite. Only the Intensive application

of Imported chemical fertilizers can bring about the surplus rice production which would

increase Korean economic and political stabifity as well as contribute to the feeding of

VS-occupied Japan. Industrial production, presently Insufficient for domestic require

ments, is confined mainly to consumer goods. It Is not of strategic value to the US

except to the degree that rehabffltatlon and development may reduce the economic

strain on the US involved In sustaining the economy.

Southern Korea is of some potential economic significance to the US In that

integration of the economy of the Republic of Korea with economies of Japan, Formosa,

and the Philippine Islands could result in a greater degree of economic stability in all

the countries concerned.

d. Political Importance.

Survival of the Republic of Korea in the southern zone Is strategically impor
tant to the US. The Republic not only serves as a deterrent to physical Infiltration of

Communist agents Into Japan but, more Important, represents for the Japanese and

other nationals In the Far East, a symbol of US determination to resist further

encroachments of Communist forces In eastern Asia. The Republic of Korea Is one con

crete evidence that the US Is sincere in Its professions of support for the struggle of the

Far Eastern world against Commilnlern. The continued survival of the Republic of

Korea would be proof to the peoples of the Far East that Communist domination Is not

inevitable and would lessen the psychological Impact of the fall of China.

US tactical forces In Korea now number approximately 8,000 as opposed to the

original force of over 40,000. TheIr task has been reduced or has been turned over to

indigenous institutions as the latter developed strength and efficiency. US troops today

are only concerned with serving as a limited reserve which might be used to assist

Korean security forces In maintaining Internal order and stabifity; * as a deterrent to,
but not an absolute guarantee against, an overt invasion by northern Korean forces;

and, most Important, as concrete and visible evidence to the Korean Army and to the

Korean people generally that the US continues to support their government against
threatened Communist domination.

�Present Army inrces In Korea are not Charged, except Indirectly, with assisting Korean

security torces In maintaining Internal order. United States troops, according to their present
Instructions, may Intervene to maintain Internal order In Korea only If attacked or If required
to protect us nationals or property.
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ENCLOSURE �A�

pISSENT BY THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF TEE ARMY

1. The Intelligence Division, Department of the Army, dissents, from ORE 3-49,

Consequences of US Troop Withdrawal from Korea In Spring, 1949. The Intelligence
Division does not believe that US troop withdrawal would be the major factor In the

collapse of the Republic of Korea.. Neither does the Intelligence Division believe that

�such withdrawal would allow immediate exploitation of South Korea by the USSR.�

2. The Intelligence Division believes that an invasion of South Korea by the

North Korean People�s Army Is a possibility at present, and recognizes that the likeli

hood of such an invasion will Increase somewhat, following the departure of United

States troops. However, the Intelligence Division considers that an invasion is a pos

sibility, rather than a probability, for the following reasons:

a. Action short of invasion might bring about the result desired by North

Korean and, presumably, Soviet authorities, without Incurring the risks involved In a

military operation. Such action could include the Instigation of Communist-led diS

turbances In South Korea, the Infiltration Into the south of armed and trained agents
and guerrillas, and continuation of border Incidents on the 38th paralleL

b. The People�s Army still is a relatively small, although well trained and

efficient, military force. At present It does not have, of Itself, the preponderance of

strength over South Korean military forces wlilÆh would be required to Insure victory
In an armed struggle. The People�s Army, as a force In being, may well be considered

by North Korean authorities to have greater value as a constant threat than if it were

committed to a military adventure which conceivably could result In Its defeat or In

expenditure of Its strength without proportionate returns.

3. The Intelligence Division concludes, for the reasons cited above, that an In

vasion of South Korea by North Korean forces is a possibility rather than a probability
at the present time; and further, that this state will continue until such tithe as South

Korean mIlitary~ forces are reduced to such a state as to render them incapable of resist

ing significant North Korean military action.

4. Further, it Is the belief of the Intelligence Division that political and economic

factors other than the presence or absence of United States troops will have a decisive

Influence on~,he future course of events In Korea, and that the continued maintenance

of a small United States Army force In South Korea would be only a relatively minor

psychological contribution to the stability of the Republic of Korea. If continued eco

nomic and military aid to the Republic of Korea, to the extent presently projected, plus
the presence of a United Nations Corrnn~inn, are not sufficient to sustain South Korean

morale and will to resist Communist expansion, It appears doubtful that the presence

of a small United States combat force would do so.
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PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET CONTROL OF A COMMUNIST CBINA

It Is the intention of the Soviet Union toadvance toward its goal of eventual world

domination by adding to the Soviet orbit the enormous territory and population of

China, and by employing China to facilitate Soviet expansion Into other Far Eastern

A coalition govØrnrneæt formed by the Chinese Communists, while representing a

temporary tactical maneuver, win contain no elements capable of offering real opposi
tion to the Communists.

A moderate Chinese Communist policy toward small business proprietors, land

owners, and peasants will help to gain popular support, at least until the government
feels strong enough to launch into the more vigorous phases of communization.

The Communist timetable in China will be flexible and will be influenced by internal

conditions in China generally, as well as by the international situation. The complexi
ties of ruling a country like China will, undoubtedly, retard the consolidation of Com

munist control, but these complexities in themselves probably cannot, In the long run,

prevent it.

The Chinese Communists will support Soviet foreign policy by diplomatic moves

calculated to embarrass the Western Powers, by blatant anti-Western propaganda, and

by assistance to the Communist parties and nationalist movements of Asia.

Foreign loans which involve no political commitments will be negotiated by the

Chinese Communists wherever possible, and foreign trade (under state supervision)

will undoubtedly be continued with non-Communist countries. This policy does not

imply permanent benevolence toward foreign business interests In China.

The Soviet Union will attempt to use the CCP as its chief instrumelit to consolidate

control over China as it has successfully used the various national Communist parties
of Eastern Europe. The strong influence exerted by the Soviet Union over the Chinese

Party has been variously revealed and provides ample indication that the present lead

ership of the Chinese Communists Identifies itself solidly with International Corn

munlsni as promulgated by Moscow. The Kremlin will endeavor to prevent possible

cleavages in the Party leadership from jeopardizing eventual Soviet control over China.

The present Sino-Soviet Treaty can be directed at the US and its allies, and other

agreements may provide for a high degree of economic and military integration be

tween the USSR and China. At the same time, in accordance with its strategy of

creating cii Its borders easily dominated political entities, the Soviet Government will

probably press for political autonomy in all present Chinese border areas adjacent to

the USSR.

Note: The intelligence organizations of the Departhients of State Army, Navy, and the Air Force

have concurred in this report. The information herein is as of 12 April 1949.

This paper discusses a pattern of developments which should become apparent prior to 1951.
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It must be emphasized that the process of coæÆolidatlon of Soviet Øontrol over

China will unquestionably enôountercoi~atdŁrab1e thfficult~, in view of the many potas
tial points of conflict between the USSR and the Chinese Communists, e.g., the Issues

of US Ł.id, control of pŁrlpheial ai~eas, co~tro1 of asslàtancØ to Comii~iunlst movements

in other Far Eastern areas, arid the subServience which Moscow will undoubtedly de

mand of the CCP. While sme opposition to Moscow control probably exists in the

CCP, fo~ such opposition to be effective the dissident groups must wrest the control

apparatus from the pro-Moscow leadershlj, Or that leaders p Itself must change Its

policy toward Moscow. Until evidence Is available that ai effective, opposition is dØ

~ping, it is concluded that the cc~ will remain loyal to MoScow.

�2..�.
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PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET CONTROL OF A COMMUNIST CHINA

1. Sovxrr INTE1qTION8 IN CmNA.

Present Soviet policy Is aimed at eventual world domination, to be achieved

through the establishment of national Communist regimes controlled and directed

from Moscow.

Soviet intentions In China are twofold. The first involves adding to the Soviet

orbit the enormous territory and population of China (thereby bringing under Soviet

control three-fourths of the Eurasian land mass) and, conversely, denying China to the

West as a potential base of operations against the USSR. The second embraces use of

China as an advance base to facilitate Soviet penetration of Southeast Asia, including
Indonesia and the Philippines; the oufflsLnklng of India-Pakistan and the strategically

Important areas of the Middle and Near East; and eventually control of the entire

Asiatic continent and the Western Pacific.

2. PRospEcTs FOR CRINESE CoMX~(tJ1~INr CONTROL OF CBINS.

a. Communist-Controlled �Coalition.�

The Communists have announced that they will form a coalition government

upon coming to power In China. By their own definition, such a coalition government
will be one �led by the Chinese Communist Party, the various democratic parties
and the representatives of the various people�s associations which truly represent the

Chinese people,� and will exclude all �reactionary elements.� The coalition will enable

the CCP to claim establishment of a truly representative government for all China.

The coalition will be Communist-controlled from the outset, which from a Marxist

point of view, will be a �revolutionary� phase beyond that seen in those Eastern Euro

pean governments in which the Communist minority parties entered legally and later

wrested control from the others. Thus the coalition will avoid what is usually a difficult

and dangerous step on the road to Communist dictatorship, but the CC? will still be

faced with the problem of gaining the support of the people it claims to represent

b. Chinese Communist Internal Policy.

The internal policies of the Communist-controlled government win be deter

mined, not by the policies currently in force in the USSR, but by the present stage of

development of the Chinese revolution according to orthodox Communist theory. This

stage, at the moment of Communist victory in the Chinese civil war, would correspond

roughly to that represented in the Bolshevik Revolution, when in 1920 the Bolsheviks

had defeated their enemies inside Russia. The NEP (New Economic Policy), a tempo

rary tactical retreat, was aimed at conciliating the hostile elements In the Rii~!nn

population and thereby hastening the economic reconstruction of the country. Mao

Tse-tung�s concept of �interim capitalism,� the first stage of revolution In a �colonial�

area, has much the same ends in view.
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The moderate CCP policy toward small business proprietors and landowners,

as well as the peasant class, will probably gain wide support for the Communist regime.
While the basis for future development of Chinese industry will, in all likelihood, be

established by the nationalization of large-scale industrial and commercial enterprises,
the toleration of small business by the regime at this time should win the favor of a

large segment of the population. Limited agricultural reforms, on the other hand,

such as reduction of land rents and interest rates, and land distribution, will be wel

comed by the peasants. Agricultural cooperatives axe also likely to be a goal of the

Communist Government. Collectivization on the Soviet model, however, will probably
not be attempted on a large scale for many years to come, both because of the opposition
it would arouse among the peasants and because It is at the present time technically

�

impracticable In southern China�s rice-growing area&

A government-sponsored movement to increase the size of fields under cul

tivation would, nevertheless, help to create the physical conditions necessary for the

development of collective farms. Through preferential taxes, subsidies for cooperative

farmers, and a system of machine-tractor stations for use of the cooperatives alone, a

strong trend In the direction of collectivized agriculture could be established.

The Communist Government can be expected eventually to incorporate these

economic aspirations in a Three- or Five-Year Plan which will lay down the blueprint
for development in the immediate future.

At the outset, the Communists will devote their energy toward establishing

complete control over the central government. (The strength of this government may,

however, be reduced by Soviet territorial annexations in Sinkis~ng and Inner Mongolia,

and by the maintenance of a special Soviet position in Manchuria.) As control of this

central government is consolidated in the various areas~ local governments, theoretically

exercising complete autonomy within their own territories, will be created along the

lines of the Soviet political structure, and eventually the form, If not the name of a

�Union of Democratic Republics� of China will be utilized.

In addition, a constitution modeled on that of the Soviet Union will be drafted

to provide, on paper, for freedom of speech, worship, and assembly, while guaranteeing

local and racial autonomy, and the right to use their own languages in schools, courts,

and other o~cial institutions to China�s minority groups. The constitution may also

provide for the limited nationalization of industry envisaged by Chinese Communist

leaders as applicable in the present stage of revolution.

The Communists, In �reorganizing� the armed forces, will i�Umins�–e those

elements which have already proved unreliable, and devise means to detect others as

they appear.

The Communists also will not neglect to integrate existing Communist police

organizations Into the present Nationalist police force, attempting to Improve, perhaps
with the aid of Russian specialists, the secret police which they have formed on the

Soviet modeL

c. Obstacles to Communist Consolidation of Power.

In implementing the measures outlined above, the Communist timetable will be

flexible and will be influenced by internal conditions In China generally, as well as by
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the international situation. The underdeveloped and often non-existent communica

tions in this vast country render most difficult any effective centralized controL Other

formidable obstacles to Communist consolidation of power in China are: (1) The

problems inherent in collectivizing a small-scale agrarian economy; (2) the difficulties

involved in superimposing state control on the present decentralized financial- Struc

ture; and (3) the cultural conservatism of the Chinese people and their stubborn

resistance to encroachment on their innate sense of property rights. The complexities
of ruling a country like China will, undoubtedly, retard the consolidation of Communist

control, but these complexities in themselves probably cannot, in the long run, prevent it.

3. CHINESE COMMUNIST FOREIGN Poucv.

a. Pro-Soviet and Anti-Western.

In accordance with the frequently expressed belief of Communist spokesmen
that �the world is divided into two camps,� Chinese Communist leaders may be expected
to give aggressive support to the diplomacy of the �progressive-democratic countries.�

This will involve Chinese diplomatic measures calculated to advance the ends of Soviet

foreign policy and to embarrass the Western Powers; blatant anti-Western propaganda;
and assistance to the Communist parties and nationalist movements of Asia.

The new government will continue to explain its actions against the Western

Powers in terms of protecting Asia against Western (particularly US) �Imperialism,�
and of safeguarding China�s territorial integrity and national sovereignty. The Com

munist government will probably bring pressure to bear upon the US to withdraw its

military forces from Tsingtao or from any future bases established on Taiwan; and, in

time, upon Great Britain to give up Hongkong. China will continue to assert its claim

to Taiwan, and perhaps, to the Ryukyu Archipelago, which is presently under US

occupation.

b. Foreign Trade and Assistance.

It seems likely that foreign loans which involve no political commitments will

be negotiated wherever possible, and foreign trade (under state supervision) will

undoubtedly be continued. Trade agreements with non-Communist countries will for

the most part be calculated to procure for China petroleum, machinery, steel, rnanufac

tured goods, and other products which cannot be readily supplied by the Soviet Union.

The USSR will seek to obtain, by means of a trade agreement with the new government,

required amounts of such Chinese products useful to it as tin, antimony, and tungsten,

supplying (or promising to supply) In return Soviet manufactured goods and possibly

agricultural producta. In addition to these direct economic advantages for itself, the

USSR will endeavor to make use of Chinese trade and the resources of Manchuria to

exert political pressure upon Japan and the countries of Southeast Asia.

The Communists have given some indication that they would like foreigners
to continue �business as usual.� This seems to be a move calcuiated to win easier

recognition for their government and minimize foreign opposition to the change of

regime. Such a policy recognizes the transitional contribution that foreign Interests
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can make to economic and social stability; it does not imply permanent benevolence

toward foreign business interests In China.

4. SovIET REi.&TiowS wiTH THE Camsss COMMUNISTS.

a. The CCP as a Soviet Instrument.

The Soviet Union will attempt to use the CCP as the chief instrument to extend

its control over China as It has successfully used various national Communist parties of

Eastern Europe. While the basic techniques for the extension of Soviet control

will be drawn from the experience gained in Eastern Europe, these techniques will be

adapted to the peculiarities of China: its vast size as compared with the countries of

Eastern Europe, the absence of Soviet military occupation except In parts of Manchuria,

and the lack of ethnic and cultural bonds with the Soviet Union. In adthtion, Stalin

will be mindful of the unfortunate results of Moscow�s attempt to direct developments
In China during the 1920�s.

b. Solidarity of Chinese Communists with Moscow.

Coming at a time when it would appear to the advantage of the Chinese Com

munists to profess some degree of independence, the constant profession by the leaders

of the Chinese Communist Party of their place In the world Communist movement and

reiteration of the absolute primacy of the Soviet Union In this movement, is ample lMi

cation that the present leadership of the Chinese Communists Identifies Itself solidly
with international Communism as promulgated by Moscow.

The Chinese Communists have not deviated in any way from the Soviet

line on International affairs, as was strikingly demonstrated, for example, in their

endorsement of the Cominforin condemnation of Tito. Whether this action was the

result of Soviet pressure or of the ideological affinity of the CCP to the world Communist

cause, it revealed the powerful influence exerted by the Soviet Union over the Chinese

Party. By this action, furthermore, the CCP Central Committee was condemning a

tendency toward national independence which many of its members might previously
have thought compatible with the international Communist movement and certainly

applicable to their own country.

Later, Mao Tse-tung, in commemorating the 31st anniversary of the Bolshevik

revolution, called on the �revolutionary forces� throughout the world to unite behind

the Soviet Union against �American imperialism.� A more recent revelation of the

strong pro-Soviet orientation of the Chinese Communists was the series of articles by

Llu Shao-chi, Deputy Chali~man of the CCP Politburo, reconciling nationalism and

�proletarian internationalism.� The author clearly announced that the Chinese

Communist Party is committed to a positive pro-Soviet line. �Neutrality,� he said,

�is Impossible. If you do not stand in the Imperialist camp helping American impe

rialism and its stooges to enslave the world and your own nation, you must stand in the

anti-imperialist camp. ..

Soviet Liaison with. CCP.

The Soviet Union in its relations with the Chinese Communists has, in the

past, been most circumspect. It may be assumed that Sovlet-CCP liaison exists, and

,0� 6
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It has been frequently claimed by the Chinese Nationalist Government and others that

military and political advice is given to the Chinese Communist leaders by R~c.~i~ns

However, there is no positive evidence to substantiate these claims. The proximity to

the USSR of Chinese Communists in North China and Manchuria would make liaison

easy and concealment of such liaison effective. Furthermore, it is a basic practice of

the Kremlin carefully to hide Its connections with foreign Communists until their

accession to power.

The consolidation of Communist control in China during the first phase will

probably be influenced by Soviet representatives operating unobtrusively under the

cover of diplomatic, technical, commercial, or military missions. Undoubtedly, addi

tional Russian diplomatic and consular omcers, as well as cultural and newspaper

representatives, will be sent to China soon after the Communist accession to power.

These people will be charged with keeping a watchful eye on the activities of the

Chinese Communists. As a recent Pravda article pointed out: �The experience of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union is basically, fundamentally, and essentially

acceptable to, and compulsory for, the Communist parties of all lands that are fighting
for a socialist revolution or have launched upon the building of socialism.�

d. Chinese Communist Leaders1z~p.

Almost half of the present members of the CCP Central Committee and the

Political Bureau have had training in Moscow, and many other members have received

indoctrination through the French Communist Party. Although training in Moscow

or Paris is no guarantee of fidelity, suCh training is regarded by the Kremlin as one

of the most Important factors in developing the loyalty and discipline of non-Soviet

Communis~

e. Soviet Methods to Effect Compliance of CCP.

The Soviet Union and those Communist leaders whose loyalty to the Kremlin

is unquestioned are well aware of the danger of cleavages in the Party leadership and

will endeavor to prevent the development of any movement which might jeopardize the

Soviet effort to establish control over China.

A tested tactic employed by the USSR in maintaining control over local parties
is the establishment of a system of checks and balances within the party leadership

through pitting one personality against another. Although it has been. claimed that

the relationship between Mao Tse-tung and Li Li-san might lend itself to such a

technique, at present evidence is lacking either that Li�s standing in the Party, or his

actual power in Manchuria, is sufficient to be an effective check on Mao. It is likely

that the principle of checks and balances is operating within the CCP, but its applica
tion to specific figures is unknown.

f. Soviet-Chinese Mutual Assistance Pacts.

The Soviet Union will continue to include China in Its existing system of

mutual assistance pacts with countries bordering on the Soviet Union. The Sino

Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, signed in August 1945, provides that both the

USSR and China will �undertake
. . . jointly all measures in their power to render

7 SE
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impossible a repetition of aggression . . . by Japan.� Thus, the Treaty can be aimed

at the US and its allies, while ostensibly intended for a former enemy. Additional

agreements will probably call for �close collaboration in the Interests of peace� and

the �strengthening of economic and cultural ties,� and may provide for a high degree of

economic and military integration between the two countries, including the dispatch
of military and technical �advisers� to China, the construction, reconstruction, and

equipping of airfields in Chinese territory, and the formation of Soviet-Chinese stock

companies for the development of industrial and mineral resources, especially those

which contribute directly to the Soviet military potential.
Similar pacts have been concluded by the Soviet Union with the �Mongolian

People�s Republic� and the �Democratic People�s Republic� of Northern Korea. An

interlocking series of bilateral agreements among the Far Eastern �republics� may also

be negotiated.

g. PoUtical Control of Peripheral Areas.

The Soviet Government will probably press for political autonomy of all present

Chinese border areas adjacent to the USSR. Such an arrangement might open the way

for eventual Soviet annexation of these areas. In any event the policy would be in

accordance with the Krem]in�s strategy of creating easily dominated political entitles

on the Soviet borders.

In line with guaranteeing Soviet economic interests in Manchuria, the USSR

will probably retain some special rights in Dairen and In the Port Arthur naval base

area. This is possible under the 1945 Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance,

which provides for the special Soviet position in Manchuria.

The Soviet Government, while attempting to establish in Manchuria the

virtual autonomy of an absolutely reliable wing of the Chinese Communist Party, will

not necessarily attempt to deprive the Chinese Communist Government of a nominal

sovereignty over Mstni-huna, but will certainly seek to preserve hegemony in that area.

In this manner, the USSR could better insui~e Its access to the raw materials of Man

churi~, while at the same time creating a safeguard against possible political deviations

on the part of Chinese Communist leadera

In all llkpllhood, the USSR favors the formation of an autonomous territory
of Sinkiang, possibly with a view to creating a new Soviet Union Republic at some time

in the future.

The Soviet Union might also Induce a Chinese Communist Government to

relinquish Its claim to sections of Inner Mongolia, in favor of the Mongolian People�s

Republic.

5. POTENTIAL Ponq�rs op Coripi,icr Brrw~i vnx USSR AND CHINESE CoMaw~Isre.

a. The Issue of US Aid.

The USSR, intent upon the elin~ins~tion of US influence from Chins, would

almost certainly disapprove a Communist effort to obtain US aid under ECA. Although
It Is most unlikely that the Issue of US aid could in itself effect a change in the orien

tation of a Communist-dominated government, It Is possible that this issue, especially

8
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if the USSR were unable or unwilling to supply the aid Itself, would strengthen the

Influence of those groups within the CCP that seek to avoid Soviet domination.

b.~ The Issue of the Border Ares.

The Issue of cont*olof peripheral areas will probably prove to be one of the

most lm~ortant testing rounds Sino-Soviet rolatlons. The objective of the USSR in

seeking control of thŁseareas Is pritharily to streflgthen Its basic strategic position In

the Far East. If, however, It appears to tIle Chir�~j~e Commuflists, as It may, that the

USSR Is attempting to wŁa~en the Communist Government of China by depriving It

(whether actually or In effect) of control over the border regions, the possibility of a

schism within the ~ or between the CCP~ and Moscow will be Increased. While the

Communist Government of China would probably nt risk open rebellion against the

USSR over the Issue of border areas aggressive and clumsy maneuvers by the USSR

In those areas would probably reSult In the disaffection and Insubordination of a sig
nificant section of the ~Srty.

c. The Issue of Communist Movements In. thà Far East.

The USSR wIll of course welcome the assistance of the CCP in promoting the

growth of Communism in the F9x ESst, but the USSR must prevent the CCP from

exercising independently a majo� influence over these movements. The USSR will

attempt to control this assistance through existing Soviet ~h~n~e1s for liaison and

direction. This will be one of the most Important areas of potential conflict between

the USSR and the Chinese Commüfllsts.

d. The Is,sue of Subservience to MoscOw.

As extensIon of Soviet control over the CCP becomes more obvious, it can be

expected that some cleavages In the Communist high covnninnd will occur, possibly

resulting in the defection of certainleaders. Adding to the potential dangers facing
the Soviet Union In Its consolidation of power Is the large number of present members

of the Chinese Communist Party who are not convinced Sta1lnists~ arid hence not

altogether reliable as Communists. ThOse leaders who wish to oppose Moscow control

are potential rallying points for the lukewarm elements In the party and the popula
tion. For such opposition to be effective, however, the dissident groups must wrest

the control apparatus (I.e., party organization, secret pollce~ army) from the pro-

Moscow leadership, or that leadership Itself must change Its policy toward Moscow.

Until evidence Is available that an effective opposition Is developing, It follows that

the Chinese Communists will remain allies of Moscow.
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ISC 50 TOP GECTtET

July 1, 1949

NOPE BY 1~ ~CUTIVE SECRETARY

to the

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

on

TRE CENTRAL INTElLIGENCE AGENCY AND

NATIONAL ORGAr~IzATION FOR INTELLJGENCE

References: A. NSC Action No. 202

B. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, same

subject, dated January 24, March 2, March 8,
and April 4, 1949, respectively.

At its 37th meeting the National Security Council considered
the report by the Dulles-Jackson-Correa Survey Group on the subject
and cosiserits with respect thereto (Reference B), and referred them
to the Secretaries of State and Defense to prepare, in consultation
with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General, and in
the light of the discussion at that Council meeting, specific recom

mendations for Council action. (Reference A)

The enclosed report by the Secretaries of State and Defense on

the subject prepared pursuant to NSC Action No. 202 in consultation

with the Departments of the Treasury and Justice, is suheitted here,

with for consideration by the National Security Council at its next

meeting of the reoc~ndations contained therein.

The Attorney General is being invited to participate in the

Council�s consideration of this report.

The Secretary of Defense expressed the view that, upon approval,
the reccmeendationa should be put into effect at once and the Council

should plan to have a suitable review of the progress made after a

reasonable period of implementation. -

It is requested that this report be handled with special
security procautions

Distribution: SIDNEY V. SOUBRS

The President Executive Secretary
The Secretary of State

The Secretary of the Treasury
The Secretary of Defense

The Attorney General
The Secretary of the Army
The Secretary of the Navy
The Secretary of the Air Force

The Chairman, National Security
Resources Board

I:sc 50 ~OF 3ECI~ET
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July 1, l9k9

CO!~NTS AND RECOt~ENDATIONS TO THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCZJ
ON THE REPORT OF ~ DULLES-JACKSON-CORREA COM~TT~ PREPARED

BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND SECRETARY OF D~~SE

The Report on �The Central Intelligence Agency and National

Organization for Intelligence� includes 57 individual conclusions

and reco~endations which we. have regrouped in order to facilitate

Council consideration. Although some of the conclusions do not

require Council action, we wish to bring them to the Councilts

attention with our cosents � Other conclusions and recomeendations

call for concurrence or non-concurrence by the Council and appro

priate implementing action.

1. L~I~JATIVE PROVISIONS GOVZRNI~ CIA AND ITS POSITION

UNDER THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

a. S1m~n~17 of the Report

The Survey Group report concludes that:

(1) Section 102 of the National Security Act

of 19~7 which sets up CIA is sound and that. no amendments are neces�

sary at this t1~

(2) CIA is properly placed under the National

Security Council, but that its Director should establish closer

liaison with the two members of the Council on whom the Agency

chiefly depends, namely, the Secretaries of State and Defense.

b. Comments

We concur in these conclusions and reco~ndations

which do not require specific Council action or authorization. It

NSC 50 TOP DECIILT
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should be noted, however, that the National Military Establishment

and CIA are presently studying the wartime status and respond

bil.tties of CIA and that recommendations may be presented at a

later date on this subject. It may be determined that certain

functions and responsibilities should be under the control of the

military in time of var.

C. Reco~nded Action

That the National Security Council concur in the

Survey Group conclusions on this subject, with the understanding

that study may determine that certain functions end responsibilities

should be under the control of the military in time of war.

2
� TEE COORDINATION OP INT~LIGENCE ACTIVITIES

B. Su~ry of the Report

The Report concludes that:

(1) The responsibility of CIA with respect to

the coordination of intelligence activities baa not been fully dis

(2) The Intelligence Advisory C~ittee is

soundly coneelved as an advisory body, but should, under the forth

right initiative and leadership of the Director of Central Intelli

gence, participate more actively in the continuing coordination of

intelligence activities and in the discussion and approval of in

telligence estimates.

b. C~ents

We concur in the observations and conclusions of the

Report on this general subject. We believe that the objectives

NSC 50 TOl� 3ECI1~T
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sought for can be achieved by the recognition and implementation of

these principles and by the organizational and operational improve

ments reco~nded elsewhere in the Report.

In accordance with these principles and as partial

implementation thereof, we recommend certain amendments to National

Security Council Intelligence Directive No. ~l, as indicated in

Annex �A�, appended hereto. These amendments would (1) define the

status of the Director of Central Intelligence as a member of the

Intelligence Advisory committee and (2). clarify the procedure whereby

dissents are included in coordinated intelligence estimates.

C. Recor~euied Action

That the Natiooal Security Council (1) concur in the

conclusions end recoamiendationa stated under para. 2 a above as a

statement of principles to be followed by the Director of Central

Intelligence and the Intelligence Advisory Committee; (2) amend

National Security Council Intelligence Directive No
�

1 in accordance

with the changes proposed in Aimex �tA� appended hereto.

3. M~~S~P OF T~ INTE LI~sC~ ADVISORY CO~u~rr~

a. StmImAry of Report

The Report recommends that the Federal Bureau of

Investigation be added to the membership of the Intelligence Ad

visory Coiittee and that the Joint Staff (JCS) and Atomic ~ergy

Commission be dropped from memberski.p.

b. Comments

We concur in the proposal that the Federal Bureau

of Investigation be added to the membership~of the Intelligence

I~SC 50 TOP 5ICRE�L
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Advisory Cozmnittee, but do not agree that the Joint Staff (Jcs) and

Atomic ~ergy Commission be dropped from membership. A sufficient

number of problems arise which are of joint concern to foreign

intelligence and domestic security intelligence to warrant the

membership on the IAC of the PBI in order that coordination and

cooperation in the national interest may be achieved.

We also wish to point out that the Reoo~nded Actior~

under paja. 2 C above would, if approved, have the effect of clan

rying the status of the Director of Central Intelligence as a member

of the Intelligence Advisory Comeittee.

C. Reconmiended Action

That the National Security Council (1) invite the

Attorney General to have the Pederal Bureau of investigation become

a member of the Intelligence Advisory Comeittee; (2) it this invita

tion is accepted, amend National Security Council Directive No. 1

accordingly, as provided in Annex �A� appex~ed hereto.

~. PARTICULAR INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS B Thfl~ COORDINATION

OR ATTENTION

a. S�m~vi~~y of the Report

Throughout the Conclusions and Recommendations of

the Survey Group Report, attention is drawn to a number of panticu

lay intelligence questions requiring special attention or coordina

tion. These may be listed as follows:

(1) Scientific Intelligence.

(2) Domestic Intelligence and counter-intelli

gence insofar as they relate to the national security.

I~SC 50 Tor c~oRE~
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(3) Provisions for prompt coordinated intelli

gence estimates in crisis situations.

(k) The proper allocation o(~ responsibility for

political simwn~i�ies.

(5) The exploitation of intelligence from

foreign nationality groups and foreign individuals in the United

States.

(6) The coordination of covert intelligence

activities in occupied areas.

(7) Coordination of the handling of defectors.

(8) Increased emphasis on the counter-espionage

activities abroad of the Ceütral Intelligence Agency and closer

liaison for counter-espionage matters with the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.

b. Co~senta

We concur in these conclusions and co~enta as inter

preted above and point out that recent progress has been made in

some of these fields. For exasiple, that of scientific intelligence

through the creation of the Office of Scientific Intelligence, by

an agreement on a procedure for providing prompt coordinated national

intelligence estimates in crisis situations, and by an agreement

under consideration by the I.AC agencies and the FBI with respect to

the exploitation of defectors and other aliens.

For the purpose of clarity and guidance:

Paragraph k a (2) is considered to refer to the ooordina.

tion of foreign intelligence and foreign counterintelligence with

NSC 50 TOP 3ECItEt
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domestic intelligence and domestic counterintelligence for the

purpose of correlating and evaluating intelligence relating to

national security.

Paragraph 4 a (3) Is considered to refer to provision for

prompt coordinated national Intelligence estimates in crisis situa

tions.

Paragraph 4 a (5) is considered to refer to the exploita

tion of foreign nationality groups and foreign individuals in the

United States for the purposes of foreign intelligence.

We anticipate that the addition of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation to the memberShip of the Intelligence Advisory Com

mittee vii]. contribute particularly to the objectives ~nx1er points

(2), (3), (5) and (7) above. With respect to paragraph 4 a (8)

above, we believe the meintenance of close liaison for these pur

poses is essential.

C. Recoa~rat~ed Action

That the National Security Council:

(1) Draw the particular attention of the Di-.

rector of Central Intelligence and Intelligence Advisory Cc~ittee

to the need for early and sustained action for more effective oo~

ordination in the fields listed under para. 4 a above as discussed

in the Survey Group Report;

(2) Request the Director of Central Intelli

gence to sutmit to the Council within a period of siz months a re

port on progress in these matters.

(3) Invite the Attorney General to have the

£iSC 50 TOP 3~CflET
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Federal Bureau of Investigation become a member of the Intelligence

Advisory Committee.

(k) If this invitation is accepted, a~nd

I~ational Security Council Directive No. 1 accordingly, as provided

in Lnnox �A� appended hereto.

(5) Note that nothing contained in NSCID1, as

amended, is intended to affect or change NSC 17,4, approved by the

President on March 23, l9~9 and the Director of the Federal Bureau

of Investigation is a. member of the Intelligence Advisory Coiittee

for the purpose of coordinating domestic intelligence and related

matters with foreige intelligence matters and his relations with

the CIA shall be as provided in Section 102 of the National Security

Act of 19k7.

5. NATIONAL INT~LIGENCE BSTIMATES

a. Sia~vui~y of the Report

The report concludes that in CIA there has been a

confusion between the responsibility for producing coordinated

national intelligence estimate8 and the responsibility for miscel

lameous research and reporting. It finds further that the Council�s

Intelligence Directives on this subject are sound, but have not been

effectively carried out �
It reco~nds, aside from organizational

changes described in the following section, that CIA should draw

upon and review the specialized intelligence production of the

agencies in order to prepare coordinated national intelligence esti

-�.ates ai~d that these estimates should be discussed and approved by

~ I~C, wi.ose aembors should be collectively responsible. Such

~3C 50 - ~DCflET
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estimates should be recognized as the most authoritative available

to policy makers.

b. Comments

We concur in these conclusions except that we do not

believe that the Director a~ the LAO should be bound by the concept

of collective responsibility, because this would inevitably reduce

coordinated national intelligence to the lowest common denoninator

among the agencies concerned. A procedure should be adopted which

would pex~nit the Director and the lAO to fulfill their respective

responsibilities to the President and the NSC regardless of � -

mous agreement, but providing for concurrent submissions of dissent.

The CIA, however, should interpret and follow the NSC Intelligence

Directives so as to refrain as far as possible from coispetitive

intelligence activities in the production of research intelligence

estimates.

c. Reco~nded Action

That the National Security Council concur in the

conclusions and reco~eMationS stated above, as interpreted by our

comments, as a statement of principles to be observed by the Director

of Central Intelligence and the LAC.

6. ORGANIZATION 0? THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

~. ~ of the Report

The Survey Group Report proposes a number of major

changes in the internal organization of CIA with a view to supporting

the objectives set forth in the Report. These changes are the

f~].lowing:

NSC 50
- 0]~T~LT
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(1) The operations of the Office of Special

Operations, the Office of Policy Coordination and the Contact Branch

of the Office of Operations should be integrated under single over

all direction in an operations division, with its separate ~�~�ntn1~-

tration, within CIA.

(2)- Out of the present Office of Reports and

Estimates there should be created (a) a small estimates division

which would draw upon and review the specialized intelligence product

of the depar~ental agencies in order to prepare coordinated national

intelligence estimates and (b) a research and reports division to

accomplish central research in, and coordinated production of, in

telligence in recognized fields of common interest.

(3) The Foreign Documents Branch of the present

Office of Operations should be included in the proposed research and:

reports division.

(k) The Foreign Broadcast Information Branch

should be included in the proposed operations division.

(5) The Interdepartmental Coordinating and

Planning Staff should be reconstituted as a staff responsible only

to the Director of Central Intelligence, with the task of developing

plans for the coordination of intelligence activities. It would

also perform the present tasks of the Office of Collection and Dis

semination with respect to the coordination of collection require

ments and requests and the dissemination of intelligence.

b. Comments
-

We concux in these recommendations with the exception

NSC 50 Tor 3ECRET
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that we do not agree that the Foreign Broadcast Information Branch

thould be included in the proposed operations division. This

division should include those activities (the present Office of

Speci~.l Operations, Office of Policy Coordination and Contact Branch

of the Office of Operations) which conduct covert or semi-covert

field intelligence and related operations which are closely inter

dependent and have similar admirdstrative and security problems.

With regard to the reconmsndations regarding the

Office of Reports and Estimates, the Interdepartmental Coordinating

o.nd Planning Staff and the Office of Collection and Dissemination,

we concux in them and in the concept of CIA upon which they are

based. However, we recognize that there may be other methods of

organization which will accomplish the same objectives.

c. Recoended Action

That the National Security Council (1) approve the

recoiendations of the Survey Group Neport on the reorganization

of CIA as listed in para. 6 a above, subject to the exception and

coients noted in para. 6 b; (2) direct the Director of Central In

telligence to carry out these reconmiendations, as approved by the

Council, and report to the Council in ninety days on progress toward

their implementation.

7. T~ SECURITY OF INFORMATION AI~) T~ AVOIDANCE OP PUBLICITY

a. S1t?vm~ry of the Report

The Report recommends that (1) the Director of Central

Intelligence should, in cases where the disclosure of secret informa

tion is sought from him and he has doubt as to whether he should

NBC 50 - ~LCfl~
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comply, refer the question to the National Security Council; (2) in

the interest of security, the Central Intelligence Agency should

increasingly emphasize its duties as the coordinator of intelligence

rather than its secret intelligence activities in order to reverse

the present unfortunate trend where it finds itself advertised

almost exclusively as a secret service Organization.

~. Co~nts

We concur in these recoeniations with the reserva

tion that, in principle, all publicity is undesirable and that only

where it is unavoidable should the procedure set forth in s~ibpara

graph 7 a (2) above be followed.

C. Recommanded Action

That the National Security Council (1) approve the

recommendations of the Survey Group Report on the security of in

formation and the avoidance of publicity, subject to the reservation

noted in parc. 7 b above; (2) instruct tho Director of Contral In

telligence to prepare appropriate National Socurity Council Intelli

gence Directives covering these points and suhoit them for approval

within a period of thirty days.

8. CHAIRMANSHIP OP T~ unj~I) STATES COMMUNICATIONS

II~T~LIG~CE BOARD

a. S11nm~1.y of the Report

The report recr~TmnAnda that the Director of Central

Intelligence should be made permanent chairman of the United States

Communications Intelligence Board.

NSC 50 Tor 0~fl~T
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b. Co=ents

We do not concur in th.i.s recommendation. This matter

when the U, S. Communications Intelligence Board was

present arrangements decided on. These arrangements,

for a rotating chairmanship, are operating satisfac

seems undesirable to make a change.

c. Recommended Action

That the National Security Council not concur in the

reCommendation contained in the Report.

9. OPER.ATING PROBLEMS RELATING TO CLANDESTINE ACTIVITIES

a. Si1nm~�y of the Report

The Report sets forth certain recoxmnendations re

garding individual operating problems of the clandestine activities

of� CIA. These are questiona which, according to the Report, require

particular emph~~sis or have been neglected in the past. The princi

pal questions so indicated m~iy be summarized as follows:

(]~) r

(2) Relations with departmental agencies should

be brought closer and the guidance which the Office of Special

Operations receives from intelligence consumers should be strength

ened. This might be achieved by including representatives of the

Service agencies and the State Department in approrr–ate sections

I;sc 50 - ~EC~~T
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of the Office of Special Operations.

(3) The Director of Centra]. Intelligence should

assure himself that the operating services of CIJ~ receive adequate

guidance on the current and strategic intelligence and policy needs

of the Government.

(~)

b. Coi~ents

We concur in these reco~nendations all of which point

to significant operating problems relating to clandestine activities

which require particular and constant emphasis.

c. Reconended Action

That the National Security Council (1) approve the

recon~eMation of the Report as listed in para. 9 a above; (2)

direct the Director of Central Intelligence to carry them out with

the assistance of the other departments and agencies concerned and

report to the National Security Council on any difficulties en

countered.

10. T~ QUESTION OP CIVILIAI~ OR MILITARY PERSONN~ IN KEY CIA

POSITIONS

a. Su?m~�y of the Report

The Report concludes that:

(1) The placing in key positions in CIA of a

large percentage of military personnel, many of the~i on relatively

r:sc 50 ~or c:cr~DT
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short tour of duty assignment, tends to discoulage competent civil

ion personnel from looking to employment in the Agency as a career.

(2) Continuity of service is essential for the

successful carrying out of the duties of Director of Central Intelli

gence � The best hope for insuring this continuity and the greatest

assurance of independence of action is for a civilian to be Director

of Central Intelligence � A serviceman selected for the post should

resign from active military duty.

b. Comments

We do not wholly concur in these conclusions. It is

most important that both civilian and military personnel be repre

sented in the key positions in the Central Intelligence Agency a].

though we do not believe it is desirable to attempt to fix a~ pre

cise ratio for the two
�

This is a matter to be worked out by the

Director in consultation with the Secretaries of State and Defense.

We agree that continuity of service is esaentia]. for the

post of Director. The most qualified person available should be

selected for the post. In order to insure continuity and independ

ence of action, he should be either a civilian, or if a service man

or a foreign service officer, he should be either retired or one

whose service as Director will be his final tour of active duty.

c. Recommended Action

That the National Security Council:

(1) Concur in the above comments as an expres

sion of its views on this question.

(2) Inform the President of these views insofar

NSC 50 - 3ECRET
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as they concern the post of Director of Central Intelligence.

(3) Inform the Director of Central Intelligence

of these views insofai as they concern the staffing of other key

positions in CIA.

11. GEI~ERAL APPRAISAL OFT~ LE~DERS~P AND POLICIES OF TRE

CEI�YThAL I~7PULIG~JCE AGENCY

a. St~inm�~~?7 of the Report

The Report concludes that:

(1) The directing staff of CIA has not demon

strated an odequate understanding of the mandate of the organization

or the ability to discharge that mandate effectively.

(2) Administrative organization aid policies

tend to impede the carrying out of the essential intelligence

functions of CIA under the Act.

b. Comeents

We do not wholly concur in these conclusions. While

we reco~1ze the existence of important defects in the organization

and operation of CIA, we believe that these conclusions are too

sweeping. Complicating factors in appraising CIA�s efficiency have

been the shortness of time during which to develop an effective

organization aid a lack of cozon understanding as to the respective

nissions of CIA and the departmental intelligence agencies. How

ever, as indicated in the Report and concurred in by us, numerous

and important improvements are necessary aid need to be carried

out promptly aid effectively.

NSC 50 TO!� CDCIIET
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c. Recommendod Action

That the Nationa~. Security Council (1) note the Con

clusions and Recommendations of tho Report on thi3 subject: (2)

approve the above Comments thoreon.

12. T1~ S~VICE INT~LIGENCE AGENCIES

a. Comments

The National Military Establishment concurs in the

Conclusions end Recommendations of Chapter 1]. of the Report except

that it does not agree that the Service intelligenec agencies should

be staffed with personnel who concentrate in intelligence over the

major portion of their careers. It is the policy of the Military

Establishment to assign qualified personnel to intelligence duties

even though they have not had previous intelligence experience.

However, continued efforts are made to attract the highest type

personnel to intelligence duty.

b. Recommended Action

That the National Security Council note the above

Comments by the National Military Establishment.

13. T~ DEPART~NT OF STATE

~. Comments

The Department of State concurs in the Ccnclusic~ns

and Recommendations of Chapter 12 of the Report and is undertaking

to put them into effect as part of general plans for reorganization

within the Department.

b. Recommended Action

That the National Security Council note the above

Comments by the Department of State.

50 - 16 - - ~2Cr~T
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1. To maintain the relationship essential to coordination

betveen the Central Intelligence Agency and the intelligence organi

zations, an Intelligence Advisory Co~ittee consisting of the

Director of Central Intelligence, who shall be Chairman thereof~.,

Director of Federal Bui�ea~.t of Investigation, and the respective

intelligence chiefs from the Departments of State, Army, Navy, and

Air Force, and from the Joint Staff (JCs), and the Atomic Energy

Coission, or their representatives, shall be established to advise

the Director of Central Intelligence. The Director of Central In

telligence will, invite the chief, or his representative, of any

other intelligence Agency having functions related to the national

security to sit with the Intelligence Advisory- Coittee whenever

matters within the purview of his Agency are to be discussed.

5. The Director of Central Intelligence shall disseminate

National Intelligence to the President, to members of the National

Security Council, to the Intelligence Chiefs of the lAO Agencies,

and to such Governmental Departments and Agencies as the National

Security Council from tine to time may designate. Intelligence

Sc� disseminated shall be officially concurred in by the Intelligence

~gencies or shall carry an-agwee4 a statement of eubst8ntial~

d&eee~t differing opinions

NSC 50 TOP C~RE�~
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55. Hillenkoetter, Memorandum for CIA Assistant Directors,

�Approval by the NSC of Much of the Dulles Report,�
12 July 1949 (Carbon copy)

~OP-SEORET-

12 JUL 1949

M~0RANDUM FOR: Assistant Director, OCD

Assistant Director, 00

Assistant Director, ~
Assistant Director, 060

Assistant Director, 061

Assistant Director, OPC

Chief, Inspection and Security
General Counsel

Chief, Advisory Council

~ecutive

&~proval by the USC of Much of the Dubs Report

On July 7 the National Security Council mat and approved
of the recosinendations in USC ~O, which was the State�Defense Report
on the Dubes Report. USC ~0 recommended:

1. �L~}ISL&TIVE PR0VISIC~18 n

that the National Security Council concur in the

Dulles survey group�s conclusion that Section 102 of the

National Security Act of l9l~7, ~ich sets up CIA, is sound

and that no amendments are necessary at this time; with the

understanding that study may determine that certain functions

and responsibilities should be under the control of the

military in time of war.

2. C0(F.DIMATION

that the National Security Council concur in the

conclusions and recommendations I and confirm as a statement

of principles to be foliawed by DCI and lAG:

a. that the responsibility of CIA with respect
to the coordination of intelligence activities has

not been fully discharged,

b. that the lAG is soundly conceived as an

adv3sory body, but should, under the forthright
initiative and leadership of the DCI, participate
more actively in the continuing coordination of

intelligenoe activities and in the discussion and

approval of intelligence estimates.

3. M~IBERSHIP OF IAC

that the USC invite the Attorney General to have

TOP SECRET
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the FBI beeam. a member of the L&C, and lean. a revised NSCID
No. 1 as proposed in this report. (Both of thee. steps ham

already been taken by the ~ecutive Secretary of the NSc).
The JIG arid ABC remain members of the IA~, and added thereto

are the ~I as member and chairman, and the FBI. The f~mction

of the D.C ~ an advisory group re~ n~ unchanged.

L PARTICULAR QULSTIC~S RE~I~} ATf&~rIONs

that particular attention of the DCI � I~C be drawn
to the need for early and sustained act~ for more effective

Coor~.natjon in the following fields, discussed by the Duules

Reportz

Scientific intelligence;
Dasestic int�~1 ligence and counterintelligence in so far

as they relate to the national security;
provisions for pro~t coordinated intelligence estimates

in crisis sithations;
The proper allocation of reaponsibilit~� for political

s~~ries;
The euploitation of Intelligence fron foreign nationality

groups and foreign individuals in the U. S.;
Coordination of covert intelligenc, activities in occupied

areas;

Increased. on the counterespionage activities

abroad of CIA, and closer liaison on counterespionage matters

with the FBI,

and that the DCI subeit to the NSC, within a period of six

months, a report of progress in these matters.

S. NATIONAL ~LTfll~(~E ~FU&?~~

that, as a statement of principles to be observed

by the DCI and the IAC, the CIA s ould interpret and follow

the NS~�s so as to refrain so far as possible iron eanpetitive
Intelligence activities in the prudnction of research intelli

gence estimates; that CIA shoul4 drow upon and review the

specialized intelligence production of the- ~enciea in order to

prepare coordinated na~-onnl intelligence estimates; that a

procedure should be adopted which would permit the -m.rectcr
and the IAC to fulfill their respective responaibilitiea to the

President and the NSC regardless of mimtl~nus agreewnat, but

provide for concorrent ~n1.,i1.wi1 on of -~ dissent.

6. a~a&N~in~

(1) that the NSC approve the rec~ia~Aiations of the
Dulles Report to conbine Into one office the Office .t Special
Operations, the Office of Policy Coordination and Contact &anch

H)P SECRET
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(2) that further con deration will be given to

establishing a separate administration for the new office

irxuicated above after determination and further discussions

of comparative coats.

(3) that the concept in the Dulles Report on the

organizational matters indicated below be approved while

recognizing that other methods of organization will accomplish
the sane objectives.

(a) Out of the present Office of Reports and

Estimates there should be created (1) a email estimates

division which would draw up and review the speci.it*.d
intelligence production of departmental agencies
in order to prepare coordinated National Intelligence

Kstinates, and (2) a Research and Reports Division

to accomplish central research in, and coordinated

production of, intelligence in recognized fields of

coon interest~

(b) The Foreign Docmnents Branch of the present
Office of Operations should be included in the proposed
Research and Reports Division.

Cc) ICAPS should be reconstituted as a staff

responsible only to the Director of Central Intelli

genc. with the task of developing plans for the

coordination of inte~–gence activities. It would

also perform the present task of the Office of

Collection and Diesewination with regard to the

coordination of collection requirements and requests,
and the dissemination of intelligence.

NOTh, The above recommendations are being et~sd by the Director
and the Enacutive ~ later discussion with Assistant Directors

prior to reporting to the Council �withIn 90 days.�

7. SECURiTY OF DIFORMATION AND AVOIDANCE OF PUBLICITYs

that all publicity is undesirable, and that a NSCID
should be issued to this effect within 30 days. (Iciys is

compiling the first draft of such a NSCID, to cover both

security of information and avoidance of publicity, based on

Section 102 (d) of the l91~7 Let, and upon the recent discussions
within CIA to protect security of sources so that dissemination
will be made on the basis of only those who need to ~ow rather
than those who desire to know).

-3-
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8. a1ANDESTD~E ACTIVIT~

that the DClcarry out certain rec~ndatious ab~ut
operating problems relating to clandestine activities with the

assistance of the other Departnenta and Agencies concerned,
and report to the NSC on any difficulties encountered. The

principal questions are mno~arized as Zellowet

(2) Relations with depar~nta1 agencies shou�d
be closer.

(3) The DCI should ass~e himself that the operating
agencies of CIL receive adequate guidance on the
cmTent and strategic intelligence and policy needs
of the Government.

(1~) The operating services of CI& should have

access to c~~jcatione intelligence to the Lu].].

extent required, for guidance in directing operations,
and for the more effective cendect of counterespionage.

9. Other than as indicated above, no changes are contemplated
by the Security Council in cection with the Dullea Report
reco~ndatjons.

S. H. Hfl.L~KD~T~
Rear .Adud.ral, TJSN

~.rector of Central Intelligence

cc: TS Control

Retmn to ICAPS

Signer�s Cop
File Copy V
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56. ORE], Intelligence Memorandum 225, �Estimate of Status of

Atomic Warfare in the USSR,� 20 September 1949

(Excerpted photocopy)

rU 50852�

~TELL IN~.LI0I~cE ~NCY -

20 September 19I~9

~)4~A0RAZUTh1 NO. 22$
-

S1ThJECV: ESTIM&~E OF STA?US 01 A~(iC WA~ARZ ~N TP~ ~SS~

(Gategoiy Be. ~)

Cateror~ as a ~ho1s~

The ~S~.has a atomic ener~ ~rogren vhi~ sthrted in let. l9l~5

eM which to being vigorously ~mrsue~ under a too oriority. The cor�

rent estinate ci the Joint Nuclear Zner~r Intelligence Committee is

that the .arliest possible date ~ which the USSR ai~t be expscte&

to produce am atomic bomb is mid-19$0 and the most orobable date is ci d~

1953. (Secret)

NSTIM&~ Bt TECUIC.~L O3JECTI~

No forei~ country is known to be developing a large.se~le uranium

otseiparatice o~am, althou~ a ucabar of countries are plaumiug

to 6eveloo plutonium production facilities. It is believed, that ~1u~-

tug Britain, the USSR, end. possibly CmmsAsi~ ~o foreign oocntry has the

~abil2ty of prodeciug sufficient fissionable material to a&~e am atomic

bomb within the next tam years. (Secret)

Present imSo~tiom indicates that a plutonium pro3.et for the

prodnettom of fissionable materials is being developed. It is reasonable

to soppore that the Soviet, have ha.d at least one lew-snsr~- pu.. (probably

grophit.) operating for a yeca or nor. although no iricontrovestibi.

evidence ~ste. It is probable that production piles are now in the

~OCOTnBOt lb. �� ~

P~o Clt~ngebo Class. 0

0 ~e~sslfl~d .

Class. Cft~n~d to: IS S (~)
~,

____

Nexi Review Datc. �- ~JffL_ ~
;sm~t �U~7O4- �-______

:�~te:~ ~y:Oi2~Z?~
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~L~�~
proces, of dm;iga cad/or eonstroctio~ bat their exact status is

knc~. These is ~ evidenee of a la~~s~~eoale ~anLtZu isotope .Spara.

U.n project. (Secret)

Thrn is no infoxu~at3on indicating that n~ foreign cousti~~ is

e*~ag.d in a project dealing urit~1 radiological warfare agents. (Seeret)

A~ the pro&ietton of radiological varfare egents requires opust

ing pro~ation piles. itt. appar~nt that no foreign county can ha,.

dono very such in this field.. (Secret)

lo fozuation ii available.

1~sfenstve neacuzes e~ge3nst radiological verfare agent, have not

been apparent ~ithiu the USSR. The single possible e~e.otion Is a ret,ort

that a large p ion of the oounterc being n~nnfaaturs~ by on. Gezuan

pl~t for the VSSZ is r~ors& to b. for distribution to thi ).~ Axa~,- dovn

to the ecap~ level. I~ge prodootion of field eountrn for the Soviets

has been reported in G.raa~ end .l.svh.re; bat, as tar as can be detez~.

sinod~ th*se are prinarily for use in ~~.~j~jag operations. Al

though protective aessure. for the general pnblic uny be. in the p�~�~g

$t8~*r it is difficult to believ, that vi4.apread. education prDgraas

would escape detection. (Secret) .

-2-
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57. Finance Division to Executive, OPC Wisner], �CIA Responsi
bility and Accountability for ECA Counterpart Funds Expended
by OPC,� 17 October 1949

��~ ~
�

r ��-�

r
MEMORANDUM 17 October 1949

TO ~cecutjve, OPC

FROM : Finance Division

SUBJECT: CIA Responsibility and Accountability for ~A Counterpart
Funds ~cpended by (PC

1. Background

(a) Reference is mede to the various raneral and ~ecific ~gre~
~ between ~L and CIA, wherein certain pdi~ions of the 5%
Counterpart funds of ECA are i~de available to CIA for the

purpose of furthering the )~rshai.l Plan by conbatting
C~~mm4 °t elements in participating countries.

(b) It is our understanding that, originAlly, each grant Of funds

was node mv�4 l~~bl~ for a specific purpose, such as the aubaidi

zation of a Zoreign labor or political group. Further, that in

every instance the proposed activity had the mutual concurrence

of the Administrator, 3~A, the American Ambassador concerned and

the Director, CIA. lastly, we understand that the ADPC has been

charged with the responsibility for directing the operational
expenditures of these funds.

Cc) It is also understood that ~L prescribes no specific policies
or regulations to g~,vezn the expenditure of these funds, but

merely requires achaow1edge~nt of receipt of the funds by CIA,
a s~ary staten_ant of funds expended and the return of any
balances not expended for the approvea purposes.

(d) It was our orig1.i~ understanding that CIA assumed accountability,..
and responsibility for these funds only an the agent of RCA; 1tbat

_

~

CIA was merely the temporary custodian end transmitting agent4 of �~

thesefundsforRCA. I. ~

(e) Accordingly, the Finance ie4�~ .baŁ noi.ntained a separate a4t ~
of financial records for these fends, based upon reports x�ecei~v~d �~

from their CIA custodians, sbo*iug monies received, disbursed,l L~

and balances on hand. The Finance Divici~� has also confinned\ ~2 5

these reports by ~ru ng receipts obtained from either the i ~ ~
principals of subsidized groups or receipts from the operational~
principals disbursing the funds. Security factors presuambly ~
deternined whether or not receipts of the first type were oh� ~

-
-

tamed. OPC, however, presuambly ban in its files detailed op~ ~�
erational. reports and/or f~ru~ncial accountings disclosing the ~ ~ LId ~ a

purposes, approvals, and amounts of monies expended for each in

dividual transaction.

2. Deve1o~nents

(a) Recent developsents, however, I di~te that our original concept

~
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, ~F~!M~-
( -2-

that disbursements would be ]inited to lump sum subsidy grants
to specific foreign labor, religious and political groups is no

longer valid.

(b) We are advised that disbursements have been made for specific
purposes, such as the purchase of a newspaper for a labor group,
the undex�writi.ng of a peace conference, direct propaganda and

other wiscel3.aneous activities. In addition, we are informed it

is now proposed to use ~ 1 portions of these funds for indirect

expenses incurred ~ lusive1~ in furthering the joint ~CA-OPC

activities. These ænitial2y would consist of entertainment and

developnental expenses incurred in dealing with principals of

forei~ political and labOr groups.

(c) We have also just been. advised that the GAO has approved the

expenditure of these ~.L Amds by GIL for approved ~L purposes, i.�

with the assumption that CIA would expend and account for these

funds in the eama detail and in accordance with the same policies
as it does its awn funds.

~d) Last],y, we have just been informed by the Budget Officer that the

DCI wishes a menthly report on all subsidy ~euditures. Since

the bulk of the ~A Lund activities of OPC are in the nature of

subsidies, it is assumed that such a report should lnclnde these

funds.

3. Recommendations

(a) In view of these developuents, it is rec~�~ed that the normal

financial policies, practices and procedures of CIA for the

h~m1flng of its confidential f~m4s be extOnded to these ~L funds.

(b) To the extent that sane of these disbursements are subsidies as

defined in the Confidential Funds Begu].ations, it is rec~muiended
that pertinent sub�projects be placed with the Covert Coordinating
Committee for the establisthaent of adequate fl~~wlcial controls

and reviews.

(c) If you concur with these rec~�tmw~nd*tious, it is requested that

we be so advised in order that the (PC Certifying and Liaison

Officer can make the necessary arrangements with the appropriate
OPC operating officials.

~

3;?_6~? ~
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58. C.V.H. Charles V. Hulick], Memorandum for the Record, �Pol

icy Guidance,� 19 April 1950 (Carbon copy)

~-~ECRET

/7

~ at ~. ~tfl.�a baa.. ~ 1$ &~i3, atl~Nii

L~rtt., ~ ~ !~rrts~ ~ ~4jeb. ~. J~,
be4 ~U,d this ~tia~ 1~~ he ist~ ~)7C tbe~

C~s.t1 had J~ r.astv~ad tar r~i ~.1Asra.tt~ ~

uh Ia a ~msl4 i*tI~ pra~ ~ ~io~ *no1~*. a

ir�s~r~. - I?~ ~i11 h15~ ~ ~t1~&1 .ff~t

~
_______

d

2. ~. J~ ths~ r~ att-~ 1a.r sad ~p3mtas4 that

~s~tIate~ ~s bis s~ � 1s~ he ~Iaa~ the Mi~tM~s
at thin ~sra~rq*Is he ~o a~he~ that it ~ i~Ira at

at Stahe ~t t~C~,~at!t~ at

� ~�. at�~m~ ~ ta

� astt~ita.s ~a that the Z~~t ~s~ he ~th ~.
� fr ~PC at uØAt~a.�il t~~ a~U be rs~r.I ta t~t.....4 aet

~~~

2. 1. L~~l dt~msi~ a! the et~uI.. at the attaihed ~heha
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59. C. Offie to ADPC Wisner], �Conversation with Messrs.

]�15, 16 April 1950,� 24 April 1950 (Carbon copy)

24 April 1950

~1RAND~I P~: ADPC

su~JEcr~ CouI�v.~ation with Messrs.
� 15, 16 April 1930.

1.. After my con ersatinc on April. 15 wIth Messrs.

-,
I saw these gentlaiso again on 3un~y earning, together

with ~i.
� There tack place a conversation in connie

tion with the possible organiwation of thi venous Russian groups
in exile both ~ th United States and abroad, *i.h I wili not take

the troub]~e to record here as ~ ~ev ideea ver brought torusrd,
except that .von though their con Lg~. uss strongly Me.zwist in

its philoeopty it Us nsveZthebess Dusoorstic in its objective.
and their group would be glad to cooperat. with all. other Russian

groups, except ~usinn Ionerehist..

2. There developed,~ ou point which I considered
most important. As cer aesting Us breaking up, stated
with a large metl.s �and whan are ve going to $ww~u~ toi orp.ni.~�
tion of an American-sponsored Ukrainian ~a~4a~a1 C~tt..?~� I told
him that I was not infozusd on the subject of Ukrainians.
retorted, still with a knowing eall., that it usa too bad that to.

Americans were going so far in cono.stice with UkraInian wviorgroond
.xc~.4atan,ci novea~a and vera not taking adwentigs of concunr~t overt

politicil activities which would be very .ffectivs in the cold war

agairiRt the Soviet Union. I told . that I was sussuhat

perplexed as to just what he want and h. ,
�Don�t you know that

even the Voice of America�s broadcast. an. being used to transmit

code macsag.. to the (&rciriian usdsr~xs.4?� I told him to stop

jolcing and we separated.
,

-.

3. It so happened that Mr. ~~qbl~of the Voice of AmerIca,
spent the night of April 17 at my house and in a gscszul discussion

on a lot of subjects to~~~h4ng upon venous netionel c~it.tees of

interest to us and hi. inquiry regarding th. progress made thus far ~
relating to the formation of a Russian ~at.. hi inforned ca about

a terrible boner node in connection with a proposed code message on

behalf of OSO in connection with the Ukrainian ond.rground resistance. �~

4. In viav of your instr tions to JO~XO ~ker to discuss vitkl I

DO~ ~ub3ect Of Ukrainian *mderground resistance, I qusrIi~~

CLASSiFICATION REVIEW DIVISION ~

,~OR DO 0 JAN. 1980 . ~of~.ecpiea
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59. (Continued)

-

~

�2�

Baker, who stated that he had not yet been able to obtain the
infoznatjon he ~–esired on this subject. In view of 4DS0~~
written request that OPC, and sp,cifisally ~s.].t, atteept to
renove s~ of the h.at from 030 brought upon thee b~

I inforoed Dick Helm, of ~ cccsurest4on with. 05 this
subject a. set forth in a previous aeworendee to you. At the closo
of my conversation, I tcl4 I~x, Helms thu I bad picked up in Nsw
York the statecent with regard to Ukrainian undrpotmd róÆistanc.
and the use of the Vol.c. of America for cods s.eecg p~possa, which
inforeation usa ap~azsntly being goipsd about in Hew York.
~reased atonjate~t, and his .t~ewunts on this subject constituted
a caaplet. adsisajon that 030 baa been and i. pretty far gous in
connection with the Ukjaj~ und.rgrousd the results of which thus
far are unknown to s�.

Distribution:
Copy 1 - ADPC

� 2�SADO
� 3&4�flegy.

CO :ha

C. OFflE
SAX

COp7..~of_~copies
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Bombs on the Security of the United States,� 9 June 1950
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60. (Continued)

WARNING

This ~inform~e~g-thenational defense 0 nlted State in the

of the Espionage Act, 50 31 and 32, as a

Its.~
mann~te-~i unauthorized person is prohibTt~d�~r law.
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60. (Continued)

DISSEI~W~ATION NOTICE

1. ThIs copy of this publication Is for the Information and use of the recipient
designated on the front cover and of Individuals under the jurisdiction of the recipient�s
office who require the Information for the performance of their official duties. Further

dissemination elsewhere In the department to other offices which require the informa

tion for the performance of official duties may be authorized by the following:

a. Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Research and Intelligence, for

the Department of State

b. Director of Intelligence, OS, USA, for the Department of the Army

c. Chief, Naval Intelligence, for the Department of the Navy

d. Director of Intelligence, USAP, for the Department of the Air Force

e. Director of Security and Intelligence, AEC, for the Atomic Energy Com

mission

f. Deputy Director for Intelligence, Joint Staff, for the Joint Staff

g. Assistant Director for Collection and DIssemiltatlon, CIA, for any other

Department or Agency

2. This copy may be either retained or destroyed by burning In accordance with

applicable security regulations, or returned to the Central Intelligence Agency by
arrangement with the Office of Collection and Dissemination, CIA.

Dls�rluBu�TION:

Office of the President

National Security Council

National Security Resources Board

Department of State

Office of Secretary of Defense

Department of the Army

Department of the Navy
Department of the Air Force

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Atomic Energy (lon~mt~iQfl

Research and Development Board
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60. (Continued)

THE EFFECT OF THE SOVIET POSSESSION OF ATOMIC BOMBS ON THE SECURITY

OF THE UNITED STATES

Report by a Joint Ad Hoc Committee *

THE PROBLEM

1. The problem is to estimate the effect of the Soviet possession of atomic bombs upon the

security of the United States.

2.. The possibility of US or Soviet development of hydrogen bombs has not been considered.

DISCUSSION

3. See Enclosure A.

CONCLUSION

4. The Soviet possession of atomic Weapons has Increased the military and political
subversive capabilities of the USSR and the possibility of war. Accordingly the security of

the United States is in increasing jeopa~dy.

Pursuant to the undertaking In the Foreword of ORE 91-49, thIs estimate has been pre

pared by a joint ad hoc committee representing CIA and the Intelligence agencies of the

Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, and the Mr Force. This estimate Is limited In

scope: It does not deal with ail controversial aspects of ORE 91-49. JoInt agreement existing
with respect to this much of the subject, however, the committee (excepting the Navy repre

sentative) has recommended Its publication without further delay pending further considera

tion of the broad aspects of the problem..
The Intelligence agencies of the Departments of State, the Army, and the Air Force have

concurred In this estimate. For the dissent of the Office of Naval Intelligence see Enclosure B.

The date of the estimate Is 26 May 1950.

fl~ ~r
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60. (Continued)

r
ENCLOSURE A

TEE EFFECT OF SOVIET ~ITABY

CAPABILITIES

1. Soviet possession of atomic wOapons has in

creased the military capacity of the USSR rela

tive to that of the United States~ and its allies.

2. The success of an atomic attack depends
upon four basic elements: (a) adequate stock

pile of atomic bombs; (b) adequate means of

transport; (C) sound selection of targets; and

(d) effectiveness of delivery.

a. The USSR will be able to develop an

Increasing stockpile of atomic bombs. The

growth of the Soviet stockpile Is estimated

tentatively as follows:

Mid-1950 10- 20

Mid-1951 25- 45

Mid-1952 45- 90

Mid-1953 70-135

Beyond 1953 a well-founded estimate can

not be made, and even for mid-1953 there Is

a large degree of uncertainty. For planning
purposes, however, an estimate for mid-1954

of 120-200 bombs Is suggested on the basis

that plant capacity may be Increased by ap
proximately 50 percent after 1952.

b. The USSR has and wifi continue to have

means of transport�air, maritime, clandes

tine�capable of carrying Its entire stockpile
of atomic bombs.

c. It must be presumed that the USSR Is

capable of compiling an effective target list.

d. Soviet achievement of the fourth ele

ment�effectlveness of delivery�will depend
primarily upon the defensive capabilities of

the United States and It.s allies.

3. The USSR could inflict critical damage on

the United States through atomic attack.

a. A Soviet capability for direct attack on

the continental United States has existed

since the USSR acquired long-range aircraft

and long-range submarines. Addition of

atomic bombs to Soviet armament gives the

USSR the additional capability of inflicting
concentrated destruction in a single attack

and of denying areas within the United States.

b. The mn~hnuin threat to the United

State of Soviet possession of atomic bombs

Is the possibility that the USSR In a single
surprise attack on the United States and Its

foreign installations could seriously limit the

offensive capabilities of the United States,
possibly to a critical degree.

c. The preparation of a single Soviet attack

of this scope would obviously face serious dif

ficulties, primarily (1) productIon of a suf

ficient number of atomic bombs to cover se

lected vital targets and yet allow for delivery
losses, faulty functioning, and Inaccurate

aiming; and, to a lesser degree, (2) produc
tion of sufficient means of transport to ensure

coverage of those targets, and (3) determina

tion of those targets the destruction of which

would most seriously limit the offensive capa
bilities of the United States. Each of these

three difficulties, however, can be resolved In

time by the USSR.

d. Since the USSR will have an increasing
capacity to deliver bombs on target, if not pre
vented, the extent of destruction that the

USSR could Inflict on the United States will

depend primarily on the defensive capabilities
of the United States.

4. The USSR could more readily inflict critical

damage on the North Atlantic Treaty allies of

the United States through atomic attack.

THE EFFECT ON SOVIET POLTrICAL

SUBVERSIVE CAPABflITIES

5. Soviet possession of atomic weapons in

creases the possibility that the USSR will be able

to weaken seriously the power position of the

United States without resorting to direct military
action.

a. Soviet possession of atomic weapons in It

seif does not increase the Instruments already

T 2
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3

available to the USSR for the extension of its

political control by means short of an all-out

military conflict. But Soviet capabilities of

extending political control will be ~nh~wced

to the extent that Soviet possession of atomic

weapons weakens the will of non-Commu

nists to take adequate and timely counter

measures, and strengthens the determination

and self-confidence of the Soviet Union.

b. Soviet efforts to confuse and divide pub
lic opinion in non ommunisi, countries will

benefit from Soviet possession of atomic weap

ons. Moscow�s current campaign, to prohibit
the use of atomic weapons and to attach a

moral and legal, stigma to their use is en

hanced by the fact that the USSR can pose as

willing to accept the same restrictions that It

demands of other countries. By exploiting
the universal fear of war as a means of at

tracting foreign support for Soviet policy14he
USSR may be able to Influence popular
opinion In some countries to Induce the local

government to adopt a position less favorable

to the security Interests of the United States.

c. Fear of a growing disparity between US

and Soviet military power, and fear of atomic

war In any case, may Influence the present
allies of the United States to refrain from

joining, this country In taking a more positive
political position against the USSR.

d. Segments of American public opinion
also may conceivably become less willing to

support more positive US counter-measures

against the USSR.

e. The USSR, accordingly, will be in a posi
tion to exploit non-Communist hesitation and

reluctance to resort to strong counter-nseas

ures. These conditions would facilitate the

piecemeal extension of Soviet political control

over so much of Eurasia as virtually to Isolate

the United States without resort to direct rail

Itary actto~

EFFECT ON T~ POSSIBILITY 0F WAR

6. The possibilily of direct military conflict be
tween the Soviet Union and the United States
is increased as a result of Soviet possession of
atomic Weapons.

a. The basic objective of Soviet policy Is

clearly the attainment of a Communist world

under Soviet domination. In pursuit of this

objective the USSR regards the United States

as Its major opponent and will wage against
It a relentless, unceasing struggle in which

any weapon or tactic Is wimf~ib1e which

promises success In terms of this over-all So

viet objective.
b. With the continued development of the

Soviet atomic stockpile and Soviet defense

capabilities against atomic attack, the United

States superiority In total numbers of atomic

bombs will no longer in Itself be a strong
deterrent to war.

c. With its doctrinaire concepts of capital
ist behavior and Its hypersensitivity over se

curity, the USSR may Interpret as potentially
aggressive future steps which the United

States and its allies may take to Improve their

defensive position against the threat Inher

ent In Soviet military power. Similarly, West-.

em efforts to increase military preparedness
in response to Soviet moves in the ~�coId war�

could create a situation In which the USSR

might estimate that the Western Powers were

determined to prevent any further spread of

Communlem by military action against the

USSR It Is always possible, therefore, that

the USSR would Initiate war if it should estl

mate that a Western attack was Impending.
d. As the Soviet military potential increases

relative to that of the United States and Its

allies, the USSR will doubtless hi willing to

take greater risks than before In pursuit of

Its aims. Although the USSR undoubtedly
calculates the capacity and determination of

the non-Communist powers to take counter

measures, the Kremlin nevertheless may mis

calculate the cumulative risk involved in Its

various aggressions. Accordingly It may un

dertake an action which In itself appears un-

likely to lead to war, but which, when added

to all previous Soviet aggressions, might be

come an Issue out of proportion to its actual

merits and thus precipitate war.

e. If, after Soviet attainment of a large
atomic stockpile, US defensive and retaliatory
capabilities were to remain so limited as to

permit a Soviet belief that the USSR could

make a decisive attack on the United States

with relative Impunity, there would be grave

danger of such an attack.
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ENCLOSURE B

DISSENT BY THE OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

1. ONI dissents from ORE 32-50 because It

believes that this estimate Is too narrow and

limited In Its approach to a problem which

� . obviously Involves considerations of ex

tremely broad scope and Implications,..
and thus Is subject to serious snisinterpreta
tion. ORE 32�50 purports to discuss Soviet

possession of the atomic bomb in relation to

Its effect on Soviet political-subversive capa
bifitles and military capabifities, and It con

cludes that there has been an Increase In these

capabilities, a consequent Increase In the pos

sibility of war and an increasing jeopardy to

the security of the U.S. A discussion so nar

row in scope and so limited with respect to the

factors discussed does not, Indeed cannot, In

dicate how much increase has occurred nor

what basic situation existed from which the

indeterminate increase can be measured. The

reader is actually led to Infer that the only
factor under Soviet control which would In

fluence a decision to attempt a surprise and

crippling atomic attack on the �Us., Is pos
session of what they estimate to be a requisite
number of atomic bombs to accomplish the

task. It Is Inconceivable that the Soviets

could arrive at such a decision without regard
to political or economic factors and all the

other military factors, offenslve~ and defen

sive.

2. The security of the U.S. Is affected by So
viet objectives and Intentions as well as ca

Quoted from CIA memorandum p29694 dated 29

September. 1M9 to IAC agencies requesting an ad

hoc committee on recent atomic developmenta

pablllties, since It Is the combination of these

factors that produces the end product, prob
able courses Of action. Soviet objectives and

intentions stem principally from political,
ideological and economic factors, historical ex

perience and aspirations. Only when weighed
together In the light of objectives and Inten

tions will total capabffltles�political, aubver

sivº, economic and military�combine to pro
duce the probable course of action which must

be correctly estimated In order that proper

steps may be taken to Insure the �security of

the kU.S. While many considerations affect

ing the Soviet objectives and IntentiOns are

�controversial�, these considerations are, In

this case, the vital Issues In the problem.
Their nnlteRirm f~ the estimate ~ a fatal

error.

3. 0141 believes that our bases for estimat

ing Soviet objectives and Intentions are at

least as well founded as our bases for estimat

ing their capabilities. They are, therefore,
entitled to a full consideration In the estimate,
particularly In view of the uncertainty which

must be expressed regarding quantities, dates

of availability, and characteristics of Soviet

atomic bombs.

4. Tim position set forth above Is the one

ONI has maintained throughout the commit

tee�s consideration of this problem. ONI dis

approves of the publishing of this paper be

cause It believes that the limited discussion,
by avoiding the vital Issues, dàes not ade

quately support the conclusion, does not an

swer the problem, and could be misleading.

4
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61. ORE], �The Korean Situation,� 16 September 1950

(Ditto copy)

S,ft�-c43/~
I.

-

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

16 September 1950

MEMQ~.ANDUM Doct~e~~t No. _..DL~
NO C.~.

SUBJECT: The Korean Situation
~

TS S 0
D:A ~-iio, 4 Apr 77

I,, Military Situation ~~
ApproxImately 17,000 UN personnel are now ashore at Inchon.

Elements of the US 1st MarIne Division have advanced to positions
three miles east of Inchon, astride the Seoul road. Along the front

in southeast Korea, slight gains have been made by UN forces In

attacks from Chindong to Tongchoa. UN naval surface and carrier

air ~mfts supported ground~ troops In the Inchon-Seoul area while

surface units bombarded the east coast In support of ROK marines

who landed on the east coast north of Pohang.

Ground

InchonArea The attack by the US Tenth Corps is gaining
momentum. The city Of Inchon has been secured, and ROK forces

have been charged with the maintenance of internal security and

the establishment of a government for Iæchon. Meanwhile elements

of the US 1st Marine Division have advanced three miles east of

Inchon along the road to Seoul. Approximately 17,000 troops, with

tanks and 155mm. howitzers, have been put ashore at Inchcm. The

local North Korean security forces were quickly overcome. Enemy
units attempting to converge on Inchon with additional support have

been attacked by UN naval aircraft which destroyed 200 vehicles

and an uÆdetermlned number of tanks.

Southeast Korea. Along the 90-mile front from Cblndong In the

south to Tongchon In the north, UN forces took the offensive, and

made slight overall gains against enemy resistance varying from

light to heavy. UN forces made slight gains in the south sector

from Chindong to flyonpung, reached the east bank of the Naktong
River below Waegwan, and entered Angang in the east. Patrols of

the ROK 3rd Division, however, on the eatreme east sector, were

repulsed by withering small arms fire. ROK marines have landed

on the east coast north of Pohang.

SECflET
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Rear Areas Air observers reported approximately 50 vehicles

and 20 thnks moving south below Antung (near the northeast Korea

Manchurtan border). In the Seoni area, UN naval air reconnaissance

fl1ght~ reported several thoue~nd troops dressed In white moving In

the direction of inchon.

UN naval vessels supported ground troops on both coasts with

artillery fire, while carrier air units struck at enemy forces attem~tlng
to converge on inchon. The Coma~nd Post of the US Tenth Army Corps
has been established afloat off Inchon.

Air Forces

Air forces made strikes against marshallIng yards and storage
facilities near the southeastern battle zone at Taejon, Andong, and

Chonju. Other units assisted In neutralizing enemy resistance

against the ROE marine 1~nd*ngs on the east coast. Bad weather

prevented planned strikes by heavy bombers In the Waegwan area,
but other heavy bomber units struck secondary targets at Pyongyazig
and Wonsan, where marshalling yards and dock areas were hit with
excellent results.

IL General Situation

No significant reports have been received during the past 24
hours.

DM-l01

�1�

SECRET
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62. Chief, DfPub R. Jack Smith] to AD/ORE Theodore Babbitt],
�Contents of the CIA Daily Summary,� 21 September 1950

�E&IWJF 422~

4~~8~�3
Office Memorandum � UNITED STATES GovERN!cI~r~h

TO : AD/ORE DATE: 21 September 1950

FROM : Chief, D/Pub

SUBJECT: Contents of the CIA Daily Summary.

Reference: ~i; memorandum to AD/ORE, dated 7 February 19149, subject �The Dulles

Report,�; my memorandum to AD/ORE, dated 5 April 1950, subject
�Distribution of the CIA Daily Summary; my memorandum to 1W/ORE,
dated 20 April 1950, same subject; my memorandum to AD/ORE, 3 August

1950, same subject.

1. The CIA Daily Summary was set up in response to a request from the

President for a brief daily digest of the most important cables and telegrams.
This original request has always been the guiding concept for the Daily Summary,
and any suggestion that the publication be broadened in scope, that it might
become a sort of daily estimate rather than a daily digest of what cables came

to hand, has been held contrary to the President�s request. The limitation

imposed by this concept means that dn any given day the Daily Summary can contain

only those items which have appeared in the cable traffic for the day (or the day
before). The sporadic flow of cable traffic makes it highly likely that for a day
or two at a time there will be no cables comcernimg a highly sensitive situation�
and that for this reason the Daily Summary will carry no item on the matter. At

the same time, it is highly possible that cables concerni~ng this situation have

arrived in Washington but that CIA has either been exc1ud~d from distribution or

has been given distribution and has been requested not to use the material ~.n any

publication.

2. The guiding concept that the CIA Daily Summary is published in

response to a request from the President places a premium on sensitive cables,
those which most deserve to be brought to the President�s attention. These are

the cables which are most jealously guarded hy the several agencies. The record

of the agencies ii~ maldmg these cables available to CIA is very uneven. The

service agencies have always made a rigid distinction betwecm operational and

intelligence materials and have freely given CIA what they regard as. intefligence
materials but have refused to give CIA operational materials. Under this guise,
they have withheld from CIA such sensitive materials as Oeneral LiacArthur �

s reports
from Tokyo, General Clay�s reports from Berlin, Admiral Struble� s reports from

the Seventh Fleet, Admiral Badger�s reports from Tsingtao, General Van Fleet�s
~

reports from Athens, etc. CIA does not receive reports made to the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, mary of which must, because of their origin and their subject, be worthy
of the President�s attention. On the other hand, the Department of State has

steadily maintained a good record in maidng sensitive materials available to CM,
a fact which accounts to a fair degree for the predominance of State materials in

the Daily Snmmary. During the past year, however, as State�Defense relations have

deteriorated and as State has become increasingly aware that through the CIA Daily
Summary the Departzaent of Defense is receiving sensitive State materials without

reciprocating, State has been more and more reluctant concerning its sensitive
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telegrams. Therefore, on a few occasions State has withheld from CIA certain

telegrams, either temporarily or indefinitely. Much more frequently, State has

distributed these telegrams but has enjoined CIA not to use then in any publica

tion, an injunction which CIA has had to respect for both practical and ethical

reasons. These factors have further reduced the supply of materials suitable for

inclusion in a Daily Summary designed for the President.

3. Several solutions to remedy the sparseness and inadequacy of the CIA

Daily Summary are available. They are:

a. To change the nature of the publication, relieving it of

the necessity to digest those cables which CIA has avail

able and making it more in the nature of a daily estimate;

b. To make urgent efforts on a high level, as I have repeatedly
requested be done, to have the sensitive cables of the Defense

Department made available to CIA, a development which would in

turn ease the State Department�s concern.

Recommendation Under present circumstances, I recommend that the

second of these courses be followed and that the DCI be urged to take the matter

to a level h–~~Jthan the IAC.

-

.

R. J. SIIIITH.

~ 4) ~ ~

c~( p
d~4~& ~ -~ �U~Z~ >�(a-t~ -~

~ __-~ ~t�

~ ~
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Part III: The Smith Years

The documents in Part III cover the period from Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith�s

August 1950 appointment as DCI to President Truman�s farewell visit to CIA in

late 1952.

General Smith swept into office in October 1950 with a mandate and an inclina

tion to bring about major change in CIA. As the fourth Director of Central Intel

ligence, he inherited an Agency that lacked clear direction even as it braced

itself for the outbreak of a third world war. Smith began by implementing most

of the program that the NSC had recommended to DCI Hillenkoetter in 1949.

Moving swiftly, he reorganized CIA�s analytical and support functions, exercised

tighter control of clandestine activities, and insisted on high-level political

approval for covert operations. The war in Korea and the threat of its spread
dominated Smith�s tenure as DCI. Covert operations in East Asia soon con

sumed an enormous proportion of CIA�s growing but still limited resources. The

wartime emphasis on the clandestine services steadily enhanced the profile and

influence of Smith�s new deputy�and ultimately his successor�Allen Dulles.
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63. Houston to Lt. Gen. W. B. Smith, 29 August 1950

(Typed transcript; attachments not included)

transcrib~d for A3D by ed 3/20/53 X

29 August 1950

I

1~EMcRANDtThi ~OR Lt. Gen. W. B. Smith

1. In accordance with our conversation of 23

August, I am forwarding a memorandum outlining the

basic current problems facing CIA.

2. In the interest of brevity, the problems are

broadly stated. Therefore, I have attached in tabs

certain documents which go into considerable illustra

tive detail. This forwarding memorandum is classified

TOP SECRET in accordance with the classification of

TabS F and G. The rest of the papers are classified

in accordance with their content.

L2~ F.f-&1 ~ ~o~4L

~i�~

HS/HC- ~ 1
~1~3

-~ L LJ~JJJ~ -~e~

/s/ LAWBENCE R. HOUSTON

Lawrence R. Houston

wproved ~or :~

the HISTORICAL REVL1�~I ~ of

the Central Inte1ligeni~e Agency.

Dat.~ S JAN 1991

~RP ?~

I -,
~T&~.�1 ~

~&f /~1t1L~�

oOO18~
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29 August 1950

MEMORANDUM FOR T1~ RECORD

Set forth below is a brief statement of some of the more

pressing problems presently facing the Central Intelligence Agency.
These are the sub~ject of extensive studies within the Agency
and are voluminously documented in Agency files.

Appended hereto are certain documents which most

clearly illustrate the issues involved and which indicate measures

which would be basic steps in the solution thereof. These docu.

ments are identified in a list of tabs at the end of this paper.

1. Coordination of Activities

Difficulties in coordinating the intelligence activities

of the Government, and of performing other functions imposed
upon CIA by law, result from existing National Security Council

directives which impose upon CIA the board of directors

mechanism of the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC) in

the following manner:
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a. They require that recommendations and advice of

the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) to the National Security
Council (NSC) must contain the concurrence or non-concurrence

of the IAC;

b. They enable the IAC to assert the position that

they are not merely advisory to the DCI, but are actually a

board of directors, of which the DCI is but the executive secre

tary, i.e. one among equals;

c. Therefore the recommendations which go forward

to the NSC are not CIA recommendations as contemplated by the

law, but actually are watered-down compromises, replete with

loop holes, in an attempt to secure complete IAC support.

2. Intelligence Support for Production of E stiinates

Difficulties are encountered by CIA in producing adequate
intelligence estimates, due to the refusal of the MC agencies to

honor CIA requests for necessary intelligence information, depart
mental intelligence, or collection action:

a. Information has been withheld from CIA by MC

agencies on the basis that it is �operational� rather than

�intelligence information� and therefore not available to CIA;
that it is �eyes only� information or on a highly limited dissemi

nation basis; or that it is handled under special security provisions
which by-pass CIA;

b. CIA is not empowered to enforce its collection re

quests on L&C agencies, or establish priorities;

c. There is a failure of spontaneous dissemination of

certain material to CIA;

d. MC agencies continue, to cite the so�called �Third

Agency Rule� as a basis for refusing the give intelligenŁe to CIA.

3. Production arid Dissemination of Estimates

The furnishing of adequate national intelligence estimates
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to the President, the NSC, and other appropriate recipients is

hampered by the lack of complete material, (as set forth in para

graph 3, above), and by present procedures which require concur

rence or substantial dissent to each estimate from the IAC agencies,
but make no provision for setting time limits thereon:

a. Departmental agencies of the IAC cannot concur in

intelligence estimates which conflict with agency substantive policy;
nor can they free themselves from departmental bias or budgetary
interests;

b Coordination of CIA estimates often takes months,
with the result a compromise position;

c. Departmental dissents to CIA estimates are frequently
unsubstantial, quibbling or reflective of departmental policy.

I~. Special Problems

a. The IAC agencies resist the grant of authority to

CIA to issue directives affecting the intelligence field in general
and their activities or priorities in particular on the ground that

it would violate the concept d~ command channels;

b. The status of CIA in relation to the President and

the NSC must be redefined and clarified;

c. The relationships between CIA on the one hand, and

the Departunnt of Justice �- particularly the FBI, on the other,
especially in connection with the defector problem, must be improved
and clarified.

d. Difficulties imposed by NSC directives in the field

of unconventional warfare must be eliminated, particularly the policy
control over CIA granted to the Departments of State and Defense.

The separation of clandestine operations into two offices within CIA

creates serious problems of efficiency, efficacy and, above aD.,
security;

e � There is a failure of coordination of overt intelli

gence collection in the field, due in part to competition among the

departments in the field, but also to lack of positive planning and
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action by CIA. This results in unnecessary duplication and over

laps, and the initial withholding of choice material. It is becom

jug necessary for CIA to take a strong position in the field of

overt collection abroad.

~. Nuclear Energy and Other Special Intellic�euce Subjects

Each has its own but related problems.

6. Relationship between JCS and CIA in the Event d~ War

This is an unresolved problem which has been the

subject of considerable discussion, one aspect of which is
covered by Tabs F and 0 attached. It may of course require
urgent consideration at any time.

7. Conclusion

Solution of the above problems lies in a grant of
adeuate authority to the DCI and CIA, and use of that authority
to achieve the necessary coordination by direction rather than

placing reliance in a spirit of cooperation and good will.
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INDEX OF TABS

~Tab A � CIA proposed revision of NSCID #1. This

directive is believed by CIA to be necessary

to give the Director the authority needed for

exercise of his responsibilities. It has been

forwarded to State for discussion, but no

further action has been taken on it.

Tab B - Proposed �Memorandum to the National Security
Council,� which elaborates paragraphs 1 - 3 set

forth in the memorandum above. This was pre

pared several months ago as an introduction to

CIA�s proposed revision of� NSCD) #1, included

herewith under Tab A.

Tab C - National Security Council Intelligence Directive

(NSCID) #1, under which CIA presently operates.

Tab D - Memorandum entitled �Legal Responsibilities of

the Central Intelligence Agency11, which emphasizes
particularly Congressional intent in regard to the

national intelligence mission.

Tab E � Current State/Defense proposals for reorganization
of intelligence production within CIA. A c anpro

~~ St~ u~er discuss ~n.

Tab El]. - Compromise now urged by State/Defense thru Gen. Magruder.

Tab F - Joint Intelligence Camnittee report on war time

status and responsibilities of CIA and its field

agencies (JIc 14~5/i, 12 July 1950). This indicates

an intention on the part of the JIC to have J(S

take over control of all covert activities in the

event of war.

Tab G - Memorandum for Brig. Gen. Jo~ni Magruder, dated

16 August 1950, setting forth CIA�s position on its

war time relations to the Joint Chiefs. This memo

randum was originally drafted for dispatch to the

Secretary of Defense and was actually dis~tched
to General Magruder.
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64. Wisner, Memorandum for Director of Central Intelligence,

�Interpretation of NSC 10/2 and Related Matters,�

12 October 1950 (Photocopy)

~r~)
October 19~O

r~:~T~ii1 T~

ME1~!ORANDUM FOR: DTh~TOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

SIJBJECT~ Interpretation of NSC 10/2 and Related Matters

1. Pursuant to your oral instructions to me, I have duly notified the

appropriate representatives of the Departments of State and Defense and the

Joint Chiefs of Staff of your interpretation of NSC 10/2 and of your view

that the Memorandun of Interpretation dated 12 August 19IL6 and entitled

�Implementation of NSC 10/2� is no longer applicable or effective in the

light of altered circumstances.

2. The notification and advice above referred to was accomplished at

a meeting held in s~y office at 3:30 p.m., 1]. October l9~O, which meeting was

attended by the authorized representatives of the Secretaries of State and

Defense and of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. I explained to these individuals

at considerable length your reasoning and conclusions as regards the lack

of insuediate necessity for a –evision of NSC 10/2 in order to accomplish
the full integration of the Office of Policy Coordination as an element of

the Central Intelligence Agency fully responsive to your authority and

connnand as Director of the Agency. I further pointed out that you acknow�

ledged the propriety and desirability of the continuing receipt by OPC

of advice and policy guidance from the Departments of State and Defense and

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but that this was not to be regarded in any
� sense as placing State, Defense and JCS in the position of giving instruc

tions or orders to OPC. Finally, I explained that you saw no reason for

changing the e~.sting pattern of advice and guidance including the manner

in which policy guidance flows to OPC as well as the organizations and

individuals in State, Defense and CIA heretofore functioning in this

capacity. I said that in theory and in fact the policy guidance would be

coming to the CIA as an organization and not merely to GPO, and that it

would be ny responsibility to keep you fully informed on all matters worthy
of your, attention.

3. The foregoing statements on icy part appeared to have been well

received by the representatives of State, Defense and the JCS, all of

whom expressed themselves as being personally in agreement with your views.

They undertook to convey the information given to them to their respective
superiors and to inform us in due course of the reaction and response of

their su~eriors. -

FRANK G. WISNER

Assistant Director for

Policy Coordination

.5Pt

f~j6-�77I

�

~~
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65. Smith, Memorandum for the President, 12 October 1950

(Carbon copy with attachments)

32~i5

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

12 Octobor 1950

~MG~Æ3~M P(E T~ PE~ID~T

In accordance with your instructions, I cubait hereuith eati

estee regarding five oritical situations in the Par Last. The

intelligence organizations of the Departeenta of Stat., the Ariq,
the Navy, and the Air Force participated in the preparation of

these estimates and concur in thee.

The estimates folio, in the folloving orders

Enc1oa~e A - Threat of Full Chinese C~~�~~�t Intervention

in Korea

B - Threat of Soviet Intervention in Korea

C Threat of Chinese C~~4-~t Invasion of Formosa

D - Threat of Chinese Ciii~~~i,j4gt Invasion of

Indochina

B - Cc~,mmi ~t Capabilities and Threat in the

Philippines
F - General Soviet and Chinese Con~ist Intentions

and Capabilities in the Far East

Inasonch as the conclusions reached with respect to these per�
ticular situations depend in pert on the possibility of a Soviet

d~eision to resort to global war, the latest agreed estimate on

that subject is also attached as Enclosure G.

IALT~ B. SMITH

Director

Et~76~C

. SKCRKT
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32615A

30

ERRATA for Central Intelligence Agenty Top Secret

Memorandum of 12 October 1950 #32615

A phrase has been omitted from Enclosure E, Communist

Capabilities and Threat in the Philippines. The phrase

�a number of the
�~

belongs in paragraph ~ thus mpking

the first sentence of 3.~. rend: �Since the Communists have

achieved power in China, it is believed that ~ number ~

approximately half a million Phulpplnó Chinese have already

aligned themselves with the Peiping regime.�

~�-F- S E C RET
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CENTRAL IN�IELLIGENCE AGENCY

12 October 1950

A. THREAT OF FULL CHINESE COMMUNIST INTERVENTION

IN KOREA

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. To esthnate the threat of full-scale Chinese Communist

intervention in Korea.

fl. CAPABILITIES

2. The Chinese Communist ground forces, currently lacking
requisite air and naval support, are capable of intervening effec

tively, but not necessarily decisively, in the Korean conflict.

III. FACTO1~ BEARING ON D~TENT

3. Indications of Intentions Despite statements by Chou En-lai,
troop movements to Manchuria, and propaganda charges of atrocities
and border vl~lations, there are no convincing Indications of an actual

Chinese Communist intention to resort to full-scale intervention in

Korea.

4. Factors FavorizE Chinese Communist Intervention

~ Intervention, if resulting in defeat of UN forces, would:

(1) constItute a major gain In prestige for communist China, con

firmingit as the premier Asiatic power~ (2) constItute a major
gain for Woi~ldCommunism with concomitant increase in Communist

China�s stature in the Sino-Soviet axIs; (3) result in the elimination

�1�
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of the possibility of a common frontier with a Western-type
democracy; and (4) permit the retention of sources of Man~

churian electric power along the Yalu River.

~ Intervention, even if not resulting In a decisive defeat

of UN forces, would: (1) enable the Chinese Communists to uffliZe

foreign war as an explanation for failure to carry out previously
announced economic reforms; (2) be consistent with and furnish

strong impetus to anti-Western trends in Asia; and (3) justify a

claim for maximum Soviet military and/or economic aid to

China.

~ Interventinn, with or without assurance of final victOry,
might serve the cause of World Communism, particularly the

cause of the Soviet Union, In that it would Involve the Western

bloc In a costly and possibly inconclusive war In the Far East

~. The Communist cause generally and the Sino-Soviet
� bloc particularly face the prospectof a major set-back In the

struggle with the non-Communist world If UN forces are per

mifted to achieve complete victory In Korea.

5. Factors Opposing Chinese Communist Intervention

~,. The Chinese Communists undoubtedly fear the con

sequences of war with the US. Their domestic problems are of

such magnitude that the regime�s entire domestic program and

economy would be jeopardized by the strains and the material

damage which Would be sustained In war with the US. Anti-

Communist forces would be encouraged and the regime�s very
existence would be endangered.

.~. Intervention would minimize the possibility of Chimse

membership In the UN and of a seat on the Security CounciL

-2�
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~, Open intervention would be extremely costly unless

protected by powerful Soviet afr cover and naval support Such
Soviet aid might not be forthcoming because it would constitute
SOviet Intervention.

d. Acceptance of major Soviet aid would make Peiping�
more dependent on Soviet help and Increase Soviet control in~

Manchuria to a point probably unwelcome to the Chinese Corn
munlste.

~. If unsuccessful, Chinese Intervention would lay Peiping
open to Chinese resentment on the grounds that China would be

acting as a Soviet catspaw.

From a military standpoint the most favorable time for
Intervention In Korea has passed.

Continued covert aid would offer most of the advantages
of overt lntervention~ while avoiding its ris~ and d1sadv~inb~ges.
Covert aid would enable the Chinese CommuniSts to:

(1) Avoid further antagonizing of the UN and reduce
risk of war with the US;

(2) Promote the China-led Asiatic peoples� �revolu
tionary struggle,� while ostensibly supporting
peace; -

(3) MaintaIn freedom of action for later choice between
abandonment of aid or continuing such covert aid as

might be appropriate to Chinese Communist needs In

Korea;

�3�
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(4) SatIsfy the �aid Korea� demand In Communist

circles In China and Asia generally, without

risking war with the US.

W. PROBABILITY OF CHD~ESE COMMUNiST ACTION

6. WhIle full-scale Chinese Communist Intervention In

Korea must be regarded as a conthiuisg possibility, a consid

eration of all known factors leads to the conclusion that barring
a Soviet decision for global war, such action is not probable in

1950. During this period, intervention will probably be confined

to continued covert ass]~e te thi North K~eans.

-4-
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CENTRAL INTELLiGENCE AGENCY

12 October 1950

B. THREAT OF SOVIET INTERVENTION IN KOREA

L STATEMENT OF TEE PROBLEM

1. To estimate the threat of direct Soviet military Inter

vention In Korea during 1950.

U. CAPABILITIES

2. SovIet armed forces now in the Far East are capable of

intervening overwhelmingly In Korea virtually without warnlng~

UI. FACTORS BEARING ON iNTENT

3. Indications of Intentions The Soviet Union to date has

given no indication, that it intends to Intervene directly In Korea.

Since the beg1nnh~g of hostilities the Soviet Union has sought
in its official statements and In its propaganda to give the un

pression that it is not Involved ln.the Korean situation. More

over, the USSR has taken no political or military actions that

constitute direct armed intervention in Korea. However, the

Soviet Government�f or some months has been Increasingly
improving its military capabilities In the Far East as well as

in other sirategic areas.

4. Factors Favoring Soviet Intervention The defeat of

North Korea would constitute a major set..back for the USSR.

It would Involve:

~. The loss of a Satellite, and the esthbH~hmez~t of a

Western-oriented state on the frontiers of Communist China

and the U~R.

�1�
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b. Giving the Western Powers a potential strategic
bridgehead which the Kremlin would always regard as a threat

to the industrial, communication, and military centers of

Manchuria and the Soviet Far East.

c. Weakening the S~viet military and political position
vis~a-vls Japan.

d. A loss to Soviet political prestige in that it would

demonstrate that the Kremlin is not willing to support its fol
Lowers effectively In a Soviet-Instigated action.

e.. A loss to Soviet military prestige in that it would lead
to a tendency, whether or not Justified, to re-evaluate the eec
�tlveness ci Soviet military equipment and tactics.

f. A reduction In. the prospects of the Soviet Union for

expanding its political control by means short of war in that
it would dez~onsfrate the determination and capability of the

non-Soviet world to resist effectively Soviet-Inspired aggression.

5. Factors Oouosin~ Soviet Intervention

a. In wetgb�ng potential gains and risks of Intervention,
the Soviet leaders must calculate, as an overwhe1inh~g consider

ation, that thefr open Intervention would lead to direct hostili

ties with US and other UN forces over an.issue on which the

Western world has achieved a new degree of unity. Soviet

leaders would have no assurance thatcombat betwee Soviet

and US forces would be limited by the US to Korea or to the

Far Eastern theater. Consequently, a decision to Intervene

openly In Korea, In the uffinipte analysis, involves a decision
to risk immediate and probably global war with the US.

-2-
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~.. The Soviet leaders may estimate that it will be

possible, without assuming this aI1�~crfflcal risk, to salvage
some of the losses suffered from the Korean situation. US

military activities could be obsfructed by extensive guerrilla
action, which mi~t involve thç US In an extended and Łostly
occupation and Which could confribuite to Soviet efforts to

developin Asia a racial enmity toward the US and the Western

Powers.

LV. PROBABILITIES OF SOVIET ACTION

6. It is believed that the Soviet leaders will not consider

that their prospective losses in Korea warrant direct military
intervention and a consequent rave risk of war. They will.

Intervene In the Korean hostilities only if they have decided,
not on the basis of the Korean situation alone, but on the basis

c~ over -all c~nsidØrations, that j~ Is to their Interest to pre

cipith.~e a global war at this time.

-3-
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

12 October 1950

C. THREAT OF CHINESE COMMUNIST I VASION OF FORMOSA

I. STATEME1~ OF THE PROBLE~4

1. To estininte the tlfrØat of Chinese Communist invasion

of Formosa during 195~).

II. cAPABILrr~s

2. Despite certain definite Chinese Communist deficiencies
in naval and air forces and probably in amphibious fr~in~ng and

docfrmne, the Communists are now capable of launching an in

vasion against Formosa with about 200,000 froops and moderate

air cover. The USSR could at a minimum furnish tactical advice
andtechnical and logistic support.

3. Although Chinese Nationalist forces are sufficient In

number and materiel to defend Formosa, lack of staying power,

poor comm2nd sfructure, lack of Inter-service coordination,
questionable morale and shortages of some types of ammunition

make their defense capabilities questionable.

4. Without direct Soviet participation and given sfrong naval

and air assistance by the US armed forCes~ the Chinese Nation
alist defense forces are capable of holding Formosa ng~fnst a

determined. ChlnØsØ Communist Invasion.

W. FACTORS BEARING ON IWTENT

5,~ Indications of Intentions Frequent official statements of

the Chinese� Communists h~vØ clearly lndioated their intention

to seize confrol of Pormosa, Rowever, available intelligence does

TOP 6ECR~E~!r
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not indicate their intention to do so in the Immediate future.

An unknown factor bearing upon the intent to invade Is the

degree of control the USSR is capable of exercising over the

Chinese Communists, and the Soviet intent with respect to

Formosa.

6. Factors Favoring Invasion of Formosa

a. The occupation of Formosa would remove the

symbol of Nationalist !estetanCe; eliminate a potential�
source of coordinated opposition to the Chinese Communist

regime; and would seriously dbninlgh continued anti-Corn

inunlst resistance In China and throughout Southeast Asia.

b. Abmdonment or continued postponement of an

attack on Formosa would result In a loss of �~face� to the

Chinese Communists.

c. Formosa would provide the Chin~sŁ Communists

with a small but significant source of foreign exch~ge, and

a potential source of rice, thereby contributing somewhat to

Chinese Communist capabilities for economic reconstruction.

7. Factors Opposing an Invasion of Formosa

~. Success would be Improbable.

~. An attack involves the risk of war with the US as

long as Ua-forces are interposed between Formosa and the

maiTthLnd The Chinese Communist leadership would be re

luctant to jeopardize its popular support, domestic achievements,
and internal program by an attack on Formosa that coUld lead

to retaliatory air attacks on Chinese cities, to a strict block

ade of the Chinese coast, to strong economic sanctions, and to

protracted warfare that could sap Chinese economic sireugth.

-2-
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c. The Chinese Communists face serious domestic

problems, Including banditry, widespread unrest, guerrilla
opposition, economic st~gn~tlon, agrarian maladjustments,
and the problems involved In. consolidating the CommWiist.

Party�s political control. For these reasons the danger ~sts

that, if attacks should fail or prove unduly costly, the present
apparent solidarity of the Communist regime would be subjected
to a severe strain.

~, In view of current UN Interest In Formosa, the

~hlnese Communists have some reason to hope for a favorable

political solution.

I. PROBABILITY OF CHINESE COMMUNIST INVASION

8. It is believed that barring a Soviet decision to precipi
tate global war, an Invasion of Formosa by the Chinese Corn

rnuxüats will not be attempted during the remainder of 1950.

�3�
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

V

12 October 1950

D. THREAT OF A CHINESE COMMUNiST INVASION OF

V Th~OCHINA

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. To estimate the threat of a Chinese Communist invasion

of Indochina in 1950.

TI. CAPABILITIES

2. From forces presently deployed near the Indochina

border, the Chinese Communists could commit 100,000 troops
for an invasion of Indochina without appreciable forewarning.
Approximately 150,000 additional Chinese Communist troops
could arrive at the border in support of an Invasion within ten

days. Reinforcements and supplies might be moved by sea to

rebel-held sections of the Indochina coast. It Is also within

Chinese Communist capabilities to furnish air support for an

Invasion.

3. These capabilities could be exercised without jeopardy
to other possible Chinese Communist military operations In the

Far East, except to the already inadequate air support for a

simultaneous North Korean or Formosan intervention.

4. If the Chinese Communists should invade Indochina, it

Is almost certain that the defending forces under the French

would soon lose all of Vietnam, except Cochin China.

�1�
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III. FACTORS BEARING ON INTENT

5. Indications of Intentions

~. The construction and improvement of roads, railroads,
and air facilities; the provision of tecbnical and training assistance

and advisory personnel; present logistic support from the border

provinces of Kwangtung, Kwangsi, and Yunn~n--ail these might be

construed as positive indicators of an impending invasion. These

activities, however, might also be indicators of an increase in

the flow of Chinese Communist aid to the Viet Mlnh Communists,
rather than of Chinese invasion.

_b. Although Chinese Communists have given propaganda
support to the Viet Mlnh, there has been no public Chinese Com

munist statement which could reasonably be construed as a com

mitment to invade or as justification for invasion.

6. Factors Favorii~ Intervention

a. A Chinese Communist invasion of Indochina would be

the most rapid means of establishing a Communist Indochina.

b. The fall of Vietnam to the Communists would facilitate

establis~.ment of Communist control over Burma and Thailand.

c. An early Communist victory in Indochina would in

part ofifet the loss of International Communist prestige occa
sioned by Communist reverses in Korea.

d. The Chinese Communists, operating on behafl of

International Communism, might Invade Indochina with the hope
that, even if UN intervention should deprive then of complete

victory, Western bloc forces wo~i,ld be involved in inconclusive

warfare In the Far East.

�2-
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7. Factors Opposing Intervention

a. A Chinese Communist invasion of Indochina would

greatly increase the risk of Chinese Communist involvement
In war against the Western Powers or the~ UN, as well as the

risk of global war.

b. Recent Viet Minh military successes have increased

the probability that Communist control of Indochina can be ulti

mately secured without resort to Chinese Communist invasion,
providing there is no major increase of presently planned ex
ternal assistance to the French and their supporters.

c. Viet Mink capabilities can be substantially increased
without resort to open intervention.

d. Invasion of Indochina by Chinese Communist troops
would arouse local anti-Chinese sentiment and could be a

serious source of command conflict between Peiping and Viet

Minh leadership.

e. A Chinese Communist invasion would tend to antag
onize the presently neutral states of Asin, particularly India.

~. Communist China�s prospects for membership in the

UN and UN-sponsored organizations would be jeopardized and the

opportunity for the establishment of diplomatic relations with

powers outside the Soviet orbit would be curtailed.

~. Chinese Communist invasion of Indochina might provide
the US with an impelling reason for retaining in the vicinity of

Formosa--a major objective of the Chinese Communist government--
the US Seventh Fleet.

�3�
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IV. PROBABILIT~S OF CHINESE COMMUNiST INVASION

It Is estimated that an openChiæese Commuyngt Invasion--

while possible and capable of being launched with little or no

preliminary warning--is improbable in 1950. It Is highly prob
able, however, that the Chinese Communists wifi Increase the

substantial military assistance already being given to the Viet
Mthh forces.

-4-
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

12 October 1950

E. COMMUNIST CAPABILITIES AND THREAT IN THE

PHILIPPINES

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. To estimate the Commumst capabilities and threat in

the Philippines.

II. CAPABILITIES

2. The Huks The Huks(MÆpagpalaya N~ Bayan
are today the army of Philippine Communism, led by avowed

Communists who follow the policies and seek to further the

objectives of World Communism. Their armed strength Is

estimated at no more than about 10,000. The Huks are essen

tinily a guerrilla organization, utilizing� hit and run� tactics;
making maximum use of the elements of surprise, choice of

terrain, and mobility; and avoiding frontal engagement with

government forces. The Huks, who are limited almost exclu

sively to infantry weapons, have the capability of mounting
several comparatively large-scale (300-500 men) coordinated
attacks simultaneously against widely separated targets. During.
1949-50, they have expanded their areas of operation throughout
Luzon and to other islands of the Philippines. In recent months

they have carried out better coordinated and more widespread
attacks. The Ruks have terrorized local communities and Inter

fered with travel. They can extend and intenSIfy their operations,
particularly in we~kly defended provincial areas, and may well

stage another series of coordinated attacks before the end of

1950.

�1�
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3. Supporting Elements

!. Support of the lIuk movement, apart from that derived,
from unorganized lawless elements, is bound among large numbers

of peasants, who willingly or by force and intimidation contribute

to the Euk movement. Another source of support is found in the

Philippine labor movement, where low real wages and poor conditions

of work permit exploitation of the union movements by Communist

organizers,

b. Since the Communists have achieved power in China

it is believed that approximately half a million Philippine Chinese

have already aligned themselves with the Peiping regime. Such

Chinese are probably facilitating Communist communications,
providing financial support, and otherwise rendering aid to the

Huks.

C. Available intelligence does not indicate that the Huks

have received, or are likely to receive, sufficient assistance from

external Communist sources to alter their military capabilities
significantly during 1950.

4. Government Countermeasures Government efforts to

deal with the Huk problem have been Ineffective thus far. Govern

ment forces have been and are able to maintain over-all intexnal

security but are unable to control local areas where dissident

groups are strongest. Recently reorganized armed forces may

be able to deal more effectively with Huk activities, but little

improvement is anticipated during 1950. Disillusionment with

the government�s ineffectiveness has caused many persons who

are not active Huk supporters to become indifferent and unco

operative toward government efforts to stamp out the dissident

forces. The government, moreover, has shown little disposition
to adopt and implement basic agrarian and social reforms which

�2-
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might reduce considerably the number of peasants who sup

port the Huks. Such a reduction would lessen measurably

Ruk capabilities and the intensity of their operations, but

would not elin�lnntethe hard core of the Huk movement which

would continue to pose a burdensome security problem.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

5. While the Huks are capable of conducting widespread,

coordinated raids particularly In central Luzon, and creating

some disturbances in the Manila area, it Is esthnated that they

cannot overthrow the Philippine Government in 1950.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

12 October 1950

F. GENERAL SOVIET AND CHINESE COMMUNIST INTENTIONS

AND CAPABILITIES IN THE FAR EAST

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. To estimate general Soviet andChthese Communist inten

tions and capabilities in the Far East In 1950.

II. OBJECTIVES

2~ The Soviet UniDi and Communist China share the common

objective of establishing Communist control throughout the Far

East. Logically, both would prefer to secure this objective with

out resort to general war. The Soviet Union includes In Its objec
tive. Kremlin control of a communized Asia, Including China. While

Chinese Communists may well object to such Kremlin control, they
have given no overt Indication that they do not accept the primacy
of Moscow In International Communism.

HI. CAPABILITIES

3. Short of Direct Employment of Armed Forces The Soviet
Union and Commuiiist China have the capacity, through a contlnua~

tion of measures short of war, further to develop the strength of

Communism In all areas in the FarEast except those occupied by
US or UN forces. It is estimated, however, that in no area of the

Far East, exØØpt Tibet and possibly Indochina unless presently-
planned external assistance is Increased, do they have the capa

bility of establishing complete Communist control dUring 1950

through such measures.

�1�
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4. With Full-Scale Employment of Armed Forces In

the event of war beginning in 1950:

~ The Soviet Union acting alox~ has the capability
of rapidly occupying Korea, Hokaido and Olcinawa; of launching
a substantial amphibious-airborne Invasion of Honshu; and of

conducting harassing attacks on the KWutians, Ky~*shu, 7ormpsa,,
the Philippines, and other is1z~ndc in the adjacent waters, and

lines of communication.

b. Communist China acting alone poasesses the capability
to overrun Tibet and substantial portions of �the mainland of

Southeast Asia, and to make a strong attack on Korea.

� �~ lit combination, the Soviet Union and Communist China

have the capability of overrunning practically all the Asiatic main

land and possibly of occupying all Japan and Formosa.

IV. ITEN�rloNs

5. Both the Soviet Union and Communist China have clearly
indicated that they Intend to pursue without pause their goal f

extending Communist control over every vulnerable area In the�,
Far East by every means open to them short of direct use of

their armed forces. Neither has given concrete Indication of,
an Intention to employ during 1950 its awn armed forces outside

itS own boundaries.

6~ It Is estimated in particular that, barring .a Soviet deci

sion to precipitate a global war, the Soviet Union Will not du~rIng
Ii~d~vrveue�dIrectiywith its armed forces In Korean hoetil

itles, and the Chinese Communists probably will not In 1950

attempt to invade Korea, Formosa, or Indochina.

�With respect to a possible Soviet decision to ~,recipitate
global war, the latest agreed conclusions are set fOrth In

Enclosure G.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

12 October 1950

G. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING A POSSIBLE SOVIET DECISION

TO PEECIPI�rATE GLOBAL WAR

1. The Soviet rulers are simultaneously motivated by Marxist

Leninist-Stalinist doctrine and by considerations aifectirig the posl
tion of the Snvtet Union. as a world power. They have made clear

that their long-term object Is to establish-World Comnmnt~m under

the domthatlim of the Kremlin. Their immedtate cdncerns, however,
are:

a. To maintain the control of the Kremllh over the peoples
of the Soviet Union.

b. To strengthen the economic and military position and

defend the territory of the Soviet Union.

c. To consolidate control over the European and Asian

Satellites (including Communist China).

d. To make secure the strategic approaches to the Soviet

Unipn, and to prevent the establishment, in. Europeand Asia, a!

forces capable of threatening the Sovietposltlon.

e. To eliminate Anglo..American influence in Europe and

Asia.

f. To establish Soviet domination over Europe and Asia.

~. To weaken and disintegrate the non-Soviet world generally.

�1
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The Soviet Union will try to pursue these ob~ectlves
simultaneously. In case of conflict between one and another

of these objectives, however, It may be expected that the

Soviet rulers will attach greater importance to the: first

four listed; and in:that order.

2. On the basis that the long-term object of the Soviet

rulers is immutable and dynamic, and that the Western Powers

are not prepared to succumb to Soviet domination without a

fight, there is, andwill continue to be, grave danger of war

between the Soviet Union and its satellites on the one hand,
and the Western Powers and their allies on the other.

3. The Soviet Union will continue relentlessly Its aggres
sive pressures on the power ppsition of the Western nations.

4. The Soviet rulers could achieve, and are In a fair way
towards achieving, the first three parts of their object (see g,

c above) without risk of lnvo(vement in direct armed conflict

with the Western Powers.

5. Parts g,Q,~and ~ of their object are improbable of achieve

ment without the employment of armed force, though there are

still factors in the existing situation which might welL lead Soviet

rulers to consider that, in certain circumstances, andln the

absence of effective armed opposition by the Western Powers, they
might uufimâtely attain these Parts of their object without th~e overt

involvement of Soviet armed forces.

if. In pressing to achieve parts~ and~g~ of their object,
the Soviet rulers will, at certain stages, inevitably impinge upon

the vital interests Of the Western Powers aid so incur the risk

of involvement in a general war precipitated through the necessary
reactions of the Western Powers.

-2�
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7. In the belief that their object cannot be fully attained
without involvement in a general war against the Western

Powers, the Soviet rulers may decide deliberately to pro

voke such a war at a moment when, in their opinion, the

strength of the Soviet Union vis-h-vis the Western Powers

is at its maximum. It is estimated that such a period exists

now and will extend from the present through 1954 (Note 1)
with its peak at about halfway, i.e., 1952 (Note 2).

8. From the point of view of military forces and economic

potential, the Soviet Union Is In a position to conduct a general
war of limited duration now if Soviet rulers thought it desirable

or expedient.

9. While intelligence is lacking to permit a valid prediction
as to whether or when the Soviet Unipn may actually exercise

its Initiative and capability to launch a general war, in view of

the foregoing it must be recognized that the risk of a general
war exists now and hereafter at anytime when the Soviet rulers

may elect to take action which threatens, wholly or in part, the

vital Interests of the Western Powers.

NOTE 1: 1954 being the date by which it ~s assumed that North

Atlantic Treaty Organlzatipn forces in Europe will be

built up to such a strength that they can withstand the

initial shock of surprise attack; and when the gap between

the relative strength of the Western Union forces and those

of the Soviet Union will have begun to contract.

NOTE 2: i.e., when the Soviet Union has made good some essential

deficiencies In atomic bomb stock pile, and in certain

types of afrcraft and before the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization economy is fully geared to the war effort.
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NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE

CONSEQUENCES OF THE EARLY EMPLOYMENT

OF CHINESE NATION.M.TST F~QR~ES IN KOREA

NIE-T2

The intelligence organizations of the Departments of, State,

the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force participated in the

preparation of this estimate, and State, Army, and Navy
concur In it. A dissent by the Intelligence organization
of the Department of the Air Force is appended as an annex.

This paper is based on in.forzn~ tion available on 23 December.
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CONSEQUENCES OF THE EARLY EMPLOYMENT

OF CHINESE NATIONALIST FORCES

IN KOREA

.ASSUNPTION: That hostilities have not spread beyond the borders of Korek at the time of

a decision to employ Chinese Nationalist forces in Kore&

1. The Chinese Nationalists have offered a

task-force of 33,000 troops for service in Korea

and possibly could provide a greater number

without jeopardizing the secithty of Taiwan.

Nationalist troops have undergone extensive

and prolonged training, but due to inept lead

ership and poor living conditions there Is some

question of their morale. The majority of

Nationalist troops on Taiwan have come from

the more temperate zones of China, and a con

tingent for Korea probably would require
training and some re-equipment before being
committed to combat In cold-weather opera
tions. In other respects, the Initial Nation

alist contingent for Korea would be well-

equipped and could be transported to Korea

In fourteen days. The Nationalist troops are

experienced and familiar with Chinese Com

munist tactics. Nationalist units should per
form comparatively efficiently under good
leadership and adequate supervision, but

might be susceptible to Communist prop

aganda and suffer a substantial number of

defections if permitted to operate independ
ently in areas beyond the Immediate tactical

control of UN commanders.

2. The presence or the absence of Chinese Na

tionalist troops in Korea in the limited num

bers estimated to be available within the Im

mediate future would not be a major factor

affecting the ability of UN fOrces tO establish

Note: This estimate considers only the conse

quences of the Immediate employment of Chinese

Nationalist troops in Korea in the present situation

and does not deal with the consequences of eventual

employment of Chinese Nationalist troops either

In Korea, in later and changed circumstances, or

on the Chinese mainland as part of a larger under

taking. An estimate (NIE�lO) Is In preparation on

the more general question.

and hold a defensive line across the peninsula
against numerically vastly superior Chinese

Communist forces.

3. If a protracted defense of a beachhead is

undertaken, the presence of Chinese Nation

alist forces could make a substantial contribu

tion, provided they were operating under good
leadership and adequate supervision.

4. Whatever the military outcome In Korea,
the employment of Chinese Nationalists there

would, in the eyes of other nations, further

Identify the US with the Chinese Nationalists

and would constitute a moral commitment for

continuing US support of the Chinese Na

tionalist regime. In addition, the employ
ment of Chinese Nationalist forces In Korea

would Immediately raise difficult problems
Involving the feasibility of continuing the US

policy of neutralization of Taiwan, particu
larly with respect to the employment of Na

tionalist naval and air forces other than in

Korea and in Korean waters.

5. A majority of tiN nations would probably
reject a US proposal to use Chinese Nation

alist troops in Korea. There Is a general

apprehension that the employment of Chinese

Nationalist troops in Korea would give im

petus or at least provide the pretext for In

creased militancy on the part of Communist

China. This militancy would increase the

danger of a general war with Communist

China, which In turn might develop into a

global war. In addition, the Western Euro

pean nations would feel strongly that the US

was jeopardizing the first-priority task of

defense of the European continent by becom

ing involved in protracted hostilities in Asia.

The employment of the Chinese Nationalists

would alienate other Asiatic countries, which

QECflET 1
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consider the Chinese Nationalists to be re

actionary, politically Incompetent, and al

ready repudiated by their own people. Uni

lateral US action in using Chinese Natinn~1ist

troops would intensify these feelings.

6. The use of Chinese Nationalist troops in

Korea would remove whatever chance might
remain of a political solution of the Korean

conflict. Although it Is evident that Com

munist China strongly supports general
Soviet strategic objectives, this support might

2

become even stronger as a result of the use

of Chinese Nationalist forces In Korea.

7. The USSR would probably welcome a uni

lateral US decision to use Chinese Nationalist

troops in Korea as: (a) further embroiling
the US in hostfflties with Communist China

without engaging the USSR; (b) dividing the

US from its allies; and (c) providing plaus
ibility for International Communist propa

ganda concerning alleged US military aggres
sions and support of reactionary regimes.
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ANNEX

1. The Director of Intelligence, U.S.A.F., dis

sents in NTh~�12.

2. In general, this �estimate has emphasized

the military and political disadvantages of the

employment of Chinese Nationalist forces in

Korea, and has failed to point out adequately
the advantages which would accrue to the

U.S.-U.N. campaign in Korea by the use of

such forces. Specific points are as follows:

a. The discussions in this paper appear to

have been governed by the acceptance of ap

proximately 33,000 Nationalist troops as being
essentially the total number available for

employment in Korea. This office estimates

this number to be far less than the total

available.

b. The estimate does not give sufficient con

sideration to the fact that Chinese Nation

alist Forces offer the only readily available

force for major augmentation of U.N. forces

in Korea. In fact, such insufficient consid

eration fails to give planners grounds for

looking upon the availability of these forces

as a factor influencing the determination as

to whether or not a beachhead should be held

at all.

c. Introduction of a large number of Chi

nese Nationalist troops could make a sub

stantial contribution by providing much-

needed Infantry to the U.S.-U.N. campaign in

Korea, if a beachhead were retained.

d. This office does not believe that the re

actions of all the various Asiatic nations to

the employment of Nationalist troops in

Korea can be assessed with sufficient accuracy
to warrant the conclusion that these Asiatic

nations will be irrevocably opposed to the

utilization of these anti-communist forces.

In this respect, more deference is paid in this

paper to the attitudes of the governments, or

majorities in the respective countries, than to

the elements which fully recognize the Com

munist menace and would be encouraged by

this new opposition to Communism�s advance.

It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that

even in Europe, public opinion might learn to

applaud firm opposition, whether It be in

Europe or in Asia, and in fact might prefer
the fight to be made in Asia.

e. The estimate indicates that the use of

Chinese Nationalist troops In Korea would

eliminate any remaining chance of an imme

diate political solution of the Korean con

ifict. This dissent in no way is intended to

contradict this conclusion. However, It ap

pears to this office that the law of diminish

ing returns has set in with respect to the prob
ability of a satisfactory immediate political
conclusion. The discussion in the paper does

not warrant a sound conclusion as to whether

or not utilization of Nationalist troops would

prejudice or aid an eventual political solution.

3. The estimate implies that the employment
of Chinese Nationalist troops in Korea would

give impetus to, or provide the pretext for,
increased militancy on the part of Commu

nist China. it is reasonable that any in-

crease in militancy, if such is possible (other

than against Hong Kong), would be gov
erned more by Chinese military capabilities
and their own timetable than by any provo

cation which might result from the employ
ment of Chinese Nationalist troops in Korea.

4. There appears to be insufficient data to

justify the conclusion In paragraph 7 of this

estimate that �the USSR would probably wel

come a unilateral U.S. decision to use Chinese

Nationalist troops in Korea.�

5. This office would revise NIE-.12 as indicated

below:

a. Reference p. 1, par. 2. Revise as follows:

�There is no immediate crisis in. Korea re

quiring Chinese Nationalist troops to prevent
a disaster, but this opportunity to begin the

dynamic exploitation of any anti-Communist

forces whose commitment could have a favor-
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able effect on the Korean and possibly the

entire Far Eastern situation should be given

careful consideration. The Chinese National

ist forces on Formosa provide the only visible

means for such e~cploitation. The presence or

absence of Chinese Nationalist troops in Korea

in-the limitcd nurnbcrs cvtinmtod to be avail

able within the immcdiatc near future and

later would ~ be an important a major fac

tor affecting the ability of UN forces to estab

lish and hold a defensive line across the

peninsula against numerically vastly superior
Chinese Communist forces, unless the US-UN

introduced reinforcements drrectly.�

b. Reference p. 1, par. 3. Add at end of

paragraph as follows: �An important require
ment in Korea is for additional infantry. By
using Nationalist infantry as a screening

force, present UN forces in Korea could be

used more effectively as a striking force. The

defense of a beachhead requires a mobile re

serve which can counterattack quickly at the

points of greatest enemy pressure.�

c. Reference par. 4. Amend first sentence

and add a new sentence as foilowe: �Whatever

the military outcome in Korea, the employ
ment of Chinese Nationalists there would, in

the eyes Of certain other nations at the present
time, further identify the US with the Chinese

Nationalists and would constitute a degree of
moral commitment for continuing US support
of the Chinese Nationalist regime. At the

same time this act would identify U.S. inten

tions to utilize anti-Communist forces within

its capabilities, and as such might have a posi�
tive psychological effect of potentially great
value upon anti-Communist forces.�

d. Reference par. 5. Eemse as follows:At

the present time a majOrity of UN nations

would probably reject a US proposal to use

Chinese Nationalist troops in Korea. �there
is a general apprehension that the employ
ment of Chinese Nationalist troops in Korea

would give impetus, or at least provide the

pretext, for increased militancy on the part Of

Communist China. Despite the repeated as

surance of the US-UN to respeCt the Man

churian borders and the maintenance of the

embargo against Chinese Nationalist opera
tions on the mainland, Chinese Communist

militancy has already reached a high level in

committing the Fourth Field Army, which

represents the best available Chinese Com

munist military force. It is difficult to see any
new form which this militancy could take

(other than in Hong Kong). Thic militancy
would increase Therefore, there probably
would be little increase in the danger of a gen
eral war with Communist China, which danger
in turn might develop into a global war al

ready exists. This, too, probably will have

little direct effect upon the development of a

global war. At least in the beginning, the

Western European nations would might feel

strongly that the US was jeopardizing the

first-priority task of defense of the European
continent by becoming involved a continued

involvement in protracted hostilities in Asia.

Later however, they might come to appreciate
the determination of the US to take construc

tive action in an area of vital importance in

the struggle against Soviet directed Commu

nist aggression. The employment of the

Chinese Nationalists wo�~d might alienate

those element in certain other Asiatic couri

tries, which who consider the Chinese Nation

alists to be reactionary, politically incompe
tent, and already repudiated by their own peo

ple. On the other hand, the employment of
the Chinese anti-Communist forces could

hearten the anti-Communist elements of all

Asiatic countries and increase their will to re

sist Communist aggression. Unilateral US

in using Chinese Nationalist troops
would intensify these feelings In addition if
the other nations should determine that it is

necessary to make a stand in Korea, they will

be more amenable when they recognize this

as a method of relieving theni of the necessity
of providing more forCes themselves.�

e. Reference par. 6. Amend as foflows: �At

a time of delicate negotiations the use of Chi

nese Nationalist troops in Korea would removc

~hat.~ver change might remain-of might have

prejudiced an immediate political solution of

the Korean conflict deriving from those nego
tiations. Although it is evident that Commu

ni~t China strongly supports general Soviet

strategic objec~*s, this support might be-

- stronger as a result of the use -of

Chinese Nationalist -forcee in Korea This
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would not necessarily have precluded, how

ever, a later political settleiflent. It was,

therefore, important that a decision to use

Nationalist troops be deferred until the prob

abilities of obtaining an acceptable linmedi

ate politicaL solution were gone. However,

Chinese Communist intervention on a massive

5

scale is already a fact, and an immediate

political solution deriving from present nego

tiations now appears to have reached a point

of diminishing returns.

f. Reference par. 7. Delete entire para

graph: � UOOU would probably welcome a

unilateral
. . .

reactionary rcgimc.
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67. Milton W. Buffington to CSP Lewis S. Thompson], �United

States National Student Association,� 17 February 1951

(Carbon copy)
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uith tb. &t.i~s1 9tad~ As.soiaiiau as eeb It . that .mh.

eslatien so La .sointm~sod is so~ dsiIeat coo, .partice1sr~y
with iof.reneo to. tb, iÆ~ie~ oa of: a~ ~1a~o twusiling th..psasii~
of f~j�

.,�
.;.

i~. ::~i is soother ipeetoatf~~c,Ihisktb..e..dsr~
in.~ ~..T~ati~�~�~ ittO tO. EL, sod that ii the

�~*tsi��ef p.ususid.tffee�i.sss ~rI~3jrifs in

: is a rhi .b.ts~ it.~ ~., j~3~i~ g~

sMito.vias.ps.,,4~4& £Lsbsrl. of i tsrustlous]~ .ff.ir., Ii..

~a~ee& i~go 4~ ~t b, foe� ~ to ths.i~~ of the
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67. (Continued)

orgiinI~ation as a shale at th. present tine. lb. Lewsnatein favors

a forthaight stand on th, pert of the orgn�4~�tioa concerning Ccc

_____

as a political and ni3.jtuy- to cer .sciwity. This via

onnifsated in a epe.ch onde by lb. Lowenatein at the Stockholm con�

ference sailed in late Dsc~er by the Siedisb. nat4~1 ~dnt

unjnn to discuss methods of inter ati~n~~l studont cooperation cutsid

of the C~unist-doninu.ted Internatia~l Union of 3tud~s. Br. Kissa�

berg, on the other band, favors shot perporta to be a ~e idd~alietic

isa. militant stand on the subject in dsfernca to th, principle of

the Bational Student isecciatian shiob r.nir.a it to edth..s itself

to matters of student interest mud g~al welfare lather than to

questions of internat4~ein,il politics. C~ent1y, lb. L~stsin is

faced vith being draft.d into the AX~, in vi of~ fact we haTs

undertaken, covertly and t1wou~i the p&~r~ to get his

deterred, althongh he is caspistely � of this fact. Xe con..

eider this undertaking t. be in order An ~t of the fact that vs

han considerable evidenc, that. the ~t4i~1 ~cutive C~itteŁ of

the National Student lasociation support. Br, Lowanst.siu.

6. Spesld.ng specifically to the question relied ~ Dr. ~liott

ma to acbaF�4~1ng the Ilitional Stadsut Association a. snub, I do not

feel that mach subsidy is f...4hI~ practicable, or desirable, in view

of the facto hereinabove ~reusd. Lw.Iiuir am iciivtduml projects
aria, which require the use of the aovj of the kt(~1 Student

Aaao~iatfrr, and share conlit4a� are such that t~ use of this aegis
c.nbec� .ths

- --

aw. med.intoth.

-

__~ as sill not offend or arena. the suspicion of the Uat~oza1

Student iesociution that the go...~.-Int is at all interested. An

illuatriticn of this type at activity La fo~ in the project cw~rently
being prepared joint3~- by this office and the Tar ~at DIvision to

convene a regional students s.~in~ In Son4ih.est Ails dzwing this

coning eer.

6. As matters stand, it is my rsco~�..n~4�tion that we sontinca

to operate as hereinabove expressed.

3LIL~LON ~1. Btfl~�FIX~TON

cc:

sF/Ic (2)
II/E1~ (2)

2

SP/L~.1B/db
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68. Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Memorandum for the Deputy Director

of Central Intelligence William H. Jackson], �Problems of

OSO,� 8 June 1951 (Carbon copy; attachment not included)

8Junsl951

)�Mr~J.N~K F~s D.pu%y Dir.otor of Csn~sl IntsUl.gsne.

SUBJECT Probisms of 0/30

1. 0/so more than any other part of the agsncy still is

plagued with peroonsel probloms. I b.lt.v. that their promotion.
policy soy still be arcbais~ that they ~�y to hire people at much

too low salarissj and as very slow in moving good people up fast.

2. The ~~làjnt of 4,sp cover hal been ca~ nsgl.ct.d
in 0/so. It would .som: absolutely S e.sntial that scow isportant
staff ~t concentrate prinarily on this flobiow.

3. It would appear from ontisde observsre that 0/so
often forget. it. mission in favor of borsauoratic controls.

I have motd a far greater tendency on the part of 0/80 operators
to be worried about somebody discovering one of their sources

and to giv. very littis consideration to trying to build up a

worldwide .epionsgs ostoork.

is. T)I reel heart of 0/SO, as is the case in any operating
office, is the operating Division. Unfortusatsl.y there has bean a

tsndeaoy to .vbordisot. the operating divietons to the at~ff tad to

aU~ the staffs to bsc~ big and ~i.ld1y.

5. . probliom of oporatiormi research, with pirtioular
ref.rsnos to ~zzterrmtiorml C~1aniow,is a serious ous. leer

auggS.tion to pat an opsrsttosel reesareb staff under the ~pis~r
DireCtor for Plans to v~t with .11 covert offices usy be the

ausmor to this.

6, The problams which have be.n 3.opsrdiling the

relations of 0/so and 0/SI ar. bolt outlised in tb. attached

..uiorsndse from Clark.

�This ~5l!tI~ ~ ~5 Is~!�~�~Sd L!MAI S. ImPl~ICI

~ ~suU.vs Assistant to

~ISTO~ICAL DOC~�~
£ttl~~nt

Destroy orLi:- rith consent

~SECRE1
_________

Date: UA1~,1g~
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69. J. S. Earman, Memorandum for Rear Admiral Robert L.

Dennison, �King Abdullah�s Assassination,� 20 July 1951

(Carbon copy)

2oJ.~1~51

~gP4N~I P~I. RZAB £T~IPkL~

IIVAL_LIZ TO T~ ~U~T

sm~Ts Zj~1~~ti~

Att�~h. ~.t. ja t~ c~* c�~.,t c~ t~.

I~b.3.et s.~4~t1on.

J. S.
� L..iata*t to tb. Director

~1.eor. �1

O/DCIsJS~arn1d

Diatribntion;

Orig & 1 - Addreasee ii
2 � Signer v

~U~WNThO /
P~cNm~H�cu~a
o cECLA$$~ED
łL~s. cH~ED TOe 1$ $ C f)AJJ

�

�

W1~ P~7O4,

~lploa%

FILE: WHITE H~J5E
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69. (Continued)

-

20 July 1951

C~ut en~ Abdc]1~b�s Aamutnatien

~ 20 July King Ab~�n11.h of Jorden ~ ieaa..jaat.d vbiis

entering the ii Aqas Mo~ts in the Old City of Jernasisa. The

seasesin, rspert.dly a t.rrInist ~ bed contacts lith the

f.raer Orsod ~Zti of Jsruaale., ~. killed an tb. .pct. £ .t&tS

of~ has bun declared in Jerden and Prinas hit, second

eon at the King, has been assed t~ry Regent.

Sixty�.�c~ ~sar old King Ab&~~i1.l .~4 been the ruler at

Jerden alone th. stats eni created b~ ths British toUantcg
World War I. I. baa bean considered the t consiatently and

r.li*hly pro.hritiih ruler in the hear last. £b~~1~1j * eldest

son T~fla1, the hair aWa,unt, I. cvrrwtly indergoing treeteant

in a mtal ~aetitstion in ~tser1and. Under the tsran of the

constitation Tal1.l�s ntal condition precladse his b*~iig
~arsh, and his fitteen ~ser cad son Hussein aocerdiugl.y 1 the

legal anessasor.

£b~11*h~. a~ipsysn~ e4i~t4I~gu~s to try to achieve ~ treaty
vith I~.1 and his epo~sdic atts~ta, in son3uonti~ vith his

5S1~ul�W the Regent of Iraq, to establish a Orcatu Syria, consist

ing of Iraq, Jordan sad Syria, de his u~ emsaiss in the

~boeiag Arab states a. ~sll as within Jordea. The foreer
mend Wafti annsotly in lebanon, in strongly auti-~ ti b and

an ostepoken .us~ of King Abdella� The ~fti att~tpd to set

an t11peadent Arab Oovsti~1.t in P.3astion after the creation

of Zarsel. Arab Palestine was aubseqeastly ise.rporstsd into

Jorda.. Rind 1-SoIb, the .z..Prine� I~niatsr of lebanon T ass

aseheslaitod in~ an 16 July, ass $ sontrihetor to the

~fti�s fands.

The death of Abdulleb ~ a r.eolet. auti_CI~_:_~.4at, p~�
W.stara ruler. The and of Abdullah a intluanen viii nest iłatly
and ~re.tly effect the Hritisb, who rely on the ~ith-tawisM,
ffisved, and fin.on.d Arab legion (the ar~ of Jerdsn) the only
s~stant and dup~da��e Arab ar~ in the lear last. The contUsion

and pseetbie dia~Jara which ~ result can only benefit the anti�
W.st.ra s3~te in the hear Z..t.

CONFIDENTiAL
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69. (Continued)

~ONIIDEt14AIL~
2L. Jnl,y 195].

O~nt on ~ Abdulish� a Assassination

On 20 July King Abdull.h of Jordan was assassinated while entering th.

al Msa Mosqul in the Old City of Jsruaalsm. Tb. assassin, reportedly a

t.rrorist who had contacts with the foruer Grand Hufti of J.ruaslam, was

~.Ued on the spot. A stat. of .asrgsucy has been dsclarsd in Jordan; and

Prfno. Naif, second son of the King, baa been nened tonporary Regent.

Sixty-nine year old King~ bad been th. ruler of Jordan sine, the

itat. was created by the British following World War I. Ho has been consid

ered the anst eonsiat.ntly and reliably pro-British ruler in th. Near East.

Abdullab�. .ldÆt son~ the heir apparent, is currently wid.rgoing
trea~t in £ ntal institution in Svits.rland. Und.r the tern of the

constitution Tallal�s i~ntal condition pr.clud.s his b.coning nonareh, and

his fifteen year old son Hussein accordin~1y is the legal successor,

Abdullah� s apparent willingness to try to achieve a treaty with Israel

and his sporedic att.spt in conjnnction with his nephew the Rgent of Iraq,
to establish a Greater S*ria, consisting of Iraq, Jordan, and Syria, ned. him

ny ~nmwiss in the neighboring Arab states as well as within Jordan, Tb.

Loreer Grand Multi, currently in Lebanon, is strongly anti-British and an

outspoken ane~ of King Abdullah. Tb. Mu.fti atteapt.d to set up an independ
ent Arab governuent in Palestine after the creation of Israel. Arab Palestine

was subsequently incorporated into Jordan. Rind al�Solh, the .z�Prine Minis

ter of Lban~n who was assassinated in~ an 16 July, was a centribeter

to the forner Multi�s funds.

The death of Abth~1~1~1~ rewvss a raselut. anti..C~r(.t, pro-Western
ruler. The end of Ab~~ a influenc, will nest idiat.ly end dirootly
affect the British, who rely on the British�trained, oftlcer.d, and financed

Arab Legion (the aria- of Jordan) as the only cenp.t.nt and dependable Arab

ar~ in the Near East. Tb. confusion and possible disorders which aq- result

can only benefit the anti-Western sl~t in the Near East.

Prepared by OCI � 1300
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70. Special Estimate 9, �Probable Immediate Developments in the

Far East Following a Failure in the Cease-Fire Negotiations in

Korea,� 6 August 1951
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70. (Continued)

T~JuvuL~F

SPECIAL ESTIMATE

PROBABLE iMMEDIATE DEVELOPMENTS ~N THE FAR EAST

~�OLLOW1NG A FAILURE IN THE CEASE-FIRE NEGOTIATIONS

IN KOREA

Number 9

The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State,
the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Joint Staff par

ticipated In the preparation of this estimate. AU members

of the Intelligence Advisory Committee concurred in this

estimate on 3 August.
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70. (Continued)

T~JJJi~

ANNEX A

The following tables show a break-down of aggregate air strength
available to the Chinese Communists by aircraft types, subordination and

disposition:

Table I

Chinese Communist Aircraft Strength by Type and Subordination

Undetermined

CCAF NK.AF Subordination Total

let Fighters 400 400

Piston Fighters 120 80 - 200

Ground Attack 100 20 50 170

Light Bombers 80 50 130

Transports 100 - -

400 100 500 1,000

Table2

Chinese Communist Aircraft Strength by Type and Disposition

let Piston Ground Light Trans

Fighters Fighters Attack Bombers ports Total

Manchuria 325 40 130 90 15 600

China Proper 75 80 20 40 85 300

NKAF in Manchuria - 80 20 - - 100

400 200 170 130 100 1,000

1

~�~�r� .
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70. (Continued)

__________

L~ .1

ANNEX B

CAPABILITIES OF THE CHINESE NAflONALIST FORCES

1. The Chinese Nationalist Armed Forces have very limited capabilities
at the present time. Weaknesses in leadership, organization and logistical
support curtail their defensive capabilities and seriously limit their

offensive capabilities.

2. Present training, strength, and equipment are probably sufficient to

permit a successful defense of Taiwan against a limited attack, but

shortages of modern aircraft, POL, spare parts, ammunition, transport,
artillery, and supplies of all classes, and lack of replacement personnel,
make it impossible for the Chinese Nationalist forces alone to defend

successfully against a prolonged and determined all-out assault by Chinese

Communist forces equipped for amphibious warfare.

3. The completion of present organization plans and the receipt of

American aid should greatly increase the combat effectiveness and defensive

capabilities of the Nationalists. It is estimated that the Nationalist forces

could possibly become combat effective in a minimum of 6 to 8 months

after full implementation of the United States aid program. However,
the Nationalists could not even then mount a successful invasion of the

mainland and exploit a possible initial beachhead without continued

United States air, naval, and logistical support. The Nationalists do not

have the necessary additional manpower to exploit successfully a break

through from the beachhead, but it might be obtained from guerrillas and

potential defectors from the Chinese Communist Forces.

11
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70. (Continued)

PROBABLE IMMEDIATE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FAR EAST

FOLLOWING A FAILURE IN THE CEASE-FIRE NEGOTIATIONS

iN KOREA

THE PROBLEM

To assess present Communist capabilities in the Far East and

probable immediate Communist courses of action in this area in the

event of a breakdown of cease-fire negotiations in Korea.

ESTIMATE

PROBABLE COMMUNIST MILITARY COURSES OF ACTION IN THE

FAR EAST

1. If cease-fire negotiations should break down, we believe that Com

munist forces in Korea will continue large-scale military operations
in the area and may undertake offensive actions against UN troops at

an early date. The Chinese Communists have improved their over-all

capabilities since the termination of the April-May offensive. The

Communists probably would be able to employ at least as many troops
as they employed in that offensive. These troops would have the ad

vantage of a considerable logistic build-up and, according to recent

indications, they are likely to have more artillery and tank support
than they had for recent offensives. Communist combat air capabili
ties have been significantly increased during the past month, and now

constitute an increasingly serious threat to UN forces in Korea.*

* ~~ is the view of DI/USAF, that the following consideration. is ap

plicable at this point:
�However, it does not necessarily follow that the build-up of forces

in North Korea is for the purpose of launching an offensive in the

event that the cease-fire negotiations fail. The build-up could be

for the purpose of strengthening Communist bargaining power during
cease-fire negotiations or even to conduct a limited objective of

fensive during the negotiations so as to move the battle line south

of the 38th Parallel and settle in fact one of the issues of the

negotiations.�
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70. (Continued)

Although Communist ground offensive operations against UN forces, at
least in the early stages of renewed hostilities, are likely to be of sub

stantlä.lly the same scale and nature as they were last spring, defensive

air operations could ~: materially expanded and offensive operations on

a sizeable scale could be initiated.

2. We do not believe that operations of the scale and nature described

above could destroy UN forces or drive them from Korea. Furthermore,
we do not believe that if the Chinese Communists should employ their

current maximuzzi air capability in support of a ground offensive, they
would be able to sustain these air operations long enough to gain air

superiority over Korea and to enable Communist ground forces to de

stroy or expel UN troops. fiowever, this air offensive would subject
UN forces to greater personnel and materiel losses than heretofore

inflicted in the Korean war.*

3. We believe, therefore, that in the event of a breakdown of cease-fire

discussions and the continuance of large scale military operations in

Korea, the Communists will have to choose between two possible major
courses of action: (a) to accept the continuation of a conflict of sub

stantially the scale and nature that preceded the cease-fire negotiations;
Or (b) to take more drastic measures to destroy or expel UN forces.

There is a third less likely course of action in that the Communists

could effect a defensive action with reduced strength. Whichever

course of action is undertaken, the Communists will maintain mili

tary pressure in Korea, while probably trying to keep the door open
for political negotlatio~s at any time when the global interests of the

USSR would make .a diplomatic settlement of the Korean conflict advan.

tageous.

4. If UN/US forces are to be defeated, the Communist forces in Korea

must have strong air support and must be provided by the USSR with

heavy ground equipmen.tto overcome their current deficiencies.

* It is the view of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, InteUigence, that

the last sentence of paragraph 2 should be deleted.

-2-
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. __

There have been numerous reports that Communist �forces �in Manchuria

have been supplied and trained with Soviet equipment. If thes,e forces

exist they could be utilized in Korea. In any event, personnel for the

operation of Soviet equipment could be obtained by training Communist
forces presently in Korea, by introducing �volunteers� from Soviet-

Satellite sources, or by introducing organized Soviet units. Unless

the USSR has, in fact, trained and equipped large Communist forces in

Manchuria, we do not believe that the Chinese Communists can defeat

the UN/US forces in Korea in the immediate future merely with the

additional support of advisory, logistical and technical assistance and

rear area participation from the USSR. If Soviet ground and air person

nel were to be employed in sufficient strength to add decisively to

Chinese Communist capabilities, such personnel would almost certain

ly come in direct contact with US forces, thereby creating a state of

de facto war between the US and the USSR in Korea. We do not believe

the Soviet Union is willing to accept the risk of such a~ facto war,

which might expand into general war, merely to insure an early defeat

or expulsion of UN/US forces.

5. It is more likely that the Kremlin will attempt to prevent an ex

tension of the area of conflict and, in recognition of internal strains in

Communist China, will endeavor to provide enough logistical and tech

nical assistance to insure maintenance of Chinese Communist will and

ability to continue military operations in Korea. The Kremlin may

estimate that thereby it could oblige the UN/US to maintain very sub

stantial forces in Korea indefinitely, at great cost and with continuing
strain on the political and military relations of the participating UN

nations.*

* The DI/USAF would add the following consideration at this point:
�However, it is possible that the Chinese Communists would reject
such a plan and demand decisive help from the USSR or decline to

maintain more than a holding force in Korea. Such a course of

action would give them a greater freedom for operations elsewhere.�

-3-
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6. If, however, the Communist forces in Korea were threatened with

decisive defeat, the Kremlin would probably intensify its aid. This

aid might weU include the introduction of �volunteer� forces. It

might even include the employment of Soviet forces to such an extent

that a de facto local war between the US/UN and the USSR would

exist.

7. If UN/US forces took the initiative in expanding the area of the con

flict, Communist reaction would depend on the scale and nature of

UN/US military operations:

(a) � Pursuit

If UN/US aircraft in �hot pursuit� of Communist aircraft

crossed the Manchurian border, we believe that the Communist

reaction -- aside from the local opposition by enemy inter

ceptor aircraft and AA -- would be restricted to diplomatic
protests and to intensified propaganda in the UN and elsewhere

claiming that the US was engaging in action designed to expand
the war.

(b) Bombing Attacks on Military Installations in Manchuria

If UN/US forces engaged in air operations against military
installations and lines of communication in Manchuria, other

than in furtherance of the �hot pursuit� principle, we believe

that the USSR would commit air force and antiaircraft units

in the defense of Manchuria despite the realization that such

commitment would increase the risk of general war. The

Kremlin probably would attempt to cloak these units as

Chinese and/or �volunteer� forces.

(c) Naval Blockade

If the UN/US imposed a naval blockade on Communist China to

enforce a UN Imposed economic blockade, the USSR probably
would attempt to step up the overland flow of supplies and

attempt to reduce the effects of the blockade by water shipment

through Port Arthur and Dairen. We do not believe that the

USSR would openly attempt to break the blockade by force,

-4-
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~,~r

but would probably escort its own ships to Dairen and Port

Arthur, and might well resort to covert use of submaiines and

mines against blockading ships.

(d) Use of Nationalist Forces

Effective Chinese Nationalist forces are not currently available

in significant numbers for employment outside present
Nationalist-held territory, and it is estimated that it will be

from six months to one year before such forces could be

available. While Chinese Nationalist raiding forces could

attack the Chinese mainland, the Chinese Communists can

contain such attacks with the military forces presently de

ployed in east China. Since the Chinese Nationalists could

not threaten the stability of the Chinese Communist regime
(See Annex B), there would be no need for the USSR to lnter~L

vene.

(e) Bombing Communist China

If the UN/US were to launch a systematic strategic air and

naval bombardment of Communist China, Peiping would call

on the USSR for increased assistance. So long as this born

bardment did not jeopardize Communist control over Manchuria

and North China, the Kremlin would probably restrict its

assistance to the provision of air defense units.

8. If UN/US courses of action described above should endanger Com
munist control over North China and Manchuria, the Kremlin would

probably intensify its aid. This aid might well include the introduction

of �volunteer� forces. It might even include the employment of Soviet

forces to such an extent that a de facto local war between the US/UN
and the USSR would exist.

9. Unless the Kremlin decided to precipitate general hostilities; an

Intensification of military operations in Korea subsequent to a break

down of cease-fire negotiations probably would reduce the prospect
of any additional large-scale Communist military operations in the

Far East.

-5-
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~

INDICATIONS OF CURRENT COMMUNIST INTENTIONS

10. There have been many indications of Communist preparations for a

new offensive, including troop movements, logistic build-up and rein

forcements. Efforts to build and maintain airfields in North Korea con

tinue, and the gradual southward extension of enemy air activities In

dicates an enemy intention to extend air defense progressively over all

Communist-controlled Korea. There are no reliable Indications, how
ever, of enemy intent to commit. the entire air force available to the

Chinese Communists. Soviet assistance in the form of technical ad

visors, antiaircraft crews, and logistic support to Communist forces in

Korea and Manchuria probably is increasing,, but there is no reliable

evidence that this assistance will be on such a scale. as to increase sub

stantially Commur~ist capabilities in Korea in the near future. However,
there are indications that tanks and artillery are moving into Korea.

Furthermore, reports of Soviet assistance in the organization of a

modern Chinese Communist army in Manchuria continue. These reports
may be authentic, and,~ in fact, considerable progress may. have been

made in the development of such forces. There have also been uncon

firmed reports of Soviet troop concentrations In Manchuria, Including
locations along the Korean border, but there are no reliable indications

of Soviet preparation to move troops into Korea in the near f~iture.

Despite many reports concerning an 9nternational Volunteer Army,~
there is no firm evidence that such a force actually exists.

11. There are no reliable indications of early Chinese Communist

military action in other areas of the Far East beyond the scope of

present efforts, although numerous reports state variously that In

vasions of Iapan, Taiwan, and Indochina are planned within the next

few months. There has been unusual agreement among, otherwise un

confirmed reports from Indochina, Southeast China, Peiping, 7apan, and

Korea in alleging that communist units, facilities, or personnel in these

areas have been ordered to be in a state of readiness by late summer.

The content and emphasis of Communist propaganda during the cease-fire

talks indicate an intention to maintain and reinforce the psychological
preparation of the Chinese and North Korean peoples for a possible
resumption of hostiliti~s. This theme, plus frequent reference to the

remaining necessity of iiberating Taiwan and of preventing the

-6-
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�remilitarization� of Japan through.a �separate� peace treaty, might
indicate an intention to prepare these peoples for expanded military
operations either in the Korean area or elsewhere in the Far East.

Communist propaganda gives no indication of the formation or commit

ment of an �International..Volunteer Army� in Korea, nor does Commu

nist propaganda indicate any Soviet intention to participate in the Korean

fighting on a large scale or in military operations elsewhere in the Far

East.

COMMUNIST CAPABILITIES IN KOREA

12. Chinese Communist and North KoreanStrength The Communists

have recouped their military capabilities in Korea since the costly
abortive offensive in late May. They have brought up troop replacements,
additional supplies, and equipment including tanks and artillery, and they
are now capable of launching a limited ground offensive at any time with

little or no advance warning. Such a ground operation might be sup

ported by offensive air attacks against UN air, ground, and naval forces

If the Communists committed the air units presently available in the

Manchuria-Korea area.

13. The current estimate of Communist troop strength in Korea,

492,000, represents only a slight increase over the estimate of late

June, but reports suggest that a. maximum of 300,000 additional Chinese

Communist troops may be en route to or are now in North Korea. If

these additional troops have entered or were to enter the Korean area,

total Communist strength in the area would be somewhat greater than

the previous peak strength at the beginning of the Communist April of

fensive. On the other hand, reports indicate that Chinese Communist

combat effectiveness 1~as been reduced by the practice of bringing
battle -torn units up to strength by individual replacements rather than

by introducing fresh experienced regular units. The North Korean Army
has made a significant recovery in strength, fire power, and battle

efficiency since last March, but it still is hampered by food and equip
ment shortages, disease, and the declining quality of the remaining
North Korean manpower pool. The generally lower quality of Communist

troops in Korea may be more than offset, however, by the reported
movement in recent weeks of considerable numbers of tanks and ar

tillery pieces towards the front.
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14.~ Although the estimate of Chinese Communist air strength has not

changed since 1 Iune 1951, intensified training, conibat experience in

both day and night Operations, airfield development, and improved air

craft performance have contributed toa general increase in Communist

air capabilities. The Chinese Communists have available approximately
1,000 aircraft, including about 100 aircraft of the North Korean Air

Force (NKAF) and approximately 500 aircraft (400 of which are jet
fighters) of undetermined subordination. (See Mmex A.) These jet
aircraft constitute the most significant element of Communist air power,
and they are appearing in increased numbers near the battle area.

They are principally of the MIG-15 type~ The MIG.- 15 has performance
characteristics at least comparable to the F -86, the best jet fighter
available to the UN forces. Some of these MIGrI5�S have recently
appeared in Korea with large-size wing tanks which increases their

estimated radius of action to approximately 400 nautical miles, suf

ficient to permit these aircraft to reach from Manchurian bases over a

large part of Korea and adjacent waters.

15. Limited airfield development has continued in North Korea despite
intense and sustained UN aerial bombardment. The majority of North

Korean airfields are suitable only for piston-engined planes, but some

of them could possibly be used for limited jet operations. Logistic
support of North Korean airfields is seriously hampered by the UN

air interdiction of enemy lines of communications, and as long as UN

air superiority is maintained, enemy offensive and defensive operations
from these fields wilibe severely restricted. Bowever, there are

sufficient airfields In Manchuria from which the Communists could

attempt to launch air attacks on UN forces.

16. The Chinese Communists are estimated to have the following air

capabilities:

(a) Continuance of attempted air defense of the Yalu River line.

(b) Expansion of defensive air operations to cover all of

Communist-controlled Korea. Exercise of this capability
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would divert Increasing numbers of UN aircraft from missions

of close support and interdiction to the mission of maintaining
air superiority.

(c) Initiation of offensive air operations against UN air, ground, and

naval forces on the Korean peninsu]a and adjacent waters. Ex

ploitation of this capability might

(i) Disrupt UN air operations and logistic support of UN

ground forces by airborne attacks on UN air bases, lines

of communications, and sunoly bases.

(ii) Divert UN air effort from direct support of ground action

and interdiction of lines of communications.

(iii) Hamper the treedom of movement of UN ground forces.

(iv) Hinder UN airlift operalions~

(v) Harass UN naval operations and the present freedom of

UN sea communications.

17. Soviet Assistance Soviet assistance to Communist forces in Korea

to date has consisted of advisory, technical, and logistical support and

limited participation of antiaircraft personnel and possibly other

specialized Soviet combat troops. Virtually all heavy combat equip
ment for the North Korean Army has been furnished by the USSR. In

addition, most of the electronic and antiaircraft equipment for both

North Koreans and Chinese Communists, POL supplies, and some

vehicles and ammunition, have been supplied by the USSR. The USSR

has the capability to increase considerably the level of Its present type
of assistance to the Chinese Communist and North Korean forces. UN

attacks on lines of communications will continue to hamper the delivery
of supplies to the front, however, and Chinese Communist forces thus

far engaged in Korea appear to have lacked the skilled personnel re -

quired to operate modern heavy arms and equipment. The Soviets have

supplied all the jet aircraft and most of the piston-engined aircraft in

the Chinese Coinmunist and North Korean air forces. They have also

9 -
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provided logistic support for these air forces. In addition, they are pro

viding technical assistance and advisory personnel and are reported to

be training large numbers of Chinese pilots in the USSR and Manchuria.

(a) � Volunteer Forces

While unconfirmed reports continue to be received concerning
the existence~ of formation of �International Volunteer Forces,�
the existence of such forces, though possible, is not accepted.

(b) Communist Forces in Manchuria

Large numbers of Chinese Communist and North Korean troops
are stationed in Manchuria. While persistent reports have been

received that the Soviets were equipping these forces with

Soviet equipment and training them in Soviet techniques, there

is no reliable basis for estimating the size or status of such

forces.

(c) Soviet Ground Forces

The strength of the Soviet Army in ihe Far East Is estimated to

be 35 divisions. Of this total, a force of 13 to 15 divisions

probably could be made available and committed to combat in

Korea within 30 to 60 days alter a decision had been made to

employ it. The commitment of such a force with presently
available air support would give the combined Communist

�forces the capability of forcing a UN withdrawal from Korea.

(d) Soviet Air Forces

(i) Strength The Soviet Far Eastern Air Forces have an

estimated Table of Organization and Equipment strength
of 5,300 combat aircraft, primarily of World War II

types. The actual strength is estimated to be about

85 percent of the TO and E strength but it is believed

that these units could be brought up to full strength im

mediately alter M-Day. Over and above those jet
fighters estimated to be available to Communist China,
there is but little evidence of additional jet fighters in

the Far East. However, jets may have been introduced

without detection by intelligence. In any event, the

- 10 -
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Soviets have the capability of deploying jet units to the

Far East In a relatively short time.

(ii) Airfields There are 131 airfields in the Sino-Soviet

Far East within 500 miles of the 38th Parallel In

Korea or the Japanese Islands of Honshu and Kyushu.
The Soviets could probably deploy their entire Far

Eastern air strength on these 131 fields.

(iii) Logistic Support The Soviets probably have been stock

piling POL products, including jet fuel, in substantial

quantities In the Far East. Providing no effective UN

action were taken to disrupt Communist supply lines

outside Korea, it is believed that Communist China

and the USSR could support logistically a major air ef

fort In the Korean theater. If the Soviet Far Eastern

air forces were deployed to bases adjacent to Korea,

night bombing attacks could be carried out anywhere
In Korea or against Japan, and saturation-type day
bomber operations could be launched throughout most

of Korea. If Soviet medium bombers (TU-4�s) were

employed, they would considerably increase enemy air

capabilities and expose UN military installations in

South Korea and Japan to the danger of atomic attack.

No TU-4�s are currently known to be based in the Far

East.

(e) Soviet Naval Forces Soviet Far Eastern Naval Forces consist

of the Fifth Fleet with headquarters at Vladivostok and the

Seventh Fleet with headquarters at Sovetskaya Gavan. The

surface forces of these fleets consist of two heavy cruisers,

nineteen destroyers, fifteen coastal destroyers, and 345

miscellaneous vessels including mine sweepers, subchasers,

mine layers, landing craft, and motor torpedo boats. The

submarine fleet has a strength of 85 submarines including
18 ocean patrol types, 39 medium-range types and 28 coastal

types.
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COMMUNIST CAPABILiTIES IN TEE FAR EAST EJ.SEWHERE THAN

IN KOREA

18. The Chinese Ccmmunists have the capability of undertaking mili

tary operations In the Far East elsewhere than in Korea and could

initiate such operations as an alternative or, in some areas, as an

addition to a renewed offensive In Korea.

(a) Taiwan The Communists have been tuilding up their

capabilities for an assault on Taiwan. Thus far, however,
the heavy Communist military commitment In Korea,

together with the assignment of the US Seventh Fleet

to assist in maintaining the security of Taiwan, probably
have been decisive factors in the Chinese Communist

decision to postpone any attempt to invade the island.

(b) Hong Kong Regardless of the outcome of the cease-fire

negotiations, the Chinese Communists will continue to have

the capability of launching an attack on Hong Kong without

further preparations and little, if any, advance warning.

(c) Southeast Asia The Chinese Communists probably could

make available approximately .50,000 men for extended

operations In Burma (NIE-36). In Indochina, the Chinese

Communists probably could support approximately
100,000 men (NIE-35) for a series of limited offensives
of short duration. However, so long as they are com

mitted in Korea, the Chinese Communists probably would

not be able to support logisticaliy both such operations
concurrently.

(d) Japan Dfrect and large-scale Soviet participation would
be necessary for Communist attacks, against Japan.

- 12 -
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-

PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE

WORLD SITUATION THROUGH MID-1953

L PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN SOVIET CAPABILITIES

AND INTENTIONS !f

A. Probable Growth in Soviet and Satellite Capabilities

1. The Soviet sphere will probably continue to increase its

military, economic, and political strength over the next two

years. Its absolute strength will be considerably greater in

over-all terms by mid-1953 than at present.

2. General Military Capabilities The military strength-in-
being of the Soviet orbit should further increase over the

next few years. Of greatest significance are a probable im

provement in Soviet capabilities for atomic attack and for

defense against such attack, the further development of Chinese

Communist military strength, and continued growth of

European Satellite military power.

a. Substantial modernization programs are continuing
in all three Soviet services and Soviet forces should

remain at a high state of war readiness. No sizable

increase is expected in the Soviet army, which now

totals some 2,500,000 men, including 175 line

divisions, and can probably mobilize an additional

145 divisions by M + 30 days. While the over-all

numerical strength of the Soviet air force is expected
to remain substantially the same, Soviet air power

will become increasingly effective through continued

conversion to jet fighters and bombers, improved

1/ Except in general terms, the position of Communist China is

discussed in Section III.
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training standards, operational use of heavy bombers,
and acquisition of additional electronic equipment. More

over, the USSR is increasing Its strength in Eastern

Europe and the Far East to maintain its relative advan

tage over Western strength.

b. Atomic Capabilities 1/ While Soviet atomic capa

bilities will remain inferior to those of the US, the USSR

may have as.many as 100 bombs by mid-1952, and as

many as 200 by mid-1953. Some of these bombs might
have an energy yield as high as 100 kilotons. At present
the Soviet air force has an estimated Tb and E strength
of about 600 to 700 TU-4 medium bombers capable of

one-way missions, carrying atomic bombs, to practically
all important targets in the US. Although there is no

1/ Special attention is called to the fact that estimates of the

Soviet atomic stockpile are tentative and uncertain because:

(a) The number and/or size of the production facilities

postulated as a basis for this estimate may be incorrect.

The minimum program, which is not inconsistent with

the information available, would provide a stockpile of

about one-half the number of weapons indicated. On the

other hand, from the information available at the present

time, the possibility that additional or expanded produc
tion facilities will be constructed during the period under

consideration cannot be precluded.

(b) The ~pe~of weapon postulated for calculating the

stockpile figures may be incorrect. It is possible by

changing the weapon design to substantially increase or

decrease the number of weapons in the stockpile, given

a certain quantity of fissionable material. Such changes,

however, alter the kilotonnage of the individual weapons

accordingly.
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evidence that the USSR has developed aerial refueling
techniques, with such techniques these aircraft may be

capable of two-way missions to most important US

targets. By mid-1952 the USSR may have approximately
1,000 TU-4�s and by mid-1953 about 1,200. By mid-

1953 the USSR also may have approximately 100 long-

range bombers capable of round trip missions against
nearly all vital targets in the US. It probably will

have by this time substantial numbers of twin-jet high
performance bombers capable of atomic attack on.

Western Europe and US overseas bases, and possibly
a jet bomber capable of attacking the US. By mid-

1953 the USSR should also have sufficient stockpiles
of nerve gas for sustained, extensive employment.

c. Soviet air defenses probably will be substantially

improved by mid-1953. A good all-weather interceptor
aircraft with adequate airborne intercept radar should

be available in limited to moderate quantities by that

time, and difficulties with ground control intercept
radars should be largely overcome. Moreover,

improved antiaircraft defenses with modern radar

equipment must be expected..

d. The USSR will probably considerably improve
its submarine warfare capabilitiesby mid-1953 in

view of the known Soviet modernization and construc

tion program. At present the USSR has an estimated

361 submarines. More than half are ocean.patrol
and medium-range submarines of considerable

endurance, and of these over 100 have the capability
of patrolling in US coastaL waters. Their operations
would include torpedo attacks against shipping and

mining of ports.

-3-
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e. The Eastern European Satellite armies (including
the East German) are expected to increase from a

present 65 divisions to 117 by the fall of 1953, when

Soviet re-equipment programs are expected to be

completed. By that time these forces, despite some

qualitative deficiencies, should be capable of inde

pendent operations with Soviet logistical backing or

joint offensive operations with the Red Army. The

East German Alert Police of 52,000 is capable of

rapid expansion, with Soviet help, to 24 SovIet type
rifle divisions. However, a force of only eight
divisions is apparently contemplated at present due

to the limitations imposed by the manpower demands

of the East German economy. Unless the Korean

war is prolonged, intensified, or broadened the

Chinese Communist forces should also be materially
strengthened with Soviet aid and technical support.

3. Capabilities for particular operations The Soviet bloc

will probably by mid-1953 still be able to carry out almost all

of the offensive operations of which they are presently con
sidered capable, except in the unlikely event that the effec

tiveness of new weapons developed, produced and actually
deployed by the West should offset the present preponderance
of Soviet military strength on the Eurasian continent.

a. The USSR should still be able to overrun Western

Europe and the Near East by mid-1953, although growing
NATO strength will increase Western defense capabilities
and lengthen correspondingly the time required for

Soviet operations.

b. The USSR is already capable of an atomic attack on

the continental US Although US air defenses will be

substantially improved by mid-1953, Soviet capabilities
for attack on the US may be even more significantly
increased, and the US will still be seriously vulnerable

to such an attack.
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4. Political and. Psychological Warfare Capabilities The

Communists will continue to have extensive propaganda, sub

versive, and obstructive capabilities, both overt and covert, in

Western Europe over the next two years. Moreover, Soviet and

Chinese Communist capabilities in the Far East will probably
considerably increase.

5. Economic Strength of the Soviet Bloc The over-all economic

strength of the Soviet orbit will remain far inferior to that of.

the Western Powers over the next few years, and little change
is likely by 1953 in relative productive capacities. For example,

US, Canadian, and Western European raw steel output should

continue to be four times as great as that of the Soviet bloc,

rising to roughly 175,000,000 tons in 1953 as compared to an

estimated 43,000,000 tons for the Soviet bloc. However, the

Western Powers will continue to be less able than the USSR

to bring their over-all resources to bear on maximizing economic

readiness for war. The Soviet economy is already at a high
state of war-readiness and its productive capacity is at such a

level and of such a character as to enable the USSR to maintain

a major war effort. Although the expansion of the NATO

mobilization base will substantially narrow the gap between

Western and Soviet economic war-readiness by mid-1953, the

USSRwi11 still maintain a substantial lead. Continued large-
scale arms production and stockpil.ing during the next two

years will further increase Soviet economic war-readiness

and extend the period over which the USSR could expect to

conduct large-scale offensive operations. Increased industriali

zation in the European Satellites and their further integration
into the Soviet economy will also contribute to Soviet war

potential.

6. However, certain sectors of the Soviet economy are highly
vulnerable to air attack and will probably remain so for the

period of this estimate despite Soviet efforts to improve their

air defenses, continued dispersion of facilities arid a more

complete system of reserve stocks. Moreover, certain economic
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weaknesses will still persist within the Soviet bloc, particularly
a shortage of merchant shipping and deficiencies in such items as

oil, crude rubber, certain machine tools and precision instruments,

some non-ferrousmetals and alloys, and some electrical equip

ment. Western trade controls already have some impact, and

to the extent that these controls are tightened such deficiencies

will become more important. However, apart from the effects of

US bombing, it is unlikely, in view of the Soviet stockpiling

program and the probable development of substitutes, that these

deficiencies will seriously affect Soviet capabilities for a long

war. Although inferior by US standards, the Soviet land transport
net is probably also adequate for a major war.

7. Internal Stability of the Soviet Sphere Despite continuing
tensions within the Soviet bloc, Communist control seems

assured for the period of this estimate. The only appreciable
likelihood of serious internal strains would be in Communist

China if it remained embroiled in hostilities in the Far East

(see Section III.) While chronic difficulties will persist in the~~

Sovietization of the European Satellites, they should be brought
under even firmer Soviet control. Domestic dissatisfaction with

the deprivations created by the forced pace of industrialization,

agrarian collectivization, and rearmament will be a constant in

the Soviet orbit, but no serious threat to the USSR.

B. Probable Soviet Policies through Mid-1953.

8. Soviet Objectives It can be assumed that over-all Soviet

objectives will remain the same as outlined In NSC 114. The

primary short-term aim of Soviet policy will continue to be the

obstruction of further growth in Western strength and unity.
The USSR must be increasingly concerned with the pace of Western

countermeasures, which it doubtless views as an ever more

serious threat not only to the early accomplishment of its over

all objectives but eventually to the security of the Soviet orbit

Itself. In particular, the USSR must fear growing US military

power and its projection into a series of overseas bases
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encircling the Soviet bloc. It must also be seriously disturbed

over the approaching rearmament of Western Germany and

Japan, both with potential revisionist aims vis-a-vis the Soviet

bloc. The USSR�s acute sensitivity to these developments Is

amply evident from recent Soviet cold war moves. While the

USSR may still see sufficient opportunities to justify a con

tinuation of its present aggressive cold war policies, mounting
Soviet concern as Western countermeasures develop further

may lead to a change in tactics by the USSR. With the rising�
curve of Western strength, the possibility of such a change
will become progressively more acute.

9. Continued Aggressive Political Warfare For the time

being, however, it appears likely that the USSR will continue

its present aggressive policy of political and psychological
warfare. Despite the increased strength of anti-Communist

forces, the USSR and Communist China probably see various

revolutionary and subversive opportunities still open to them,

particularly in Asia. They may be expected to continue their

penetration of adjacent areas, promoting Communist coups

wherever the situation seems favorable. The Communist

forces wiil also attempt through local strikes, propaganda,
and other means to obstruct Western rearmament and under

mine the stability of free nations.

10. The USSR doubtless also sees possibilities of creating
rifts between the non-Soviet countries, given the present acute

stage of world tensions, and will make every effort to divide

th~ Western Powers. Further Soviet initiatives to forestall

the rearmament and pro-Western orientation of Germany and

Japan are almost certain. Against a background of continued

threats, the USSR will almost certainly intensify its propaganda
and diplomatic �peace offensive� to convince the world that

the �aggressive� course of the US and its allies is leading to

a new war, thus playing on Western fears and attempting to

weaken popular support of Western countermeasures.
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11. While continuing its efforts to undermine Western Europe,
the USSR will continue to devote much attention to Asia. The

USSR and Communist China undoubtedly consider that favorable

revolutionary and subversive opportunities exist in the Near

and Far East, where the decline of Western influence and

control has created serious instability. The Kremlin might
hope that through stimulating local strife and civil war in such

areas, it could either expand its own sphere of control and

deprive the West of important resources or dissipate Western

strength in costly and inconclusive military and economic

countermeasures.

12. Further Soviet or Chinese Communist local aggression

particularly in Asia, is also possible during the next two years.

Chinese Communist invasion of Indochina or Burma and Satellite

invasion of Yugoslavia are serious possibilities (see Section Ill).
To the extent that the Kremlin considers it necessary to

eradicate the Tito heresy before Tito or the West become too

strong, the USSR may feel compelled to act soon, if critical

situations arise in other areas, such as Iran, which offer

inviting opportunities, possible Communist intervention cannot

be discounted. However, a probable major factor in any decision

for or against any such overt expansion will be the Soviet and

Chinese Communist estimate of the resultant risks of general
war and their willingness to accept those risks. In view of the

US and UN reaction in Korea, the growing pace of Western

rearmament, and the ever sharper. delineation of the East-

West struggle, the USSR probably now considers that further

local aggression would entail serious risks of general war.

Before decidingon such local aggression the USSR would

certainly consider not Only Westeri~ capabilities in any particular
area but also over-all US capabilities against the USSR.

13. Although the USSR might under certain circumstances

deliberately precipitate general war (see paragraph 15), it

appears more likely that such a war, if it comes, would

result from Soviet misjudgment of US action in a given situation
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or from the inability of either the USSR or the US to yield in

cases where they regarded their vital interests as involved. The

most immediate danger of such a development would be in event

of a prolongation, intensification, or broadening of the Korean

conflict. If under such conditions the Communist forces in

Korea were threatened with decisive defeat the Kremlin would

probably intensify its aid. This aid might well include the

introduction of �volunteer� forces. It might even include the

employment of Soviet forces to such an extent that a de facto

local war between the US/UN and USSR would exist. In the

event of critical developments in other areas as well as in

Korea, the increasing tenseness of the international situation

and the growing strength of both sides, which might lead to

an increased determination to defend what each considered

to be its vital interests, will make the danger of general war

through accident or miscalculation considerably more acute.

14. Possibility of a Major Shift in Soviet Tactics While it

appears likely that the USSR will for a time continue its

aggressive cold war pressures, the further growth of Western

strength and counterpressures during the coming period may

produce a shift in Soviet tactics. Viewing the last three years�

developments, the USSR may consider that its postwar revolu

tionary and expansionist opportunities, except perhaps in Asia,

are steadily narrowing and that continued cold war pressures

are unlikely to pay off. The Kremlin may consider that such

cold war pressures are only generating relatively greater
Western countermeasures, which might eventually, particularly
if they include German and Japanese rearmament, produce a

stituation dangerous to the vital interests of the USSR itself.

Therefore, if the USSR is to achieve its immediate primary

objective of forestalling a decisive increase in Western

strength, it may be increasingly faced with the necessity of a

shift from aggressive political warfare to some other approach.

-9-
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15. Deliberate Initiation of General War It is impossible to

predict whether orat what point the rising curve of Western

strength might lead the USSR to consider this trend so serious

a threat as to require a resort to force before the West reaches

a strength dangerous to the vital interests of the USSR. The

risk of such a development will become more acute as Western

defense programs progress, particularly in regard to German

and J�apanese rearmament and the development of US overseas

bases. The USSR is increasing its already high state of war-

readiness and continuing its systematic domestic propaganda
campaign to prepare the Soviet and Satellite peoples psycho
logically for possible war. Moreover, the USSR, with its

intense suspicion of Western motives, may consider present
Western defensive preparations as a prelude to eventual

action by the Western Powers to force a choice between war

and unacceptable concessions upon the USSR.

16. The USSR presumably recognizes that its Still inferior

over-all war potential, together with Western atomic superiority,
would make the outcome of a general war doubtful, despite
initial Soviet successes. Nevertheless, this consideration

cannot be accepted as necessarily controlling the USSR�s

decision and the period through mid-1953 will be one of

acute danger of global war, if convinced that the circumstances

described above dictated a military showdown with the West

during this period, it is possible that the Soviet rulers would

themselves precipitate sUch a showdown at a time and under

circumstances that they considered most favorable. It is

alternatively possible, however, that they would for at least

a period concentrate their attention on moves designed to

maximize their immediate readiness for the impending con
flict. These moves would include further steps in the military
and economic mobilization of the Soviet Union and the Satellites.

At the same time, the Kremlin and its Satellites might undertake

local aggressions aimed at improving the immediate position
of the USSR. The USSR would have to weigh the prospective
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gains in such local aggressions against the danger that such

aggression might touch off general war at a time and under

circumstances unfavorable to Soviet interests. But the Kremlin

would make its assessment in this regard against the background
of a belief that general hostilities were imminent in any event.

17. A Relaxation of Tensions As an alternative to deliberate

Soviet resort to early general war, if the Kremlin considered

that there were compelling reasons against this course of

action, the USSR might decide to make a. temporary shift, at

least in Europe, to new and less obviously aggressive tactics,

designed to lull the West into a false sense of security and

undermine growing Western strength. Considering that its

present aggressive postwar policies had reached the point of

diminishing returns and were engendering ever more threaten-

jug Western countermeasures, the USSR might see in this

alternative method of political warfare even better opportunities
of undermining the growing strength and cohesion of the West.

Such a tactical shift would not necessarily imply that the USSR

would suspend all its aggressive and subversive tactics; it

might adopt a softer policy in Europe, for example, while

continuing to expand in Asia. Moreover, a shift to such a course

would be only temporary, and it is impossible to say at what

point, if ever, the USSR might consider it necessary to adopt
it, or how far it might be willing to go. There are strong
grounds for believing that the USSR would in any case be

unwilling to make the major concessions which would appear
to be necessary to assure such a policy�s success.
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II. PROBABLE GROWTH OF NATO STRENGTH AND WILL TO

FIGHT

18. Except in the event of a marked reduction in US aid, some

improvement in Western European strength and morale seems

likely by mid-1953, although less than that anticipated from US

and NATO programs. Further progress toward achieving MTDP
goals, continued expansion of Europe�s economy, a more unified

and efficient NATO and intra-European effort, and the probable
integration of West Germany into the Atlantic Community will

all contribute to this improved position. Nevertheless, certain

countries will still be deficient in political initiative and popular
will to sacrifice and Western Europe will remain subject to

dangerous economic and social stresses. It will still be vulner

able not only to Soviet occupation but to Soviet cold war pres
sures through mid-1953.

19. NAT Military Strength By mid-1953 the European NATO
forces should be considerably stronger than at present if there

is a continued high level of US aid. European defense budgets
and military production will probably increase over the next

two years and although forces in being will fall short of phased
MTDP requirements, their morale, leadership and combat

readiness should be markedly higher than at present. However,
available European NATO forces will still be insufficient to do

more than delay a full-scale Soviet attack, except in the un

likely event that the effectiveness of new weapons developed,
produced, and actually deployed by the West should offset the

present preponderance of Soviet military strength on the

Eurasian continent.

20. Broadening of the NAT Coalition The formal or informal

association of Greece, Turkey, Spain, Yugoslavia, and Western

Germany with the NAT defensive coalition, which, despite vary
ing degrees of European reluctance, should be consummated in

the coming period, will be a major increment to NATO strength.
The developing integration of these countries either directly or
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indirectly into the NATO structure and the strengthening of their

forces should help to offset the increases in Soviet and Satellite

strength. The southern flank of SHAPE should be materially
strengthened, partly by a greater availability of Mediterranean

bases. However, numerous political and psychological obstacles

will continue to delay the optimum utilization of Yugoslav, West

German, and Spanish potential and to postpone the date at which

these nations can make a full contribution to European defense.

It seems unlikely, for example, given the continuing obstacles to

a West German contribution, that a sizable contingent of combat-

ready German forces will become available before some time in

1953. Moreover, to the extent that the Western Powers do not

meet German demands for full equality, German cooperation may
be delayed.

21. Economic Burdens Despite the marked degree of economic

recovery during the ERP period, Western Europe�s economy is

being subjected to new strains by NAT rearmament needs. In

flationary pressures and raw materials shortages generated by
rearmament, persistent economic nationalism, and the contm

uing reluctance or inability of many governments to take the

necessary measures to cope with economic maladjustments will

all hamper both optimum defense output and continued economic

expansion. Nevertheless, the next two years should see a small

rise in European production and a small and uneven increase in

living standards, despite rearmament drains. Much will depend

upon how far national economic policies can minimize the econ

omic repercussions of rearmament while maximizing European
defense efforts. Finally, a great deal will depend upon the Øx

tent to which not only US economic aid but US materials alloca

tions and economic trends in the US itself permit a continued

expansion of European production. Because of a worsening
balance of payments situation in the UK, for example, increased

US aid may be required if a satisfactory rate of British defense

build-up is to be achieved.
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22. Political and Psychological Factors The poor state of

European morale, still deficient popular will to sacrifice, and a

lack of vigorous governmental initiative, particularly in key con

tinental countries, will continue to hamper the achievement of

NATO objectives. Despite the marked degree of postwar Euro

pean recovery there still persists in many continental countries

a serious lack of governmental and popular confidence in Europe�s

ability to solve its economic and social problems, and to defend

itself against external attack. Popular morale and confidence

will be bolstered as NATO and other programs develop, but will

long remain an uncertain factor, particularly in event of war.

23. While no seriously adverse internal political developments
appear likely in any Western European countries, a marked un

provement in political stability seems at best problematical.
The chief areas of un~ertainty are France and Italy, in both of

which the position of existing governments will continue to be

precarious. This in turn prevents them from dealing vigor
ously with military, political, and economic problems. Never

theless, some form of coalition should be able to maintain its

present controlling position in France and Italy, unless a seri

ously worsening economic or international situation leads to

an acceleration of the trend toward polarization of the political
scene. The powerful French and Italian Communist parties will

probably maintain substantial strength, but their obstructive

role should be somewhat reduced unless rearmament creates

major economic stresses on which they can capitalize.

24. Progress of the Alliance Supranational institutions of

European unity - - specifically the European Defense Force and

the Schuman plan administration - - should develop during the

next two years, but there is no indication that any European
state is yet prepared tO form a true federation with its neighbors.
Within NATO the problems of rearmament will probably dictate

a further unification of effort by mid-1953, though among the

treaty powers and those associated with them the problem of con

flicting national objectives will continue to hamper the develop
ment of maximum strength. The continuing debate over the sharing
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of rearmament burdens, the constant threat of rearmament to

social reform and welfare programs, the problem of trade with

the East, the struggle for markets within and outside Europe,
the part Germany is to play in the alliance - - all these will be

exasperating and sometimes frustrating problems with which

the West must deal. Added to all these will be the difficulties

always posed by an ambivalent Europe looking to the United

States for strength and power yet envious of American leader

ship and often doubtful.of the aims and methods of American

policy. Nonetheless, mid-1953 should find the alliance stronger
than at present and better organized than it is now.

25. On the other hand, if the USSR could remove some of the

fear of World War LU and Soviet invasion, European popular

willingness to shoulder the burdens of rearmament would al

most certainly lessen, and there would be strong pressure on

the governments to divert resources from the NATO effort to

meet pressing economic and social needs.

26. In any case the US will continue to face serious problems

arising from the failure of its European NATO partners to meet

present rearmament goals. Even if the Western Europeans were

willing arid able to assume a larger share of NAT defense bur

dens, adequate NATO rearmament would still be impossible with

out large-scale US military and economic assistance. In view of

the continuing uncertainties of the European situation, much will

depend therefore, during the period of this estimate, on US

leadership and support. A substantial reduction in US assistance

over the coming period would seriously jeopardize European
economic and political stability, as well as the creation of an

adequate NATO defense.

Ill. PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NEAR AND FAR

EAST

27. No decisive outcome of the East-West struggle in Asia

seems probable during the next two years. At present it appears
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unlikely that the US and its allies will be able to do more than

maintain or perhaps slightly improve their present unsatisfactory

position in the Near and Far East, while on the other hand there

is acute danger of major deterioration. The East-West conflict

has become increasingly acute in the Far East, and will remain

acute so long as Communist China plays an expansionist role.

The threat of Communist expansion in the Near East and South

Asia is by no means as immediate, but in these areas as well

as in the Far East, the Western position is seriously threatened

by the anti-Western cast of the Asian nationalist revolution.

This anti-Westerniszn, combined with social tensions, poverty,

governmental and military weakness, and naivetØ or lack of con

cern about Communist objectives, makes most Asian states

vulnerable to Communist exploitation and complicates US efforts

to bolster them internally. In the Far East in particular, the

Communists have succeeded to a large extent in identifying them

selves with the Asian revolution, and in encouraging its anti-

Western aspects. In those areas where Communism has gained
no firm foothold, Asian nationalism has expressed itself in acute

suspicion of US motives and a persisting trend toward neutral

ism. However, the continued economic and military dependence
of the free Asiatic countries upon the Western Powers provides
them an inducement to align themselves with the West.

28. The USSR and Communist China will present a serious

threat to US interests in the Far East through mid-1953. Un

less subjected to continuing economic and military stresses

from a prolonged, intensified, or broadened Korean war, the

Chinese Communist regime may be able to strengthen itself

over the coming period by modernizing and strengthening its

armed forces, by further consolidating its domestic control, and

by making some progress in solving its economic problems.
The Peiping regime will play an increasingly influential role in

Asian affairs by virtue of its growing prestige and through the

influence it exerts over Asian revolutionary movements. The

USSR will probably continue to provide substantial military and

technical help, although its economic aid will almost certainly
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fall far short of Chinese requirements. However, a

prolonged, intensified, or broadened struggle with the US and

its allies might critically weaken the Peiping regime unless the

USSR provided much greater military and economic aid.

29. While frictions may develop between the USSR and Commu

nist China and there remain long term possibilities of a major
clash of interests, it appears unlikely that any serious rifts will

develop in the next two years. Ideological affinity and mutual

antagonism toward the West, as well as common fear of Japanese

resurgence, probably dictate a continued close relationship, at

least over the short term.

30. It seems almost certain that Peiping intends to play an

aggressive, expansionist role in the Far East. While problems
of internal consolidation and development and a continued lack

of naval strength should prevent China through mid-1953 from

mounting a serious threat to the US-dominated offshore island

chain (except perhaps Taiwan), there will remain an ever pres

ent danger of Chinese Communist aggression against such ad

jacent mainland areas as Indochina, Burma, and South Korea.

While the Korean war has somewhat restricted Chinese Commu

nist capabilities for operations elsewhere, such capabilities
should increase in the event this conflict is ended. In any case

Communist China will almost certainly increase its covert sup

port of indigenous revolutionary movements. It may consider

that the prospects for eventual success by these methods, parti

cularly in Southeast Asia, are sufficient to make unnecessary

overt intervention with its risk of war with the West.

31. The probable emergence of a politically stable and pro-US

Japan will help to establish an East-West balance of power in

the Far East. However, the revival of Japan�s power potential
will inevitably be a long term development and Japan alone will

by no means be able to counterbalance Sino-Soviet strength in

Northeast Asia in the next two years. Moreover, anti-Western

sentiment may develop in post-treaty Japan, and if Japan fails
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to find markets and raw materials in non-Communist areas,
there may develop an insistent demand for economic collaboration

with the Asian mainland. Under these circumstances, there will

be a continuing substantial requirement for US assistance, parti
cularly in the development of foreign trade. However, the con

tinuance of a conservative anti-Communist government should

tend to support US interests, and over the next two years at least

Japan should be a growing asset to the Western position in East

Asia.

32. The chief immediate danger of a critical development in the

Far East lies in a prolongation, intensification, or broadening of

the Korean war (see paragraph 13). Even If some compromise
solution were reached in Korea, the US would still be faced not

only with the constant threat of renewed aggression in Korea or

elsewhere in Asia and the consequent necessity of maintaining
large forces in the Far East, but alsowith major reconstruction

problems in South Korea. The reconstituted North Korean forces,
together with the Chinese Communists, will have a continued

capability for re-occupying South Korea in the event US and UN

forces are progressively withdrawn. The rebuilding of South

Korean security forces and the rehabilitation of the prostrate
South Korean economy will in any case constitute formidable

tasks.

33. Southeast Asia will continue to be extremely vulnerable to

Communist penetration. There is no prbspect for early develop
ment of strong anti-Communist governments in the area and a

real danger exists that, with increased Chinese Communist assist

ance or even overt intervention, indigenous Communist movements

may extend their control over more of Indochina and Burma within

the next two years. If these countries were to fall, Thailand would

doubtless prove unable for long to withstand Communist pressure,
and the situation would also deteriorate further in Malaya, Indo

nesia, and the Philippines. In any event, all Southeast Asian coun

tries will remain weak and unstable during the coming period, and

may require increasing amounts of outside assistance, including
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military assistance, even to maintain themselves. In the absence

of major Communist successes in Indochina or Burma, the situ

ation in Malaya, Thailand, and the Philippines should improve by
mid-1953, although long term problems of local insurgence, polit
ical instability, and economic development will still remain.

34. The Nationalist military position on Taiwan should gradually
improve with US aid. Enhanced Nationalist capabilities for harass

ing the mainland will require an increased allotment of Chinese

Communist strength for coastal defense. However, the security
of Taiwan will continue to be hampered by the regime�s economic

difficulties, general inefficiency and corruption, and will require
close US control if US military and economic aid is to be effec

tive.

B. Probable Developments in the Near East (and North

Africa

35. In the Near East the serious possibility of a deterioration

in the situation overshadows the limited possibilities of im

provement over the next two years. At present, except in Greece

and Turkey, the West is faced with a growing crisis in which the

chief motivating force is not Communist pressure but the anti-

Western nationalism of Iran and the Arab world. The growing
strength of Greece and especially Turkey and the widening sys
tem of US Mediterranean bases should be positive favorable in

fluences in this area. However, these~factors will probably be

counterbalanced by continued Arab-Israeli animosity, further

deterioration of the British system of a1liances,~and nationalist

hostility toward the West. Active Soviet intervention in the Near

East seems unlikely, except possibly in Iran, More likely is a

further growth of neutralism, which might limit US-UK utili

zation of the area�s strategic position and petroleum resources.

Improvement of the existing unsatisfactory US-UK position in

the Near East (except in Greece and Turkey) will depend largely
upon the successful solution of the area�s economic problems
and upon the satisfaction of at least some nationalist aspirations.
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36. Developments in Iran will depend largely upon the outcome

of the current oil controversy, but in any event Iran will prob
ably remain internally unstable during the next two years. While

successful negotiations with the British might substantially in

crease Iranian revenues, it is doubtful whether effective use

would be made of these revenues. Failure of the negotiations may
well lead to economic chaos and increase the danger of a Commu

nist (Tudeh) coup. Overt Soviet intervention remains unlikely
unless the UK intervenes with armed force, in which case the

USSR might occupy Azerbaijan.

37. In the Arab states social and political instability, anti-

Zionism, and extreme nationalism will hamper the achievement

of US objectives through mid-1953. There is little likelihood of

sufficient improvement in Israeli-Arab relations to permit their

joint association in Near East defense. Arab resentment over

US support of Israel,~ also creates problems for the US. Nation

alism will continue to undermine UK influence and seriously
jeopardize British retention of their important Egyptian bases.

However, despite the trend toward neutralism in the Arab coun

tries, there is some increased awareness of the Soviet threat

and, particularly if an increased Soviet threat developed, the

Arab states might more willingly cooperate with the West.

Their price would probably be a sharp Increase in the amount

of US aid.

38. Israel�s ultimate orientation is uncertain, despite Its econ

omic dependence on the US and its stated awareness of the Soviet

threat. Continued immigration and a paucity of resources pro

long economic instability and there is some danger that Israel

might seek an outlet through renewed expansion at the Arabs�

expense.

39. While violent explosions in French North Africa may not

occur over the next two years, rising Arab nationalism, fanned

by extremists in the Arab states, will create increasing instabil

ity in this area and also in Libya, and may affect the security of

US bases.
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C. Probable Developments in South Asia.

:40, Developments in SOuth Asia over the next t�~o. years wlfldØ_

pend largely on the óutcóme of the Kashmir dispute. Reali

zation�Ofthe~effectthat war would hàve~onthedisputants might
result in greater readiness to comprOmise, and some defÆctO
If not negotiated settlement may emerge. The resulting in-

creased stability in the area would be favorable to US interests.

Pakistan maybe able to give morepositive expression to Its

pro-Western leanings and, if given US support, may prOvide
~

bases and troops for the defen~Ł of the Middle East. Although
India is far less likely to abandon its neutralist policy, at least
so long as Nehru remains prime minister, continued Chinese�

CommuniSt penetration of Southeast Asia, especially Burma,
might lead India to adopt a more forceful anti-Communist policy.
On the other hand, If continued friction over Kashmir leads to

war, the resulting economic stresses and communal disorders

would leave both India and. Pakistan prostrate and vulnerable to

Communist penetration. In any event, the deep seated social

and economic ailments of the area, and particularly of India,
preclude the development in the short run of strong states

capable of adding significantly to the power of the Western

coalition.

IV. PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA

41. The situation In Latin America through mid-1953 should

continue to be favorable to US interests, despite certain internal

problems and a persistent isolationist attitude among large
segments of Latin American opinion. The area�s trade position
has improved since the Korean war and is likely to improve
�further. All but a few governments are pro-US, and only in

Argentina and Guatemala are there pronounced anti-US attitudes

in high official circles. The chief present problem in Latin

America Is the maintenance of political and economic stability,
both of which have been increasingly threatened In the last two

years.
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42. Important obstacles to full Latin American support of US

policies are the persistence of isolationist sentiment and un

willingness to make sacrifices In the East-West cgnhllct, which

to many Latin Americans appears primarily as a struggle be
tween the US and USSR. The force of Isolationist and nationalist

opinion, particularly In countries ,wher~ importantcelections are

appx~oaching, has obstructed direct mllltar~. aid to the UN In

Korea, and has caused pro-US governments to act cautiously in

US negotiations to secure strategic mate~ials. Communist stra

tŁgy has been to play upon this isolationism by attacking Latin

American boils with the US. Soviet adoptl9n of a more con

duiatory policy would increase the susceptibility of isolationist

groups and complicate the task of governments desiring to co

operate with the US. Nevertheless, In the event of a. majorS
crisis, most Latin American governments would. act in the spirit
of the Rio Treaty.
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SC-M�29
22 October 195].

STAFF ~NFERQNCE

Minutes of Meeting held in Director�s
Conference Room, Administration Building
Monday, 22 October 195]., at 1100 hours.

Genera]. Smith Presiding

?sent

Allen W. Dulles, Deputy Director
Walter R. Wolf, Deputy �-�irector for Administration
Joseph Larocque,~ Jr., Executive Assistant to the Director
Colonel Chester B. Hansen, Assistant to the Director
Captain Pflnk C. Acke.r, Deputy Director of Training
Jarncs D. Andrews, advisor for Management
James N. £i.rdrews, Asst. Director for Collection and Dissemination
George G. Carey, Assistant Director for. Operations
H. Marshall Chadwell, Asst. Director for Scientific Intefligenoe
Kin~nan Douglass, Asst. Director for Current Intefligen~o
L. S. Hitchcock, acting D/aSst. Director for Research and Reports
William L. Langer, Asst. Director for National Estimates
Franklin L.. Lindsay, Acting D/Asst. Dir. for Ftlicy Coordination
Naj. Gem. H. N. NcClefland, assistant Director for Communications
James Q. Rc-ber, inst. Director for Intelligence Coordination
Colonel Robert taylor, Office of Deputy Director for Plans
Naj. Gem. Willard Wyman, Assistant Diroctor for Special Operations

CECRET

SC-N�29
o 22 October 195].
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The Director stated that the question of 0/PC operations,
paramilitary operations and the whole Magnitade situation may have
some effect on the form of the report. He feels that operations have
assumed such a very large size in comparison to our intelligence
finiction th~ we have almost arrived at a stage where it is necessary
to decide whether CI~ will retain an intelligence agency or becomes
a Uco]4 war departmeüt�. We have never had trouble with the Bureau
of the Budgct in asld.ng for Lueds to conduct our intelligence work
but the very large proposed budget for 1953, most of it for operations,
may cause the Bureau of the Budget to scrutinize our activjti.es very
carefufl,y.

22 October 195].

�2�

9
22 October 1951
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NSC 10/5

October 23, 1951

NOTE BY THE EXECUTI YE SECRETARY

to the

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

on

SCOPE AND PACE OF COVERT OPERATI ONS

References: A.. Memo for~ NSC from Acting

Exeçu~ive SecrŁtary~, same

sàbject, dated June 27,
1951

B. Memo for NSC from Executive

Secretary, same subject,
dated August 22, 1951

C. Memo for NSC from Executive

Secretary, same subject,
dated October 9, 1951

As of October 23, 1951, the statutory members of

the National Security Council approved the recomiendations

contained in Referenàe A as amended by the Changes contained

in Reference C. The DIrect9r of Central Intelligence had

concurred therein.

Accordingly, the report �as amended and approved is

enclosed herewith for informatiOn� and appropi�iate implementa
tion by all departments and �agencies concerned, as indicated

therein.

It is requested that spocial security precautions
be taken in the handling of this report and that access be

limited strictly to individuals requiring the information

contained therein to carry. out their official duties

It is further requestE,d that all copies of the ref

erence memoranda be. withdrawn and returned �to this office upon

receipt of thIs report.
, .

�

.

.

JAMES S. LAY, JR.

�

�ExŁcütive Secretary

.1

NSC 1,0/5
.

, ~P 6EcRET
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ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

on

SCOPE AND PACE OF COVERT OPERATIONS

1. The National Security Council approves in principle

as a national responsibility the immediate expansion of the

covert organization established in NSC 10/2, and the intens

ification of covert operations designed in general order of

emphasis to:

a. Place the maximum strain on the Soviet structure

of p~wer, including the relationships between the USSR,
its satellites, and Communist China; and when and where

appropriate in the light of U. S. and Soviet capabili
ties and the risk of war, contribute to the retraction

and reduction of Soviet power and influence to limits

which no longer constitute a threat to U. S. security.

b. Streiigthen the orientation toward the United

Stat~s of the peoples and nations of the free world, and

increase their capacity and will to resist Soviet domina

tion.

c. Develop underground resistance and facilitate co�

vertand guerrilla operations in strategic areas to the

maximum practicable extent consistent with 1�a above, and

ensure availability of these forces in the ev~nt of war

for utilization in accordance with principles established

by the National Security Council, including wherever prac

ticable provision of a base upon which the military may

expand these forces on a military basis in time of war

within active theaters of operations.

2. The National Security Council directs the Psycholog
icaL Strategy Board to assure that its strategic concept for

a national psychological program includes provision for covert

Operations designed to achieve the objectives stated in para

graph 1 above.

3. The National Securit~~ Council reaffirms the responsi
bility and authority of the Director of Central Intelligence
for the conduct of covert operations in accordance with NSC

10/2 and subject to the general policy guidance prescribed
therein, and further subject to the approval of the Psycholog
ical Strategy Board which shall be responsible for:

NSC 10/5 � 1 � TOP CECHET
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a. Determining the desirability and feasibility of

programs and of individual major projects for covert op
erations formulated by or proposed to the Director of

Central I ntel].igence.

b. Establishing the scope, pace, and timing of

covert operations and the allocation of priorities among

these operations.

c. Coordinating action to ensure the provision of

adequate personnel, funds, and logistical and other

support to the Director of Central Intelligence by the

Departments of, State and. Defense for carrying out any

approved program of covert operations.

4. The National Security Council requests the Secretary
of Defense to provide adequate means whereby the Director of

Central Intelligence may be assured of the continuing advice

and collaboration of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the formu�

lation of plans for paramilitary operations during the period
of the cold war.

5. In view of the necessity for immediate decision pri
or to the coming into operation of the Psychological Strategy

Board, the National Security Counci1~ authorizes

as outlined in the

memorandum from the Director of Central Intelligence enclosed

with the reference memorandum of June 27, 1951 (Reference A),
and pursuant to the appropriate provisions of NSC 48/5.

NSC 10/5 � 2 � TOP CECUIT
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-SE6hEF

25 October 1951

Memorandum Lox the Record:

Subject: CIA Appropriations.

1. Mr. George Harvey, Chief Clerk, House Apropristiona
Committee has raised with me several times the problem of pIne-

Lug of the CIA budget, particularly since It has reached a magnitude
which makes camouflage difficult. At his request end with the

approval of Mr. Wolf. Mr. Saunders, Mr. Houaton and I met

with Mr. Harvey today to explore the question.

2. Mr. Harvey opened the discussion by pointing out that

since 1946 he was the only person on the House Appropriations
Committee or its staff who has kno�WP each year the amount of

the CiA budget and it. location. This places a great responsi

bility on him and on the Chairman of the Coa~vr~1ttee, for In cer

tain years the minority methbers have not been informed. Mr.

Harvey further stated that sooner or later this situation might
lead to extremely embarrassing questions from other members,

which might endanger the security of the CIA budget if we con

tines to ~d1e the matter as sI present.

3. Mx. Harvey pointed out that there were two basic problems:
the ~rsi, bow to ~�~le the 1953 budget which i. curren~ pre
paration; and the second, how to plan for the ultimate long-term
problem of CIA apprcpriatioas. He cited certain .~�ples of

problems which have srisen in connection with the location of the

CIA budget. particularly fox the fiscal year 1952. (ii ehould be

recalled that in on. instance in the 1952 budget, the State Depart
ment added a $10, 000.000 item of its own to our appropria&Ina
which bad been contained In a. $10,000. 000 item br several year..

This ~âI4innal $10. 000.000 request had served to highlight the

item in which the CIA appvoprIa.~an was tarioded leading to com

pliceitcin of the security aspects. In addition, those items which

weSt bidden In the m1li~�y budget were included 1* suck a way that

it would be apparent to Ce~~�4tt.e members studying the question
that certain figures were being falsified, les.Iing to embarrassing

questions which would needlessly disclose to many Co~�ttee

membere the fact that the CiA budget was included to these items.)

S~R~
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As s result. Mr. Harvey wishes to discuss, prior to hi. depar
ture from Washington at the end of next seek, the location problem
with us and with Mr. Schaub of the Bureau of the Budget.

4. Mr. Harvey agreed that it would be preferable to place
the entire CIA appropriation in cue budget- -either State or Defense

- -to keep at a minimum the number of Committee members who

would have to be told something about the CIA budget. (This is

in line with the suggestion of Senator O�M~b~ey of the Senate

Appropriation. Committee, who was rather hopeful that we could

eliminate the small sum which was in the State Department budget.)
It was agreed, however, that an immediate dropping of the full

State Department Item of several million dollars In which our

budget was contained would needlessly point up the fact that CIA

had had f~s there. Therefore, it was suggested that this sum be

reduced by one or two million dollar, every year. and that the

Bureau of the Budget write to the .A~propriation3I Committee Chair

man stating that for security reason, they would likc t~ have part
of this appropriation included each year, but that the sum w~uld be

impounded by the Bureau of the Budget until it was completely
eliminated, perhaps 1ivc years from now.

5. The next problem which was discussed was the question
of openly declaring a portion of the CIA budget, keeping the re

m~4~4er concealed. It was generally agreed that this would be

helpful at least as an Interim measure. It was pointed out to Mr.

Harvey that actually the major portion of the CIA budget was en

pended for cold war activities assigned to us by the National Security
Council in this emergency, as opposed to the smaller portion of

our budget which could be fully deslgnatàd for intelligence purposes.

It therefore canbe assumed that ultimately, although perhaps not

In the foreseeable future, the CIA budget will be considerably lea.

than its present size. However, this would not serve to solve any

of the Immediate problems. It was also agreed that from the

standpoint of security we could not separate the present budget
into purely intelligence functions en the one band sod the cold war

activities on the .,tbcr.

6. The question was then raised as to whether there was any

way In which we could receive funds from the Treasury without

gulag through the formal appropriations procedure. Mr. Harvey
felt that perhap. the beat solution to our problem would be to ob

tain per�~�ent legislation which in effect would state that such
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74. (Continued)

�3�

fonda as might be approved ~taafly by the Appropriations Corn..

mittees of the Roast sad S~ate. or designated subcommittees

thereat, would be appropriated for CIA out of nay money in the

Treasury not otherwise appropriated by the Congress. In effect

this would mean that we make a presentation annn~lIy to the

Appropriations Committees or their designated subcommittees.

and that they In tarn certify to the Treasury the amoimts which

the Treasury could tern over to CIA. Thi. would sUminatc nay

*ecesstty for biding sums in the Federal budget for us aad would

also eliminate Floor debate. It was pointed oat that It i~ight be

difficult to secure such legislation, but it could be assumed that

If suggested it would have the complete approval of the r~king
members of the House Appropriations Committee in advance.

However, it was further pointed out that the personality of the

Chairman of the Seaste Appropriations Conimittee might �

ouch legislation extremely difficult at this time.

7. The final alternative discussed was the question of private

ft�~a�aag through the profit, of corporate cover, it was Mr.

Harvey�. opinion that these profits should be reported each year

to the Appropriations Committees, and the annual budget be reduced

by such amounts
�
rather than turning the funds over to the mis

cellaneous receipts of the Treasury.

Walter L. Plorabeimer

cc - DD/b.dinin.
Comptroller

$LC~ET
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75. Office of the DCII, �Staff Conference,� 21 November 1951

5041�3].
2]. November 1951

STAFF O)N~R~2~CE

Minutes of Meeting held in Director� s

Conference Roon, Administration BnIlrHng
Wednesday, 2]. Nov~nber 1951, at 1100 hours.

Genera]. &nith Presiding

Present

Allen W. Dufles, Deputy Director

1~Thnk 0. Wisner, Deputy Director for Plans

Walter R. Wolf, Deputy Director for Administration

Joseph Larocque, Jr., Executive Assistant to the Director

Colonel Chester B. Hansen, Assistant to the Director

James D. An&ews, Advisor for Manag~ent
Janice N. ~nthetrs, Asst. Director for Collection and Dissemination

Colonel Matthew Baird, Director of Training
H. Marshall Chadweil, Asst. Director for Scientific Intellig~nco
Brig. Gen. Trubee Davison, Director of Personnel

Lt. Co].. James B. Drum, A/Chief, Technical Services Staff, OJ~D/Plsns
Perry Johnson, E/Aset~. Director for Commi~icatioxiz

Col. Kilbourne Johnston, Assistant Director for Policy Coordination

Ijinan B. Kirkpatrick, D/Asst. Director for Special Operations
WI ~ ii~m L. Langer, lasistant Director for Natignal Esthnates

Max F. MilHlcan, Assistant Director for Research and Reports
James Q. Beber, assistant Director for Into].].igenee Coordination

Colonel Robert Taylor, Office of Deputy Director for Plans

Co].onc]..L. K. White, D/lasistant Director Lor Operations
Naj. Gen. ~i11ard bt~yuan, Asst. Director for Special Operations

SEcR.~r

�

SC-N�31
� 21 November l9~l
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75. (Continued)

SECIiLT

sC-14-31
2]. November l%1

1. Mr. Wisner made the following report on his recent trip
with Mr. Mi].].er and Mr.He].ins:

Turkey

In consequence, no discussions were held

with I3nbassy officials and dealings were mostly with Turks on

the second echelon. Mr. Wiener felt that things in Turkey were

on a sound basis, the econon~- had taken strides forward and the

political situation appeared stable. Tunkey is so inportant
geographically that there is still a large job there.

Greece

!~i~sions were held with practically a].]. United States

and Greek anth.rities. Situation is not too satisfactory and the

United S~ates
.4..4._,....~ U

~ is the s_.._~.
in a genera~ i by States military

and diplomatic personnel. There is a feeling that the present
uneasy coalition may split and that Papagos might come into

power after the first o1f the year.

Mr. Wiener feels that th~ing thC trip they were able

to help Greek operatives in relation to their own government.
The heads of the Greek intelligence services are military personnel
and strong representations were mande to the Greek Government

that there should be continuity of service.

Major General Hart may become the new head of the

United States military mission. He was briefed by Mr. Wisner
in Stuttgart.

The internal Cozrginrnist situation seems to be fairly
well in check and they have gone underground. In this relation

the contrast between Greece and Italy- is very marked.

Italy
Unless present trends are reversed, the Italian situation

could be lost to the internal Cnitrnnini~t threat. ~ericans in

Italy, however, are aware of this, are begin-nirig to forgot their

differences and are showing more signs of working together.
The economic situation is poor, the tax collection

methods are bad and both are being exploited by the Conaunists.

SECB~T

SC-M-31
2]. November 1951
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75. (Continued)

SC4I-31
2]. devenber 19S1

Conversations were held with Admiral Carney in regard
to war planning in respect to Greece and !ugos].avia. Mr. Wisner
fc~els that the question of ~ingiug Greece and ~ugoslavia
directly together for war pimmi � has been recently forgotten
by the United States and the British. Perhaps this is due to an

uncxpressed fear that if they get together they might decide to

partition Albania.

G3rma~
Mr. W~.sner fouad the German situation very ianpro~ive,

with groat ecoeceic progress and booming manufacture. He es

pecially ncted the, recovery of the Deutsch Mark.

Gen. Truscot4
is closely f~Uowing the progress of the contractual agreemonts.
Mr. Wiener foals that our negotiators may be uaable to get what

~ited States intelligence wants.

Ins position of Genera]. Truscott is interesting and vcry

greti1~p2ng. He is welcomed as the leader of the United States

intelligence activitjy. He is not, however, able to cover Berlin
as he has no man oem

- - -

� .....SJ_.~ J_ SI_,..J. _J

occupation to~rcea are dope~xicx..
and CIA�s rcsDonsibiitt~ris great. Th~ 03 intel t~enco on the

Eastern Zonc and also parts of Poland is cxcullont. Troop
sovaments are normally known within three days.

The defuctor operation was carefully studied and Mr. Wiener
feels it is going well. The ~ysical set-up is excellent althou~
heretofore the flow of defectors has ~oen smell. This is improving.

Mr � Wiener feels that press criticism of the defector

operation has become so wide spread (although mostly uajustified)
that it is doing active hans and dote~ing defection.

France

Tho internal Ce~nmimi st situation is still strong but not

as bad as in Italy. The French argue constantly on a legalistic
basis about COlrAnuaists and declare that the CQ1IE~nmi ~t Party is
still a.legal party. We will have tó kncp after this.

There wore nnnarous discussions with the French Intc].]1-
gcncc sc~rvices in an attempt to get thou to provide us i,ittLi more

intelligence. Some progress was made but we will probably have
to give thou something in exchange.

CE~ThET

SC -14-31
21. Novunbur 19~].

�2�
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75. (Continued)

Hollend ax4 Belgium

3EC~T

SC�h�31
21 Novombor 19S1

ice. s~tuatwn is Daci.y scrambled in Bolgium but

W. Wisnar saw the various chiefs ot the Intelligence services
at the same tine

� Internal intelligence prob1~ in Belgiwa axe the

prinarily of a jurisdictional
nature. Hr. Wisner arranged for copies of our National Security
Actofl91~7tobescmttothenforstudy.
� Counterespionage service in Holland is having a bad

tine, Thcy have boon p~ibli~ �
CE amtters and have been criticized by the ncvspapers.

Eu

� ax� arrived just after election, too early to

observe ax~r change in the forei~ policy. He believes that soam

tine will elapse before there are a~r major policy chengcs.

General
�

In general, Hr. Wiener bad the impression that GIL was

gaining in maturity and stature. There is greater acceptance
Of CI& by american officials abroad and the Agency contribution

is recognized. This presents an increased responsibility to liv

up to this recognition. Hr. Wiener feels strongly that ~mco

ordinated trips through Europe and the) East must cease,

Such trios in the future must be coordinated through the Office

of DD/P

2. The Director endorsed ~. Wianur�s c~onts on coordinated

travel. As a matter of procedure, when ar~�one less than an Assistant
Director is traveling, coordination in the future idli be effected

through the Office of DD/P and the Senior Reprosentatives will always
C

-

~8flCO5 5
- -

3. General Davison stated that although all Offices in CIA

wore lscrr~n-4ng� xbr persondel ha had discovered that some 800 files-

were presently on -the desks of Division Chiefs and sane of than had been

there as long as two months. Be asked that the Assistant Directors get
those unving. The Director asked Qonerni Davison to look into the cause

of this delay and report to bin.

-3�
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SC�M�33.
21 Novonber l9~l.



75. (Continued)

~cR~I

SC-N-)1
21Novenber 195]~

1~. The Diroctor mentioned a confidential mcmorand~n which
had boon circulated to the Assistant Directors and tho contents of
which ~h~td ovidontly ben ~~1eakŁdit ~ The Director is worriod about

our -sc~curity and fools that there is too nitich conversation on a].].
lcvcls. -

SC-14-31
2]. Novcwhcr 1951

14
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76. Earman, Memorandum for Rear Admiral Robert L. Dennison,
�Estimate of Situation in Guatemala,� 14 January 1952

(Carbon copy)

~ecurInIy ~rma%IOlb

]i~ Jaz~a~y I9~2

!~T7.&M~J~! ~t. flZ&R A~1XRAL ~ERT 1. fl~I~ISc~
NLV~.L AID!~ TO 1~W~ P~U~Il?

Eeti~ta of 8i~aticn in Ooats~3*

8 of C~ntra1 IntsUig~oe bee z~q~stsd that

tbe ~ib3eot ~i�sr~ be ~im~ to the P~eai~t It I.e to

be not.d that the Inf~tjco oantainrd therein baa ~t bean

eo~dimtsd with the ~ei~e of the Intsliigsnea £4vie~y

~SIGNED

J.s.EAP.t~.I
Aaaistmit to tba Diveot~

~1oeei~

Piano dtd 11 J~ ~2 (fran Co].. King, OPC, to DDI~ � ER 2.4~8U)

Diatributioni

Orig & 1 � Addreeeee

2� Signer
1 - DD/P v/ac of ~o of 1]. Jan ~2 Y~�~- j~

~QI.M~ �4
0

D1MI. ~9T�IO~ ~ 1 0

_____

__ /
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76. (Continued)

�

~ th~i~
L~!�-t

r~rkrufl
1]. January 1952

MEVORANDUM FOR DEPUT! DIRECTOR, PLANS

SUBJEc�r, Eatiiiat. ~f Situation in Qatemala

~ Activitisi

Th.~ continue to he vóry active in GU.atanala and aontirfli. to

receive Oover~nt support. Since the anti~Càwti.~1et rioting. in Ji~].y 1951
the Ccmuuniati have anftsnd ~ix overt c~aign for i~diat. action in

the political field, but they have forgsd ibsed in the labOr novoment,
.uocs.ding in forcing, nuder the guidano of Viconte LC~BARDO Toledano and

Louis SAILLAII!, $ csntral labor orgacisation oOepri.ing alaoat all the ~m4

In the country. The C~ui~im~( at nsvup~er Octohaó is published reguLarly and

cizoulatai frecly It has divoted ito co1~ anti-United States prop.~.

gand. and to trying to agpavat. the United Fruit Ccm~a~-�s labor troubles.

The Guatomalan C~�n~ts are small in number, but their infliasno. in both

government and labor i eubitantial.

Anti.-C~iat Lativitias

The Anti�C~~mist Par~- of O�uatsmsla has bein foresd sine, tb. July
rioting and has received strong support fron the Gatbol.ic middle Class

from the Th~41 ~n.� The uninrai~- students have furniah.d lasdership to

a eubetancial bloc in the Par~~r. They have requmstsd Prasid.nt Arbsna to

di~.a. the Co~iste belding positions in the Government, and to .~sll
all foreign C~ii.~m4 ~t Tb. movement cOntinues to d,vslap in all sections

of the ooontry.

Political Situation

Presidect ARfi~Z baa shown no sign of oh*nglng the ~oliay est by
AREVILO as regards C���~~~ He has stated hi. appowitiOn to the anti�

Comeuniat mev~t Ranfro ORDOREZ Pomiagma, littimb ~tni~t.r of C3oTSràisOt,
baa recently reeiçasd and hem replaced by Riaa.rdo CH&VEZ~ H~�r~ CHAVEZ

ii gsnerally regarded as an anti-Cosnmiat. Hoesvsr~ on b January 1952 hO

~oumo.d that the govsr~nt bad decided to ban all anti�Co~iat ds~.

stratious. Coliw~.~ PAZ T,.j.oa, who bad .tudioueiy avoided atti�din~ alt.
~ rauhls, bat who was foro.d to sttes4 the 3Ast cue as the Eepre�
nntativ. of Pr.~4de�~t Infi~Z has besn replaeod U Mixd.stsr of

tioni by Colonel Corlas 1LD*SA Sandoval, an Arbens supporter. PAZ IjadA
baa been placed in charge of the construction Of the hlghwq to the Atlantic.
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76. (Continued)

t1�URITY %NFORMAT~
Eco~~.c Situation SW

A~NZ inherited a very black .oononic picture, and the labor trouble

and schasquent thrat to, uit~aw from Guatemala by the United Fruit Ccspm~
ha. made the ontloch even darker.

Activi~~ of Po].itical Exilsi

At least this. Guat~1~n exile groups is plotting againot the ARBENZ

regime. They ore, in probabl. order of itr.ngthi

a) a group b.ided by CO1~1 GASTfl~LO Areas, former Cosondante of

the Esou.1.a Jdiliter, sad now in Costa Rica, originally planned a January
19S2 uprising. it ha. bisn reported that CASTfl1W Arms. ha. been offered
aid by the 1~iited Fruit Ceepacy med a Peruvian group, pos.ibly the govern�

nontj

b) a group in ~co headed by Cilonel Ar~. EAMIREZ who ha. been
in exile einos on att.uphed revolt in 19li8. This group may be finanoed in

part by American eli. prueet.r.;

c) supporters of General XDIOORAS Fuent.., meauccea.ful presidential
candidate of the I$~O elections who is now in ~ Salvador.

The CASTIILO irmi. and RAMTW~Z groups have been in contact, but lo far

no agreement hi. been reached. If the teo groups ~e to unite, a encases

ful revelation might issult.

Conclusion.

C�~~.m4 ~t lnfl.umeoI in the Gua$~.~1 ~n gover~nt continues to be serious.
~r. persist in Ouat~1 ~ that Prsuide~nt krbsns is ill ~th leukemia.
Effort. to verify the.. ~ors are being made. In the event that ARBENZ wore

forced to leave hi. office, Roberto ALV~1ADO Fcentes, president of the

Guat~1 a,i cingre.~ could conetititionauy aas~ presidency. Such on

evsntualit~r would further aggrmt. the situation in Guatemala bs~se
ALV~ADO Fuint.e is a ntrâng Cnl~t supporter having recently attended
& Co~nri4~t sponsored pre~p.sa. meeting in Visone.

J. CAL~t EINU
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77. Wisner, Memorandum for Deputy Assistant Director for Policy
Coordination, �Reported Crisis in the American Committee for

Cultural Freedom,� 7 April 1952 (Carbon copy; attachments

not included)

S~~urjts,� ~ 2�77L0

!cJ4~ANDw4 P~s D.puty Assistant Director for Policy Coordiaition

Deputy Director (Plans)

SUBJECTs R.pcrtd Crisis in the Aasrican Candttee for

Cu].tura3. Freedom.

1.. Attached hereto is a letter dated ~ April fran Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr., to myself, together with certain suclosurus eli ci� ithich preaont a

rather slareing picture. I had not heard ~bc~t thesi d.veloascta prior
to my receipt of Schlesinger�s letter, and I am moot anxious to have an

OPC evaluation of this setter, vhiob very v.11 may not be a tanp..t in a

teapot.

2. ?~r offhand reaction to this ness is that th, position of

neither the pro-NcCarthytt.s or antt�!~Carthyit.s is the correct cm.

tros our standpoint, and that it is soot unfortunat, that the setter

ever o up in such a way as to bring it to this kind of head. I can

understand ban an American coanitt.e for cultural treea~n, standing
. and being in fact a poup of American private citicens interest.d

in cultursi freed~, would feel that it would have t. take a position
an JicCarthyise. ~!owever, that is not the nature of the American Con

for Cultural Freedom ~ich, according to my r.coll.cttcn, v.a

inspired if not put together by this Agecay for the purpose of provid
ing cover and backatopping for the Luropeso effort, if such is to.

case, vs are stuck with the Ccanitt.s in that we hava an in.scapsbls
responsibility for its conduct, its actions and its public statements.

Under the cizeu~~stancee the ~rai,thg of- the issue of I4cC.rthyis., ith.ther

to cond it or to support, it, was a serious mistake in my epinian.
The xsa.oc is simply that this inj.cte ui into an extranei,y bet Azi�

~ domestic political incus, and is s~e to get us into trouble and

to bring dean on our heads criticise for interference in a matter that

is nons of our concera *atsoever.

3. If you agree with the foregoing analysis and reaction, ma ~ou14

consider p.~ what Miould be done no,, that th. fat is in the firs.

If it wore possible to do so, it vould b. my thought that the entire

debet. em this subject, fran to. beginning, be eupongsd from to. record

and the setter thus laid to rest. I knar that this will nat satisfy
either faction, but it night hi possible far us to put caress t the

~ers if both fectiona that vs ar t*Th4.ig cheat gurap and the world

outside the United States, and that vs should stick to
_~

lest � end

that if pp~do sot do an the entire effort. i.tU be. and shot

~~~çImen bs~r~e oLour involvement in domestic Political issues. An up-

NO CHANGE n~pn.kta lmit7 and concord and the preservation of this valomble effort

DDECLA5SW~~ hej~.ssful. In a~- cas. it is the on1~r approach that I can

irrf -

-

~~________
________

with~

DD/P chronQ - 1
- -

27.
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78. Smith, Memorandum for the National Secwity Council,

�Report by the Director of Central Intelligence,� 23 April 1952

(T~rped copy; one attachment not included)

lOP ~LCI~ET
#63I~9

~uviiy horrn~t~uo~ IflCLUDED ~l
ThE PRE~rnEL~r~

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

~ ~- ~
WASHINGTON 25. 0. C.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

23 April l9~2

MEMORANDUM FOR THE MA~TIORAL S&XJRITY CO(YNCIL

~BJECT: Report by the Director of Central Intelligence

In July l91~9, the National Security Council directed

that certain changes be made in the organization of the

Central Intelligence Agency. The instructions contained

in this Directive � NSC ~O � have been carried out in

a].]. substantial respects.

There is attached, marked T.&B A, a chart of the organi
cation of the Central Intelligence Agency as of October l9~O
and an organization chart as of 31 December 19~l. A com

parison of these charts will indicate the general scope of

this reorganization.

Specificaij,y, there has been established an Office of

National Estii~tea to produce intelligence estimates of

national concern, both in aomte situation., and on a long-
term basis. In its operations this Office utilizes the

resources of the total United States intelligence cn~init~y-.
The members of the Council are acquainted with the production
of the Office of Nations]. Estimates, but, for rea~- reference,
there is attached, marked T&B B, a list of the National

Intelligence Estimates which were prepared in l9~1.

To provide the National Security Council and ~pr.opriate
offices of the Government with all-source intelligence on a

current basis, there was also established during 19S1 an

Office of Current Intelligence. Council members are ac

quainted with the publications of this Office.

An Office of Research and Reports has been set up to

provide coordinated intelligence, primarily on economic

matters, as a service of c~uon cencern to interested

DOCID~ENT NO.
___________________

) NO C AIIGE tti CUU. 0
0 DECLaStIFI!D

SUN. c.(;~ItG~.D TO~ TS 9 c

~ NCXT LEYIEW D*TEI
________________

£UTN~ ~O4
Socurfty in.i~&~ ~ iavawui..064
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78. (Continued)

TOP SECRET
Security Informeti~

Government agencies. Although accurate aPPraisal of ~

ene1~)r� S econ~c potential. is a most isportant factor in

estimating his military capnMMtiss, this crucially�
important task had previously been scattered anong twenty
four separate agencies of the Government.

An Interdepertuental Econocic Intelligence Coninittee
has also been established, and the Agency�s Assistant
Director for Research and Reports is its Chairman. His

Office is the clearing house for study and analysis of the

econou~ of the Soviet Orbit and for exploring and filling
the gaps that had developed in the previously unrelated

system of collection and evaluation.

In cooperation with the Depar~nt of Defense, there

has been established the Interdepartmental Watch Ccanittee.
Its function is to provide constant and periodic review of
indications of possible ena~ action. The Central Intelli

gence Agency also maintains a twenty-four hour vatch on

behalf of the Agency.

Contineity of high caliber persanmel, pOssessing
spe~l-~1ised training and experience, is essential for the

conduct of the Agency�s activities. Accordingly, plans for

a career service within the Central Intelligence Agency are

being worked out and the first groups of prospective Jimior
career officers are in. training.

After sufficient career personnel have been recruited
and trained in this service, it will be possible eventually
to select senior officials of the Central Intelligence Agency
fren aneng their mua~er. This davelopnent Viii. take time.

~heanwhil.e, ens of the Agency�s cou+-4-�~ning problems will be

the diffioulty of securing, adequately qualified personnel,
particularly for, senior positions.

�.

Four N~ papers approved ~ing the period under review

required the special aerviess Of the central Intelligence Agency:

1.

2.

2.�--.
tt~ .c..
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78. (Continued)

1~. The rmi~~lnl~~g paper � NSC iDf~. � redefines the

Central IÆtelligence Agency� a responeibilitie~
~ a field.; which ~s probab]~ not envisaged at

the ~.me the National Seàurity iàt of L9b7,
under which the Agency was established, was

framed. TI~–B is the field of cold war covert

activities, incleding geerrilla warfare. We have

accepted these responsibilities as agents for the

major Departments concerned and for projects which
are ap~a~oved by the Psychological Strate~ Board..
The Departments. of State sad Defense are charged
with providing the Central Inteuigence Agency
with the necessary support to accoaplish these
missions.. ~The present:I.y projected se~e of these

� P TOP SECRET
security Iniermafion

3. The third NSC papor � NSC 66/]. � d~ieeted the

Central Intelligence Agency to provide intelli

gence support for the~ Voice of America with

respect to Soviet jn~~w4~~g This is being done,
but the e~t~h1l~dimant of an additional nonitor

ing fad.ltt to
- -

itiona,
I
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78. (Continued)

~OP-SE~
Security Informatj.,n

activities has, during the past three years,
produced a three-fold increase in the clandestine

operations of this Agency and i.iil]. require next

year a budget three times larger than that re

quired for our intelligence activities. These

cold war projects are worldwide in scope (with
the effort intensified in the Far East) and they
�include psychological warfare as �well as para

military operations; denial programs with respect
to strategic materials; stockpiling on a limited

scale in strategic areas to assist the military
in the event of war; the organization and p~nning
of sabotage teams to support. resistance operations;
and the pl Anfli ng and organization of escape and

evasion networks and stay�behind movements for

use in the event of war.

Given the necessary support, it will be possible for the

Central Ixtelligence Agency to fulfill these requirements;
but since they have resulted in such a large expansion in the

Agency� s budget and personnel strength, it should be noted

that:

1. They are not functions essential to the per
formance by Central Intelligence Agency of its

intelligence responsibilities.,

2
� They were placed in this Agency because there

was no other Department or Agency of the

Government which could undertake them at that

time.

3. They will inevitably militate against the per
formance by Central Intelligence Agency of its

primary intelligence functions and are a con�

tinning and increasing risk to its security.
Regrettably, (from ~cy personal viewpoint) it

seems impracticable, for reasons of coordinat~.on
and security, to divorce these from other covert

operations.

There renAl n a number of unsolved problems � maj or and

minor. The following emamp].es will indicate their nature and

range.

1. Interrelationship Between Intelligence and Opera
tional Plmmi-ng It is not necessary for an

intelligence officer to Iciow very much about plans,
either civilian or military, but if his product is

to be timely he must have adequate advance informa
tion at least of the general nature and objectives

Security InfCF.,
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�

rop ~:c~: ~
Secur!ty ir.iorm~m~

of acy plans toi~ard which he can make an

intelligence contribution, as well as of such

national or international policies and agree
monte as precede them. The liaison arrangements
of CIA and the Department of State on such matters

are reasonably satisfactory, although there xe�

mains roem for betterment. Such arrangements with
the armed Services are still sameithat less than

satisfactory, although eons ieprovement is being
made.

2. Security The uteost diligence hay been emorcised
to insure the security of the Central Intelligence
Agency, and I am now convinced that it is at

least as secure as ~ activity of the Government.

)~r ~i1 ng concern in this regard is largely
based on the fact that the Agency is scattered

among twenty-eight buildings in the Washington
area. Every effort idll be made to obtain funds
for the construction of a reasonably secure

building

3.

li. Scientific and Technical Intelligence The least
progress in coordinating iutelLtgence activities
has been made in certain fields of scientific and
technical intelligence. An interagency committee
is presently studying this problem, with the view
of recending the proper steps for the improve-.
mont of this aituation.

The Council is generally acquainted with the Central
Intelligence Agency� s secret operations designed to produce
raw intelligence. Although we are � every effort to
develop these latter sumces, our e~erience so far has been
in general disappointing. They are costly by comparison with
other intelligence operations and they present in most cases
a gamblers s chance of obtaining really significant critical
strategic information, although they consistently produce a

-
.
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significant quantity of useable information. We must and.

chal]. devote our best effort to their inprovement and to

the e~qloitation of every reasonable chance for penetration.
On a few rare occasions there have been really brilliant

accomplishments.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that, in view
of the efficiency of the Soviet security organization, it
is not believed that the present United States intelligence
system, or any instrumentality which the United States is

present].y capable of providing, including the available

intelligence assets of other friendly states, can produce
strategic intelligence on the Soviet with the degree of

accuracy and tiiaeliness which the National Security Council
would like to have and which I would like to provide. �ore

over, despite the utmost vigilance, despite watch comuittees,
and all of the other mechanics for the prompt evaluationand
transmission of intelligence, there is no real assurance that,
in the event of sudden undeclared hostilities, certain advance

warning can be provided.

As far as our intelligence production is concerned, the
Central Intelligence Agency is basically an assembly plant
for information produced by collaborating organizations of
the Government, and its final product is necessarily
dependent upon the quality of the contributions of these

collaborating organizations.

SIGNED�

WAL~R B. SMtTB

Director

Enclosures -

TabA

Tab B
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79. Smith to CIA Deputy Directors, �Organization of CIA Clandes

tine Services,� 15 July 1952 (�T~rped copy)

I

/ ~ SECRET
&ecurity lti~orinahOfl.

COP~

iS Ju3y l9~2

I~M(RA~lJU1~i FOR: Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
Deputy Director (Plans)
Deputy Director (Administration),
Deputy Director (Intelligence)
Director of Training
Assistant Director for Communications

SUBJJ~T : Organization of CIA Clandestine Services

~. a. This paper describes the structure of the organization of CIA clan

destine services which will become effective on 1 August 1952.

b. It is designed to create a single overseas clandestine service,
while at the same time preserving the integrity of the long�range espionage
arid counter�espionage mission of CIA from amalgamation into those clandes

tine activities which are subject to short term variations in the prosecu

tion of the cold war., The experiences of the British and the OSS during the

last war, as well as within CIA during the last three years, justify the

conclusion that the best organizational arrangement consists of a single
field organization with a single chain ci� command and a single set of admin

istrative procedures, rather than two or three separate world�wide commands,
each with its own field network and with separate policy and administrative

procedures. There is no reason why the establishment of a single chain of

command and of uniform administrative procedures would have any effect of

submerging specialized 050 or OPC missions and techniques if intelligently
applied.

2. It is intended to establish the single chain of command from Washington

Headquarters to the chiefs of the merged field organizations by:

a. Designating the Deputy Director (Plans) as the Direàtor�s deputy
for all CIA clandestine activities. In this capacity DD/P is responsible
to the Director for the planning, execution and review of the missions en

trusted to the Director under NSCID-5, NSC 10/2, and NSC 10/5, and to him

is delegated the authority to carry out these functions.

b. Establishing in the immediate Office of the Deputy Director (Plans)
a Chief of Operations, as well as staff elements specializing in long�range
planning and prograiming and review and anaLysis. The Chief of Operations
will function as a Chief of Staff and Deputy to DD/P with responsibility
for the direction of operations, for coordinating the efforts of and elimi

nating duplication among all staff elements under DD/P, and for insuring ~

_________ �

~S,CSG� 17 j cecuri~y

E ~c~q c~�P�I ~ 3/c ~ G- ~i;
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prompt and effective compliance with operational directives, including
those which establish priorities for clandestine operations.

c. Eliminating the current AD/SO and AD/PC command structure and es�

tablishing under DID/P staff çlements specializing in secret intelligence
and counter�espionage, political and psychological warfare, paramilitary
operations, technical suorort, and administration. The chiefs of these

staff elements are comparable to Assistant Chiefs of Staff in a field

.4rny organization. They will be responsible for:

(1) Planning and supervising the proper performanoe of the

missions and operations of their respective services.

(2) Career planning for their respective specialized corps
of officers.

(3) Establishing standards for the recruitment, training,
and professional performance for their respeotive services.

(li) Supervision, guidance, and inspection in all matters per

taining to their respective services.

(5) Tinely and adequate recommendations within their respec
tive spheres of activity and for staff supervision and follow�up
to insure the effective execution of all orders and instructions

issued by con~etent authority.

(o) Such additional functions as may be delegated to them.

d. Establishing the official designations and general functions of

these staff officers as foilows:

(1) Chief of Foreign Intelligence (formerly AD/SO). Senior

officer for espionage and counter�espionage. Represents the Di�

rector in routine contacts with other agencies affecting the es

pionage and counter�espionage mission. His inscediate office will

include personnel specializing in these and related activities.

(2) Chief of Political and Psychological Warfare (formerly
AD/PC). Senior officer for covert psychological and political war�

f are, resistance, and economid warfare. His immediate office will

include personnel specializing in these and related activities.

(3) Chief of Paramilitary Operations. Senior officer for

covert paramilitary activities, including war planning and prepa

raticn~ sabotage and counter�sabotage, escape and evasion, and

guerrilla warfare. He will organize his activities along military
lines capable of close coordination with the military services in

time of war.

�2�
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(Li) Chief of Technical Support. Directs the Office of Tech�

nica]. sevices in supoort of clandestine activities.

(S) Chief of Administration... Aqualified Asministrative Of�

fice~ serving on the staff, of the Deputy.Director (Plans). Re

sponsible to DD/P for insuring adequate support in trained person

nel, equipment, funds, transportation, comimmica~ions, facilities

arid services for all clandestine activities.

e. Maintaining the A~ea Divisions as presently Cstablished and desig
nating the Area Division Chiefs, subject, to paragraphs 2. a. and b. above,
as the channels between Washington Headquarters and the various field in�

staj.lations in their geographic areas of: responsibility. For exan~le, a].].

counications pertaining to activities in

originating� with any Washington Headquarters
office and addressed to any CIA activity in those areas will be coordina

ted with and sent physically through the ~. Division. In effect, .

the

Chiefs of the Area Divisions +~ill act as the. Director�s�exŁc~itive officers

for their respective geographic areas of responsibility.. .

.

f.
.

Designating Senior Representatives in a].]. coun~ries . abroad� where

there are CIA clandestine activities. �. These Senior Representatives will

be responsible for the comeanci supervision of a].]. CIA ac~.vities in their

areas. To those Senior RepresentativØ~ wiul.be delegated the authority
for routine administrative decisions in �~consonance- with óstablished �admin�

istrati�~e orocedures

3. �Procedures. The changed organizational structure recognizes only two corn�

mend echelons:� The Director and the Senior Representatives, ~with the Deputy Direc

tor (Plans) acting for the �Director tbx~ough the medi~ of the Area Divisions on mat�

ters pertaining to the conduct of clandestine activities.� Orders to the Senior Re

presentatives will be tranmnitted is the name of the Director. Technical and pro�
fessional correspondence wi].l be kept s informal as.possib].e and will be encour

aged between the Area Divisions, specialized staffs in Washington, and their coun

terpcrts in the field. Cable proced]re wiil be adopted irn~in general to the

current practices of other major Government agencies.. The Assistant Director fcr~�
Communications will prepare for approval� and prompt� distribution a eable~ procedure
manual in conforhity with the above, and will arrange for the establishment of a

message center, wider the direction of a cable secretary, to centrlize and stan�
dardize the handling and distribution of coimications traffic. ~hen in operation,
the message center will become the responsibility of the Executive Assistant to the
Director. �

-

�

.

.� �.
�

.

�~

1~. All existing directives and regulations in conflict with this document are

rescinded effective 1 August 1952.
� .

.

. .

�

/s/ Walter B. Smith .�� ,1�~

WALTER B.. SW~H

Director of Central intelligena~
\.~ r.

1 Att ~�~: (~ j�5.
Organization chart

.
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80. Office of the DCI], �Staff Conference,� 27 October 1952

� 4�~2
27 0ctO~er 19S2

STA CONF~ENCE

Minutes of IleŁtirig Held in Dfrector~ s

Conference Rool, Adn~iniŁtratiän~BMh1~iing
Monday, 27 October L%2, at 11.00 Hours

Qeæoral Smith Presiding

F~ank G. Wiener, icting Deputy. Dire~t~
Richard Helms, Acting Deputy DirŁótor for Plans

Loftus E. Becker, Deputy, DireCtor Zo~ Intelligence
Walter Reid Wolf, Deputy DirØctór for Aæml i~1 ~tration

Jaans M. Andiews, Assistant DirectÆr ~or Collection Ød Disseadnation

Gg,rgeG. Carey, às8iitant Director for Operations
Ralph I Clark, Acting Director for SØientific Intel1i~eucØ
L. S. Hitchconk, ~cti .~zsistant Director for Research & Reports
Sherman Kent, Assistant Director for National Estimates
Major General Harold 14, l4cCJ.el.land, i~.seist8nt Director for Cozn~ications

Lt. General Willian H. H. Morris, Jr., Assistznt DircctOi� for Perso~o2.

James Q. Reber, Assistant Director for Intelli.gence Coordination

H~tington D.ZhOldon, Assistaht Director for Current ~te1ligenee
Colonel Matthew Baird, Director of ~i n1

Brig. General. Jes.uorid C Balmer, Chief for Plans 8th Program Coordination

2~acy Barnes, Chief for POlitical and Psychological Warfare

Colonel Sheffield Ezh-arda, Chief, Inspection and Security
Willis Gibbons, Chief of TechnicOl Support
Franklin lindsay, Deputy Chief, Political and ?s~chological Warfare

I~�1e T. Shannon, (.hief of Ad~ni~stration, Office of DD/P

Brig. General Jonn Weckerling, Chief of Para~ilita~7 Staff

J. S. E~rman, ~ecutiv-e Assistant to the DirectOr

Robert W. Fuller, Assistant to the Director

Stan]cy J. Grogan, Assistant to the Director

Willard Gaibraith, Office of the Inzpector General

CLOfl~

SG�M�lil
27 October l9~2
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80. (Continued)

1. Personnel

o~nrrr

SC�}1�ljJ.

27 October 1252

The Director, aEntioning.. that the kgency had reeent].y
experienced some difficulties in various parts of the world, remarked

that these difficulties steamed, by and large, from the use of improperly
trained or inferior personnel. He stated that until CIA could build a

reserve of well-trained people, it would have to hold its activities to

the limited number of operations, that it could & well rather than to

atteirt to cover a thoad, field with poor performance, lie reminded the

meeting that the Agency�s primary mission wee intelligence and that he

would do nothing that militated ag~.nst aocomplishing this objective.
He also noted that the difficulties resulted in prt from poor security
pr~ctiqes, pointing up the need forgreatcrand continuing usphasis on

security,

2. Stoturients to the Pre55H;:t.~

The Director, citing the case of a correspondent who had

obtained a story concerning CIA, askedColonel Grogan if it were nct

possible to keep this story from being: pklblished -or, if published, to

have it so s~ritten that it would show no, connection with the !~genoy.
Colonel Gre gan replied that this could be.: done and added that, in general,
arrangements to step a story could be ande in individual eases.

Gcn~ral S.uith remarked thetç when nms correspondents request
information regar~ng saGe, story thfl they might have, involving CIA, thcy
should be told nothing. He-added that in rare cases, however, it might
be necessary to go to the top maæ.of a news organization in order to kill

a story..

Colonel Grbg~in t~arned against off�the�record remarks.

Regarding this, the Director stated that it- is safe to make remarks

�off the record� only when there is coraplet~ oensorship, which we do

�not have in this country.

SC-M41

27 October 1952
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81. Truman, Remarks of the President, 21 November 1952

(1~rped copy)

REI�~ARKS OF. TRE PRESIDENT

TO TI FnIAL SESSION OF THi~ C.I.A. �S

~IGHTh TR~INL�~G ORLNT~TION COURSE FOR

~PRESEMT~TIVES OF VARIOUS GOVER1~I�~NT

AGENCZ~.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRI~JLURE AUDITORIUN

W~SHINGWN, D. C.

NO17E~~ 21, 1952
12227p.m., e.s.t.

Thank you vary much. I am appreciative of the privilege that General

Smith haa offered me, to come over here and make a few remarks to this organization.
I am, naturally, very much interested in it.

When I became President -- if you don�t mind me reminiscing a little

bit -- there was no concentration of information for the benefit of the President.

Each department and each organization had its own information service, and that

information service was walled off fran every other service in such a manner that

whenever it was necessary for the President to have information, he had to send

to two or three departments to get it, and then he would have to have memebody
do a little digging to get it.

� TIe affairs of the Presidential Office, so far as information was

concerned, were in such shape that it was necessary for me, when I took over the

�

.

Office, to read a stack of documents that high, and it. took me three months to

get caught up.

Only two people around the White House really knew what was going on

in the military affairs department, and they were Adznial Leaky and Admiral Brown.

�I would talk to them every morning and try to get all the information I could.

And finally one morning I had a conversation with Admiral Leaky, and suggested to

him that tkmre should be a Central Intelligence Agency, for the benefit of the

�

whole government as well as for the benefit of the President, so he could be informed.

And the Admiral and I proceeded to try to work out a program. It has

worked very successfully. We have an intelligence information service now that I

think is not inferior to any in the world.

We have the Central Intelligence Agency, and al). the intelligence
information agencies in all the rest of the departments of the government,
coordinated by that Central Intelligence Agency. This agency puts the information

of vital importance to the President in his hands. He has to know what is going on

everywhere at home and abroad, so that he can inte].ligenctly �make the decisions

that are necessary to keep the government running.

I don�t think anyone realizes the immensity of the problems that face

~~~sident of the ~nited States.

It was my privilege a few days ago to brief the General who is going -�

~ take aver the Office on the 20th day of January, and he was rather appalled at

a1~4a%t1~pxesident needs to know in order to reach decisions -- even danestic

~i8i~

____________ �
�~ ~

~
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He must Imow exactly what is implied by what he does. The President

mikes a decision every day that can affect anywhere from 100 million to a billion

and a half people, It is a tremendous responsibility.

And I don�t think many of you realize the position in which this great
country is, in this day and age.

We are at the top,.. and the leader of the free world -� something that

we did not anticipate, something that we did not want, but something that has been

forced on us. It is a responsibility which we should have assumed in 1920. We did

not assume it then. We have to assume it now, because it has again been thrust on

us. It is out duty, under Heaven, to continue that lcadership in the manner that

will prevent a thir4 world war �� which, would mean the end of civilization. The

weapons of destruction have becone so powerful arid so terrible that we cantt even

think of another all-out war. It would then bring into the war not only the

fighting mien -- the people who are tra mcd as fighters -- but the whole civilian

population of every country involved would be more thoroughly exposed to death
and destruction than would the men at the front.

That is w)atwe have to think about carefully. You are the organization,
you are the inte]23~ence arm that kkeps the Executive informed so he can make

decisions that always will be in the public interest for his own country, hoping
always that it w*l save the free world from involvement with the totalitarian
countries in an all-out war -� a terrible thing~to contemplate.

Those of you-who are deep in the Central �Intefligemoe Agency Iciow
what goes on around the world -- bow what is necessary for the President to bow �7
every morning. I an briefed every day on all the world, on everything that takes

,

place from one end of the world to the other, all the way around.-- by both the

poles and the other way. It is necessary that you make that contribution for the
welfare and benefit of your government.

I came over here to tefl you how appreciative I am of the service
which I received as the Chief Executive of the greatest Nation in the history of
the world. You may not bow it, but the Presidential Office is the most powerful
Office that has ever existed in the history of this great world of ours. Oenghis Khan,
Augustus Caesar, great Napoleon Bonaparte, or Louis Fourteenth --

or any other of the great leaders and executives of the world -- can�t even

compare with what the PrØsident of the United States himself is responsible for,
when he makes a� decision. It is an Office that is without arallel�inthŁ:~�iistory
of the world

That is the principal reason why I arri so amcious that it be a continuing
proposition, and that the, successor to me, and ti-n� successor tO him, can carry on

as ifno election had ever taken place. -

That is the prospect that we are faced tth now, I am giving this
President.� this new President -- more information than any other President ever

had when he went into Office.

�
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Iou gentlemen -- and ladies � are contributing to that ability of mine

to be able to do that. I an extremely thankful to you. I thinlç it is good that

some of you hive found out just exactly what.a tremendous organization Intelligence
has to be in this day and age. You can�t run the government without it.

Keep up the good work. And when my successor takes over, I want you to

give him just the sane loyal service that you have given me, and then the country
will go forward as it should.

Thank you very much.
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Although the Central Intelligence Agency was a product of the

Cold War, the secrecy of its records has made it difficult to describe

its unique role in the Cold War�s early course or to put it into the I.

context of other organizations and events. To throw some new light I�

on CIA�s origins and opening Cold War role, this collection of

dedlassified documents has~been published in conjunction with the

Intelligence History Symposium, �The Origin and Development of 1�

the �CIA in the Administration of Harry S. Truman,� cosponsored in

Washington by CIA�s Center for the Study of Intelligence and the
�

Harry S. Truman Library Institute in March 1994. The symposium I�

and this third volume in the CIA Cold War Records series both result

from CIA�s commitment to greater openness, which former Director

of Central Intelligence Robert M. Gates first announced in 1992 and

Director R. James Woolsey has reaffirmed and expanded in 1993.

I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
1�

MV �.

I.
I.

Dr. Michael Warner of the CIA History Staff cdthpiled and edited I�

this collection of documents and its supporting material. A graduate
�

�

of the University of Maryland, Dr. Warner took a history M.A. from

the University of Wisconsin in 1984 and received his Ph.D. in I�

history,from the University of Chicago in 1990. Before joining the
�

History Staff in August 1992, Dr. Warner had served as an analyst in
�

1
CIA�s Directorate of Intelligence. � I.
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